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FOREWORD
This volume is one of a series of handbooks prepared.by Foreign Area

Studies (FAS) of The American University, designed to be useful to
Military and other personnel who need a convenient compilation of
basic facts about the social, economic, political, and military institu-
tions and practices of various countries. The emphasis is on objective
description of the nation's present society and the kinds of possible'or
probable changes that might be expected in the future. The handbook
seeks to present as full and asabalanced an integrated exposition as
limitations on, space and research time permit. It was compiled from
information available in openly published material. An extensive bibli-
ography is provided to permit recourse to other published sources for
more detailed information. There has been no attempt to express any
specific point of view or to make policy recommendations. The contents
of the handbook represent the work of the authors and FAS and do not
represent the official view of the United States government.

An effort has been made to Make the handbook as comprehensive as
possible. It can be expected, however, that the material, interpreta-
tions, and conclusions are subject to modification in the light of new
info'rmation and developments. Such corrections, additions,.and sug-
gestions for factual, interpretive, or other change as readers may have
will be welcomed for use in future revisions. Comments may be
addressed to:

The Director
Foreign Area Studiei
Th6 American University
5010 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016

iii
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PREFACE
The present Area Handbook for Jordan is the first revision of a study

prepared for The American University in 1968 by theSystems Research
Corporation and published in 1969. This revision retains some seg-
ments of the 1968 study but is basically a new work, particular atten-
tion having been devoted to the significant events of the 1969-73 period.
Research on the study was concluded on September 28,1973.

On- October 6, 1973, the_armed-forces of Egypt and Syria attacked
Israeli forces in the Sinai and the Golan Heights, areas that had been
under Israeli occupation since the Arab-Israeli War of June 1967 (see
ch. 2). Because the attacks were launched on Yom Kippur (the Day of
Atonementthe most sacred of the holy days of Judaism), the Israeli
government and many foreign observers called the ensuing battle the
Yom Kippur war. Spokesmen for the government of Jordan, on the
other hand, used the phrase Ramadan war because the fighting began
during Ramadan, the Islamic month of fasting (see ch. 4).

From the outset there was uncertainty as to what Jordan would do,
inasmuch as Jordan had lost its West Bank (see Glossary) to Israel in
the 1967 war. A few hours after Israel was attacked, Israeli Minister of
Defense Moshe Dayan warned that if Jordan entered the war it might.
experience a Black October to accompany the Black September of 1970
(see ch. 13).Dayanalso admonished the residents of the Israeli-
octmied Territory (the West Bank) to "continue their daily routines as
on normal days." The West Bank Palestinians (see Glossary) generally
followed Dayan's advice, and there were relatively few anti-Israel
incidents, and those reportedly were minor.

The Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) also sought to influence
Jordan. PLO propaganda warned Jordan that its failure to join the
battle posed a threat to 'the Arab cause. The PLO asserted that its
guerrilla forces had aright to enter Jordan in order to attack Israeli
forces in the West Bank, and the PLO complained bitterly when the
Jordanian military blocked an attempted entry by PLO units. Although
Dayan and other Israeli spokesmen asserted that a large Israeli mili-
tary contingent had to be held out of the battle areas to patrol the bor-
der with Jordan, the PLO insisted that the absence of battle along the
border was a betrayal of the Arab nation and reiterated its appeal to
the citizens of Jordan to overthrow the monarchy.

King Hussein in the meantime maintained close contact with the
presidents of Egypt and Syria. On October 10 the king's Supreme
Defense Council called up some of the military reserves, established
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military volunteer centers, and announced the mobilization of all re-
sou=rces for "the military effort." These acts elicited a warping from
Israeli Prime Minister Guide Meir, who observed that Hussein should
recall the catastrophe of 1967 and "behave accordingly."

On October 13 a JOrdanian official stated that units of the armed
forces were moving into Syria to join the fighting. As of late December
1973 the official figures on Jordan's participation had not been publicly
released, but foreign observers stated that between 2,000 and 3,000
men and about eighty tanks were gent to the battle zone in Syria. The
Jordanians entered the fighting, but by October 22, when the combat-
ant states agreed to a cease-fire, Jordanian casualties reportedly had
been light, and none of the soldiers had been taken prisoner.

Jordan received immediate economic benefits from its modest mili-
tary involvement. On October 17 the government of Kuwait announced-
that it would resume immediately the economic aid (the equivalent of
US$46 million annually) that had been instituted after the 1967 war
but terminated after the 1970 civil war (Ke cji. 10). In addition, Algeria
and Tunisia resumed diplomatic relatiolis;and the small shaykhdoms
on the Persian Gulf announced that they would provide financial
assistance to Jordan.

On October 22, 197,3, the United Nations Security Council adopted
Resolution 338, which called for a cease-fire and for implementation of
Security Council Resolution 242 of November 22, 1967 (see ch. 2). Jordan
at once accepted the terms of the resolution. During the next few weeks,
Jordan and the other Arab states engaged in a series of diplomatic
meetings in preparation for another Arab Summit Conference. On the
eve of that conference, Hussein sought to clarify his position with re-
spect to the Palestinians. In a speech on November 22, he declared, "We
are the protectors o: the Palestinian people's rights to determine their
own fate .... After the retrieval of the (West Bank), we will give the
Palestinians, wherever they may be, the opportunity to decide their
course .... We will accept their decision." A few days later an official
Jordanian spokesman stated that the Palestinians should make their
decision in a "plebiscite under neutral, international supervision." The
spokesman emphasized. however, that although the Jordanian govern-
ment did not claim to be the representative of the Palestinians, it re-
fused to "concede that claim to anyone." To give further emphasis to
the point, Hussein's spokesman announced that Jordan favored the
peace talks that were then scheduled to begin in Geneva on December
18, but that "Jordan will not participate . . if the Arab Summit Con-
ference decides that the PLO is the sole legitimate representation of
the Palestinian people."

Despite this warning by Hussein. the Arab Summit Conference,
which met in Algeria November 26 through 28, did just that. It at first
seemed probable that Jordan would not attend the Geneva_peace talks,
but after prolonged and intense consultations with other Arab govern?

vi
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mentsin particular Egypt and Saudi Arabiaand with the United
States, Hussein changed his mind, and when the peace talks-convened
on December 21 under the joint auspices of the United States and the
Soviet Union, a delegation from Jordan was present. Although the
future of the peace talks was clearly, impossible to predict, the initial
meeting of December 1973 was the first time that the Arab states had
engaged in face-to-face; public negotiations with Israel.

Up-to-date and accurate data and analytical information regarding
Jordan were difficult to obtain. Although extensive use was made of
consultants and of official reports by various governments and inter-
national organizations that were available- to the public, much of the
information was derived from secondary sources. The authors wish to
express -their gratitude to persons in various agencies of the United
States government and to Jordanians re'siding in Washington, who
were particularly helpful. The staff of the Joint Library of the Inter-
national Monetary .Fund and the International Bank for Reconstruc-
tion and Development was also very helpful.

The literature on Jordan is occasionally confusing because of the
varying methods of\ transliteration used by scholars and other writers.
The authors generally adhered to the system known as BGN/PCGN,
the system agreed to by the United States Boa d on Geographic Names
and the Permanent Committee on Geograp !cal Names for British
Official Use. A prominent exception to that s tem is the spelling used
for the name of the reigning monarch. Acco ding to the BGN/PCGN'
system, the king's name would be spelled H sayn; the authors, how-
ever, followed the spelling used by the king, ssein. The place names,
again with minor exceptions, are those approved by the United States
Board on Geographic Names in June 1971. All tons are metric unless
otherwise specified.

4,

vii
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COUNTRY SUMMARY
1. COUNTRY: Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan formed in 1950 after_
annexation of a portion of Palestine west of Jordan River. kingdom is
:the successor to the Amirate of Transjordan formed by the United
Kingdom in 1922 under its mandate-from the League of Nations`.

2. GOVERNMENT: Under provisions of the Jordanian constitution,
King Hussein I rules as a constitutional, but almost absolute, monarch.
Bicameral National Assembly composed of Senate, whose members
appointed by the king, and House of Representatives, whose members
in theory elected every four years by direct suffrage. As of late =1973
no election held since 1967.
3. SIZE AND TOPOGRAPHY: Of total territory of about 35,000
square miles, about 6, percent, known as West Bank (see Glossary), re-
mained under Israeli occupation in late 1973. Jordan River, the Dead
Sea, and series of wadis that extend south to the Gulf of Aqaba divide
country into two regions known as the East Bank (see Glossary) and
West Bank. Most of East Bank is sparsely inhabited desert.
4. CLIMATE: Generally hot and arid summers, cool variable winters.
East Bank averages less than five inches rainfall annually, West Bank

somewhat more.
5. POPULATION: In 1973 population of East Bank about 1.84 million,
Palestinians (see Glossary) account for perhaps over 40 percent; about
604percent of the Palestinians were refugees. Growth rate estimated
at 3 to 3.7 percent-annually.
6. LANGUAGE: Arabic official language. Only very small linguistic
minorities.
7. RELIGION: Islam is official religion; Sunni Islam the most common
branch. Religious minorities include Shiite Muslims; Christians, of
whom Greek Orthodox are the most numerous; and very small num-
bers of other groups.
8. EDUCATION: Increasing literacy rate, estimated by government at
55 percent in 1970. Education free at all levels through university and
compulsory for both sexes through ninth grade. In 1970 close' to 90

percent of six-,to eleven-year-olds, 65 percent of twelve- to fourteen-
year-olds, 35 percent of fifteen- to eighteen-year-olds enrolled.

9. HEALTH: Water shortage and inadequate sanitation remain impor-
tant causes of poor health conditions. One physician per 4,000 citizens,
one dentist per 16,000 citizens, one nurse per 1,550 citizens. Common
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diseases: tuberculosis, dysentery, typhoid, and trachoma.
10. JUSTICE: Three court systems: civil courts, consisting of magis-
trates courts, courts of first instance, courts of appeal, and the Court,
of Cassation (Appeals); Muslim and Christian religious courts, dealing
with marriage, divorce, and inheritance; special tribal, military, indus-
trial, juvenile courts and the High Court of Justice. No jury system;
judges decide matters of law and fact. .

1.1. ECONOMY: Known natural resources very meager. Only about 20
percent of land arable, rainfall highly erratic and frequently inade-
quate, Yet Agriculture major productive sector. From its inception
country heavily flependent on large-scale loan and grant assistance
from abroad. .

12. FINANCE: Government's current and development budgets in
large measure financed by foreign grants and loans; despite this aid,
budgets in late 1960s and early 1970s had deficits, which were financed
by banking system. During early 1970s there was rise in prices.
13. TRANSPORTATION: Narrow-gauge, single-track Hejaz Railway
runs from Syrian to Saudi Arabian border. About 1,750 miles of high-
ways and secondary roads. Amman is the major international airport,
and Al Aqaba is the sole seaport.

14. FOREIGN AID PROGRAMS: Mainly foreign grants to support
the budget; development loans to support specified projects; United
Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palest ne Refugees in the Near
East (UNRWA) to support refugees; and exte sive military aid. Before
1957 most of aid not from UNRWA came fr m the United ,Kingdom;
from 1957 to 1967, mostly from the United S ates; from 1967 to 1970,
mostly from Kuwait, Libya, and Saudi Arabi ; since 1970, mostly from
the Unitei States, Saudi Arabia, and vari us international lending
agencies.

15. INTERNATIONAL MEMBERSHIPS: Since at nission to United
Nations in 1955 has participated in most specialized agencies. Member
of the League of Arab States (Arab League) and attends most Arab
summit meetings.
16. ARMED FORCES: Nearly 70,000 officers and men in military,
almost 65,000 of them in the army. King is supreme commander. De-
fense expenditures in early 1970s averaged about 50 percent of total
budgeted expenditures. Public Security Force (police) of about 7,500
under the Ministry of Interior.

x
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SECTION I. SOCIAL

CHAPTER 1

GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE SOCIETY

In the fall of 1973 an important part of Jordan remained under the
occupation of Israel, which had seized that area in the Arab-Israeli
War of 1967 (see fig. 1). The rest of the country, popularly and officially
known as the East Bank, existed in a condition similar to a state of
siege under the firm rule of the constitutional but virtually absolute
monarch, King Hussein I. Since his accession to the throne in 1953,
Hussein has survived several coup and assassination attempts; in most
instances his retention of power and life was a direct result of the loy-
alty to him of the armed forces. In late 1973 Hussein's ability to rule
continued to depend(npon the allegiance of the military, particularly
the army and its, officer corps, .which were dominated by Trans-
jordanians (see Glossary) and beduins (see ch. 5).

The political history of the 'country is brief. In 1922 the United King-
dom, operating tinder the sanction of a mandate from the League of--
Nations, created the Amirate of Transjordan; the boundaries of this
new political entity were with minor exceptions those of contemporary
East Bank Jordan. The British retained control ever defense and ex-
ternal affairs, but they delegated extensive power to the man they
chose as monarch: Amir Abdullah Ibn al Hussein.

In 1946 the British mandate over Transjordan was terminated, and
the independent Hashemite Kingdom of Transjordan was established
with Abdullah as king. During the Arab-Israeli War of 1948 the Trans-
jordanian army, then known as the Arab Legion, seized and held a'
portion of the city of Jerusalem and part of what had been Palestine.
In 1950 this area, which became known as the West Bank, was annexed
by Abdullah, who then renamed the country the Hashemite Kingdom

of Jordan.
The addition of the West Bank more than doubled the country's pop-

ulation and greatly enhanced the kingdom's economic potential. Al-
though the West Bank included only 6 percent of the territory, it regu-
larly provided well over one-third of the country's agricultural output
(see ch. 12). Many of the holy places.ofChristianity, Islam, and Judaism
are located in the West Bank, and the tourists to those sites were until
1967 the second largest source of foreign exchange earnings (see ch. 11).

The West Bank residents, or Palestinians (see Glossary), were as a
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group better educated and politically and socially more sophisticated
than the largely rural and rustic Transjordanians, and the Palestinians
added greatly to the nation's technical, administrative, and managerial
skills. Because of the Palestinians' political sophistication, however,
the annexatig,n of the West Bank introduced political strife and internal
divisiveness (see ch. 5: ch. 9).

Over 90 percent of the people of the East and We'st banks are Arab
Muslims who share and, in varying degrees, act upon social and politi-
cal attitudes that have characterized Arab civilization since well before
the advent of Islam. Within this framework, however, the different ex-
periences and values of the tribal Transjordanians and the sedentary,
town-oriented Palestinians ha've mafie national unity and cohesion
difficult.

Many of the commonly shared principles were explicitly adopted by
the Prophet Muhatninad in his role as the messenger of Islam; other
principles and practices receied implicit religious sanction as a result
of observance and practice by Muhammad's immediate successors (see
eh. 4). The Hashemite dynasty, which has no long-standing historic
ties to the region. continues to rely upon this traditional attitudinal
system in asserting its monarchical claims. Among Jordanians, the
traditional- attitudes are most specifically and unreservedly endorsed
by the beduins. In addition to a commitment to such concepts as group
independence, bravery, protection of the weak, and vengefulness, the
beduins continue to-reflect the ancient Arab concern with shame and
hOnor and, although shame and honor adhere most immediately to the
family, the concepts are also applied to larger social groups: the tribe,
the nation-state, the Arab nation (see ch. 5).

These traditional attitudes include a legitimation and justification
for certain aspects of hereditary authority. The beduins and other tra-
ditionalist Transjordanians therefore accept the Ilashemite family
in this instance Abdullah, the first king, and his grandson Hussein, the
reigning kingas legitimate rulers by virtue of their direct descent
from the Prophet Muhammad (see ch. 2). The concept of the state be-
comes that of an immense tribe that is subject to the leadership and
authority of the king as tribal brother, father, and first among peers.
Within limits, thereforethat is, for as long as Hussein':, public and
private comportment conforms to this traditionalist concept and for as,
long as this concept holds its own against social changeHussein may
rely on the allegiance and support of most Transjordanians.

The Palestinians. on the other hand, generally view the Hashemite
monarchical claims as anachronisticsuitable perhaps for a backward
tribal community but not for a democratic, progressive, modernizing
society. The nontribal Palestinian society lacks both the mode of life
and the mind-set suited to Hashemite claims of leadership. The
Jordanian constitution, which was promulgated in 1972, reserves'
sweeping, virtually unlimited power to the king, and many Palestinians
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complain that they enjoyed more personal freedom and political partic-
ipation during the British mandate period than they have under the
monarchy.

The inability of Hussein to end Israel's occupation of the West Bank
,further erodes his already fragile claim to the loyalty and allegiance of
the Palestinians. Also, the defeat that Hussein's armed forces adminis-
tered to the guerrilla forces in 1970 and 1971 undoubtedly enhanced his
prestige among. most Transjordanians, especially among the beduins.
The Palestinians, however, whether living under Israeli rule, existing
in squalid refugee camps, or working as civil servants or commercial
entrepreneurs in Amman, generally viewed Hussein in 1973 as some"-

thing less than a symbol of-national unity.
Since the Arab-Israeli War of 1948 the 'refugees have posed a contin-

uing and seemingly insoluble probleni to the Near East in 'general and

.to Jordan in particular. Although data relating to the refugees are sub-
ject to wide margins of error, in 1966 approximately 700,000 refugees
were registered with the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for
Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) in all of Jordan. Imme-
diately after the 1967 war an estimated 224,000 Palestinians (some
sources use figures as high as 375,000) fled from the West Bank to the
East Bank; some of these fled from camps in the West Bank, others
were refugees for the first time. Whatever the number, in 1973 Pales-
tinians constituted about 40 percent of the East Bank population of
about 1.84 million, and over 60 percent of these East Bank Palestinians
were registered ref- gees.

. The conquest of the West Bank by Israel had a shattering impact on
the Jordanian economy. In addition to the loss of the income'derived
from tourists to Jerusalem, Jericho, Bethlehem, and the several other
holy sites, the national economy lost a large part of the remittances
from Jordanians working in foreign lands. A large percentage of those
Jordanians were from the West Bank and, although after 1967 this was
Israeli-occupied Territory, the workers continued to remit money to
their families resident there. In 1966 remittances totaled about JD10.6
million (for value of the Jordanian dinarsee Glossary) and were the
largest single source of foreign exchange earnings. In 1968 remittances
fell to about JD4.1 million but by 1972 had risen to an estimated JD7.4
million,. a distant second in foreign, exchange earnings (see ch. 11).
Overall, the West Bank in 1966 had' contributed an estimated 40 per-
cent of the nation's gross domestic product (GDP), and the abrupt ter-
mination of that contribution was keenly felt.

Although the economy was basically an agricultural one, in 1973' it

remained dependent on imported foodstuffs for many critical items
(see ch. 12). Of the approximately 29,400 square miles of the East Bank,
less than..,20 percent was cultivable. Almost all of this land was in use,
but only anout 10 percent was under irrigation. The low rainfall is un-
predictable and, unless or until irrigation is extended to much more

. 00017 ,
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...sere can he only marginal increase in the generally low crop
yields.

About one-third of a working force of about 386,000 (approximately
21 percent of the East Bank population) was engaged in agriculture,
mostly as subsistence farmers. In the early 1970s only about 5 percent
of the people were nomadic or seminomadic (see ch. 3). During the
early 1970s agriculture contributed somewhat less than 20 percent of
the GDP, whereas industry (including mining, manufacturing, power
and water, and construction) contributed between 16 and 18 percent.
Industry accounted for about 50 percent of the country's exports,
considerably more than agriculture.

Beyond its role as the major source of support to the monarchy, the
military constituted an important factor in the economy. The military
was the largest single employer; in fact, there were more men in uni
form (nearly 70,000) than were employed in the industrial sector
(be4veen 35,000 and 40,000). Durink-the late 1960s and early 1970s mili-
tary Axpenditures, which were preponderantly for salaries and related
expenses, regularly accounted for approximately 50 percent of the
government's annual budgeted expenditures. The large number of men
in tie armed forces did not pose a drain on the available manpower,
however. Unemployment remained highranging from 8 to 15 percent
in the arty 1970sand the percentage of underemployed was probably
higher. any analysts suggested, therefore, that the armed forces
served Us ,a form of unemployment relief (see ch. 13). Perhaps more
specifically, the military provided employment for the Beduin and
beduin-oriented segment of the citizenry, on whom the king depends
and for whose welfare he manifests continuing concern (see ch. 5).

A serious problem for the government has been the physical one of
coping with the rapid growth of cities, a growth that has exceeded not
only all expectations and informed predictions but also the govern-
ment's ability to provide social and welfare services. At the time of
independence in 1946 the population of Amman was slightly in excess
of 65,000; by late 1971 the population was just over 521,000, a more
than sevenfold increase in twenty-five years. The neighboring cities of
Az Zarqa and Irbid experienced sixfold increases during the same
period.

The rapid growth has totally overburdened the already inadequate
sewage treatment facilities, water supplies, public transportation, and
many other social services (see ch. 6). The government has made great
efforts in these fields, however, and in some areas has made signifi-
cant progress. The educational system, especially for the first nine
grades, has expanded at a rapid pace, and by the early 1970s elemen-
tary education was available to most of the population. In .1970 the
government claimed that 55 percent of the adult population was liter-
ate, although some foreign observers suggested that this figure wax
inflated.
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Underlying all Jordan's economic problems is the meagerness of its
natural resources. Unlike most of its neighbors, Jordan has no known
oil deposits. In fact, in 1973 the only known mineral deposit of com-
mercial proportions was phosphate: the proven reserves wereestimated
at about 300 million tons, although the actual figure may be much
larger (see ch. 12). Although the government in most spheres has not
engaged in industrial or commercial ventures. it owned 6,1, percent of
the_Jordan Phosphate Mine Company, which mines, processes, and
markets the phosphate ore. The company employed about 1,200 workers

and was the largest industrialemployer.
Until the 1967 war most phosphate exports (and many other non-

agricultural exports) were shipped from Al Aqaba through the Suez
Canal to markets in Lebanon, Turkey, and other Mediterranean mar-
kets. After the closure of the canal new markets were sought in South;
Southeast, atheast, and East Asia, and reduced volume was shipped overland'
through Syria to Lebanon. In /1971. however, Syria closed its border
with Jordan, and hence Jordan lost access to its customers in the Medi--
terranean. By 1973 the border had been reopened, but Jordan had not
yet recovered its earlier position in the Mediterranean markets.

In late 1973 the kingdom was in a period of relative calm, stability,
and prosperity. Activities by political parties remained outlawed, and
the government-owned radio and television and the government-
controlled press engaged in no direct criticism of the regime (seech. 7).

The thirty members of the Senate were appointees of the king and
were considered to be unreservedly loyal to him. The sixty-member
House of Representatives in theory provided equal representation to
the East and West banks, but no direct elections had been held since
1967 despite a provision for elections every four years (see ch. 8). The
prime minister and his cabinet, all of whoth are appointees of the king,

. are by law subject to control by the National Assembly, but during the
late 1960s and early 1970s the legislators had made no serious attempt
to challenge the king's near monopoly of political power.

From the 1950s to mid -1973 Jordan's relations with most Arab coun-
tries ranged from fair to very poor; the neighboring monarchy in Saudi
Arabia and the distant monarchy in Morocco have been the only Arab
governm-epts that have regularly supported Hussein. Hussein has
adhered to a pro-Western stance in international relations, reflecting,
at,least in-part, his very heavy dependence on foreign, especially United
States, economic and military aid; in 1972, for example, over 50 percent

of the government's budgeted receipts were from foreign loans or
grants (see ch. 11). Most Arab governments view, the United States as
Israel's primary benefactor and protector, and Jordan's reli.hnce upon
and close relationship with the United States is therefore strongly
resented and loudly criticized. Some of the more radical Ara spokes-
men, such as Libya's Colonel Muammar Qadhafi, openly dvocate
Hussein's overthrow, and in mid-1973 the politically moderate p esident
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of Tunisia suggested that Hussein could best serve the Arab cause by
resigning so that a democratic government could be formed (see ch. 10).

Jordan's relations with Egypt and Syria have frequently been marred
by acrimony and open hostility, but in September 1973 the three gov-
ernments seemed to have resolved several points of disagreement and,
by resuming formal diplomatic relations, to have laid the groundwork
for future discussions. Much to the chagrin and dismay of perhaps a
majority of the Palestinian refugees in Jordan and elsewhere; the
Egyptian-Jordanian-Syrian agreements seeme,' to include a common
desire to neutralize the Palestinian guerrilla groups, including those
that attempted to overthrow Hussein in the 1970-71 civil war (see ch,2;
ch. 13). Shortly after the tripartite conference Hussein granted am-
nesty to several guerrilla leaders who had confessed that they had
entered Jordan either to kill or to overthrow him, but Hussein's act was
paralleled by one by the Syrian president, who placed new rigid controls
on the guerrillas, including the closing of a guerrilla-operated radio
station.

It should not be concluded, however, that Jordan's relations with
Egypt, Syria, and other nonmonarchical Arab states will in the future
be close, cordial, and cooperative. Hussein has in the past entered into
numerous agreements with Egypt, Iraq, and (or) Syria, and in'-every
instance the agreements were broken or repudiated by one or the other
party. Jordan's political isolation within the Middle Etst has been
lessened, however, as a result of the agreements.
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CHAPTER. 2

HISTORICAL SETTING
Jordan's central location as a trade crossroads and buffer between

the settled region of the Mediterranean littoral west of the Jordan
River and the desert to the east contributed significantly to the coun-
try's experience in ancient and more recent times. Until 1921, how-

. ever, Jordan's history was that of a vaguely defined territory without
a separate existence. Its earlier history, closely associated with the
religions of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, is therefore included
in that of the surrounding states and contending empires of which it
often formed a part.

By the time of the Ottoman Turkish conquest of 1517, three general
.geographic regions had developed distinct emphases and loyalties
that continued to be identifiable in modern times: the villagers and
town dwellers of Palestine, west of the Jordan River; the scattered
villagers and tribesmen of northern Jordan, who tended to associate
themselves with Syria; and the tribesmen of southern Jordan, who
identifiedthemselves with the deserts of the Arabian Peninsula to
the south. Although most of them were Muslim Arabs, the integration
of these somewhat differing backgrounds and regional orientations
presented problims for the later Jordanian government in establish-
ing the cohesion and identity of the state, a task that had not yet been
accomplished in'1973.

Late in the nineteenth century, two political nationalist movements
developed that were to affect the history of Jordan profoundly: Arab

.nationalism, artictilated first in Lebanon and Syria; and Zionism, of
European Jewish origin. A rising separately, these movements at length
converged in Palestine atAd proved to be irreconcilable.

The state of Jordan fifst emerged immediately after Worlftv War I

when Great Britain divided into twciparts the mandate for Palestine
that it had received from the League of Nations. The Arab Amirate
of Transjordan was then established in the portion east of the Jordan
River, within boundaries.much the same as those of the 'East Bank
(see Glossaty) of Jordan in 1973. Great Britain supported as ruler the
Hashemite prince (later King), Abdullah Ibn al Hussein, one of the
principal figures of the British-aided Arab Revolt against the Turks in
World War I. West of the Jordan River, direct British administration
was set up in Palestine, and within this .administration the Jewish
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national home promised by Great Britain to the Zionist organization
in 1917 was implemented.

After a United Nation-1.( UN ) resolution of 1947 had endorsed the for-
mation of separate Arab and Jewish states in Palestine, Great Britain
gave up the League of Nations mandate on May 14, 1948, and at the
same time the establishment of the state of Jsrael was proclaimed.
Transjordan's Arab Legion then joined with forces of several other
Arab states in the unsuccessful 1948-49 war against Israel. The end of
these hostilities left Transjordan in control of the old portion of the
city of Jerusalem and part of Palestine and with a trebled population,
one-third of whom were refugees. The country's name was changed
to the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, and in 1950 the holdings on the
West Bank (see Glossary) were annexed. The West Bank was lost to
Israeli control in the Arab-Israeli War of 1967. -

Since 1950 perhaps the chief characteristic of the kingdom has been
political and economic survivability under severe stress. Political sur-
vivability is illustrated not only in the continuing confrontation with
Israel but in the series of crises erupting out of the inter-Arab ten-
sions of the new nationalism after World War II; economic survival
and development took place in a land devoid of major natural re-
sources. Among the major factors responsible for Jordan's survival
were the legacy of the period of British aid and guidance from 1921
to 1958, the United States programs of extensive economic and mili-
tary aid after 1957, and the personality and leadership first of King
Abdullah and then of his grandson, King Hussein I (HusAn Ibn Talal)
(see ch. 8; ch. 9; ch. 13).

EARLY HISTORY

The Jordan Area and Ancient Israel

The region east of the Jordan River constituting the present-day
state of Jordan was an important transit or connecting area in the
great land bridge between Africa and Southwest Asiacomposed of
the northern reaches of the Arabian Peninsula, Palestine, Syria, and
Mesopotamiathat is often referred to as the Fertile Crescent. At
various times, in whole or in part, the area of Jordan was held by
contending, successive empires to the east and west, by small local
kingdoms, and by ancient Israel at its height. The principal centers of
history affecting the country were located in the more populous
coastal lands west of the JOrdan River, the Egyptian empires on the
Nile, the rival eastern empires of Mesopotamia and Persia, and the
Arabian Peninsula on the south.

About 2000 B.C. large numbers of Semitic peoples known as Amor-
ites, apparently from northern Syria, moved southeast into Mesopo-
tamia and also southwest into the land of the Jordan River, called
Canaan. By about 1500 B.C. the dominant population element on both
sides of the Jordan River was Semitic.

a 8
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About 1500 B.C. both Hittite marauders from Anatolia (Turkey)
and Semitic people, called Habiru by the Egyptians, from northern
Syria began to ihtzude upon Canaan. The Habiru have been identified
also as early Hebrews. On the larger stage, the Egyptian and Hittite
empires in 1280 B.C. entered into a treaty by which northern Syria
was allocated to the Hittites, but southern Syria and the whole area

i
of Canaan ostensibly remained under Egypt.

During the struggle between Egypt and the Hittites, Hebrew infil-
tration continued. The exodus of the Israelites from kgypt under Moses
occurred about 1300 B.C., and the main phase of the Israelite conquest
of Canaan under Joshua began apparently during the years 125O to

1225 B.C. Only a few decades Jater another invasion of Canaan began,
this by iron-using, Mediterranean sea people possibly from Crete,
called Philistines. From them the area designation Palestine is de-
rived; the modern Arabic word Falastin preserves the name intact.

The ancient kingdom of Israel was established about 1020 B.C. with
the war leader Saul as first king. In the time of David, Saul's succes-
sor, the Israelite people were firmly united, the-native Canaanites
were subdued; and the Philistines were finally driven back into coastal
enclaves between present-day Gaza and Tel Aviv. David expanded the
realm well beyond the old tribal allocations made to the twelve tribes'
of Israel (three of which lay east of the Jordan River), and scholars
have estimated that the population of the expanded realm contained
more non-Israelites than Israelites. At its maximum extent, David's
kingdomhas been estimated to_have stretched from the upper Euphra-
tes River south to the Gulf of Aqaba. Amman was held briefly under
David but broke away again aftii-his death.

Under David's son and successor, Solomon, ancient Israel reached
its peak of cultural splendor and influence, but after Solomon's death
the realm split into two kingdoms: Israel, north of Jerusalerm, and
Judah, encompassing mucli`of the J'ormer southern and wester hold;
ings, including Edom, that lay south of the Dead Sea. The b ance
of the territory that became Jordan in modern times included the'dep-
ert areas where beduin tribal life prevailed, the Semitic kingdom of
Ammon, and some of the land '1.aimed by the Aramaic kingdom Of

, ii,
Damascus.

Egypt, Assyria, Babylonia, and Persia

As the Egyptian power declined, the Assyrian empire rose among
the Semitic peoples of the upper Tigris River region. In the early eighth
century B.C. the capital of the northern Hebrew kingdom of Israel
fell to the AsWyrian king. The southern kingdom of Judah, although
tributary to Assyria, preserved a shaky, political independence for
another 150 years. The rest of the area, including Jordan, was divided
into provinces and ruled ander Assyrian governors.

Assyria declined when confronted with the insurgent neo-Babylonian
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power of southern Mesopotamia. Nineveh, the Assyrian capital, fell in
612 B.C., and Babylon became supreme in the area, also defeating
Egypt to the west. The kingdom of Judah was ended when Emperor
Nebuchadrezzar II (605-562 B.C.) seized and destroyed Jerusalem in
586 B.C. Babylon, in its turn, was overthrown by the new imperial
surge of the Persians under Cyrus II in 539 B.C.

Greece, Rome, and Byzantium

Alexander the Great of Macedon and his highly trained Greek army
crossed the Dardanelles into Asia in 334 B.C. and, administering a
crushing defeat to Persian forces, by 332 established Greek dominance
in Syria, Jordan, Palestine, and Egypt. After his death in 323 the
empire became divided among his governors general who, in Egypt,
became the Ptolemaic line of pharaohs and, in greater Syria, the line
of Seleucid kings. The city of Amman, in modern Jordan, was renamed
Philadelphia during the Greek era.

The lands east and west of the Jordan River were thus caught again
between rival realms. Both the Jews in Palestine and the Nabataeans
east of the Dead Sea took advantage of the contention between the
Ptolemaic and Seleucid empires. The Seleucid empire, ing success7
fully displaced Ptolemaic efforts to absorb Palestine by 198 B.C.,
launched repressive measures against Jewish customs and religion.
In 168 the Jewish revolt of the Maccabees erupted. The victories of
Judas Maccabeus over the Seleucid Syrians were continued by' his
brothers, and in 143 a Jewish independent kingdom was reestablished
under the line known as the Hasmonean4, This kingdom quickly ex-
panded east of the Jordan but did not last long. /

Rival claimants to the Hasmonean throne appealed for support in
64 B.C. to Pompey, the Roman commander who was then implanting
Roman rule in Asia Minor, and in the following year the'Roman legions
seized Jerusalem. Petra, the Nabataean Arab kingdom that rose in
southern Jordan after 800 B.C., was also taken. The period of Roman
dominion began, followed soon by the start of the Christian era in
Jerusalem, and was maintained despite revolts from A.D. 66 to 70
and fromtA.D. 132 to 135. After the 132-35 'revolt, the Roman emperor
Hadrian renamed the area Syria Palestina, renamed Jerusalem Aelia
Capitolina, and dispersed the Jews. The Jews in the Palestine Area,
after these major repressions and dispersions, dwindled rapidly and,
although a few remained, were not again to be a majority in the area
for seventeen centuries.

By the Edict of Milan in A.D. 313 the Roman emperor Constantine
permitted Christianity to develop as a recognized, and tolerated re-
ligion. Constantine shifted his capital to ByzantiuM on the Bosporus
Straits in 330, renaming the site Constantinople (present-day Istan-
bul). The holiest Christian place, however, was

Constantinople)(present -day
(see ch. 4).

In the ,de facto partition of the Roman Empire ,in 395, the Jordanian
area, along with most of the rest of the Middle/East and North Africa
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remained under the eastern portionthe empire of Byzantium, which
was riled from Constantinople. The ruling families of Syria during
this period were the Ghassanids, Christian Arabs loyal toByzantium.
They only intermittently controlled areas of Jordan south of Amman
and were often in confrontation with the Arabs to the sciuth, thus illus-
trating the rough differentiation between Syrian, or northern, Arabs
And those having closest roots with the Arabian Peninsula to the south.
This differentiation even 9ien was not new in history and has con-
firmed to manifest itself in modern times.

By the seventh century 'A.D. Petra had gone deeply into decline.
Byzantium and Persia fought a series of wars in the sixth and seventh
centuries that devastated much of the central Middle East, and Per-
sian forces were briefly in control of parts of Palestine and Jordan.
The Persians were finally driven back in 927. The'Christianized society
in greater Syria and elsewhere in the empire, however, had become
divided by war and by the doctrinal disputes of the early Christiaii
church. It was at this iime that a weakened Byzantium was hit by the
new thrust of -Islam surging out of the south, where religious ideology
now formed a focus for the economic and population pressures in the
Arabian Peninsula.

ISLAMIC CONQUEST AND ARAB RULE

By the time of his death in A.D. 632 the Prophet Muhammad had
broughtlmost of the tribes of the Arabian Peninsula under the bannei
of the new monotheistic religion of Islam (submission), uniting the
individual;tate, and society under the universalism of the all-
powerful will of God. Adherents of Islam, called Muslims, collectively
formed the Dar at Islam (House of Islam) (see ch. 4). By the middle of

'the seventh century Muhammad's successors carried the conquests of
Islam -north and east from the Arabian Peninsula and also westward
into North Africa. Although most of the population west and east of
the Jordan became Islamized, the small Jewish remnant in Palestine
and the larger Christian groups on both banks preseilzed their identity.

After Muhammad's death at Medina, he was succeeded as spiritual
and temporal head of all Muslims by his fatter -in -law, Abu Bakr, who
ruled from A.D. 632 to 634. The occupant of tfiis highest Islamic office
.became known as caliph, from the Arabic word for successor or deputy.

- Later the designation Commander of the Faithful was also used. Under
Umar, who ruled from 634 to 644, external conqu sts were undertaken,
and the government of conquered areas was orga ized. In 636 an Arab
general crushed the Byzantine army at the Bat le of Yarmuk River.
Syria, Jordan, and Palestine were thus brought, securely under Arab
Muslim rule. Jerusalem itself was occupied by Umar in 638.

The scripture of Islam, or Quran, was compiled during the rule of
the third caliph, Uthman. Uthman was assassinated and was suc-
ceeded by the Prophet Muhammad's cousin and son-in-law, Ali
the last of the four so-called orthodox caliphs. After a civil war among
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Muslim factions, Ali moved his capital to Mesopotamia, where he was
assassinated in A.D. 661. Thus began the great schism in Islam be-
tween the Shia, or supporters of Ali and his descendants as the true
successors to the caliphate, and the Sunni, or thosl! regarding them-
selves as orthodox followers of the Quran, who supported consensual
succession. The Arab Muslims of Palestine and Jordan became and
remained predominantly Sunni.

After' Ali's murder his chief rival, Muawiyah, the Arab governor
of Syria, proclaimed himself caliph and established his capital in Da-
mascus. As Philip K. Hitti has written, Muawiyah initiated "a brand
new style of the caliphatemonarchical, worldly, and anchored in
Syria."

The Umayyad caliphs administered their territories much as the=
Byzantines and earlier empires had doneby the traditional mode
of pyramidal, military-executive government with absolute_and
auiBrity held by the caliph, assisted by a few ministers, but with
extensive power delegated to provincial governors general. The con-
queror's lawin this case, the sharia (see Glossary , or Muslim law
applied only to those of the same faith as the conqu rors. Civil law of
personal status for non-Muslims was the law of their articular millet,
or separate religious community. This system was to prevail through-
out the world of Islam and survives in modified form in the legal sys-
tem of present-day Jordan.

The Umayyad dynasty was overthrown in A.D. 750 by a rival Sunni
faction, the Abbasids, who moved the capital to Baghdad. The Jordan
area was remote from the center of power; it declined economically,
retaining its beduin tribal way of life. The Jordanian area continued
under Baghdad until the accession of the Shia Fatimid dynaity in
Egypt in 969. After 1071 the Fatimids were displaced briefly by the
Seljuk Turks.

Muslim expansionia and Muslim rule of the holy places in Jeru-
salem and Palestine at last aroused Western Europe and, late in the\
eleventh century, waves of Crusaders poured into the Middle East.
The devastation of this invasion, mounted in the name of God as were
the earlier Islamic and the ancient Israelite conquests, reached a. cli-
max in 1099 when the Crusaders took Jerusalem. Subsequently, the
Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem was established and' xpanded east of the
Jordan River, where the province of Outre Jourdain (Beyond Jordan)
was formed. This may have been the first use of a form of the later
term Transjordan, meaning the desert region east of the river and
away from the more developed and populated coastal zone of Palestine.

In the mid-twelfth century the grand vizier of the) Fatimid dynasty
in Cairo was a Sunni scholar And soldier of Kurdish extraction named
Salah al Din Yusuf Ibn Ayyub, better known to Western history as
Saladin. Saladin became independent ruler of Egypt in 1174 and soon
directed his forces against the Crusaders in Palestine and Syria. At the
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decisive battle of Hattin on the west shore of Lake Tiberias (Sea of
Galilee), Saladin destroyed the Crusaders' army on July 4, 1187, and

.retook Jerusalem soon afterwards. Further campaigns reduced the
Crusader domain to a small entity in what is now northern Lebanon,
where the tiny state endured tenuously until 1291.

Saladin died at Damascus.in 1193. His Ayyu bid successors as sultans
of Egypt and the revived empire quarreled among themselves, however,
and the Syrian region broke up into small conflicting princedoms.
The Ayy_ubid--linewaS succeeded in 1260 by the Mamluk warlOrd

'of Egypt. The Mamluks, after finally repelling successive
Mongol invasions from the north and east, by the late fourteenth cen-
tury held sway from the Nile to the Euphrates. Their pOwer, weakened
by internal factionalism, then declined, and Mamluk rule .was con-
fronted by the new power in the Middle Eastthe Ottoman Turks.

OTTOMAN TURKISH CONQUEST AND RULE

By the end of 1517 Syria, Jordan, Palestine, and Egypt had fallen

to the Ottoman Turkish dominion. The stagnation into which Jordan
and other Arab lands fell during the four centuries of Ottoman con-
trol left them. out of phase with Europe and significantly affected their
later history when independence was attained and nationalist self-
development was attempted.

Led by an early succession of able sultans, the Ottoman Turkish
dynasty had effectively defeated Byzantium and in 1453 ended that
ancient regime by seizing Constantinople, which they renamed Istan-
bul and made their capital. Subsequent conquests spread the Ottoman
domain rapidly over Anatolia and the Arab lands to the east, south,
and west as far as Morocco and northWest into Europe as far as the
walls of Vienna. The apogee of Ottoman power is usually considered
to have been the reign of Sultan Suleyman I (reigned 1520-66), known

to the West as Suleyman the Magnificent. Thereafter the empire began

its decline.
The Ottomans ruled their domains through the trLditional military-

imperial system of viceroyalties, or governprates, each called a vilayet

and headed by a pasha, or governor general, who ruled with complete
authorit:. in the name and at the pleasure of the sultan at Istanbul.
Palestine, west of the Jordan River, became part of the vilayet of
Beirut; and Jordan, east of the river, was part of the Vilayet of Syria,
of which Damascus was the capital.

In Jordan Egyptian influence briefly displaced Turkish influence
from about 1831 to 1839 during the insurgence of the pasha of Egypt,
Muhammad Ali. against the sultan. Egypt withdrew, however, under
pressure or great Britain and Russia, and Turkish governors returned.
In* 1900 the Turks, with German assistance, began construction of
the Hejaz Railway, which by 1908 linked Damascus in Syria with the
holy city of Medina in the Arabian Peninsula (see ch. 3). The original
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purpose was two-fold: to transport Muslim pilgrims to the Medina-
Meco a pilgrimage sites and to enable better strategic.control of the
distant Arabian Peninsula. To protect the railway, as they had earlier
endeavored to protect the caravan route, the Turks subsidized rival
Arab tribal shaykhs along the way.

The Ottoman regime and its governors followed traditional patterns
in employing the millet systeni of riding minority religious communi-
ties. The Turkish codification of the Islamic sharia was utilized in
towns and cities; in the desert, the less formal tribal customary law
Was followed. Generally, the governors and the governed remained
strangers As long as order was preserved, military levies were pro-
vided when called for, and taxes were paid, the Turkish administration
was satisfied. Maintaining order, however, was not necessarily easy.
Although the Turks were Muslims and the sultan in Istanbul was the
caliph, the Turks were non-Arab, foreign oppressors in Jordan. The
individualistic, fiercely independent,beduins revolted against them
when good opportunities arose. Serious uprisings occurred in the nine-
teenth century, in 1905, and again in 1910 and were put down by Turk-
ish garrisons with some difficulty.

WORLD WAR ARABISM, ZIONISM, REVOLT, AN
THE MANDATE

In the last two decades of the nineteenth century two separate move\
ments developed that were to have continuing effects of the first mag-
nitude not only for Jordan and Palestine but for all of the Middle East
and North Africa. One was the Arab revivalfirst clearly identifi-
able in Syria and Lebanon. The other was Zionism the Jewish revival
rising in Europe, led by east European Jews, and articulating a quest
for Jewish communal survival and identity in political terms.

Commencing about the same time, the two movements developed
separately. Both were and became increasingly ultranationalistic and
had other general resemblances chiefly, the aim in each -case of unit-
ing in independence dispersed oppressed peoples konsidered to have
elements of commonalty in culture, religion, language, and history.
Both movements, however, were highly individual; their bases of ob-
jectives,,attitudes, and action were different. They were to converge
and confront each other finally in the geographical region of Palestine
where, it was initially thought by some. they could develop in mutual
accommodation. As history up to mid 1973 has shown, they were, in \
fact, to prove incompatible.

In Beirut, by 1875, a small number of Lebanese and Syriab intel-
lectuals; both Christian and Muslim in composition and acclimated to
Western thought by European-style education, were urging the ,study
of Arab history, literature, and language to revive the Arab identity.
By means of pamphlets and posters secretly printed and disseminated,
they attempted to expose the oppressions of Ottoman rule and to arouse
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Arab consciousness in the interest of autonomy or even independence.

The idea of independence was expressed in context of a unity of "the
Arab nation" as a whole. Because of tight Turkish security, this group
atrophied after 1880.

During this time, but quite separately, a new spirit of Jewish iden-
tity was seeking expression in Europe. by 1890 the Odessa-based Soci-

ety of Lovers of Zion was encouraging the movement of small bands
of immigrants to Palestine. This effort met with constant difficulty
from the Turkish governors and was not particularly successful. The
missing dynamism for European Jewish nationalism was supplied by
Theodor Herzl, an Austrian Jew and a well-knownjournalist in Vienna,
who was dispatched by his newspaper to Paris in 1894 to cover the trea-
son trial of a French army officer of Jewish faith, Captain Alfred Drey-
fus. Appalled at-the surge of anti-Semitism aroused in France by the
Dreyfus case, Herz], shortly afterward conceived his plan for a Jewish
homeland. Seized by a sense of mission, he then wrote his classic pam-
phlet Der Judea taat (The Jewish State), published in 1897.

Herzl saw the problem primarily as a political-national question of in-
ternational scope. Encouraged by the backing of Eastern European
Jewish intellectuals, Herzl convened the First Zionist Congress at
Basel, Switzerland, in August 1897. This body then founded the World
Zionist Organization (WZO), .with the stated aim "to create for the
Jewish people a home in Palestine secured by public law."

In 1907 WZO set up an office in Palestine at Jaffa (Yafo), near which
the Jewish city of Tel Aviv was founded in 1909. The small Jewish
settlements, which became known as kibbutzim, evolved a distinctive
system of communal living, and Jewish schools, press, and labor move-
ments came into existence. Under stimulus of the second wave Of im-
migration, the Jewish population in Palestine rose dramatically to
some 85,000 by the start of World War I, or fully 12 percent of the
total population. It declined, however, to about 8 percent by the end
of the war.

Meanwhile, in Istanbul the Young Turk nationalist revolution ini-
tiated by the army-based Committee of Union and Progress had forced
Sultan Abdul Hamid II, on July 24, 1908, to restore the Constitution
of 1876 and later, in April 1909, had deposed him in favor of his aged'
brother, Mehmed V. These developments generated an initial wave of
good feeling in the empire and aroused the hopes and expectations of
its various nationalities. ,

clear to Arabs and ZionistsAfter 1909, however, soon became,.
alike that the new Turki h nationalism was bent on increasingly cen-
tralized and intensified turkification of the Ottoman domains rather
than the granting of local autonomies, to say nothingof independence.
Arab opposition to the new Turkish despotism arose in two separate
arenas. One developed among Arab intellectuals of Beirut and Da-
mascus who enunciated the ideas of a new Arab nationalism but who
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at first sought autonomy within rather than secession from the Otto-
man -Empire. The second, more traditional in form, emerged among
the remote desert tribes of Jordan and Arabia, who were politically
inarticulate but resentful of outside control of any kind.

The Arab committees and clubs of Lebanon and Syria that had
emerged in the first flush of optimism in 1908 were' forLed into clan-
destine political conspiracy in the form of secret societies, especially
the Young Arab Society (Jamiyat al Arabiya al Fatat). The objectives
became independence for all Arab societies, not only from Turkey but
from foreign control of any kind.

The link between the urban Arab societies and the tribesmen in the
desert was Hussein Din Ali al Hashimi, the grand sharif and amir of
Mecca, the custodian of the Muslim holy places of Mecca and Medina
and the Hejaz region of western Arabia. Hussein, head of the Hash-
emite branch of the Quraysh, the tribe of the Prophet Muhammad,
was himself a descendent of the Prophet (hence, by Muslim usage, a
sharif. or noble). He had four sons, the middle two of whom, Abdullah
and Faisal, were to 'become major figures in Middle Eastern events
during and after World War I.

Hussein and his sons had received Turkish as well as Arabic (but not
Western) education and from time to time had spent enforced years
of elite restraint in Istanbul. Sharif Hussein had been appointed prince
of Mecca in 1908 because the Turks thought he would be a quieting
influence, but once in office he did not prove to be as tractable as the
Istanbul government had expected.

Both Abdullah, later king of Jordan and grandfather of the present
King Hussein I of Jordan, and Faisal, later king of Syria (1919-20)
and of Iraq (1921-33), were by 1915 associated secretly with the Arab
nationalist societies of Syria and Lebanon, and it was partly through
the sons' efforts that Sharif I lussein accepted from the northern soci-
eties what was called the Damascus Protocol as a basis for his later
negotiations with the British. In return the northern societies accepted
the Ilashemites as leaders and spokesmen.

The first of the major events leading to the Arab uprising occurred
with the visit of Abdullah in February 1914 to Lord Horatio Kitchener,
the British agent and consul general at Cairo. Abdullah inquired about
the possibility of British support if his father should rakse a revolt
against the Turks. Kitchener's reply was noncommittal, as Turkey was
not then allied with Germany and World War I had not begun. The war
broke out in August, however, and by early November Tut key was
aligned with Germany,and Austria-Hungary and at war with Great
Britain, France, and Russia. Great Britain declared Egypt a protec-
torate and assigned Sir Henry McMahon as first British high commis-
sioner; Kitchener was made British secretary of state for war and, in
the changed circumstances, sought Arab support against Turkey. In
Cairo McMahon conducted an exter sive correspondence with -Hussein
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between July 1915 and January 1916.
In a letter to McMahon in July 1915 Hussein specified an area for

Arab independence under the "Sharifian Arab Government" consist-
ing,of the Aiabian Peninsula (except Aden) and the Fertile Crescent
of Palestine, Lebanon, Syria, and Iraq. In his reply of October 24,
1915, McMahon, on behalf of the British government, declared British
support for postwar Arab independence, subject, to certain reserva-
tions and exclusions of territory. As with the later Balfour Declara-
tion, the exact meaning was not clear, although Arab spokesmen since
then have usually maintained that Palestine was within the pledged
area of indepridence. In any case, on June 5, 1916, Hussein launched
the Arab Revell against Turkey and in October proclaimed himself
king of the Arabs. Supplies and money were provided by Great Britain
for the tribal forces led by Abdullah and Faisal and various promi-
nent shaykhs. British army technicians and advisers were also detailed
from Cairo to assist the Arab irregular forces. Of these advisers, T.E.
Lawrence (Larence of Arabia) was to become the best known.

Meanwhile, on May 16, 1916, the British and French governments
concluded tiv: secret Sykes-Picot Agreement. This undertaking, al-
though allowing for a postwar Arab state on the Arabian Peninsula
and an ill- defined plan for an international arrangement over Jeru-
salemnd part of Palestine, divided the rest of the Ottoman domains
in the Fertile Crescent between the two powers.

The outbreak of war had effectively prevented any further develop-
men,t of the Zionist settlements in Palestine, and the main efforts of
this cause shifted to England, where discussion with Zionists was,
seen as having potential value to the pursuit of British war aims. The
prptracted negotiations with the British foreign office were climaxed
on November 2, 1917, by the letter from Foreign Secretary Arthur
James Balfour that became known as the Balfour Declaration. This
document declared the British government's "sympathy with Jewish
Zionist aspirations," viewed with favor "the establishment in Palestine
of a national !tome for the Jewish People," and announced an intent

to facilitate the achievement of this object, it being clearly understood that
nothing shall be done which may prejudice the civil and religious rights of exist-
ing non-Jewish ccmmunities in Palestine.

Although painstakingly devised, the wording of this declaration was
seen differently by different people and interests. Ultimately, it was
found to contain undertakings that proved to be incompatible. The
apprehensions of Hussein, Abdullah, and Faisal (not themselves Pal-
estinians) were allayed by the British assurance that no one people in
Palestine should be subject to another. Initially, there was substan-
tial *lief that Arabs and Jews could live there together under some
sort of arrangement not yet set forth.

Also in November 1917, the contents of the Sykes-Picot Agreement
were revealed by the Bolshevik government.'Arah consternation at
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the contents was palliated by British and French reassurances, how-
ever, and by the fact that Allied military operations were progressing
favorably. Al Aqaba was taken by Taisal's Arabs in July 11,17, and
Jerusalem fell to Field Marshal Edmund Allenby on December, 9, 1917.
Turkish forces remaining in Syria were subsequently defeated by the'
British and Arabs after hard fighting, and ,Faisal entered Damascus
in triumph on October 1, 1918. The armistice with Turkey was con-
cluded on October 31, 1918.

Faisal, as chief Arab delegate to the Paris Peace Conference con-
vened in 1919, was a dramatic and eloquent advocate but could not
prevail against the European power interests. He met with Chaim
Weizmann, representing WZO, on January 3, 1919, and signed an agree-,
ment pledging the two parties to mutual cooperation under the Balfour
Declaration concept. Faisal, however, wrote on the document that his
signature was dependent upon fulfillment of Allied wartime pledges
regarding Arab independence. Because these pledges were never ful-
filled to Arab satisfaction, Arab leaders and spokesmen have consist-
ently held the Faisal-Weizmann agreement to be invalid.

An American group known as the King-Crane Commission was ap-
pointed in 1919 by President Woodrow Wilson to investigate and report
on the .problem of disposition of Ottoman territories and the assign-
ing of mandates. The commission, after extensive travel and surveys
in Palestine, Jordan, and Syria, reported intense opposition to the
Balfour Declaration, especially among the 90 percent Arab majority in
Palestine, and warned against unlimited Jewish immigration or the
imposition of a separate Jewish state. The commission's report of Au-
gust 28, 1919, however, was not officially considered by the conference
and was not made public until 1922.

From the Paris Peace Conference and the subconference of San Remo
emerged the League of Nations Covenant and the mandate allocations
making Great Britain the mandatory power for Palestine and Iraq and
granting France the mandate for Syria and Lebanon. The mandate's
terms reaffirmed the Balfour Declaration, called upon the manda-
tory power to "secure establishment of the Jewish national home,"
and recognized "an appropriate 'Jewish agency" for advice and coop-
eration to that end. The WZO was specifically recognized,as that agency.
Hussein, Abdullah, Faisal, and other Arab spokesmen opposed the,
mandate's terms because the League of Nations Covenant had endorsed
the Wilsonian principle of self-determination of peoples and thereby,
they maintained, logically and necessarily supported the cause of the
majoritynamely, the Arabs:in Palestine.

To British authority, pressed with heavy responsibilities and com-
mitments after World War I, the objective of mandate administra-
tion was a peaceful accommodation in and development of Palestine
by Arabs and Jews under British control. To Hussein cooperation with
the Zionists had meant no more than providing within his intended
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Arab kingdom a refuge for Jews. To the leaders of WZO, which by
1921 had a worldwide membership of about 770,000, the recognition
in the mandate was simply a welcome first step on the way to attain-
ment of a separate Jewish national state.

Arab - Jewish conflict in Palestine developed early and continued
at an erratically rising tempo throughout the mandate period. Mean-
while, in Damascus Faisal had convened the General Syrian Congress
in July 1919 and proclaimed Syria sovereign and independent. In March
1920 this congress reaffirmed the independence of both Syria and Iraq,
and it declared Faisal king of Syria and Abdul lah king of Iraq. In April,
however, the San Remo conference carved out the mandates, and soon
French troops began moving from Beirut into Syria. The French took
Damascus on July 25,1920. Faisal, thus deposed, fled to Europe and
remained there until installed by the Briiigh as king of Iraq in 1921.

At the time of F'aisal's ouster, his brother Abdullah was in what is
now Jordan' endeavoring to organize a countereffort against the French.
It then became clear to Abdullah and the British that Abdullah was
acceptable as ruler to the beduin tribes east of the Jordan, including
the locally powerful Bani Sakhr. Palestine had not been specifically
defined. After the British and French had agreed, under the Sykes-
Picot guidelines, as to what constituted Lebanon, Syria, and Iraq,
what was left over, by elimination, was the mandate of Palestine.
This included, in effect, the territory of pre-June 1967 Jordan and

Israel.
In March 1921 Winston Churchill, then colonial secretary, convened

a high-level British policy council in Cairo. As a result-of its delibera-

tions, Great Britain divided the Palestihe mandate along the Jordan
River-Al Aqaba line. The eastern portion, or Transjordan, was to have

an Arab administration, under British guidance, with Abdullah as
amir. He was recognized as de facto ruler in April 1921. Revisions
in the final'draft of the mandate were made to give Great Britain moth
latitude in this area and were approved by the League of Nations Coun-

cil in July 1922. A British memorandum in September 1922 excluded
Transjordan from the zone of the Jewish national home. This division
was aimed, as was British support of FaisAl in Iraq, at satisfyirrg.war-
time pledges to the Arabs. It was in this manner that what in 1973
was known as the East Bank of Jordan first came into being.

TRANSJORDAN AND MANDATED PALESTINE: 1921-39

The new entity of Transjordan at its inception in 1921 contained hot

more than ,400,000 inhabitants. Of these, about 20 percent lived in
four towns of 10,000 to 30,000 population. The balance were nomadic
or seminomadic tribesmen or village farmers. British financial aid,
later established on an annual subsidy basis, put minimum funds in
the treasury, but Abdullah was initially faced with a severe lack of
competent officials and civil servants.
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With British assistance tlie-p-roblem of civil officials was gradually.
overcome. Government initially was simple, 'and Abdullah ruled
directly with a small executive council, much in the traditional man-
ner. British colonial administration concerned itself mainly with de-
fense, financial, and foreign policy and left internal political affairs
to Abdullah. Defense Was initially assigned to the British Royal Air
Force, which had a squadron stationed in Transjordan. A further prob-
lem of major proportions in the earl years, however, was that of estab-
lishing public safety. Brigandage and tribal raiding were common, and
the roads were rot safe. In 1921 a reserve force to supplement the rudi-
mentary police was organized by Captain (later Lieutenant Colonel)
F.G. Peake commonly known as Peake Pasha. In 1923 the police and
the_ reserve force were combined into the Arab Legion. After a visit
to London by Abdullah, Great Britain on May 15, 1923, recognized
Transjordan as a national entity en route to independence with Great
Britain in a special advisory and tutelary role.

From 1925 to 1939 Transjordan as a desert realm under the British
aegis progressed slowly toward independence and modernization.
Roads, communications, education, and other public services had slow
but steady development, although not in as great,,degree as occurred
in the more wealthy, populated, and accessible area of Palestine, where
British administration was direct. Tribal troubles still broke out in
Transjordan, as in the unrest of 1926 in the Wadi Musa-Petra area.
In the same year senior British judicial and financial advisers were
attached to Abdullah's government, and the .Transjordan Frontier
Force was formed. This body was a locally raised British army unit
assigned to border guard duties and distinct from the Transjordan
Arab Legion.

A further step in the direction of full self-goverriment was taken
in February 1928 when Great__Britain and Transjordan executed a new
treaty that relaxed British controls while still providing for a British
resident to oversee financial and foreign policy matters. A constitution
was promulgated in April 1928, and in April 1929 the Legislative
Council, replacing the old Exegutive Council, was. installed. In 1930 a
campaign was launched to impose law and order and stamp out tribal
raiding among the beduin. Major John Bagot Glubb (later, Lieutenant
General Sir John Bagot Glubb), better known as Glubb Pasha, was
transferred from Iraq as second in command of the Arab Legion under
Peake. Glubb organized a highly effective beduin desert patrol con-
sisting of mobile detachments based at strategic desert forts and
equipped with good communications. Peake departed from Trans-
jordan in 1939, and in April Glubb succeeded to full command of the
Arab Legion. In January 1934 a new agreement with Great Britain
allowed Abdullah to set up consular representation in Arab countries,
and in May 1939 the Legislative Council was converted to a regular
cabinet, or council of ministers.
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In contrast with the comparative tranquillity and localism of Trans-
Jordan, the years after World War I were full of 'disturbance west of
the Jordan River in British mandated Palestine. The Jewish Agency
was established in August 1929 as the operational office for WZO in
Palestine, and Jewish communal and quasi-governmental bodies devel-
oped steadily. In Zionist opinion Churchill's memoranda of 1922, sub-
sequent commission reports, government White Papers, and regulation
of immigration were evidence of British withdrawal from commitment
and responsibilities. Royal commissions of 1929 and 1930, dispatched
after outbreaks of violence in Palestine, recogni*d, as did later bodies,
that the basic problem Iv in the opposed positions of Zionism and
Arab nationalism.

The rapid growth of anti-Semitism in Nazi Germany after 1933 aug-
mented Jewish movement, legal or underground, to Palestine. Gravely
disturbed at the increase in Jewish immigration and land acquisition,
in April 1936 Palestinian Arabs forme the Supreme Arab Committee,
later known as the Arab Higher Committee, under Haj Amin al Hus-
seini and declared a general strike that assumed the proportions of a
rebellion. The Arab Higher Committee was outlawed, and Great Brit-
ain dispatched the Peel Commission .to Palestine. Its report, issued
in. July 1937, officially described the Arab and Zionist positions and
the British obligations to each as' irreconcilable and the existing man-
date as unworkable. It recommended partition of Palestine into Jewish
and Arab states with a retained British mandate over Nazareth, Beth-
lehem, and. Jerusalem and a corridor from Jerusalem to the coast.
The Twentieth Zionist Congress in 1937 rejected the proposed bound-
aries but agreed in principle to partition. Palestinian Arab national-
ists firmly rejected all considerations of partition, although some
favorable earlier sentiment apparently existed in Jordan.

The British government approved the Peel report and sent a techni-
cal team to make a detailed plan. This group, the Woodhead Com-
mission, reversed the Peel Commission's findings and reported in
November 1937 that partition was impracticable; this view was
accepted. The British government then returned to the concept of
peaceful accommodation between Jews and Arabs and called for a con-
ference in March 1938 in London between the Jewish Agency and Arab
representatives from Palestine and adjoining Arab states.

i'he conference failed to reach agreement, and the result was com-
plicated by the fact that the Arab representatives refused, as they
have since consistently done in comparable circumstances, to negotiate
directly and openly with the Jewish Agency or, after 1948, with Israeli
government representatives. On May 27, 1939, a new British White
Paper was issued that extended British rule for ten years, limited
Jewish immigratiOn and land purchases in Palestine, and projected
a Palestinian government at the end of the ten-year period subject to
Jewish-Arab accommodation. This White Paper met a mixed Arab
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reception, being rejected by the Palestinian Arab Higher Committee.
The Jewish Agency rejected it as a total repudiation of the Balfour
Declaration and mandate obligations.

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF ISRAEL

During 1943 and-1931 Abdullah and his representatives had taken
part in the inter-Arab preliminary discussions that resulted in the
formation of the League of Arab States, or Arab League. Association
with this cause identified Egypt with Arabism, an inclusion not pre-
viously clearly established. The Arab League was an outgrowth of
older Arab nationalist visions of some kind of Fertile Crescent unity
in the broad arc covering Palestine. Lebanon, Syria, Transjordan, and
Iraq. Abdullah's concept of a Greater Syria under a Haihemite mon=
archy was familiar by this time and was opposed by new nationalists
in Syria, by the Saudi Arabians, by the Zionists, and by France./In
the end the Arab League became simply an association of sovereign
states without real central unity or power. The league charter was
signed at Cairo on March 22, 1945, by Syria, Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon,
Saudi Arabia, and Transjordan, and the imam of Yemen signed on
May 10.

On March 22, 19.16, Transjordan andsGreat Britain entered into the
Treaty of London, under which another major step was taken toward,
full sovereignty f the Arab state. Transjordan was proclaimed a king-'

on May 25 w th Abdullah as king, and a new constitution replaced
the obsolete docu ent of 1928. Abdullah signed treaties of friendship
and cooperation -ith Turkey and Iraq in 1947. His application for
membership in th UN, however, was disapproved by a veto of the
Soviet Union on gr unds that the country was not fully independent.
Also, Transjordan vas not diplomatically recognized by the United
States until January 31, 1949. A further treaty with Great Britain was
executed in Mare 1948', under which all restrictions on sovereignty
were removed except minimal considerations relating to/defense and to
British base and transit rights in Transjordan.

In Great Britain the Labour Party came to power in July 1945, and
Ernest Sevin, as new secretary of state for foreign affairs and in im-
plementation of the 1939 White Paper, limited Jewish immigration to
Palestine. These actions in the postwar atmosphere inflamed Zionism
and the Jewish Agency, and Palestine in effect became an armed camp.
The Jewish Resistance Movement was formed in an attempt to unite
or at least to coordinate the disparate Hagana, Irgun, and Stern para-
military Jewish groups. Reprisals and counterreprisals between Jews
and the authorities and between Arabs and the mandate authorities
continued. The Palestinian Arab Higher Committee reappeared to
oppose renewals of immigration.

The British in early 1947 decided to place the problem of Palestine
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before the'UN, and on May 15, 1947, a special session of the UN Gen-
eral Assembly 'established the United Nations Special Committee on
Palestine (UNSCOPS).pn August :21 UNSCOPS issued a report sup-
porting a geographically complex h item of partition into separate
Arab and Jewish states, a special international status for Jerusalem,
and an economic union linking the th ee members. Supported by both
the United States and the Soviet.Uni n, this plan was adopted by the
UN.General Assembly on November 2, , 1947.

On the next dal' the Arab Higher Committee totally rejected the
plan and called for a general strike in Palestine; violence between Arabs
and Jews mounted. The Zionist General Council stated willingness in
principle to accept partition. The Arab League Council, meeting in
December 1947, stated it would take whatever measures were required,
to prevent implemehtation Of the UN resolution. Amid increasing con-
flict, representatives of the United Nations Implementation Commis-
sion were unable to functkon. In January 1948 Great Britain announced
its intention to relinquish the mandate and to withdraw from Palestine
on May 15, 1948, and it did so at that time.

Almost simultaneously forces of Egypt, Transjordan, Iraq, Syria,
and Lebanon, with Saudi Arabian and Yemeni increments, advanced
into Palestine. Arab units, except foie the British-raised Arab Legion
of Transjordan, were largely ill trained and had had little experience.
Israeli forces, usually operating from interior lines of communication,
included an estimated 20,000 to 25,000 European World War II vet-
erans. The Arabs gained 'some initial success, but their advances were
stemmed. By January 1949 the part of Palestine remaining in Arab
hands was limited to that held by the Transjordan Arab Legion at the

/cessation of hostilities. Other Arab forces had been defeated or neu-
t.,: Ilized. This area was subsequently annexed by Jordan and commonly
referred to as the West Bank. Abdullah had been particularly insistent
that the Arab tiegion must hold the part of the old city of Jerusalem
containing the main Muslim holy places, and this had been accom-

' plished (see ch. 4).
On May 29,1948, the UN Security Council established the Truce Com-

mission, headed by a Swedish diplomat, Folke Bernadotte, who was
assassinated in Jerusalem by the Irgun on September 17, 1948. He was
succeeded by an American, Ralph Bunche. This commission, which later
evolved into the United Nations Truce Supervision Organization-
Paleitine (UNTSOP), attempted to devise new plans of settlement
and arranged the truces of June 11 to July 8 and July 19 to October 14,
1948. Armistice talks were initiated with Egypt in January 1949,
and an armistice agreement between Israel and Egypt was estab-
lished on February 24; similar agreements were concluded with Leba-
non on March 23, with Transjordan on April 3, and with Syria on
July 20. Iraq did not enter into an armistice agreement but withdrew
its forces.
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THE `HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN, 1949-71

Stability and Isolation in King Abdullah's Last Years

Transjordan, one of the smallest of the Arab states and least blessed
with natural resources of any kind, had done much of the fighting
and had ended the war of 1948 in -control of the only substantial part of
Palestine remaining in Arab hands. This irregularly shaped area,
which became commonly referred to as the West Bank, covered about&
2,165 square miles (see fig. 1).

The population of Transjordan before the war had not exceeded
500,000. As a result of the war, some 900,000 to'l million PpleStinian
Arabs became refugees. Of thee, about 500,000 took refuge in Trans-
jordan or in the West Bank. Most of these had to be accommodated in

the refugee camps, in both banks. The camps were administered under
the auspices of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for
Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA); set up in 1949. In addi-
tion; there were about 500,000 permanent residents, or natives, of the
West Bank.

In Dece,mber 1948 Abdullah declared himself king of Palestine, and
in April 1949 he changed his country's name to Jordan. th April 1950
elections were held in both banks that were considered favorable by
Abdullah, and on April 25, 1950, he formally annexed the West Bank to
Jordan. This important step was immediately recognized and endorsed
by Great Britain and was regarded by Abdullah as an act of responsi-
bility on the part of Jordan. Within the'Arab League, however, it was
not generally approved, and monarchies and radical spokesmen alike
condemned the move as a furtherance of Hashemite dynastic ambition§.

In 1951, faced, with greater and more immediate problems and vul-
nerability than any other state in confronting Israel, Abdullah con-
tinued to search for a long-term, peaceful solution. Jordan alone of the
Arab host countries extended full citizenship rights to the refugees.
For security reasons, Abdullah did not favor the immediate inter-
nationalization of Jerusalem. In all these positions, he was opposed in
the Arab League, finding support only from Hathemite kinsmen in
Iraq. Radical socialist-nationalist propaganda, especially in Egypt and
Syria, denounced him as a reactionary, medieval monarch and a tool of
British colonial imperialism.

The Arab League debates after the Jordanian annexation of the West
Bank were inconclusive, and Abdullah continued to set his own course.
The East Bank during the period from early 1949 to early 1950 was
relatively free from internal disturbance. The residual special relation-

/ ship with Great Britain continued. Although not yet a member of the
UN, Jordan supported the UN action in Korea and entered into an
economic developmental aid agreement (under President Harry S.
Truman's Point Four program) with the United States in March 1951.
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The Assassination of Abdullah, Reign of Talal, and
Accession of Hussein

On July 20, 1951, King Abdullah was assassinated as he entered the
Al Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem for Friday prayers. His grandson, the
sixteen-year-old Prince Hussein, was at his side. Before he was killed
by the king's guard, the assassin also fired at Hussein. The assassin
was' a Valestinian reportedly hired by relatives of Haj Amin al
Husseini, a former mufti of Jerusalem, who was a bitter enemy of
Abdullah.

Although many radical Palestinians blamed Abdullah for the re-
verses of 1948, there was no organized political follow-up after the
murder of the king, Public disturbances were minor, order was quickly
established by the Arab Legion, and a confused calm prevailed. The
main political question was the succession to the throne.

Abdullah's eon, Prince Naif, acted temporarily as regent, and some
support existed for him to become king. The older son, PrNce Talal,
was in Switzerland receiving treatment for mental illness bit report-
edly had made much progress. It was widely believed that Abdullah
would f(ave favored Talal in order that the succession might then pass
more easily to the young Hussein, Talal's son. -

Accordingly, the government invited Talal to return and assume the
throne, and he did so on September 6, 1051. During Talal's short reign
he supported and promulgated a new constitution in January 1952,
which still remained the basic instrument in mid-1973 (see ch. 8). Talal
showed ap inclination to improve relations with other Arab states, and
Jordan in early 1952 joined the Arab Leagues Collective Security Pact,
which Abdullah had rejected. Talal was popular among the people of
the East Rank, who were not aware of his periodic seizures of mental
illness. These increased in frequency and became clearly identified as
schizophrenia.

On_August 11, 1952, the prime minister presented to a secret session
of the Jordanian legislature a report bythree Jordanian Arab doetors
and a recommendation that Talal be asked to abdicate in favor of
Hussein. The .legislature so decreed, and the abdication order was
takensto Talal. He received it without' surprise and acceded to it with
dignity. He retired briefly to Cairo and then to a villa near Istanbul,
where he lived quietly under medical attention until his death on July
8, 1972.

Hu.ssein, who had been attending a private school in England,
returned immediately to Jordan. Because he was under eighteen years
of age, he could not, under the constitution, be crowned, and a regency
council of three was therefore formed. Hussein decided to continue his
education during the interim before he could _come to-the throne by
attending the British Royal Military Academy at Sandhurst. After
about six months, having attained eighteen years by the Muslim
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calendar, he returned to Jordan and, accompanied by much public cere-
mony, formally took the constitutional oath as king on May 2,1953.

Early Reign and Survival of King Hussein I

When King Hussein I came to &e throne, the chief influences that
had thus far guided him were the Nample and teachings of his grand-
father, the shocking experience of his grandfather's assassination, and
his own education in conservative English schools. Hussein's own
views, policies, and mode of operation were not yet firmly established.
As king he had extensive legal powers. Although Jordan had become a
constitutional monarchy, the constitution itself allowed the king to
dismiss the Nationa\I Assembly and to appoint the pilule minister and
other ministers at- 1,1. In addition, he enjoyed the traditional support

Bankof the East Banord nian betfuin tribes. The Arab Legion, paid for by
a British subsidy, was composed mostly of intensely loyal beduin and
British military officers:

Severe problems confronted the new king. Two-thirds of the citizens
were Palestinians, whereas the government elite were mostly East,
Bank Jordanians, more conservative and traditional than the Palestin-
ians whose spokesmen often reflected the new trend in radical Araby
national' m. In Cairo in July 1952 the successful coup d'etat of the
EgyptiM'ree Officers movement headed by Gamal Abdul Nasser had
overthrown the monarchy n, and established a republic. This example
and the image of Nazscro.s the new champion of Arabism were, even
by mid-1953, highly regirded by many Paleskniaps. .Generally, and
especially among the refingees, Great Btfitain, the United States, and
the Hashemites were bl toed by the Palestinians for their misfortunes.

Problems were nified by the intensification during 1953 of
border incidents wit Israel that escalated in a succession of reprisals
and counterrepriSals between Palestinian infiltrators and Israeli forces.
The Arab Legion endeavored to secure the armistice line and prevent
infiltration, but its numbers were inadequate to provide complete and
continuous coverage by day and night. Israeli forces during this time
adopted the technique of massive retaliation that thereafter character-
iked their reartion pattern.

In 1953 and early 1954 an American plan for rival ian distribution of
the Jordan waters (the Eric Johnston plan) was tentatively, accepted by
Israel but, although recognized as technically sound from an engipeer-
ing standpoint, was ultimajeiy rejected by Jordan and the other Arab
states concerned because it would involve coordination with and at
least the implied recognition of Israel. In the stress of inter-Arab polit-
ical relationships, it was impracticable for any Arab government to
initiate settlement action with Israel, even if any had desired to do so.

In May 1953 Hussein designated as prime minister Fawzi al Mulqi,
the former Jordanian ambassador to Great Britain and a Eberal in
comparison with Taufiq Abul Huda, whom he succeeded. By May 1954,
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however, internal tensions caused the Mulqi government to resign.
Abul Huda returned to office, and his government was confirmed by
the elections of October 16, 1954. A new financial aid agreement was
made with Great Britain in December 1954, and Great Britain evinced
an interest in coordinating its military and economic. aid to Jordan with
Jordanian participation in some kind of overall Middle Eastern defense
system in the cold war between the West and the East. Jordan, how-
ever, preferred not to enter any great poNVer pacts. Abu Illuda's govern-
ment was replaced in May 1955 by a new cabinet headed by Said.al
Mufti. Relations with Saudi Arabia were somewhat improved by an ex-
change of state visits by King Hussein and King Saud; also in 1955
Jordan was admitted to the UN.

The pattern of Western cold war alliances was extended on February
24, 1955, when Turkey and Iraq, later joined by Great Britain, Iran,
and Pakistan, signed the United States-supported Baghdad Pact,
which ultimately became the Central Treaty Organization (CENTO).
Early in December 1955 the chief of the British general staff visited
Amman :to discuss conditions and terms under which Jordan might
join the Baghdad Pact. The purpose of his visit wasgenerally known,
and radical Arab nationalist propaganda, especially from Palestinians
and Radio Cairo, raided a storm of protest denouncing the pact and the
monarchy as "tools of Western imperialism" and a "sellout to the
Jew and making other inflammatory charges.

The Mufti government resigned in disarray on Decethber 13, and
Hussein called upon a young former cabinet minister, Hazza al Majali,
to form a new goveriaitent. Majali was from a distinguished family of
tribal shaykhs long predominant in the Karak region of south-central
Jordan. He was known to be pro-Western, and after forming his cab-
inet, he stated without equivocation that he intended to tak-. Jordan
into the Baghdad Pact. Three days of mass demotic' .ations and rioting,
raised by the political opposition, then followed in Amman.

The Arab Legion contained the mobs with minimal firing and casual-
ties. Under this pressure, several of Majali's ministers resigned, and
he then recommended a caretaker government. The mob dispersed, and
Ibrahim Hashim became prime minister on December 20, 1955, fol-.
lowed by a regularized government under Samir Rifai on January 9,
1956. Otter was restored. .15da_p_did ribriiin the Baghdad Pict but
found itseif afiainisolatedln the Arab world.

On March 1, 1956, Hussein dismissi.d Glubb as commander of the
Arab Legion, thus precipitating a diplomatic crisis that threatened to
isolate Hussein from his principal ally, Great Eritain. Some observers.
held that Hussein was advised to take this step as an act of defiance
against Great Britain and of identification with the new Arab national-
ism personified by Egypt's ser. Hussein stated that the decision
was his alone, that he had found himself for some time in disagree-
ment with Glubb over military organization and planning, and that the
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British government ought not to identify this personal action as an
official cause (see ch. 13). The British cabinet, however, took the
opposite view and, although the British subsidy was not, in fact,
then withdrawn, relations wci e strained for several years.

In May 1956 Hu.ssein designated a .young officer named All Abu
Nuwar as major general and commander of the Arab Legion. The
name of the force was officially changed to the Jordan Mal) Army.
Abu Nuwar was an advocate of Arab nationalism and elimination
of fdreign controls in the army and government. As chief of general
staff, Abu Nuwar began his attempts to deanglicize the army and
to break the tight pattern of its control by officers and men of Trans-
jorslanian beduin'origin.

BOrder incidents with Israel were a continuing source of anxiety
in 1956, and events reached a climax on October 10. At that time, in
reprisal for a guerrilla attack on two farmers, an Israeli task group,
s p ed by air and artillery, attacked the West Bank village "of

alqilya killing forty-eight. The Palestinians clamored for war, and
i this atm sphere of crisis Jordanian politics took its brief venture
into anti-Weitern radical nationalism.

n the Ippliamentary elections of October 21, 1956, the Natiot
S ialist arty received the most votes, and its leader, Suleiman Na-
bu si, was designated by Hussein as prime minister (set ch. 9). Several
Na onal- Front .(communist) party members and members of the
Baat Party (Arab Socialist Resurrection Party) also gained seats in
t ational Assembly, although independents and the older, conserv-
ative parties were represented about equally with the leftists. Nabulsi

r` had become an ardent follower of l''ssser and began to shape the poi-
-
ides of his government accordingly. Hussein entered a military pact
with Egypt and Syria on October 24.

When Israel attacked Egypt in the Sinai Peninsula starting October
29, 1956, and the British and French invaded Port Said on November 5,
: Nabulsi suddenly became indecisive. Hussein, however, proposed that

/Jordan
attack Israel at once but was urged personally by Nasser not

to do so because Jordan's forces would be wasted in an action that by
then was already lost. Jordan, as a result, did not become engaged
in the brief Second Arab-Israeli War (1956). By early .1957, largely
because of diplomatic pressures from both the United States and the
Soviet Union, the Israeli, British, and French forces had been with-
drawn -from the Sinai. British participation in this attack made it po-
litically imperative that Jordan end its special relationship under the
1948 treaty.

Hussein - attended a ,uni'crence with -King Saud, President -Nasser-,
and Syrian leaders at Cairo, January 18 and 19, 1957. Under the Arab
Solidarity Agreement emanating from this conference, Saudi Arabia,
Egypt, and Syria undertook, in the ratio of two-to-two-to-one,
respectively, to pay Jordan a total annually of the equivalent of
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US$35.8 million for ten years and thereby free Jordan from the British
subsidy. An Anglo-Jordanian agreement of March 13, 1957, abrogated
the basic Anglo-Jordanian treaty of 1948, terminated the British
subsidy, and initiated the turnover of British installations and with-
drawal of all British troops still in Jordan. As for the Arab Solidarity
Agreement, Saudi Arabia made one quarterly payment;_p- one else
paid anything.

The internal political scene in Jordan in early 1957 quickly shaped_
up as a power struggle between the monarchy and the Egypt-oriented
government of Prime Minister Nabulsi. Hussein and the.conservatives
suspected that Nabulsi ;vas maneuvering to disestablish the monarchy.
Also, Nabulsi began negotiations aimed at opening diplomatic rela-
tions with the Soviet Union and securing Soviet arms aid. After_the
Egyptian-Soviet arms deal of 1955, the Soviet Union had increasingly
supported the Arab cause against Israel and had begun by this means
the establishment of a position of influence in the Middle East.

Hussein saw hopes of support in the Eisenhower Doctrine enun-
ciated in Ja,Auary 1957 by the United States president as an offer of
Military and economic aid to those governments requesting help to
save themselves from communism. Nabulsi rejected this doctrine.
Political tension and Hussein's suspicions increased, and on April 10,
1957, exercising his constitutional prerogative, Hussein demanded the
resignation of the Nabulsi government. On April 13 General Abu
Nuwar made,a statement to Said al Mufti,swho was attempting to form
a caretaker government, that was capable of being interpreted as an
ultimatum that any new cabinet be approved by Abu Nuwar and the
army officers of his staff aligned with him.

There followed a sequence of dramatic events that day and night
that became known as the Zarqa affair. The nubile, sensing the ex-
plosive political atmosphere, had become restive in Amman. This was
even more true of a large concentration of troops at the main army
base at Az Zarcia, where rumors spread thaPthe king was dead; taking
Alm; Nuwar with him, Hussein set off for Az Zarqa. En route he met
several truckloads of troops who were overjoyed at seeing Hussein
alive and who demanded the head of Abu Nuwar. At Abu Nuwar's re-
quest, the king sent him back to the safety of the royal palace and
continued to Az Zarqa. There he spent several hours amid wildly en-
thusiastic demonstrations of loyalty to the throne and returned to
Amman after' reassuring and quieting the troops.

On the next day Hussein allowed Abu Nuwar to leave the country.
He fled first to Syria, then to Egypt. Hussein appointed General Ali
Hiyari, Abu -Nuwar's-cousinas chief of gemiral staff. On-April -19
Hiyari followed his cousin in fleeing to Syria, and Hussein designated
as his top commander a tough beduin officer, Habis al Majali, cousin
of the forthright Hazza al Majali, whose brief term as prime minister
had been disrupted by the Baghdad Pact riots. During the balance of
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the month several cabinet crises occurred, as the remnants of the Na-
bulsi faction fought a rearguard action and external propaganda
against Hussein continued. Ibrahim Hashim, however, successfully
formed a government, and all political party activity wa8 outlawed. /

Hussein had won; what had counted was the loyalty of the combat
units of the army, and that loyalty clearly belonged to him But Jordan
was beleagueredNasserism was arrayed against the king, the BO-
ish subsidy was gone, the Arab Solidarity Agreement had evapor,ied,
the rift was wider than ever between the East Bank and the West
Bank, and Israel remained strong on the frontier. Hussein unequivo-
cally placed his country on the side of the West in the gr/eat power
global confrontation and sought a/new principal source of aidthe
United States.

Crisis and Realignment with Western Aid

The Unite' aces replaced Great Britain as the major source of
foreign aid k. at under the Eip'enhower Doctrine rather than by bilateral
treaty or alliance mechanigms. Existing economic aid programs were
expanded, and military aid was initiated. An airlift arriving at Amman
on September 9, 1957, briought a substantial amount of military equip-
ment and was followed soon by shipments to Al Aqaba. Hussein, how-
ever, had to regard United States aid, no matter how welcome, as a
short- or intermediate-term solution because he did not control its
amount or origin and could not be certain how long it would last.

In seeking a viable, long-term arrangement for political stability in
face of the hostile Nasser-style revolutionary nationalism then prev-
alent in the Middle East, Jordan turned to neighboring Iraq. Iraq,
far larger than Jordan and more populous, was also far wealthier in oil
and other resources. It had usually supported Jordan in Arab councils,
although without deep involvement since the 1948 war. Its conserva-
tive government had taken Iraq into the Baghdad Pact in 1954 to
ensure continued Western support against the Soviet Union or, more
particularly, against radical Arab movements.

On February 1, 1958, the announcement by Egypt and Syria of the
integration of their two countries to form the United Arab Republic
(UAR) was greeted with high enthusiasm by the new nationalist
advocates of unity in the Arab world, but it made the situation of con-
servative or moderate regimes more perilous. The initial phase of
Jordanian-Iraqi negotiation was quickly concluded, and on February
14, 1958, a proclamation was issued in Amman by Hussein and King
Faisal II, Hussein's cousin, joining the Hashemite kingdoms of Iraq
and Jordan -in 'a federation to be called the Arab-Union. Faisal was-to
be head-of-state; and Hussein, deputy head-of-state. Baghdad and
Amman were to alternate every six months as the capital. In May,
Samir Rifai became prime minister of Jordan; his predecessor,
Hashim, became prime minister in the new union.
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Meanwhile, a severe political crisis had developed in Lebanon in
connection with the presidential election. The incumbent government
faction, conventional and Western oriented, was opposed by another
faction of subversiVe and strongly pro-Nasser orientation supported
from Syria. Civil disorders and yiolence mounted in May 1958. The
Syrian Region of the UAR closed the f::ria-Jordan border. In Lebanon
full-scale civil war was averted, but the situation became so incendiary
that the government requested United States assistance, and United
States forces began landing at Beirut on July 15, 1958. An Iraqi motor-
ized brigade, under the command of Brigadier Abdul Karim Qassim,
seized control of Baghdad on July 14, 1958. King Faisal and the rest of
the Iraqi royal family were seized and immediately shot to death. The
Jordanian leaders Hashim and Suleiman Tuon, who were in Baghdad
at the time of the coup, were seized by the mob and killed.

Hussein, enraged with shock and grief, at first wished to throw the
Jordan Arab Army into Iraq to revenge Faisal and restore the Arab
Union but, advised by his chief civilian ministers, decided against
this course. In Iraq the army and police supported the coup, and Qas-
sim became president-dictator, taking Iraq out of the Arab Union and
the Baghdad Pact.

Jordan was cut off as it had never been before: the Syria'n and
Iraqi borders were closed, and to the west lay Israel, whose intentions
in this crisis were unknown but whose military capabilities were
well known. Hussein appealed to both the United States and Great
Britain. An emergency airlift of petroleum by the United States Air
Force was instituted, and on July 17, 1958, British troops began to be
airlanded at Amman. I-onically, these flights came in over Israel,
since overflight clearances for alternate routes over Arab countries
could not be secured in time.

The political atmosphere in Jordanfter the coup in Iraq appeared
for some weeks highly combustible, but the government, operating
within a pattern of partial martial talk, dured; the airlift continued,
the British brigade was reinforced, tI4 lo alty of the army remained
unimpeached, and the Israeli frontier, after ne incident in early June,
continued to be quiet. During October a United-States military survey
mission was in Jordan, and a further phase of United States military
aid was planned. By early November the British brigade was with-
drawn; a British military advisory mission, however, remained with
the Jordan army and air force.

On November 10, 1958, Hussein considered it safe to leave Jordan
or_Europe for_a_brief_restand_took offin a small commercial aircraft

marked with the Jordanian royal insignia. Over Syria he was first
ordered byyDamascus radio to land and then attacked by two Syrian
MIG-17's that attempted, although without firing, to force him down.
Taking evasive action at low altitudes, Hussein and the copilot returned
the aircraft successfully to Jordanian airspace and to Amman. Wild
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enthusiasm and rejoicing, especially among the Jordanian military
forces, inmoliatel broke out because of the king's escape. On the
following day morale was further boosted by the arrival of the first two
of six transonic British fighter aircraft provided by United States
offshore procurement for the Jordan air force. These two incidents, the
king's escape and the delivers of the Haw:tier Hunters, taken against
the background of United States and British aid, did much to relieve
the high tension of the previous six months.

On May 6, 1959, Rifai turned over the prime ministership to Hazza
al Majali, an act leaving no doubt as to where Jordan's orientation lay.
United States aid of all kinds amounted to more than US$50 million
annually. The rebuilt port of Al Aqaba. with twelve new oil storage
tanks, new berthing facilities, and a new phosphate loading plant, was
opened (see ch. 12). Diplomatic relations were resumed in August 1959
with the UAR, and border incidents with Israel were less frequent than
the low-level subversive infiltration attempts intercepted from Syria.
Hussein visited King Saud in February 1960, and relations with Saudi
Arabia began to improve. At the same time, however, anti-Israel agita-
tion began to mount again.

On May 28, 1960, Prime Minister Majali and the director of the
United States aid program in Jordan signed the East Ghor Canal
Agreement for an irrigation scheme of 17,500 acres in the Jordan
valley (see ch. 3). A few days later Majali and the United States ambas-
sador concluded an agreement for a project that would assist the desert
areas. Ad% ances in education, public services, and other fields were
also made or planned. A new paved highway from Amman south
across the desert to Maan was dedicated in November 1960, and a
shortened highway from the Jericho vicinity up to Jerusalem was
opened in January 1963.

The two-year period of relative tranquillity was broken on August
29, 1960, when Prime Minister Majali was assassinated by a heavy
time bomb charge concealed in his desk. Twelve people were killed,
and some fifty were injured by this bomb and another that exploded
about twenty minutes later. Again, as at the time of Abdullah's
assassination, no organized political follow-up appeared. Curfew was
declared, and heduin troops moved into Amman. Some analysts specu-
lated that the conspirators expected the assassination to generate a
public uprising. Precisely the opposite occurred, however, as Hussein
quickly formed a near government with his chief aide, Bahjat al
Talhouni, as prime minister. The assassination plot was traced to Syria
andlurtheridentified with Cairo,although-in later years this identifi-
cation was not pressed. Four suspects were caught, convicted, and
hanged. The army was, for a time, concentrated near the Syrian
border. The threat of Israel remained, however, and Syria was not
invaded.

The Majali tragedy proved to he an external rather than an internal
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crisis. Domestic calm prevailed, extending to the general acceptance
of Hussein's marriage to Antoinette Gardiner on May 25, 1961. (Hus-
sein had been first married on April 19, 1955, to Sharifa Dina Abdul
Hamid al Aun of Cairo. This marriage, after the birth in 1956 of a
daughter, was dissolved in 1957.) Antoinette Gardiner, upon conver-
sion to Is am and marriage to the king, became Princess Muna. Four
children were born to this union: Prince Abdullah (1962); Prince

1

Faisal (1963); and the twin princesses, Zein and Aisha (1968). Abdullah
was technically crown prince until April 1965, when the king, by con-
stitutional processes, shifted the designation to his own younger
brother, Prince Hasan (see ch. 8). The king's marriage to Princess
Muna was dissolved on December 21, 1972. 'On December 26, 1972,
Hussein married Alia Turin, of a prominent Palestinian family, and
she became queen. .

In January 1962 Wasfi al Tal became prime minister, and in
December 1962 the resumption of limited political party activity in
Jordan was permitted. Samir Rifai, succeeding Tal in March 1963, was
able to remain in office only about one month. A caretaker govern-
Lott under the king's great uncle, Sharif Hussein bin Nasir, was
confirmed in office after new elections in July 1963, and the year
closed in a conciliatory atmosphere at hone and abroad. Diplomatic
relations had been opened for the first time with the Soviet Union
in August 1163, but Soviet offers of ,military equipment were not
accepted.

Development and Disaster: 1964-67

By early 1964 Arab governments and Palestinian spokesmen had
become seriously alarmed at the intention stated by Israel in 1963
to draw water from Lake Tiberias in order to irrigate the Negev
Desert in southern Israel. President Nasser thereupon invited the Arab
heads-of-state to attend a summit conference in Cairo in January 1964.
From his new position of strength, both internally and externally in
the Arab world, Hussein promptly accepted the invitation and took
the occasion to resume diplomatic relations with the UAR. (Techni-
cally, despite the Syrian secession of September 28, 1961, Egypt
retained the name United Arab Republic until September 2, 1971,
when it again became the Arab Republic of Egypt.)

At the conference the principal issue was the Jordan waters ques-
tion. Israel, with its pipeline nearing completion, had announced the
intention to take from Lake Tiberias quantities of water approximat-
ing The allocations of the 1954-55 Johnston plan. The conference,
despite Syria's militant rhetoric, excluded war with Israel, at least
for the time being, because of the absence of unified Arab political
and military systems.

Instead, three alternative courses of action were approved: the
diversion of the tributary sources of the Jordan River north of Lake
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Tiberias in Lebanon and Syria; the establishment of the United Arab
Command under an Egyptian commander; and the formation of the
new Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), to be headed by a
former Jerusalem sawyer, Ahmad Shukitir , as the recognized focus
for Palestinian expression and resistance against Israel. The Cairo
Conference of January 1964 ended in a euphoric atmosphere of good-
will and brotherhood.

Talhouni succeeded Nash* as Jordanian prime minister in July 1964,
pledging his government to timpletnent the spirit of the Cairo Confer-
ence "according to the king's instructions." The revived Jordan-UAR
friendship was cultivated; Jordan entered the Arab Common Market
in August 1964;,and in September Hussein attended the second Arab
summit at Alexandria. In May 1965 Jordan, along with nine other
Arab states, broke off relations with the Federal Republic of Germany
(West Germany) because of itg recognition of Israel. Jordan and Saudi
Arabia on August 9, 1965, signed an important agreement definingfor
the first time the boundar;), between the two countries. By this agree-
ment Jordan gave up some territory in the southeast but was able-to
gain an extension of about twelve miles down the gulf from the
crowded port of Al Aqaba.

Shukairg, famous for the often hysterical violence of his political
rhetoric, 'as to play a role in Palestinian history somewhat analo-
gous to th t of the old mufti, Haj Amin al Husseini, one of the prin-
cipal arc itects of the Arab disasters of 1948 and 1949. Shukairy
organized the PLO at a conference in Jerusalem on May 28, 1964..
The PLO objective, according to the Palestine National Charter prov;
duced at the conference, was the liberation of Palestine in cooper-
ation w. h all Arab states but without interfering in their internal
affairs r claiming sovereignty on the West Bank. Almost from the
start, rouble developed with Hussein's government and was ap-
parent in February 1965 when the king called on Tal to become
prime minister again. The rift between the PLO and the govern-
ment was far advanced by the time of the third Arab summit in
September 1965.

Essentially, conflict arose because the PLO, despite its stated
intentions to the contrary, attempted in practice to assume govern-
mental functions, such as taxing Palestinians and distributing arms
to the villagers, acts that infringed on Jordanian sovereignty. In
December 1964. with Syrian assistance, the guerrilla organization
called-A1-Fatah was formed in Damascus underleadershipof it-Pales-
tinian refugee, Yasir Arafat. Al Fatah and PLO raids and sabotage
were carried out against Israel without clearance from either the
United Arab Command (which in practice did not become strongly or-
ganized) or the Jordanian military. Jordanian policy since 1949 had
been and continued to be one of avoiding border incidents and terror-
ism that would generate reprisal and possibly an untimely war. State
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policy and the\guerrilla policy Were thus at odds as to the mode and

timing of operations.
Al Fatah atta ks, although planned in Syria, were most often

launched into Isr el by infiltration through Lebanon or Jordan.
Israeli reprisals against selected Jordanian West Bank villages betame
increasingly severe and frequent from May 1965 onward. Syrian
policy and propaganda became increasingly extremist, and in July
1966, When Hussein cut off Jordanian official endorsement and sup-

port for the PLO, both that organization and the Syrian government
openly turned against him with all the devices of propaganda at their
disposal. Jordan Ind Syria had broken ground for a dam on the Yar-'
muk River in May 196( but the project was soon suspended because
of the tension between the countries. The proposal to divert Jordan
River tributaries had proved too dangerous because of Israeli harass-
ment and had in effect been abandoned. ,

In reprisal for the terrorist attacks by the guerrillas Israel, on
November 13, 1966, destroyed the Jordanian village of As Samu with
an attack by a reinforced brigade. Although Israel was censured by
the UN, the public clamor and rioting against the Jordan government
that broke out among the Palestinians of the West Bank exceeded any
previous experience. As in the past, Hussein restored public order by

use of the army. Political pressure against Hussein mounted, however,
along with clashes and incidents on the Syria-Jordan border; and after
the uneasy winter of 1966 Hussein again designated Nasir as head of

another interim government.
Tension mounted on the Israeli-Syrian border, where a serious

land and air engagement took place on April 7, 1967, in which Syria
was reported to have lost six aircraft. The UAR was severely criticized
by Syria and also by Jordan for failing to send support. After general
elections on April 23 the moderate Saad Juma became Jordanian prime
minister. In mid-May the UAR commenced on extensive military
buildup in the Sinai Peninsula in response to Syrian allegations that it

was in imminent danger of invasion by strong Israeli forces grouped in

attack posture. The UAR declared a state of emergency on May 16 and

on May 18 demanded removal of the United Nations Emergency Force

from the Sinai. This demand was acceded to by United Nations Secre-
tary General U Thant and immediately carried out.

On May 22, 1967, President Nasser announced that the Strait of
Tiran, at the entrance to the Gulf of Aqaba, would be closed to Israeli

shipping, and Israel immediately declared iliiS action to be a cause of .

war. Hussein quickly decided that it would not again be possible, as '
in 1956, for Jordan to stay out of the conflict. He got in touch with
Nasser. proceeded to Cairo, and on May 30, 1967, unhesitatingly signed

a military alliance with the UAR. not only in response to political

pressures at home but also in fulfillment of basic pan-Arab
commitments.
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The tempo of scattered firing along the ` rab-Israeli borders in-
creased. On the morning of June 5, 1967, dec ring itself surrounded
and with danger of attack increasing daily, Isra I launched a massive
air assault that effectively eliminated UAR, Jo 'anian, Syrian, and
Iraqi air forces on the ground. Israeli follow-up gro nd attacks succes-
sively engaged and routed the UAR army in the S ai, defeated the
Jordanians on the West Bank, and finally overpow red the south-
western Syrian defenses. By June 11 a cease-fire had be established,
and Israel was in possession of, among other areas, J dan's West
Bank, including all of-Jerusalem.

Of all the Arab states Jordan, which could least afford it, ost most
in the war. Government figures list 6,094 killed or missing. he best
one-third of its agricultural land and its main tourist centers we e lost.
Jerusalem was wholly in Israeli 'hands; the Israeli parliament egis-
lated the annexation of the old city on June 27, 1967. (The United
States did not recognize this annexation.) During the short war m e
than 200,000 refugeesmany of whom had first been refugees fro
the 1948-49 warfled from the Weft Bank to the East Bank. Hussein
and his government survived, but the outlook for the country had
never been darker than on June 11, 1967.

Postwar Survival and the Guerrilla Crisis
In the wake of the war Hussein and his government were confronted

with the critical problems of a shattered economy, the welfare and
management of the refugees, the need for external aid and readjust-
ments in international relations, the requirement for a rapid rebuild-
ing of the Jordanian army and replacement of its losses, and the loss
of the West Bank to Israel. Internally, however, the major problem
was the continuing confrontation with the Palestinian guerrilla
organizationsalso known as commandos, or fedayeen.

The West Bank, which became known as the Israeli-occupied Terri-
tory, was under the control of Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Dayan,
who allowed a general continuation of local administration on the
West Bank subject to the maintenance of order and overall Israeli
security control. In time, Dayan's "open bridges" policy allowed
a tightly controlled flow of personnel and produce. back and forth
across the Jordan, and some of the new refugees returned to the West
Bank: The general refugee situation was alleviated in Jordan, although
far from solved, by the humanitarian efforts_of_such_agencies_as_the-
UN, the International Red Cross, and the American Near East Refugee
Association. Agriculture's contribution to the Jordanian economy was
seriously dislocated by the war, but the impnrtant East Bank phos-
phate industry was unhurt and was expanded after the war (see ch. 12).

The Arab League- heads-of-state met at Khartoum at the end of
August 1967. The conference, e. ',Tally considered to represent the
views of Arab moderates, reached four major decisions: oil production,
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suspended by the oil states during the war to be resumed; continued
nonrecognition of and nonnegotiation ,.% ith Israel, individually or col-
lectively; continued closure of the Suez Canal and the elimination of all
foreign military bases in Arab territory; and provision of financial sub-
sidy aid to the UAR and Jordan by the oil-rich states of Saudi Arabia,
Libya, and Kuwait. The total annual subsidy, promised for the indefi-
nite future, amounted to the sterling equivalent of US$378 million, of
which Jordan was to receive about US$112 million. Donor states at
first regularly paid their shares in quarterly installments, but Libya
and Kuwait withdrew their support to Jordan during the 197d-71 war
between the Jordan government and the guerrillas.

In addition to the Khartoum subsidies, Jordan also received grants
from the shaykhdoms of Abu Dhabi and Qatar and a special grant of
US$42 million from Saudi Arabia for arms purchases. Great Britain
provided an emergency loan to cushion the immediate effects of the
June 1967 war and later- extended further long-term credits. West
Germany, with whom Jordan had resumed relations, also extended
certain development loans. Although the direct United States subsidy
had been terminated,. substantial long-term loans were extended to
Jordan for emergency relief, development, and military assistance,
and in February 1968 United States arms shipments to Jordan were
resumed. By such means and its own meager resources, Jordan averted
financial disaster:

On November 22, 1967, after months of diplomatic wrangling, the
UN Security Council adopted Resolution 242 as a guideline for the
settlement of the 1967 war. The principal provisions of this resolution
proclaimed the inadmissibility of territorial aquisition by war and
called for withdrawal of Israeli forces from areas occupied in the
1967 war; termination of all states of belligerency; acknowledgment of
the sovereignty of all states in the area within secure and recognized
boundaries; freedom of navigation on all international waterways in
the area; a just settlement of the refugee kroblem; and the designation
of a special UN representative as a contact betw en the states
concerned.

In time Jordan, the UAR, and Israel accepted this resolution in
general but with distinctly varying policy interpretations. Hussein
rested his case for a settlement of the 1967 war squarely on this resolu-
tion, such settlement not implying an overall solution to the general

_Arabdsraeli_problem..InAile_six years after 1967 both Jordanian and
Egyptian policy at length admitted to at least a de facto recognition of
Israel, but the question of the Israeli attitude toward the occupied
territories, the procedural complexities of negotiation, and the implac-
able opposition to negotiated settlement by the radical Palestinians
and other Arab nationalists in Syria, Libya, and 'elsewhere prevented it.

Hostilities with brad did not end with the cease-fire on June 11,
1967. On the Jordanian front the guerrilla irganizations, especially
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Al Fatah, became increasingly active after June 1967 and attempted
to employ the methods of the so-called wars of national liberation in
the style of the Provisional Revolutionary Government of South
Vietnam (Viet Cong) and within a doctrinal framework of ill-digested
Maoism.

The irregular forces-of the PLO had played little part in the war.
After the Arab failures in conventional warfare against Israel, how-
ever, the seemingly cheap .and effective methodology of guerrilla war
was seized, upon by Palestinian nationalists as the new instrument
through which Israel could be defeated. In December 1967 Shukairy
was replaced as head of the PLO by Yahya Hammouda. Hammouda
was succeeded in February 1969 by Arafat, who continued also as -head
of Al Fatah and its action arm, Al Asifah. By early 1970 at least
seven fedayeen organizations became identified in Jordan. Other than
Al Fatah, the most important was the Popular Front for the Libera-
tion of Palestine (PFLP), led by George Habbash (see ch. 9). Although
the PLO sought to integrate these various bands and announcements
were made from time to time that this had occurred, they were never
effectively united.

At first by genuine inclination and then by political necessity,
Hussein sought accommodation with the guerrillas and providedlrain-
ing sites and assistance. In Jordan's internal politics, however, the
main issue from mid-1967 to mid-1971 was the struggle for political
control between the government and the guerrilla organizations. The
guerrillas, based in the refugee camps, gradually became virtually a
state within a state; money and arms, from both the Arab states and
private individuals, were easily secured.

As the guerrilla effort mounted, Israel retaliated quickly and with
increasing effectiveness. In March 1968 an Israeli brigade attacked
the jordanian village of Karameh, said to be the guerrilla capital.
Damage was inflicted, but the Israeli force was driven back with sub-
stantial loss by the fedayeen and the Jordan army. This action was
cited as a great fedayeen victory.

Israel launched further heavy attacks at Irbid in June 1968 and at
As Salt in August. The constricted area and generally open terrain of
the West Bank did not provide the kind of concealment and refuge
featured in classic guerrilla operations, and the Palestinian population
failed to 'provide the universal "friendly sea" of Mao Tse-tung's
datrineiii which the guerrilla could "swim like a fish." The guer-
rillas' main activities in Jordan increasingly appeared to turn away
from fighting Israel and to be directed instead to the overthrow of
Hussein.

A major guerrilla-government confrontation occurred in Novem-
ber 1968 when the government sought to disarm the refugee camps,
but civil war was averted by a compromise that favored the Pales-
tinians. In June 1969, in another major reprisal aimed at forcing
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Jordan to curb the guerrillas, Israeli forces blew up key sections of the
East Ghor irrigation canal, previously damaged in the 1967 war.
Severe confrontations between the Jordan army and the guerrillas
occurred again in February and June 1970; including several re
assassination attempts against Hussein, but were settled by further
concessions to the guerrillas and the removal of antifedayeen officers
from top army commands. The guerrillas were at the height of their
political power in Jordan, but the army and the tribal shaykhs of south
Jordan, held in check only by Hussein's word, were increasingly
restive.

Fighting between army and guerrilla forces broke out late in
August 1970. At the end of the first week in September, the PFLP
hijacked three European airliners and forced them to land at a Jorda-
nian desert field. The passengers were held hostage for the release of
certain guerrillas, and the aircraft were blown up. All hostages were
eventually released, most of them by mid-September.

Hussein's patience was exhausted. On September 16 he formed a
military cabinet, recalled Field Marshall Habis al Majali as army
commander, and gave the order to suppress the guerrillas. On
September 17 Jordan armor and infantry units attacked the guerrilla
strongholds in Amman. Within three days the guerrillas were defeated
in Amman, although not totally driven out. Fighting in Amman was
heavy, with much destruction and loss of life. The number of those
killed on all sides has been responsibly estimated at up to 3,500,

although guerrilla propaganda then and later cited much higher fig-
ures (see ch. 9).

°

Meanwhile, on September 19 a force of at least 200 Syrian tanks'
invaded northern Jordan to assist the guerrillas. The Syrian invasion
force was fully withdrawn by September 25 after suffering at least
50-percent tank losses from Jordanian armor and air strikes and from
logistical problems. Syria was at the same time influenced by the
possibility of Israeli intervention, by diplomatic pressure and possible
intervention by the United States, and by separate diplomatic pres-
sures from the Soviet Union.

With the Syrian invasion thrown back and the guerrillas mostly
driven from Amman, Hussein and his government once more had
su..:.ed. Assassination attempts gainst Hussein again had failed.
The_crisis_of 1970_w:as_regarded,_however, as having been the most
serious of the many threats to the government during its history.

On September 26, 1970, Hussein restored a civilian cabinet with
Ahmad Tugan as prime minister, and on September 27 the king pro-
ceeded to Cairo to attend a summit conference hastily summoned by
Nasser to reestablish inter-Arab peace. At the urging of Nasser and
other Arab heads-of-state. IIussein and Arafat entered into a new
agreement to keep the peace and maintain the identity of both the
Jordan government and the guerrilla movements. The Tunisian
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premier, Bahi Ladgham, undertook to head a commission to oversee
implementation of the agreement.

Hus-sein and Arafat signed a further agreement on October 13, 1970,
in Amman that appeared highly favorablc to the guerrillas. In prac-
tice, howeVer, the Jordanian army and security forces quietly began
the steady reassertion of Jordanian law and ,,sovereignty. Guerrilla
refusals, to 'comply were cited as violations of the agreement, and
arrests were made. At the end pf October Hussein again called on Tal
to become prime minister. early 1971 the systematic, ,piecemeal
mop-up of the guerrillas had pk)ceeded so far as to cause Ladgham to
suspend efforts' to enforce the Cairo agreement. Syria, the UAR,
Algeria, and Libya all denounced Jordan verbally, In Syria, however,
a more pragmatic wing of the Baath Party had come to power in
November 1970, and by early April 1971, as the last of the guerrillas
were forced from Amman, the Syrian party press suddenly changed
its line by calling upon the fedayeen to become realistic. On Jung 5,
however, Al Fatah and six other remnant bands called for anew effort
to overthrow Hussein.

On July 13, 1971, Jordanian army forces launched a coordinated
attack on the last guerrilla redoubt in the area and seized it by July 18.
All bases were destroyed, and all the bands in Jordan were broken up.
About 2,500 prisoners were taken. The contest for political control in
Jordan between the government and the guerrillas of 1967 to 1971
was finished. King Hussein and his government were again firmly in

-control of the country (see ch. 9; ch. 13).
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CHAPTER 3

GEOGRAPHY AND POPULATION
The territory of Jordan totals almost 35,000 square miles, but in

mid-1973 roughly 6 percent of the kingdom remained under Israeli
occupation as a consequence of the Arab-Israeli War of 1967 (see eh. 2).
The occupied territory, known as the Wes ..; (see Glossary), con-
tains shout 50 percent of the better agriculti.. .d and many of the
more important urban centers, such as Hebron, Jerusalem, and
Nabulus (see fig. 1).

The country is landlocked except at its southern extremity, where
about sixteen miles of shoreline along the Gulf of Aqaba provide access
to the Red Sea. . .. , north-south geological rift, forming the depres-
sion of the Jord . .aver valley, Lake Tiberias (Sea of Ga1dee), and the
Dead Sea, is the dominant topographical, feature dividing the country
into the two regions known as the East Bank (she Glossary) and the
West Bank. The depression itself is one of the h 'test and most forbid-
ding areas in the e:iiire Fertile Crescent. Throughout history it has
been a barrier between the lands of the east and the territories border
ing the Mediterranean Sea on the west.

More than anything else the distribution of raintall continues to
determine the pattern of permanent settlement. By far .the great
majority of the population lives in the northern part of the country on
either side of the Jordan River where there is enough rainfall to sup-
port cultivation. Almost 82 percent, of East Bank territory is sparsely
inhabited desert: the population is concentrated in the northwestern
corner, accessible to the Jordan River system and the site of major
urban centers.

Arable land is the country's most valuable if limited resource. The
East Ghor Canal, completed in 1963, brought much of the northern
Jordan 1, alley under irrigation, and in early 1973 plans were well under
way to impound the waters from some of the side valleys to provide
extra water supplies for the East Ghor Canal system. The Jordan
valley itself was the site of major development efforts in 1973. Projects
for land reclamation; the further exploitation of water resources; and
the construction of roads, bridges, dams, and electrical plants were in

early stages of implementation.
Because of alterations in the national territory as a result of warfare

and occupation, there have been extreme fluctuations in the number of
inhabitants as well as massive population shifts since 1946. The first,
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and as of 1973 the only, full official census was held in 1961 during a
period of relative territorial stability but, because of the redistribution
of much of the population after the Arab-Israeli War of 1967, the 1961
census data furnish only conditionalty valid premises for projections
for the early 1970s.

The population of Jordan includ;ng the Israeli-occupied West,Bank
totaled an estimated 2,583,000 in 1973; the East Bank population at the
same time was abo'ut 1,837,000. Refugegs from the West Bank and from
other Israeli-occupied Arab lands accounted for approximately one -
third or more of the East Bank population. According to some author-
ities, 40 percent or possibly one-half of the total population of Jordan
were refugees and displaced persons from Israeli-occupied territories.
Estimates regarding the absolute number of refugees are subject to
wide margins of error because of duplications in refugee registration,
underreporting of refuge( deaths, and a high degree of mobility within
this group.

Urbanization and official efforts at resettlement were the two major
trends go.verning population redistribution during the early 1970s.
In the East Bank difficult economic conditions in ;he countryside and
a constant stream of refugees have stimulated migration to the major
cities of the northwest, and nearly 30 percent of the East Bank popula-
tion lives in Amman, the national capital. The government has been at
least partially successful in settling the country's approximately 117,000
nomads in special areas bordering the eastern desert. Medium-sized
agricultural communities are planned in the Jordan valley to settle
refugees and rural migrants who would otherWise flock to the cities.

Only a little over 20 percent of the East Bank population is in the
working force. Agriculture and services employ about one-third each of
the working population; industry and trade engage about one-tenth
each. Unemployment during the late 1960s was estimated to be in ex-
cess of 10 percent but according to some sources had declined some-
what by 1972. The problem of surplus unemployed unskilled workers
persisted, however, in addition to which a substantial number of tech-
nically qualified person's emigrated to neighboring countries to seek
employment (see ch. 11).

GEOGRAPHY

Boundaries

Except for small sections of the borders with Israel and Syria,
Jordan': intern tonal boundaries do not follow ell-defined or natural
features of the terrain. The boundaries were ,tablished by various
international agreements and, with the obvious exception of the border
w..11 Israel, none was in dispute in 1973.

The border with Isra 1 is based on the Armistice Demarcation Line
agreed upon in April 1549 by Israel and what was then Transjordan,
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after negotiations under the auspices of a United Nations (UN) media-
tor. In general the border represents the battle positions geld by the
Arab and Isra0i forces when a cease -fire went into effect and has no
relation to economic or administrative factors.

Until the Israeli occupation after the 1967 war, the demarcation line
divided the city of Jerusalem between Jordan and Israel, Jordan hold-
ing the old city and most of-tbk.! holy places and Israel, the newer city
on the west. The western boundary of Jordanian territory, both south
and north of Jerusalem, generally follows a line where the high ground
of Judea and Samaria begins to fall off to the lower plains and valleys
along the Mediterranean coastline. At Qalqilyah, west of Nabulus, the
border is only about ten miles from the sea. /

The June 1967 hostilities between Jordan and Israel, resulting in the
occupation of all of the West Bank of Jordan by Israeli forces, were
halted along a cease-fire line that, at least temporarily, became the
border between the two countries. This line followed the course of the
Jordan River south from the mouth of the Wadi al Yabis to the head of
the Dead Sea; north from the Wadi al Yabis the cease-fire line coin-
cided with the demarcation line of 1949.

The boundaries between Jordan and neighboring Syria, Iraq, and
Saudi Arabia do not have the special significance of the border with
Israel, and they have not materially hampered the nomadic people in
their movements. By the time political boundaries were drawn across
he deserts around Transjordan after World War I, practically all the
nomadic tribes of the country had been established for some time in
erritories lying wholly within the confines of the new state. To take

care of the few cases where it had been traditional for tribal peoples to
, move back and forth across the country's borders, agreements with

neighboring countries recognized a principle of freedom of grazing and
provided for a continuation of migratory practices, subject to certain
regulations.

The border between Jordan and Saudi Arabia, only partially de-
, limited by a series of agreements between GreatNBritian and the gov-

ernment of what eventually became Saudi Arabia, was first formally
defined in the Hadda Agreement of 1925. This together with other agree-
ments resulted in a border maintained amicably in a sort of status quo
until 1965. In that year Jordan and Saudi Arabia concluded a bilateral
agreement that realigned and completely delimiteo the boundary The
realignment resulted in some exchange of territory, and Jordan's coast-
line on the Gulf of Aqaba was lengthened by about twelve miles.

The boundary passes I trough arid, virtually rainless, and almost en-
tirely unpopulated desert or semidesert country. Easier access to the
Gulf of Aqaba and a few scattered wells are the only gains of strategic
value to Jordan. The boundary agreement of 1965 al.qo established a
zone in which the two parties %% mild share petroleum re% en ties equally if
oil were discovered and promised to protect the pasturage and watering
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rights of nomadic tribes inside the newly exchanged territories.

Administrative Divisions

In mid-1973 the East Bank was divided into five major divisions
known as governorates (ulieiyu; sing., hieu), which in turn were sub-
divided into a number of subordinate jurisdictions known as agdiya
(sing., qada). (The West Bank, when under Jordanian administration,
had had three governorates.)

For many years all of the extensive desert region east of the Hejaz
Railway, which lies east of and roughly parallel to the north-south rift,
constituted a separate administrative division under the swial Desert
Administratk n. Early in 1967 an end was put to this arrangement, and
responsibility for the desert region was divided among the adjacent
governorates of Irbid, AI Asimah, Al Karak, and Maan by extending
their boundaries due east from the line of the railway to the Saudi
Arabian border.. Each governorate is centered on one of the country's
main towns, each of which for many years has been the political and
economic hub of the surrounding area.

Ground Forms and Drainage

In relief the country consists mainly of a fairly high platcau divided
into ridges by valleys or gorges and has a few mountainous areas. Fac:.
tures of the earth's surface are evident in tl e great geological rift that
cuts like a trench across the whole length of the country near its west-
ern borders. This system has been the scene of repeated earthquakes
whose destructive power is attested by the ruins of temples and other
buildings of antiquity to be found throughout the country. No severe
shocks, however, have been recorded for several hundred years. In the
north, extending southeast from the border with Syria, there are ex-
tensive fields of broken lava and basaltic rock. In places the lava is
classed as fairly recent, but there has been little volcanic activity in the
historical past.

By far the greater part of the country east of the rift depression is
desert, displaying thP landforms and other features associated with
great aridity. Most of the land is, in fact, a part of the great Syrian (or
North Arabian) Desert. There are broad expanses of sand and dunes,
particularly in the far south, together with salt flats. Occasional jum-
bles of sandstone hills or low mountains support only the most meager
and stunted vegetation, which comes briefly to life after the scanty
winter rains.

Because rainfall is so deficient, the drainage network is coarse and
incised, In many areas the relief is such as to provide no eventual outlet
to the sea, so that sedimentary deposits accumulate in basins where
all moisture evaporates or is absorbed by the ground. Toward the de-
pression in the western part of the East Bank, the desert rises and
gradually becomes the Jot danian highlandsa steppe country of high,
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deeply cut limestone plateaus with an average elevation of about 3,000
feet and occasional summits reaching 4.000 feet in the north and over
5,000 feet in the south.

The western edge of this plateau country forms an escarpment along
the eastern side of the Jordan River-Dead Sea depression and its con-
tinuation south of the Dead Sea. Most of the wadis that provide drain-
age from the plateau country into the depression carry water only
during the short season of winter rains. But they are sharply incised,
have deep, canyonlike walls, andwet or drycan be formidable
obstacles to travel. On its western side the depression is hemmed in
by another escarpment that descends quite abruptly from the crest line

of the heights of Samaria and Judea. The wadis that form tributaries
on this side are very short and contribute only a meager, intermittent
flow of water. This area receives moderate amounts of rainfall, and
rain-fed agriculture supplemented by irrigation from local wells is
possible in some localities.

The lowland area south of the Yarmuk River to the northern end of
the Dead Sea is intensely cultivated through irrigation from the East
Ghor Canal, which runs parallel to the Jordan River. Cereals, maize

-(corn), tobacco, groundnuts (peanuts), and some fruits are the chief
crops (see ch. 12). Demand from the neighboring oil-producing Arab
countries and lessened competition from the agricultural producers of
the West Bank have stimulated the spread of new kinds of cash crops,
including tomatoes. melons, citrus fruits, artichokes, and potatoes.
AgriculLural production has been further stimulated by government
programs to prevent soil erosion and flash flooding and by officially
sponsored agricultural extension work. Nomad pastoralists from the
steppe lands customarily brought their animals to this area for grazing
during the summer months, but official grazing controls have been
introduced since the mid-1960s to protect cultivated lands. Since that
time the development of small dams at the outlets of tributary streams
from the plateau has significantly increased the region's agricultural
potential, but the development of that potential has been handicapped

'by unsettled frontier conditions since 1967.

. The Jordan River flows through the northern reaches of the depres-
sion from sources on Mount Hermon on the border between Lebanon

and Syria. It is a short river, but from its mountain headwaters, some
100 miles in an air line north of its mouth at the Dead Sea, its stream-
bed drops from an elevation of about 9,000 feet above sea level to nearly
1,300 feet below sea level. Before reaching Jordanian territory the
river forms Lake Tiberias, whose surface is about 700 feet below sea
level. Flow farther to the south is regulated by a low dam at the south-
ern end of the lake. The river's principal tributary is the Yarmuk River,
which near its junction forms the boundary between Israel on the north-
west, Syria on the northeast, and Jordan OP the south. The Az Zarya
River, second main tributary of the Jordan, rises and empties entirely
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Alvin the East Bank (see fig. 2). In earls 1973 the river was being
developed to pros ide irrigation of the lower eastern Jordan valley.

From its confluence ss ith the Yarmuk River south to the Dead Sea,
the Jordan River meanders through a vanes between three and fifteen
miles wide. The sidles comprises an allus ial floodplain up to one mile
wide and higher terraces below the highlands on either side. The course
of the river is very sinuous and is constricted in some places by cas-
cades or rapids. Except in such plats, the river proper is-from sixty
to 250 feet %side and from three to six feet deep throughout the year.

The flowlof water released into the Jordan at the outlet of Lake
Tiberias has been reduced and the river's salinity during low water
season increased to alarming levels because of Israel's diversion of
the waters. Jordan valley irrigation schemes, of major importance in
this water-deficient country, have relied increasingly on run-of-river
diversion from the Yarmuk and Az Zarqa rivers. A major project to
irrigate some 20,000 acres in the Jordan valley was announced in early
1973 by the Jordan Valley Organization; the area is to serve as a re-
settlement zone for some 130,000 people (see eh. 12).

The Dead Sea, which the Jordan River enters at a surface elevation
of nearly 1,300 feet below sea level, occupies the deepest depression
on the land surface of the earth. The depth of the depression proper is
accentuated by the mountains and highlands paralleling it, which rise
to elevations of 2,500 to 4,000 feet above sea level. The sea's greatest
depth is about 1,300 feet. Its bottom thus reaches down to a point some
2,600 feet below .sea level. Toward its southern end a barren peninsula
juts from the east to divide the Dead Sea into a larger and much deeper
northern Lasin and a s ery shallow southern basin only about ten feet
deep. Covering an area of about 370 square miles, the entire body of
water is some fifty miles long and has a maximum width from east to
west of about ten miles.

An inland lake with no outlet, the sea's water level is maintained by
the balance between inflowing water from the Jordan River and tribu-
tary wadis and evaporation from the sea's surface. Because of very
high temperatures throughout most of the year, the evaporation loss
has been estimated to exceed an average of 5 million tons of water
per day. Rainfall over the Dead Sea itself is negligible, and a high rate
of es aporation gives the water an average salinity of nearly 25 per-
centseven times that of the ocean and too salty to support animal or
plant life. Most of the salts in the water consist of magnesium and
sodium chlorides, but in addition there is a rich variety of other soluble
minerals, such as potash and bromines, hich can be extracted by
so' ar evaporation.

South of the Dead Sea a continuation of the depression, known popu-
larly as the Wadi al Arabah, rises gradually through a region of barren
desert until it reaches sea level about halfwits to the Gulf of Aqaba.
Thence the wadi's rise continues to an elc ttion of about 900 feet above
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Figure 2. Man-made Features and Principal Rivers oPordan

sea level only forty miles from the head of the gulf. Here there is a
divide between drainage lines running north to the Dead Sea and south
to the Gulf of Aqaba.

Climate

The major characteristic of the climate is the contrast between a
rainy season from November to March and very dry weather for the
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rest of the ear. With hut, dry, uniform summers and cool, variable
w inters during which practically all of the precipitation occurs, the
country has a Mediterranean climate. Although the relief of the ground
rillk introduce local variations, in general, the farther inland from
the Mediterranean Sea a git en part of the country lies, the greater
are the seasonal contrasts in temperature and the less the rainfall.
Atmospheric pressures during the summer months are relatively uni-
form, Whereas the w inter months bring a succession of marked low-
pressure areas with accompanying cold fronts. These (3 clonic dis-
turbances generally mu% e eastward from over the Mediterranean Sea
se% end times a month and may result in precipitation, provided there
is sufficient inflow of moist air from the south.

By far the greater part of the East Bank receit es less than fig e inches
of rainfall per ear and ma be classified as a dry desert or steppe di-
mat it region. Where the ground rises to form the highlands east of the
Jordan Rit er alley precip:tation increases to around twek e inches in
the south and twenty or more inches in the north. The Jordan River
galley itself, lying in the lee of high ground on the West Bank, forms
a narrow climati zone that may receive up to twelve inches of rain
annually in its northern reaches, dm indling to less than fie e inches at
the had of the Dead Sea Except fur the desert area generally east of
Jerusalem and Hebron kkerlooking the head Sea, the hills and plateaus
of the West Bank are fairly well watered, receiving between fifteen
and twenty-five inches of rainfall per year.

Rainfall throughout the country is exceedingiy %ariabie, not only in
ti c total for any trk en ear but in the amount falling during an partic-
ular period within they car Rains of cloudburst proportions are not
uncommon and may be preceded or followed by protracted dry weather.

On the at crage the country's long, hot summer reaches a peak during
August. January is usually the coolest month. The fairly wide ranges
of temperature during 4 t ent. -four-hour period arc greatest during
the summer months and hat e a tendency to increase w it h higher de% a-
t ion and distance from the Mediterranean seacoast. F,r example, the

no. at Amman during August at erages about 25°F, whereas for
Januay it is about 15'F. The corresponding figures fur Jerusalem,
which is nearer to the coast, are about 3°F low er. Daytime tempera-
tures during the summer months often e weed 100°F. In contrast, the
winter months bring moderately cool and sometimes cold weather,
especially at the higher de% ations. Except in the rift depression, frost
is nut uncommon during the winter. It snows from time to time in
Jerusalem and more frequently in Amman.

Fur a month or so before and after the summer season hut, dry air
from the desert, drawn by low pressure, may produce strong winds
from the south or southeast, et h ich sometimes reach gale force. Know n
in the Middle East by carious names including the A Idionso. this siroc-
culiku %kind is do and usually accompanied by great dust clouds. Its
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onset is heralded by a hazy sky, a falling barometer, and a drop' in
relative humidity below 10 percent. Within a few hours there may be'
a rise in temperature of 40°F to 50°F. These windstorms ordinarily
last only a day or so, but they cause much discomfort and can destroy
crops by desiccating them.

The shamal is another wind of some significance, but one that comes
from the north or northwest, generally at intervals between June and
September. Remarkably steady duringedaytithe hours but sinking to a
breeze at night, this wind may blow for as long as nine.out of ten days
and then repeat the process. It originates as a dry continental mass of
polar air and is warmed by its .passage over the Eurasian landmass.
The dryness of the shamal allows intense heating of the earth's surface
by the sun, resulting in high daytime temperatures that become mod-
erate, however, after sunset.

Minerals and Soils

Exploration up to 1973 indicates that the country is poorly endowed
with mineral fuels and metallic ores. Oil, a major resource in many
parts of the Middle East, has not been found in any commercially feasi-
ble quantity despite extensive geological investigation and deep test
drilling. There are no known beds of coal. Manganese -ore has been
found in considerable quantity some twenty-five miles south of the
Dead Sea but is of questionable value because of its high copper con-
tent (see fig. 3). Other metallic minerals, notably iron and barite ores,
are present but only as minor occurrences. In early 1972 explorations
near the port of Al Aqaba uncovered extensive copper deposits esti-
mated to be capable of an annual yield of 25 million tons of ore with an
average of 1 percent pure copper content, a level that makes extraction
commercially feasible. . .

The most important mineral resource under exploitation in 1973 was
phosphate rock; reserves were estimated at 307 million tons (see ch.
12). The largest deposits were located at Wadi al Hasa about ninety
miles south of Amman; others were at Ar Rusayfah between Amman
and Az Zarqa. Potash and various soluble !alts from the Dead Sea have
become economii assets. Limestone for building and making cement is
plentiful, and the country has clay, feldspar, ocher, gypsum, and
marble.

The local differences that mark the country's pattern of rainfall
a decisive factor in soil formation and modificationare reflected in
the kinds of soil to be found. Desert soils prevail in the east and in all
the East Bank territory except the uplands adjoining the Jordan valley
where rainfall is abundant.

Desert soils in their extreme forms are but surface layers of various
kinds of rock debris showing little sign of chemical alteration or struc-
tural breakdown. The desert soil in the east, consisting of pebbles,
rock fragments, and sand of varying degrees of coarseness, is very
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alkaline and lacks organic matter Farther west where the elevations
rise toward the uplands and rainfall increases, the soil has a finer,
more sandy texture and is gray or shading to brown in color. It has a
small proportion of humus but is still highly alkaline and generally
includes gypsum close to the surface.

The higher land stretching along both sides of the rift depression
and reaching from the Dead Sea north to the Syrian border has a range
of brown, loamy soils. Less alkaline than desert soils, they are inter-
mixed with humus and mineral elements derived mainly froth lime-
stone or, in some places, from igneous material such as lava. These
soils show little leaching of plant nutrients and are easily eroded. In
the Jordan valley. where the terraces are forthed by old sea deposits,
the subsoil consists mostly of salty marl covered by a thin, superficial
layer ofnonsaline arable topsoil with minimal leaching potential.

The West Bank hills and valleys of Samaria on the north, Judea, west
of Jerusalem, and I lebron, on the south ha\ e a special soil characteris-
tic of many Mediterranean areas known as terra rossa. This soil,
formed from limestone 1 rider a special climatic regime of ample winter
rain and severe summer drought, is low in humus content but is en-
riched by iron oxides and silica. Somewhat alkaline, terra rossa has a
high iron content, which gives it a red color that becomes yellowish
in areas of higher rainfall. It is quite fertile and suitable for vines and
olive trees but is easily eroded, as may he observed in many parts of
the West Bank.

Man-made Features

The country's only rail line, the narrow-gauge, single-track Hejaz
Railway, was built in the early 1900s to accommodate pilgrim traffic
between Damascus (Syria) and Medina (Saudi Arabia). South of Maan
the railway was largely destroyed during World War I but was par-
tially restored during the 1960s. In 1972 Jordan operated some 277
miles of track from Dara in Syria via Amman and Maan to Ras an
Naqb, about forty-three miles north of the port of Al Aqaba. In accord-
ance with an agreement among Syria, Jordan, and Saudi Arabia, the
llejaz line was be;ng reconstructed, the Maan-Al Mudawwarah section
in Jordan having been completed in 1972. The new line was designed
to cam some of the 500,000 pilgrims who tray el to and from Mecca each
N ear, although for many pilgrims road and air traffic have become the
preferred forms of transportat ion.

Construction of an eighty-eight-mile railway branch from Hattiya,
on the main line between Maan and the Saudi A i:abian border, to Al
Aqaba was begun in 1972. Although designed mainly to carry phos-
phate shipments from Al Hasa, the railway is part of a major devel-
opment effort to link industrial and agricultural areas.

According to information a% ailable in earl 1973, the country as a
whole had abota 1.750 miles of highways in 1969, Amman serving as a
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road transportation center for the East Bank. The total mileage in-
cluded some 1,070 miles of primary and 610 miles of secondary roads.
More than 80 percent of the primary and 66 percent of the secondary
roads were pared. Because of the country's configuration and the pat-
tern of settlement, the main roads have a north-south orientation, and
short connections run east and west to link a system that served all the
main towns and cities but was not altogether adequate to handle
domestic and foreign trade. Some of the feeder roads to the agricul-
tural areas of the Jordan valley and to. the northern highlands were
poorly maintained. On the East Bank a main highway, following the
general alignment of the Hejaz Railway as far south as Maan and
then continuing in a southwesterly direction, connects Amman and
the country's only seaport, Al Aqaba. The road from Maan to Al Mudaw-
warah was completed in 1970.

The main highway connecting East and West banks runs from
Amman to Jerusalem, crossing the Jordan River at the Allenby Bridge
(see ch. 2). There is another major connection that crosses the river
farther north at the Damiyah Bridge and continues to Nabulus. In
mid-1973 the border was closed (see ch. 10). The main transportation
artery of the West Bank is a north-south highway from IIebron in
the south that passes through Bethlehem, Jerusalem, Ram Allah,
Nabulus, and Janin.

Highway development projects in the Seven Year Program for Eco-
nomic Development (1964-70), generally known as the Seven Year
Plan, allocated some 50 percent of highway funds to road maintenance.
New construction projects were planned, but some of these had to be
abandoned because of the war in 1967. The Al Aqaba-As Safi road, for
example, which was designed to serve the Dead Sea potash develop-
ment project near As Safi, was halted after it was one-quarter com-
pleted. During the early 1970s official road construction programs
stressed expansion of the network in the Amman area and improve-
ment of the highway links with Iraq, Syria, and Saudi Arabia. Con-
struction of a new eleven-mile-long road between Amman and Az
Zarqa was proposed in 1972 to serve as one of the key sections of the
country's road network. The road would serve important phosphate
deposits that are mined about midway between Amman and Az Zarqa
as well as the country's only oil refinery ( near Az Zama) and a cement
plant near the capital.

When Israel came into being in 1948, Jordan found itself cut off from
its natural access to the sea at Jaffa (Yafo) and Haifa. Beirut in Lebanon
had excellent facilities, but to depend on this seaport meant to depend
on a land route through Syria and Lebanon to reach it. In order to stay
within Jordanian territory, the government decided to develop a port
at Al Aqaba as its outlet to the sea. By the mid-1960s the construction
and improvement of port facilities and land communications with the
rest of the country had been completed, and Al Aqaba was serving
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overseas trade. Port facilities included two general berths 1,000 feet
and 700 feet long and seven main transit sheds, providing a covered
storage area of 40,000 square feet. In 1967 a berth to receive phosphate
ships up to 100,000 tons capacity and two large phosphate storage
areas were built. Oil-handling facilities were added at a later date.
In early 1973 the port had a capacity of 800.000 tons of general cargo a
year but was used mainly for shipping phosphate. .

The country's major international airport is near Amman; by 1973
the annual volume of passenger traffic at that airport had reached
125,900 people. Official plans in late 1972 called for the construction
of a new airport at Zeeyza, about nineteen miles south of Amman. A
new airport had been built at Al Aqaba and began to handle traffic in
mid-1972. Smaller airfields are located near Al Mafraq and Az Zarqa.
The government-owned Royal Jordanian Airline operates both domes-
tic and international flights.

The Trans-Arabian Pipeline (Tap line) crosses Jordan from Saudi
Arabia to Sidon, Lebanon. The thirty-inch principal pipeline, which
has a capacity of 475,000 barrels per day, supplies the eight-inch branch
pipeline leading to the Az Zarqa oil refinery.

Since the mid-1950s there have been a number of plans among Arab
countries for developing and making use of the water resources of
the Jordan River basin. Sharp political differences and lack of financial
means have frustrated attempts to draw up a plan agreeable to all the
countries concerned. Jordan, however, undertook a development proj-
ect of its own and in 1958 began the construction of the East Ghor
Canal. The forty-four-mile canal was completed in 1963 to irrigate
30,000 acres of land on the eastern slope of the Jordan valley known as

i the East Ghor (see ch. 12).
The Khalid ibn al \Valid Dam on the Yarmuk River was built to

divert part of the river's flow into the East Ghor Canal. In 1972 official
efforts focused on the development of dam and irrigation works on the
Az Zarqa River. In early 1973 the river was diverted from its usual

_ course through a special tunnel, making possible the construction of
the King Talal Dam. Located nineteen miles west of Jarash, the dam
and its ancillary plant and canals will irrigate some 12,000 acres in
the Jordan valley. Upon completion of the main dam in 1974 four stor-
age dams of Varying sizes will operate on the Az Zarqa's major side
wadis.

Settlement Patterns
The 1961 census indicated that a little over half the population of the

country lived in villages, about 44 percent lived in the fully urban
areas, and a diminishing number of nomadic or seminomadic tent
dwellers accounted for not quite 6 percent of the population. Since
1961 the urban population has been growing at the rate of almost 4.5
percent annual; , exceeding the overall population growth rate and al-
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most doubling the rate of growth of the rural population. It was sti-
mated that nearly half the country's total population would be urban
by 1975.

The majority of the settled rural people live in villages near the fields
they cultivate. Many of these villages were originated by groups from
nomadic tribes, bUt some villages were formed bN countryfolk who
moved there by choice from other farming areas generally lying farther
west. Others were established by people who were required to move by
their rulers. Still others were developed when farm families found it
possible to establish new homes closer to the fields they worked.

Typically, the villages are small, averaging only about 400 inhabi-
tants in East Bank territory and about twice that on the West Bank.
The actual size varies considerably from region to region and is related
to the productive capacity of the surrounding farmlands. The larger
villages are usually found in the more fertile areas, where families
are able to reach their fields without having to &ayel too far. Most
of the inhabitants are farmers, but there are generally a few trades-
men and shopkeepers to provide Specialized services.

Although the majority of . -ban settlements are small rural towns
with populations under 10,000, the overwhelming proportion of the
urban population lives in the five relatively large cities. These include
Az Zarqa and Irbid, both the sites of budding industries with popula-
tions between 30,000 and 100,000, and As Salt and Ar Ramtha, which
have between 10,000 and 30,000 inhabitants. Amman, the capital, was
the largest and fastest growing city with about 500,000 inhabitants
in early 1973, representing nearly 30 percent of the East Bank's total
population. The city has been a main eceiving area for rural migrants
and refugees, its population growing at an annual rate of 6.9 percent
between 1952 and 1961 and of 6 percent since the late 1960s. Amman's
boundaries have been repeatedly expanded and by the late 1960s
encompassed an area of about twenty square miles beyond the original
municipal boundaries. All the urban centers are situated on main lines
of travel and are the sources of modernizing influences for the neigh-
boring areas.

Camps of nomadic beduins are found mainly in an area about 248
miles long and some 155 miles wide east of the railway line. Settle-
ments of seminomads are found near the Qaal Jafr and Azraq ash
Shishan Oam:S. The former is the site of a government-sponsored agri-
cultural project to settle the beduin population; a similar settlement
has been established near Al Hasa, center of the phosphate industry.

A new kind of settlement, the refugee camp, emerged in the wake of
the Arab-Israeli War of 1948. The of iginal refugee settlements were
tent camps, but these have yielded in most r laces to rows of galvanized
steel, aluminum, and asbestos shelters (h-a ,,,, \ccording to informa-
tion available in mid-1973, there were ten ,Ter.,gee and six so-called
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emergency camps (the latter for refugees displaced after 1967) with a
total of about 281,000 inhabitants. Most of the cmps are located near
the major cities in the northwest. In each of tip: three most populous
refugee camps the number of inhabitants exceeded 30,000.

Resettlement projects calling for the. establishment of medium-sized
rural settlements on newly irrigated lands have figured prominently
in government develop'. nt plans. According to official announce-
ments in early 1973, son T,000 people are to be resettled in the Jordan
valley, pending the completion : ar. irrigation project that will expand
the valley's irrigated area by some 20,000 acres. The plan calls for
construction of thirty-eight villages, including 50,000 housing Units.

POPULATION

Size and Growth

The 1961 official census placed the national population at 1,706,200.
Since 1967 the constant ebb and flow of refugees from the o..2apied
territory has made it difficult to estima,e the number of persons living
in the East Bank. According to the United Nations Relief and Works
Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA), about
224,000 people who fled from the West Bank immediately after the
hostilities were admitted to UNRWA refugee camps in tht East Bank;
other sources, however, placed their total number at approximately
320,000. Another census was planned for 1970 but was postponed be-
cause of the civil strife duri..g that year (see ch. 2). Official Jorda-
nian population estimates available in early 1973 were compiled in 1971
on the basis of projections from the 1961 census and revised crude
birthrates. According to these estimates, the national population in
1971 totaled 2,423,000, of which 1,723,000 lived in the East Bank.
UNRWA estimated that the population on both banks of the Jordan
during the same year included some 830,000 refugees; of she total,
more than 550,000 lived on the East Bank.

Emigration, immigration, and visits contributed to the fluctuation
of the number of inhabitants in the country at any given time. In 1972
various observers estimated that some 100,000 Jordanians were resid-
ing abroad compared with 60.000 at the time of the 1961 census. In 1971
about 598,000 people mostly Jordanians and other Arab nationals
entered the East Bank as visitors or tourists, and some 600,000 de-
parted. An increase in the volume of visitors from the Israeli-occupied
Territory was reported in early 1973, more than 200,000 people from
Arab countries crossing the Jordan River during the previous year.

The population has been increasing at an estimated annual rate well
in excess of 3 percent. For the early through the mid 1960s UN sources
established an estimated growth rate of 3.1 to 3.2 percent, and a
growth rate of between 3.4 and 3.5 percent was projected by the same
sources for the early 1970s. According to some Jordanian official
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sources, however, these percentages were based on unrealistically low
death rates, and the Country's true population growth rate was more
likely to have a% eraged about 2.9 percent annually between 1962 and
1972. UN and other international sources, however, in early 1973 used
an annual growth rate of between 3.2 and 3.3 percent for 1971 and
1972. In 1972 the Population Reference Bureau, calculating with a
growth rate of 3.3, predicted a doubling of the population in twenty-
one years.

No official policy has been adopt71 on birth control although King
Hussein is one of the signatories of the World Leaders' Declaration
on Population. The government has supported family planning pro-
grams offered under private auspices, however. Abortion is illegal
but in practice may b2 performed on medical v,rounds, and the use of
contraceptives is not prohibited by law.

Family planning information and services are available from the
clinics of the Jordan Family Planning and Protection Association
founded in 1963. The association operated nineteen clinics, which pro-
vided contraceptive services tb more than 3,200 new and about 38,600
previous patients in 1970. Birth control supplies and educational serv-
ices are offered by the Women's Federation of Jordan and the Near
East Council of Churches. Moreover, the Wi linen's Federation of
Jordan has launched a countrywide birth control information cam-
paign, opened planned parenthood clinics in the major cities, and
established prenatal and child welfare centers.

Age, Sex, and Vital Statistics

According to official projections of the Jordanian Departmer
Statistics available in early 1973, almost 46 percent of an estin
total population of 2.4 million in 1971 was under fifteen years of age,/
reflecting an estimated annual increase of 4 percent in this age-group
since the 1961 census. About one-third of the people under twenty/
four years old in 1971 were below the age of five. Almost half of the
total population was between fifteen and sixty-four years of age, and
only a little over 3 percent was sixty-five years or older. Because of
the youthfulness of the population there was a high ratio betwee1p the
dependent and the working population. For every 100 individual,' of
working age (fifteen to sixty-four years old) in 1970 there wer s
eighty-nine children under fourteen years of age.

According to the official projections tile sex ratio in 1971 remained
approximately the same as in 1961about 103 males for every 100
females. There were more males than females under twenty-fiVc years
old, but women were slightly more numerous than men in the twenty-
five to fifty-fii'e age-group; above that age the numbers of men and of
women were approximately the :tame. Other official population esti-
mates on the number of inhabitants by sex on the East and West banks
reflect a massive exodus of males from the West Bank since 1967. In
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that year there were 122 males for every 100 females on the West
Bank, whereas the corresponding ratio on the East Bank was 109 to
100. In 1971 there -vere only ninet -three men for every 100 women in
the West Bank, and the sex ratio in the East Bank remained about the
same-108 men for every 100 %%omen. All of the foregoing data should
be viewed NNith great caution, lame% er, chiefIN but not exclusk elN be-
cause of the resistance b a large percentage of the population to ques-
tions relating to women in the familN, particularly to young women.

Because of incomplete registration and underreporting, vital statis-
tics represent estimates. UN and other e \pert sources in early 1973
reported a birthrate of between forty-six and forty-seven per 1,000
population and a thath rate of between thirteen and sixteen per 1,000.
The latter represents an adjustment b, demographic experts of the
official'rate of about five per 1,000, considered to be unrealistically
low The rates were computed during the n. 1-1960s and applied to both
the East and West banks. No rates were available for the early 1970s.
According to UN sources, 77,758 live births and 7,233 deaths were
reportedin the East Bank in 1971.

Density and Distribution

In 1971 the over.:11 population density for all of Jordan was estimated
to be sixty-fig e per square mile; the East Bank had an estimated popu-
lation density of fort} -nine per square mile. There were wide regional
%ariations, however, ranging from 273 per square mile in the settled_
areas to about three per square mile in the vast expanses of desert.

In 1971 th" fire governorates of the East Bank showed population
totals ranging from 972,000 in the governorate of Al Asimah (which
includes the capital city of Amman) to about 60,000 in the go ernor-
ate of Maan (see table 1). More than 90 percent of the population lived
in the western portions of the three northern governorates of Al
AsirifahAl Bahia, and Irhid, although these portions constitute only
about 8 percent of East Bank territory. The populations of Al Asimah
and- Irtmd, 'hich since 1961 have received most of the refugees and
rural migrants, increased by 124 percent and 79 percent, respectively.

Refugees accounted for much of the population concentration in the
northern-northwestern regions of the East Bank. After the Arab-
!sraeli War of 1967 approximatel 300,000 refugees fled from the West
Bank and from other Israeli-occupied areas to the major cities and ref-
ugee camps located in the northwest of the East Bank, augmenting
an alreacb, large refugee population. At the same time, the artillery
shelling and guerrilla activites in the Jordan \ alley area immediately
after the June war caused mane East Bank %Wagers in that area to
seek shelter farther east, mostly in the capital and in other major cities.
Further dislocations and shifts occurred after the civil \Nal- in the fall
of 1970, increasing the population of emergencN refugee camps by more
than 9,000.
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Table 1 Papa latnm of Ea.st Hank Gat.ernarates oP ',Van. 1961 and 1971

(,over norm., 14t,I. 1971'

Al Asimah 433,619 972,000
Al Balqa .... . . 79,057 110,000
Irbid . .. 273,976 491,000
Al Karak . 67,211 90,000
Maan 46,914 60,000

TOTAL .. 900,777 1,723,000

`1961figure$demedfronlc,n,u,

1911fiyyr-areofficialt-4timWt,

Source: Adapted from Statistical Yearbmik, 1971, XXII, Amman, 1972, p 2.

Working Force

In 1973 data on the size, age and sex characteristics, and employment
rates of the working force were fragmentary and were based on sample
surveys. According to this tentative data, the East Bank working force
in 1970 totaled about 350,000, approximately 21 percent of the,popula-
tion. The various surveys suggest a very low participation of women ___..
in the working force. According to a 1971 manpower survey, for exam- --!---
ple, an estimated 63 percent of the males between twelve and-mxty-
five years of age were in the working force, whereas only 6.5 percent
of the women of that age group were listed in the working force.

In 1970 an estimated 14 percent of the working force was unem-
ployed. Py mid-1972 the unemployment rate had reportedly declined
to 8 percent, apparently reflecting the economic upswing that began
in 197-1 (see eh. 11). Observers were agreed, however, that the unem-
ployment rate'would be much higher were it not for the low rate of
participation by women.

Most new entrants into the urban labor market during the late
1960s and early 1970s four d employment in the various government
services. Industry absorbed only a small proportion of jobseekers be-
cause government subsidies were extended mostly, to enterprises
utilizing sophisticated technical machinery but a relatively small
number of workers. Development plans during the c .1 ly 1970s called
for the creation of some 70,000 jobs, mostly in agriculture and in in-
dustries devoted to the development of natural resources, but informa-
tion on the implementation of the plan was not available in mid-1973.

According to a 1970 survey, the majority of the working population
in that year was employed in agriculture and in services (see table 2).
Comparison of the survey with data derived from the 1961 census
indicates that there had been little change in the proportion of agricul-
tural workers over the decade, although some experts have suggested
that employment in this sector (growing at a rate of 3.5 percent an-
nually) has increased since 1967, probably because of the expansion of
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irrigated land area. Smallholders and family workers accounted for
more than half of the agricultural labor force during the late 1960s,
a proportion that probably remained the same in 1973.

Table 2 Employment of tht Working Foro 4.1w-dim by LA ono in Sec tor. 1961 and 197f)

on percent)

Seder W1 MO

Agriculture .. .. .. ... 33.4 32.9

Mining and quarrying '2.3 6.9

Manufacturing .. 7 7 6.0

Electricity 0 5 0.3

Construction .. .. . ..... 10.1 2.0

Wholesale and retail trade, restaurants, and hotels .. 7.7 6 6

Transport, storage, and communications .... . ..... .. 3.6 3.1

Financing, insurance and real estate, and business services n a 1 1

Community, social, and personal services .. .. 13.3 9.7

Government services (including armed forces) 14 1 23 4

Total Employed . . .. 92.7 86.0

Seeking work 7.3 14.0

11 A -not 31 a1141,1(

Most of the approximately 21,000 industrial workers were employed
in small, craft shop enterprises employing five or fewer workers. En-
terprises with over 100 workersnearly all located in the Amman-
Az Zama areaemployed less than 20 percent of the industrial labor
force. Flour milling; oil pressing; and shoe, textile, futniture, and
cement making were the.largest employers in the manufacturing in-
dustry. Production was disrupted and employment declined in the
larger enterprises after the 1967 war and again after the civil strife
of 1970 (see ch. 2). Many of the artisan enterprises, however, took on
additional workers from the ranks of refugees.

Employment in other Arab countries, especially in Kuwait and Saudi
Arabia, is an important outlet for Jordanians seeking work. Many
people leaving for these countries to find work are university trained
and possess valuable skills Their emigration constitutes a brain drain
but helps to alleviate domestic unemployment.

A significant portion of the working force is literate, but there is a
shortage of technical skills (see ch. 6). Vocational courses enrolled only
about 9 percent of the secondary school students in the early 1970s.
The shortages were less noticeable during the sluggish economic activi-
ties of the middle and late 1960s, but after the economic upswing of
1971 there was much official and vrivate concern over the severe short-
age of technical and middle level managerial manpower. On-the-job
training on a limited scope is offered by some of the larger enterprises,
but average employers find the cost of such training exorbitant.
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CHAPTER 4

RELIGIOUS LIFE
Over 93 percent of the people of Jordan adhere to Sunni Islam (see

Glossary), and the religion is one of the primary cultural influences in
the country, particularly on rural people. Although observance is not
alwa orthodox, devotion to and identification with the faith is high.
To a considerable extent Islam bolsters and legitimates the throne (see
ch. 9). Sunni Islam, in addition, is the established religion, and as such
its institutions receive government support.

Religious minorities include Christians of various denominations, a
small number of Shiite Muslims, and adherents to other faiths. As a
significant sector of the biblical Holy Land, Jordanian territory,
especially the West Bank (see Glossary), contains a large number of
shrines and holy places sacred to various combinations of Muslims,
Christians, and Jews. Problems of access to and administration of
these sites have for some time exacerbated problems on the interna-
tion al level.

ISLAM

Tenets

In A.D. 610 Muhammad, a merchant belonging to the Hashemite
branch of the ruling Quraysh tribe in the Arabian town of Mecca and
later known as the Prophet, began to preach the first of a series of
revelations granted him by God through the Angel Gabriel. Muham-
mad denounced the polytheistic paganism of his fellow Meccans.
Because the town's economy was based in part on a thriving pilgrimage
business to the Kaaba and numerous pagan shrines located there,
Muhammad's vigorous and continuing censure eventually earned him
the bitter enmity of the town's leaders. In A.D, 622 he and a group of
his followers were accepted into the town of Yathrib, which came to
be known as Medina (the city) because it was the center of his activi-
ties. The move, or hijrah, known in the West as the Hegira, marks the
beginning of the Islamic era and of Islam as a force on the stage of his-
tory; the Muslim calendar, based on the lunar year, begins in A.D. 622.
In Medina Muhammad continued to preach, eventually defeated his
detractors in battle, and consolidated both the temporal and spiritual
leadership of all Arabia in his person before his death in A.D. 632.

After Muhammad's death his followers compiled those of his words
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regarded as coming directly from God as the Quran, the holy scriptures
of Islam; some of his other sayings and teachings as well as the prece-
dents of his personal behavior, recalled by those who had known hint
during life, became the hadith. Together they form the Sunna, a com-
prehensive guide to the spiritual, ethical, and social life of the Muslim.

The shahadah (literally, testimony) succinctly states the central
belief of Islam: "There is no god but God (Allah), and Muhammad is
his Prophet." This simple profession of faith is repeated on many
ritual occasions, and recital in full and unquestioning sincerity desig-
nates one a Muslim. The God preached by Muhammad was not one
previously unknown to his countrymen, for Allah is Arabic for God
rather than a particular name. Rather than introducing a new deity
Muhammad denied the existence of the many minor gods and spirits
worshiped before his ministry and declared the omnipotence of the
unique creator, God. Islam means submission to God, and he who
submits is a Muslim. Muhammad is the "seal of the Prophets"; his
revelation is said to complete for all time the series of biblical revela-
tions received by the Jews and the Christians. God himself is believed
to have remained one and the same throughout time, but men had
strayed from his true teachings until set aright by Muhaminad.
Prophets and sages of the biblical tradition, such as Abraham, Moses,

'and Jesus (Isa), are recognized as inspired vehicles of God's will. Islam,
however, reveres as sacred only the message, rejecting Christianity's
deification of the messenger. It accepts the concepts of guardian angels,
a Day of Judgment, general resurrection, heaven and hell, and eternal
life of the soul.

The duties of the Muslim form the five pillars of the faith. These are
shaltadah (recitation of the creed); salat (daily prayer); zakat (alms -
giving); sawn' (fasting); and hajj (pilgrimage). The believer is to pray
in a prescribed manner after purification through ritual ablutions at
dawn, midday, midafternoon, sunset, and nightfall. Prescribed genu-
flections and prostrations are to accompany the prayers, which the
worshiper recites facing toward Mecca. Whenever possible, men pray
in congregation at the mosque with a prayer leader, and on Fridays
they are obliged to do so. Women may also attend public worship at
the mosque, where they are segregated from the men, although most
frequently those who pray do so at home. A special functionary, the
ninaddhin, intones a call to prayer to the entire community at the
appropriate hours, those out of earshot determine the proper time
from the sun.

In the early days of Islam t authorities imposed a tax on per-
sonal property proportionate to ,ne's wealth; this was distributed
to the mosques and to the needy. In addition, freewill gifts were
made. Almsgiving, although still a duty of the believer, has be-
come a more private matter. Properties contributed by pious in-
dividuals to support religious activities were usually administered
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as religious foundations, or alegal (sing., wagf).
The ninth month of the Muslim calendar is Ramadan, a period of

obligatory fasting in commemoration of Muhammad's receipt of God's
revelation, the Quran. During this month, all but 'he sick, the weak,
pregnant women, soldiers on duty, travelers on necessary journeys,
and young children are enjoined from eating, drinking, smoking, or
sexual intercourse during the daylight hours. The pious well-to-do
usually do little or no work during this period, and some businesses
close for all or part of the day. Since the months of the lunar calendar
revolve through the solar year, Ramadan falls at various seasons in
different years. A fast iri summertime imposes considerable hardship
on those who must do physical work. The fast is widely observed,
especially in rural areas. Each day's fast ends with a signal that light
is insufficient to distinguish a black thread from a white one. Id al Fitr,
a three-day feast and holiday, ends the month of Ramadan.

Finally, all Muslims at least once in their lifetime should, if possible,
make the hajj to the holy city of Mecca to participate in special rites
held at several spots there during the twelfth month of the lutrs.r
calendar. The Prophet instituted this requirement, modifying pre-
Islamic custom to emphasize sites associated with God and Abraham,
father of the Arabs through his son Ishmael (Ismail). The pilgrim,
dressed in a white seamless garment (ihram), abstains from sexual
relations, shaving, haircutting, and nail paring. Highlights of the
pilgrimage include kissing the sacred black stone; circumambulation
of the Kaaba, the sacred structure, reputedly built by Abraham, that
houses the black stone; running seven times between the mountains
Safa and Marwa in imitation of Hagar, Ishmael's mother, during her
travail in the desert; and standing in prayer on Mount Arafat. The
returning pilgrim is referred to as a hajj and is entitled to the honorific
"al Haj" before his name. Id al Adha marks the end of the hajj month.

The permanent struggle for the triumph of the word of God on earth,
the jihad, represents an additional general duty of all Muslims. Al-
though this has in the past been used to justify holy wars, modern
Muslims see it in a broader context of civic and personal action. In
addition to specific duties, Islam imposes a code of ethical conduct
encouraging generosity, fairness, honesty, and respect and forbidding
adultery, gambling, usury, and the consumption of carrion, blood,
pork, and alcohol.

A Muslim stands in a personal relationship to God, there is neither
intermediary nor clergy in orthodox Islam. Those who lead prayers,
preach sermons, and interpret the law do so by virtue of their superior
knowledge and scholarship rather than because of any special powers
or prerogatives conferred by ordination.

Early Development

During his lifetime Muhammad was both spiritual and temporal
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leader of the Muslim community; he established the concept of Islam
as a total and all-encompassing way of life for man and society. Mus-
lims believe that Gm: revealed to Muhammad the rules governing
decent and proper behavior, and it is therefore incumbent upon the
individual to live in the manner prescribed by revealed law and upon
the community to perfect human society on earth according to the holy
injunctions. Islam traditionally recognizes no distinction between reli-
gion and state. Religious and secular life merge, as do religious and
secular law. In keeping with this vnception of society, all Muslims
have been traditionally subject to the sharia, the body of religious law
(see Glossary). A comprehensive system of law, the sharia developed
gradually during the first four centuries of Islam, prifnarily through
the accretion of precedent and interpretation by various judges and
scholars. During the tenth century, however, legal opinion began to
harden into authoritative doctrine and the figurative gate of interpre-
tation (bab al ijtihad) gradually closed. Thenceforth, rather than en-
couraging flexibility, Islamic law emphasized maintenance of the
status quo.

In A.D. 632, after Muhammad's death, the leaders of the Muslim
community "consensually chose Abu Bakr, the Prophet's father-in-law
and one of his earliest followers, to succeed him. At that time some
persons favored Ali, the Prophet's cousin and husband of his favorite
daughter Fatima, but Ali and his supporters (the so-called Shiat Ali,
or party of Ali) eventually recognized the community's choice. The
next two caliphs, Umar, who succeeded in 634, and Uthman, who took
power ii ,46, enjoyed recognition of the entire community. When All
finally succeeded to the caliphate in 656, Muawiyah, governor of-Syria,
rebelled in the name of his murdered kinsman Uthman. After the en-
suing civil war, Ali moved his capital to Mesopotamia where in a short
time he too was murdered.

Ali's death ended the last of the so-called four orthodox caliphates
and-the period in which the entire community of Islam recognized a
single caliphate. Muawiyah then proclaimed himself caliph from Da"-
mascus. The Shiat Ali, however, refused to recognize Muawiyah or his
line, the Umayyad caliphs; the Shiat Ali withdrew in the firs, great
schism and established a dissident sect known as the Shia, or Shiites,'
in support of the claims of Ali's line to a presumptive right to the ca-
liphate based on descent from the Prophet. The larger fraction of Islam,
the so-called Sunni, claims to follow the orthodox teaching and example
of the Prophet as embodied in the Surma.

Originally political in nature, the differences between the Sunni and
Shiite interpretations rapidly took on theological and metaphysical
overtones. Ali's two sons, Hasan and Husayn, killed in the wars follow-
ing the schism, became martyred heroes to the Shiites and repositories
of the claims of Ali's line ',o mystical preeminence among Muslims. The
Sunnis ret,:ined the doctrine of leadership by consensus, although
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Arabs and members of the Quraysh, Muhammad's tribe, predominated
in the early years. Reputed descent from the Prophet still carriesekreat
social and religious prestige throughout the Muslim world. Meanwhile,
the Shiite doctrine of rule by divine right became more and more firmly
established, and disagreements over which of several pretenders had
the truer claim to the mystical power of All precipitated further
schisms. Some Shiite groups developed doctrines of divine leadership
far removed from the strict, monotheism of early Islam, including be-
liefs in hidden but divinely chosen leaders and spiritual powers that
equaled or surpassed those of the Prophet himself.

The early political rivalry remained active as well. Shiism gained
political dominance of Iraq, Persia, and Yemen. In the early 1970s
Shiites were numerous in Syria and were found in all Muslim countries.
Except for the approximately 1,000 Shishan, who adhered to Shia,
Jordan's Muslims were Sunni (see ch. 5).

The early Islamic polity was intensely expansionist, fueled both by
fervor for the new religion and by economic and-social factors. Cone
quering armies and migrating tribes swept out of Arabia, spreading
Islam with the sword as much as with suasion, and by the end of
Islam's first century, Islamic armies had reached far into North Africa
and eastward and northward into Asia. The territory of modern Jordan
was among the first to come under the sway of Islam; by A.D. 638
Muslim armies had penetrated into it (see ch. 2).

Although Muhammad had enjoined the Muslim community to con-
vert the infidel, he had also recognized the special status of the "people
of the book," Jews and Christians, whose own revealed scriptures he
considered perversions of God's true word but nevertheless in some
sense contributory to Islam. These peoples, approaching but not yet
having achieved the perfection of Islam, were spared the choice offered
the paganconversion or death. Jews and Christians in Muslim terri-
tories could enjoy the freedom to live according to their own religious
law and in their own communities if .they accepted the position of
dhimmis, or tolerated subject peoples. This status entailed recognition
of Muslim authority, additional taxes, prohibition of proselytism
among Muslims, and certain restrictions on political rights.

The Ottoman Empire, of which Jordan was a part for 400 years, was
accordingly organized around a system of millets, or religious com-
munities (see ch. 2). Each organized religious minority lived according
to its own particular canon law under the leadership of recognized re-
ligious authorities who both represented it to the outside world and
supervised its internal communal life. This form of organization pre-
served and nourished the cultural differences that, quite apart from
theological considerations, distinguished these peoples. The millet
system prevented the full integration of non-Muslims into the general
life of the Muslim people. Applied throughout the Ottoman Empire
and frequently combined with residential segregation by religion, it
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has had enduring influence on the social structure of all the countries
of the Middle East and is in large part responsible for the general asso-
ciation of religion and nationality. Within the Jordanian judicial sys-
tem religious law remains in effect in matters concerning personal
status (see Religion and Politics, this ch.) (see ch. 5; ch. 8).

Popular Religion

Despite their strong identification with and loyalty to Islam, many
persons, especially the uneducated and those in rural areas, have incor-
porated into their religious life a number of beliefs and practices dif-
ferent from and even antithetical to the teachings of orthodox Islam.
Authorities attribute at least some of these accretions to pre-Islamic
beliefs and customs common to the area.

Religious devotion and piety carry tremendous prestige, especially
in the villages, and villagers tend strongly to associate traditional
practices with the rules of religion. Although often in fact unassociated
with the teachings of Islam, these customs, as well as the general ven-
eration for the past and for elders, frequently take on the force of reli-
gion. Beduin rituals in particular are said to emphasize reverence for
ancestors. In many places it is customary to react to events not with
original expressions but with one of a number of accepted and tradi-
tional maxims or sayings. Deviation from customary behavior in this
and other respects is often viewed its irreligious and disrespectful.

In hit, daily life the villager and poor urbanite depend heavily on the
will of God, which is held responsible for all occurrences. The expres-
sion inshallah (God. willing) accompanies any statement of intention,
and the expression bismuth:// (in the name of God) accompanies the
performance of most actions. Such matters as the climate, the dis-
tribution of wealth, and the birth of children are popularly beliesved to
be beyond any human agency. It is believed, for example, that each
child brings with him his own means of earning a livelihood and there-
fore a future guaranteed by God. Nevertheless, villagers believe that,
in matters that they may control, God expects them to work diligently.

Divine retribution for bad deeds is a constant fear. Many adverse
conditions, such as storms, disease, crop failures, natural disasters, or
general misfortune, appear to villagers as punishments for specific
misdeeds. In addition, the Last Day (Day of Judgment) looms before
every villager as a time he will be called to account for all the actions of
his lifetime. The Quranic notion of the guardian angel is very influen-
tial. On the shoulders of each person, villagers believe, ride two angels.
The one on the right records those actions worthy of commendation
while the one on the left keeps track of those worthy of punishment.
The total weight of this testimony v ill determine the individual's fate
on the Last Day.

Numerous other spiritual creatures inhabit the world of the villager.
Evil spirits known as jinns (jan), fiery intelligent beings that are ca-
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pable of appearing in human and other forms, cause all sorts of mali-
cious mischief. Some persons, such as epileptics, are believed to harbor
them. For protection % illagers carry in their clothing bits of paper in-
scribed with Quranic % erses, and the frequently pronounce the name
of God. A copy of the Quran keeps a house safe from the jinns. The evil
eye, which can be foiled bs the same means, can also cause hardship.
In addition, angels, who are made of light, can come to earth on special
missions; for example, one guards the spot at which a person died.

Despite Islam's unequivocal teaching that God is one and that no
being approaches him in sanctity, mans people accept the notion that
certain persons (saints) ha% e a special quality of personal holiness and
affinity to God that is known as baraka. The intercession of these
beings is believed to help in all manner of trouble, and most localities
have at least one shrine ( maga m ) of such a person. Devotees often visit
the shrine of their patron, especiall); seeking relief from illness or bar-
renness. Observers have noted that mans of the less orthodox beliefs
are somewhat more common among women ,than among men because
the social segregation of the sexes prevents women from taking part in
much of the formal religious life of the community.

Despite the extreme reverence in which Islam is held, strict adherence
to the five pillars is not common. For example, Jordanian observers
have noted that many villagers do not fast for the entire month of Ram-
adan. They do, however, avoid breaking the fast in public. Most people
do not tithe to support religious institutions, nor are pilgrimages to
Mecca or public prayer common among villagers. Nevertheless,
most people try to give the impression that they fulfill their religious
duties. Obvious or conspicuous disbelief among villagers earns the non-
conformist the opprobrious title kufir (unbeliever) as well as social
ostracism.

RELIGION AND POLITICS

Islam and the State

Islam is an important organizing principle in the Jordanian political
system. King Hussein, as scion of a real family long associated with
Mecca rather than the territory 4f-feig kingdom, derives the loyalty of
his most devoted subjects, the beduin, primarily from his status as a
member of theProphet's subtribe and as one of his direct descendants
(see ch. 8). The inclusion of the proper name Hashemite in the country's
name indicates the symbolic power of this claim.

Indeed, Yosef Akheimcr quotes a beduin tribesman as follows: "We
believe with all our hearts that the king is a direct descendant of
Muhammad. We will brook no argument on this point. . , . We protect
the king not because he is our ruler but because he is the symbol of our
state.... The king is the symbol of purity and the worship of God. And
so the preservation of the Hashemite line is th,_ guarding of our
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religion, our heritage, and our continued existence."
Despite the mem helmingIN Islamic nature of the country, however,

the constitution guarantees freedom of worship to non-Muslims. In
addition, nine of the sixty seats in the House of Representatives, or 15
percent of the seats, are reserved for the Christian community, which
constitutes about 6.5 percent of the population.

The M in istrN of Awqaf, Islamic Affairs, and 1101% Places acts for the
government in religious matters. The go% ern ment pays the salaries of
Islamic religious teachers and maintains mosques, religious schools,
and other Islamic structures. Its financial control allows the govern-
ment to limit to some extent the independence of religious leaders. 111'-
1955, furthermore, a law imposed governmental censorship on the ser-
mons and speeches presented in mosques. The go% ernment sometimes
attempts to use the authority of the ulama (sing., idisn ), the body of
recognized Islamic scholars, to strengthen support for government
policies.

Religious courts are an integral part of the Jordanian judicial system.
Government-appointed judges (quiluh; sing., gad)) hear cases involving
divorce, inheritance, marriage, guardianship, and religious endo v-
ments that they judge according to the sharia Appellate jurisdic on
in these matters belongs to the Court of Cassation (Appeals) in Am pan.
In 1971 sharia courts of primary jurisdiction and appeals handle /3,275
cases. The Greek Catholic, Greek Orthodox, and Roman Catho c com-
munities each have their own religious courts as well, which in 1971
handled 122, fifty-two, and forty-seven cases, respectively.

The Problem of the Holy Places

The West Bank, occupied by Israeli forces'since the Arab-Israeli War
of 1967, contains numerous sites sacred to three major world religions,
jurisdiction o% er and administration of which ha% e created sensitive
and difficult problems, particularly in the international arena.
Although numerous sites associated w ith biblical figures sacred to
Jews or Muslims or both, as well as numerous places associated with
incidents in the life of Jesus, are scattered throughout the Israeli-
occupied Territor% , a trul% astonishing concentration of holy places lies
within or near the walled city of Jerusalem (see fig. 4).

As the locale of the last days of Jesus, the ancient capital of the
Jewish kingdom, and the scene of the Prophet's nocturnal ascent to
hea% en, the city is without peer in Christianity and Judaism and is the
third holiest citN in Islam Possession of Jerusalem has therefore been
a major source of contention. Proclaimed an international city under
the 1947 rmistice, it came under Jordanian domination in 1948. During
the twenty years until it fell to the Israelis in 1967, sevet.l ancient
s nagogues were destro% ed, and Jewish religious pilgrimage was not
allowed. During Israeli tenure Muslim religious observances have been
permitted, but a number of Muslim mosques have reportedly been de-
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Figure 4. Principal Holy Places in the Vicinity of the Walled City of Jerusalem

stroyed, and the number of Muslim pilgrims has understandably
diminished drastically (see ch. m)'.

The sensibilities of the three faiths particularly converge on Mount
Moriah, or Temple Mount. Here, on a flat rock face, is the legendary
spot where Abraham offered to sacrifice his son, Ishmael according to
Islam, or Isaac according to Judaism. Oil this site later stood the Temple
of Solomon and then the Temple of Herod, the ritual center of Judaism
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in biblical days. The latter was the temple in which Jesus preached and
from which he drove the moneN changers. Later still, the sacred rock
was covered by a massive Muslim shriny,--the Dome of the Rock which,
along with the Al Aqsa Mosque, occupies the Haram al Sharif, or Noble
Enclosure. Arson by an Australian religious fanatic severely damaged
the Al Aqs11 Mosque in 1969, to the extreme consternation and shock of
the world's Muslim community, The wall enclosing the Haram al .arif
rests in part on several courses of ancient stone that are the sole rem-
nants of the Temple of Solomon. Thus, a portion of it is the W rh
(Wailing) Wall, the most sacred place of Judaism.

Other locations sacred to more than one faith inch the tombs of
various prophets and biblical figures, such as th, of Da% id,
known to Muslims as Nabi Daud, which lies close to the Coenaculum,
the traditional site of Jesus' Last Supper. As a result of this extraordi-
nary juxtaposition and intermingling of shrines, administration h4
:wen quite complex. In general, each faith administers its own

L m
holy

Orthodox, and Pr estant groups, contribute to the maintenance of
plees A nubet Christian churches, including various Catholicl,

vz,rious shrines. Nevertheless, animosities are difficult tr avoid. For
example_ various Christian denominations have competed over a
number of years for prerogatives in such places as the Church of the
I ioly Sepulchre, traditional site of Jesus' tomb.

Because of the deep and ancient attachment to it by three great faiths,
Jerusalem cannot he considered as merely matested territory. Its sym-
bolic importance is prolably as great as that of any city in the world,
and the extraordinary tenacity with which the faithful of each of the
faiths cling to their memories of it removes it from the realm of
ordinar., international discourse.

RELIGIOUS MINORITIES

The largest r Muslim religious group, the Christians, numbered
approximately 1oO,000 in 1965. Although many Christians were known
t' reside on the West Bank, reliable figures on the number in Israeli-
occupied Territory were not available in 1973. They were thought to
number at least 70.000. Overwhelmingly Arabic in language and cul-
ture, Jordan's Christians are disproportionately represented among
the more economically prosperous. Some observers have suggestec!
that Christian. -egan to emigrate from the country during the 1960s,
fearing governmen al instability. In 1973, howevet, figures supporting
this supposition w rt not available. Despite their Arabic culture, many
Christians belong to churches W hose liturgical languages are other
than Arabic.

The Grc°k Orthodox Church, claiming more than 90,000 adherents
in 1968 in Jordan, io the largest Christian group in the country. With
an elaborately organized clerical hierarthy headed by a patriarch, ti
Greek Orthodox Church administer most of the Christian shrines in
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Jerusalem and other West Bank towns. The Greek Orthodox patriarch
of Jerusalem is the supreme religioul; leader of the Greek Orthodox
community in Jordan and Israsel. The liturgical language of the church
includes both Greek and Arabic. The higher clergy, however, are pre-
dominantly of Greek descent. Also pi esent are small numbers of
Syrian and Armenian Orthodox.

The Greek Catholic tMelkitel Church in Jordan is headed by the pa-
triarch of Antiochia, Jerusalem, and Alexandria, who in turn is subject

to the authority of the pope in Rome. The higher and lower clergy gen-
erally are Arabs, and Arabic is used throiighout most of the liturgy.
The greater part of the more than 60,000 Greek Catholics in 1968 lived

on the West Bank.
The Roman Catholic (Latins Church, with about 16,000 adherents in

1968, has its own patriarch, who is also subject to papal authority.
Sever") other Catholic groups, each headed by a patriarch who is in
tut n subordinate to Rome, are represented These include several
hundred Syrian Catholics and Armenian Catholics. Some European
Catholics are members of religious orders, such as the Dominicans,

Carmelites, and Franciscans.
The approximately 11,004 members of the different Protestant de-

nominations by 1968 had been converted primarily from the Orthodox
and Catholic churches. Muslims seldom convert to any other faith
Protestant communities, resulting generally from American and Euro-

pean missionary activities, are also represented by the personnel of
various international organizations. Some Protestant groups have es-

tablished schools and hospitals throughout the country, principally on

th.e West Bank, and hay e also constructed a few unpretentious churches_
The Christian churches generally- receive financial contributions

from affiliated churches around the w6r1d, especially for the mainte-
nance of Christian shrines, convents, and monasteries. Rivalries con-
cerniag dogma as well as control. over certain religious sites exist
among various Christian groups, particularly between the Catholic d

Orthodox denominations of the same language background. Violent
religious conflicts, however, seldom occur, either among the Christians
or between the Christians and Muslims The Christian churches also

have their own ecclesiastical courts that decide matters of alimony,

divorce, succession, or annulment.
In 1968 non-Christian religious minorities included a few, less than

300, Samaritans and different branches and sects of the Muslim faith
The Samaritans, members of an ancient Jewish sect whose members
claim descent from the house of Joseph, accept only the Pentateuch,
the first five books of the Bible. They worship on Mount Gerizim, where
in ancient times they had a temple. The small community of Druzes,
who liNe in the area near the rian bonier, are members of a sect that
originally derived from the Ismaili branch of Shiite Islam. The Drums,
primarily located in the mountains of Lebanon and in southern Syria,
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have many secret beliefs and maintain that !fakir.. he sixth Fatimid
caliph, was di. ine in nature and is still alive and in hiding. A smal:
settlement of Bahais, another sect that split off from Shia, inhabit the
village of Adasiva in the north Jordan valley.
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CHAPTER 5

SOCIAL SYSTEM
The geographic and demograpi is entity that functions as the Hashe-

mite Kingdom of Jordan is the result of a series of historical accidents
largely unrelated to the social structure of the country. Vast interna-
tional forces rather than indigenous necessities have corqistently
molded the form .nd development of the country. The Amirate Of
Transjordan, dominated b' beduin or tribal groups, was created out of

the laud remaining aftci the British and French had carved up their
respective mandates, the territory that came to be known as the West

Bank (see Glossary), composed mainly of Palestinian (see Glossary)
villages and towns, was the land seized by the Jordanians during the
Arab-Israeli War of 19 its (see ch. 21. Neither territory had previously
functioned as a discrete unit, and the nation they became when they
combined was further burdened with a bitter and unassimilated refu-
gee population. This uneasy alliance of two quite disparate social sys-
tems ended in the abrupt and even more uneasy amalgamation of their
peoples in a single territory after the Arab-Israeli War of 1967

As in many unions of unwiffing partners, the Palestinian and Trans-
jordanian (see Glossary peoples have found living together in harmony
difficult and et.Alescence into a single, self-sonsciousl united people 1

impossible. Not only a sense of mutual historical animosity and griev-

ance separates them. Much deeper and older differences of culture,
values, social organization, and way of life have prevented the consoli-
dation of the various elements into a unitary and self-consistent social
organization. Naseer Aruri probahly understates the case when 'he
w rites, "Gaps in the social structure have militates against the deVel-
opment of a consensdti. Such gaps separated Pa 4(tinians and [Trans)
jordanians, Beduins and townsmen.... Their : niggle has not centered

on specific interests but on 'total ways of life.
The main proponent of national unity, the monarchy, early built its

precarious political foundation on the quasi-tribal loyalties of the East

Bank (see Glossary beduin w ho represent a traditional tribal organi-

zation of pastoral w :iors. The dominant cultural form in the pre-
1948 East Bank, tribalism also exerted a powerful influence over the
villages of the area. Palestine, on the other hand, was a sedentary
society of villagers and city dwellers, many of whom were literate,
well educated, and westernized (see ch 6 I. Sophisticated' and highly
politicized, the Palestinians only grudgingly accepted the saternal:stic
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rule of a dynasty and nation to which they had no It: iric tic. The clash
of these two cultural traditions has been a leitmotiv of Jordanian
society and politics. since amalgamation of the banks.

The upheaval precipitated by recurrent wars, the pull of government
employment, and other factors halve brought so many Palestinians to
the East Bank hat by 1973 they constituted about 40 percent of the
population there In addition, their cultural influence surpasses their
numbers Palestinians constituted over two-thirds of pre-1967 Jorda-
nian society, and their cultural influence has challenged or over-
whelmed that of the East Bank for a number of years. In 1971 Eliezer
Ben-Moshe wrote that "the Palestinians dominate Jordan today be-
cause of numerical superiority and also because they constitute the
social, cultural, and economic elite of Jordanian society. In essence,
very year 'Palestinianizat ion' of the whole of Jordan is increasing

aspite the I lashemite ruler's efforts to block it."
Jordanian society, then, is an uneasy combination of two quite (Ef-

ferent traditions. Before the intrusion of the Palestinian element, tra-
ditional Transjordanian society functioned fairly smoothly, if in a
manner far removed from modern life. This relati\ ely coherent system
has been swamped, however, by masses of Palestinians who, arriving
as fleeing individuals rather than as social units, ha've subjected it to
nearly intolerable strain. The seemingly inert camp -hound refugee
population has, in audition, acted as a title catalyst, cons ulsing the
country in,/ turmoil while remaining impen ious to assimilation.

CLEAVAGE AND COHESION

Rather-than fort-1141'g, an integrated system, the ethnic, cultural, eco-
logical, and social grotips of Jordan exist to a large extent as isolated
elements Although many Middle Eastern societies haN e been described
as mosaics of distinct and often conflicti:ig groups, the Jordanian
situation is probably more fragmented than most because of the forc-
ible uprooting that many_ citizens have endured. No consistent system
of stratification or values binds all or even must of the people into one
unit. In fact, different stratification criteria, based on often contra-
dictory values, operate among the various groups.

Nor do the value systems of the N arious cultural traditions encourage
the adoption of new loyalties. In traditional, society , whether-tribal,
rural, or urban, loyalty did r t,'generally ext:iitibi;Y-ond the limits of
real or presumed kinship Furthermore, the Palestinian sense of griev-
ance and outrag,, nourished for a quarter century in refugee camps
and city neighborhoods and exacerbat d by the civil strife of 1970, has
precluded loyalty to the monarch. The quasi-tribal nature of the king's
ties to the beduin and the extreme importance of the beduin-based
army in maintaining social order halve, on the otht-r hand, precluded
the adoption of institutions and procedures more congenial to the
Palestinians.
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Probably the most important force favoring cohesion of the society

as a whole is the Arab-Islamic cultural tradition common to the over-
whelming majority of Jordanians. Except for a small percentage of
Christians, most of whom are Arabs, and other extremely small groups
of adherents to other religions, Jordanians are Arab Muslims, the vast
majority being members of the Sunoi branch of Islam (see ch. 4).

Apart from a small number of Christian nomadic tribesmen, unique
in the Middle East, and other relatively small groups such as the
village-dwelling adherents of the Samaritan religion, members of
minority groups generally like in cities and towns, where they occupy
a disproportionate share of posts in government, business, finance, and
the professions. To a large extent Christians control banking, although
some observers suggest that the Christian population may be
diminishing through emigration.

The Circassians, a Sunni Muslim community of approximately
12,000 descendants of families brought from the Caucasus in Ottoman
times in order to prole ide in the territory an element loyal to the sultan,
are concentrated in Amman They have long been important in govern-
ment, business, and similar pursuits. Despite their small numbers, for
example, in 1938 they constituted 7.3 percent of the non-British gov-

ernment officials in Transjordan. Twenty-six of the thirty-three
cabinets between 1947 and 1965 included one or more Circassians. A
1928 law guarai.teed them one member of the lower house of parlia-
ment for each 5,000 people, as opposed to one member for 27,000 people

among Arab Muslims. Circassian families are prominent in

landowning, commerce, and industry.
The only significant non-Sunni element is the small group of

Cheehens, another Caucasian people. Most non-Arab Christi4ds are
Armenian Observers note, however, that the distinctive community
life that formerly characterized the minorities has been decreasing as
more and more individuals, especially the young, pass into ',he general
population through assimilation, intermarriage, and adoption of the
prevailing speech.

The Arabic language is a potent force for unite throughout the
Middle East. Rich in st mint ms, rht thmic, highly expressive and poetic,

it can have a strongly emotional, almost by pnotic, effect on its speakers
and listeners. As the medium of the Quran, belieked to be the literal
word of God, it has been the vchicle of the historic glories of Idamic
civilization. The emotional attachment of Arabic speakers to the beau-
ties of their language is far greater than that of most peoples to their
native tongues, and poetic eloquence has long been the most admired
cultural attainment and sign of cultivation in the Arab world In vil-
lages and nomadic tribes as 1% ell as among literate city dwellers, Arabic
speakers have long strit en t , display in their speech an extensive com-
mand of traditional or classic phrases and locutions The speaker and
writer traditionally stroke for an elaboration and circumlocution in
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both spoken and written forms that often strikes Westerners as flowery
or verbose. Beaut of expression has long been valued above factual
accuracy; only among the technically educated has this preference
begun to shift.

One of the more widely spoken,languagis in the world, Arabic is the
mother tongue of 50 million people from Morocco to the Arabian Sea.
It is related to other Semitic languages, siich as Aramaic, Phoenicians
Syriac, Hebrew, carious Ethiopic languages, and the Akkadian of
ancient Babylonia and Assyria.

Throughout the Arab world the language exists in three forms: the
classical Arabic of the Qaran; the literary language developed from the
classical and known as modern standard Arabic, which has virtually
the same structure whereNer used; and the local form of the spoken
language. All educated :\ rubs tend to be functionally bilingualin
modern standard Arabic and their own dialect of spoken Arabic. Even
uneducated Arabic speakers in Jordan about half the population
can usually comprehend the general meaning of something said in
modern standard Arabic although they cannot speak it themselves and
often have difficulty understanding it. Classical Arabic is known
chiefly to sctiolarly specialists, many men have memorized Quramc
phrases by rote but cannot be said to speak the classic form.

Dialects of spoken Arabic vary greatly throughout the Arab world.
Jordanians speak one common to Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, and parts of
it xi and, like people speaking other dialects, they proudly regard theirs
as the best. Nevertheless, few people believe that their dialect is ac-
tually good Arabic in the sense of conforming to the ideal. Although
they converse in colloquial Arabic, they generally agree that modern
standard Arabic, the written language, is sunerior to the spoken form
because it is closer to the perfection of Quranic language. Arabs gen-
erally believe that the speech of the heduin resembles the purer clas-
sical form most closely and that the local dialects Jsed by the settled
illagers and townsmen are unfortunate corruptions.
Within the same region a city dm,eller speaks slightly differently

from a illager, and a tribesman significantly differently from either.
Een within illages, quarters often display some differences. Each
variety of the language Las some different sounds and different ways
of expressing ideas, and the ,ocabulao, ificludes «ords fitted to the spe-
cific w a of life of its speakers. Grammatical structure differs as well.

Because of the different forms of the language, therefore, the uni-
fing influence of Arabic operates mainly among t he literate, and in an
important sense the of many literate people to the Arab Nation
militates against a speeifically Jordanian solidarity . In any case, coun-
terk ailing traditional centrifugal forces, based mainly on the deeply
felt loyalty to those of similar ancestry and fatnik , are %cry strong.
For example, both tribesmen and villagers in modern Jordan distin-
gui ,h the peoples of Qa s, or northern, from those of Yamani, or
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southern, descent. Running back to a pre-Islamic distinction among
tribes in Arabia, this criteriGn differentiates the descendants of bibli-
cal ancestors, Ismail and Qahtar, respectively Over many generations
groups and communities have identified with one or the other faction,
and the distinction retained political importance into modern times.

THE COMPONENTS OF SOCIETY

Traditional Transjordanian Society

Before the convulsive events of the post-World War II period thrust
it onto the center stage of international affairs, the territory that is
now the East Bank of Jordan was a provincial backwater of the
Ottoman Empire and then later a small and weak desert amirate (see
ch. 2) Straddling the transitional area between the "desert and the
sown," it was marginal to the movements of social and intellectual
change that began sweeping the Arab world in the nineteenth century.
The area exhibited the symbiosis between the nomad of the desert and
the sedentary agriculturalists that was traditional throughout most of
the Middle East. Although ringed by the hinterlands of Jerusalem,
Baghdad, and Damascus, it lacked a significant urban center of its own

until the late 1940s; consequently, it did not display the artistically,
intellectually, commercially, and governmentally/ sophisticated form
of Arabic high culture characteristic of urban life. The basic form of
organization in Transjordan was (and for much 6f the non-Palestinian
population remains) tribal, and the basic dynamic, the stylized raiding
and trading relationships among the various tribes and between the

tribes and villagers.

The Tribes

Jordan is unique among primarily sedentary Middle Eastern coun-
tries in that the central government depends for its most significant
political support on the heduin tribes. Constituting perhaps 5 percent
of the population, the beduins come under the purview of the Office of
Tribal Affairs, which was established in 1969 under the supervision of
the intelligence agency. This office serves as a link between the central
government and the tribes, supplying the tribes with weapons and
financial subsidies and attempting to strengthen their loyalty to the
king in his struggle with antiroyalist Palestinian elements. King
Hussein I, mindful of the intensely personal naturt of his ties with the
nomads, visits them often, socializing in their tents and playing t.
role of a paramount supertribal shaykh.

People of tribal origin constitute, in addition, a disproportionate
share of the Jordan army, particularly at senior commend levels (see
ch. 13). The opportunity for a lucrative, secure career that also carries
high prestige and conforms to traditional martial tribal attitudes has
for half a c "ntury drawn recruits from the desert into the desert-based
Arab Legion under the British and its successor force, the Jordan Arab
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Army. Army service has been one of the most important influences for
social change among nomadic tribes because it fosters a desire for edu-
c1tion and fot a new style of life. In the words of Joseph Chelhod, "An
educated beduin means an abandoned tent."

Because of its dependence on the tribes, the central'government has
not been able, unlike most other Arab governments with significant
nomadic populations, to put pressure on the tribes to become sedentary.
Nevertheless, many he-e voluntarily become sedentary, encouraged by
the loss of traditional economic bases of raiding and protection of
caravans. According to government figures nearly 50 percent of the
nomadic population had become sedentary in the twenty years pre-
ceding the early 1960s. In the 1950s the nomadic population was esti-
iaated at between 150,000 and 220,000 nomads and seminomads; 1971
government figures placed the nomads at 53,000 and seminomads at
12,500. Important tribes, such as the Bani Sakhr and Huwaytat, were
at least partially sedentary. Nevertheless external conditions can
cause the nomadic population to fluctuate.

At the founding of Israel, for example, a number of tribes of the
Negev Desert, such as the Tarabin, Azazimat, and Jarabat, crossed
into Jordan, taking over the former pasturelands of settled tribes and
nearly doubling the nomadic population. As a result of these often con-
tradictory trends, tribal groups exist at all points between the
extremes of total nomadism and total sedentariness.

The true beduin tribe is a fully nomadic group based on camel
herding. The tribes and animals exist in symbiotic relationship; the
camels supply most of the food and other needs of the beduins; and the
tribesmen assure the animals' survival by locating and guiding them
to adequate pasturage. This fine adaptation to an extremely demanding
ecological niche requires a versat;lv, portable technology that is, of its
type, extremely sophisticated. It also requires a high degree of very
specialized knowledge and a flexible social structure that expands and
contracts according to need.

Camel tribes have traditionally been larger and more powerful than
those herding sheep and goats. Because of the greater speed and the
less frequent need for water of their animals, the beduins range over
larger territories and go deeper into the desert. The cycle of the pasto-
ral year consists of progress betwe-m traditional summer camping
areas, close to the border of the "sown" with its assured water supply,
and traditional winter camping at eas deep in the desert, which become
usable as pasturage after the fall rains. The tribes tend to camp in
relatively large grows in summer and to split into smaller, ranging
groups to exploit the more scattered ,water supplies available in winter.
Each tribe exploits a territory to which it has traditional use rights,
although the paths of ..arious tribes sometimes cross, leading to con-
flict. In general, the extremes of the annual migration may be as much
as 100 to 120 miles apart or farther. Nomads traditionally have not
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respected international borders, and some tribes still cross one or more
international boundaries on their, early travels (see fig. 5).

The tribal social structure is based upon the ramification of patri-
lineal ties between men. A tribe( is a group of related families claiming
descent from a supposed founding ancestor. Within this overall loy-
alty, however, descent from intt-..mediate ancestors defines several
levels of smaller groups. In cases of conflict, groups of kinsmen mass
at the appropriate level of opposition. For example, the grandsons of
brothers form two groups in opposition to each other, but they form
one unit in opposition to the desct adants of the brother of their common
great-grandfather.
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Beduins have traditionally exhibited to the highest degree the atti-
tudes surrounding the concept of honor. Any slight or injury to a
member of a tribal group was an injury to all members of that group;
likewise, all members were responsible for the actions of any fellow
tribesman. Honor inhered in the family or tribe and in the individual
as the family 's or tribe's representative Slights could only be erased by
appropriate revenge. Consequently , bloody and escalating feuds be-
t een tribes or subtribes often resulted from murder or slights to
women Although in a case of intratribal conflict individuals with
blood ties in both groups often attempted mediation, conflicts between
tribes were not usually amenable to negotiation.

Because of elle ability of tribal groups to expand and contract with
climatic conditions and because of the tremendous distances and dan-
gers involved in desert life, leadership w as ordinarily consensual and
kin based. The shay kh at each level of organization was the leader of
the leading family at that lo el and could maintain control only through
a judicious combination of suasion, prestige, and bravery. The beduin
value of hospitality, owed to any traveler and stranger, permitted
important shay khs to use lac ish entertainment in their guest tents to
make men indebted to them.

The extreme hardship and precai iousness of desert life do not permit
great differences in material possessions, and the attitudinal system
emphasizes equality and fraternity , 1.: en the king, on his frequent
visits to nomadic camps, is called by his given name rather than by his
rot al title and is treated w ith the respect due to the first among equals
rather than that due to a monarch.

In recent decade:: the extension of law into the desert has greatly
reduced the freedom of the tribes to extract tribute from villagers and
cam ans, an irn pure ant source of income, and the use of motor %chides
has robbed them of their monopoly on mobility bey ond the cultivated
areas There has existed for some time, therefore, a definite trend
tow ard the adloption of part-time cult i ation and herding of sheep and
goats, alone or in combination, as w ell as of other occupations such as
truck driving or industrial work, Sheep breeders tend to be semino-
madic along the borders of "the sown." Cultivators also generally must
remain fairly close to their croplands. In some cases entire tribes have
settled dow n to farming fur part of the y car, and in others some indi-
viduals become permanently sedentary while others spend part of the
year with the animals in the desert.

Consequently, the distinction between villagers and tribesmen is not
always clear. especially in the southern part of the country ; and be-
cause alut r char,-.e more slowly than economic practices, many set-
tled communities continue to display beduin concepts of lot alty, honor,
and roenge In addition. even fully nomadic groups have come more
and More fully into eh, national orbit w ith the ad% elle of the transistor
radio, w, hick is found in tents in the farthest reaches of the desert. It
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is probable, furthermore, that gradual permanent settlement of
nomadic tribes will continue, possibly at an increasing rate. Because
permanent settlement of nomads is in effect the expansion of the
"sown," availability of water is an important determinant of its speed
and success. Government irrigation and water control projects 1 resage
an increasing productiv ity of agriculture and therefore an inci ,asing
probability of successful settlement (see eh. 3; eh. 12).

Despite his passing as the viable ruler of the desert, the beduin re-
mains a. highly important symbolic figure, representing the glorious
and romantic image of a vvarrior past. In a society undergoing increas-
ing modernization, however, the reality of the living tribesmen tends

to be somewhat less glorious. Foreign observers have noted that people

express pride in their beduin ancestry but show contempt of contempo-
rary beduins, Modern-day descendants of the important tribes occupy
a variety of positions in the modern sector of society. They attend
schools and universities, serve in the government, and a number of
tribes own urban properties and extensive farmlands. Both as tradi-
tional beduins and as modern citizens, however, the tribes occupy a
crucial place in Jordanian life.

The Villages
In settled agricultural communities the principles of organization

resem* to a great extent those of the nomadic communities. Villages
tend,to be organized around kin groups, and-the most important ele-
ments of social identity are established at birth. Villagers, for example,
count as members of their communities natives who live and work in
cities or even in foreign countries. Many of these individuals, for their
part, return personally or remit money to buy or maintain properties
in their village "home."

In many villages the descendants of a common, relatively distant
ancestor form the ham Ida (pl. ha m ulas), a word translated by some
authors as clan. The hantida ordinarily has a corporate identity; it may--
maintain a guesthouse, its members usually reside in a distinguishable
quarter or neighborhood, and it acts in concert in village political
affairs.. The hamula. of course, is the repository of family honor and in

most cases is predominantly endogamous.
Below the level of the ham Oa and above that of the individual house-

hold various intermediate groups of kinsmen may foi ;v. depending on
local circumstances. In many cases a group of closely related house-

holds. descendants of a relative closer than the founder of the ha Oa,

form the laiu m (pl., laza ms), a consultation group. This level of orga-
nization may be less form' and institutionalized than the ha mOa, but

it nevertheless exercises an important influence in social control.
Social control and politics in the village environment traditionally

grow out of the interactions of kin groi., at the ham Oa, laza m , and
other levels. Although blood ties between men supply the major out-
line and primary ideologN of kin relations, the numerous ties to other
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local kin groups through sisters, mothers, daughters, and wives gener-
ally provide for most individuals direct or indirect access to most other
persons and groups within the community. In cases of conflict, leaders
of the appropriate kin sections or persons in intermediate positions
between them attempt to mediate the problem through kinship ties.

Villages ordinarily lack nonfamilial institutions strong enough to
compete with kin groups for loyalty. Islam is community based rather
than congregational, and voluntary clubs and associations have
scarcely begun to penetrate village life (see ch. 4). Consequently, loyalty
and identity center on a single focus, as does leadership. Observers
have suggested that the lack of respected opinior\ leaders who could
appeal to the people on nonfamilial or universalistic grounds contrib-
uted significantly to the flight of refugees from Vest Bank villages
after the 1967 war. They hypothesize that, one opinion among
individual families leaned in the direction of flight; no countervailing

(loyalties existed to hold the villagers in place.
Village organization and values, like those of the-tribes, emphasize

the essential equality of fellow villagers. Traditional Stratification dis-
tinguished the respected elderly froth the subservient young, the
admired pious from the mass of humanity, and elevated the senior
kinsman whose wisdom and judgment had stood the test of trial.
Economic differences, although present, carried less weight. Religious

\teachings and practices, such as the requirement to give alms at all
times and to distribute special gifts at the end of Ramadan and at other
festival seasons, emphasized the responsibility of the prosperous-Tor,
the less fortunate and the inherent right of the latter to enjoy a portion
of the community's resources (see ch. 4). \

In many cases, however, social change has begun to strain village
structure. The uncontested control of the economic resoures necessary
for contracting marriage, participating in politics, and even earning a
livelihood long guaranteed the elder generation a position .)f authority.
A significant land shortage has forced many younger mer into oth-,
pursuits, however, so that some "agricultural" villages contain a ma-
jority of men engaged in other types of work. The army, government
service, trade, and industry supply employment to many village resi-
dents who earn an income independent of their elders'contro and often
considerably larger than the older generation could comma ,(1. In such
cases the lines of village authority and prestige no longer follow those
of true power and cotrol. Although deeply ingrain( l traditions often
hold custom in place for a time, eventually the imbalance between
power and authority shows itself in intergenerational (conflict,
confusion of values, and ultimately the breakup of kin groups.

A further dist uptive element in villages, particularly those tear the
\Vest Bank, has been the intrusion of Palestinians unrelated to the
village families. Traditionally any outsider visiting a village was
treated as a guest to be fed and lodged in one of the ham Wu gue4houses
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at haooda expense. As in tribal .society, hospitality was not only a
virtue but a point of honor. For a vi..itor even to offer to reimburse his
hosts marked him as a boor, ail ingrate., and probably an enemil. The
continuing influx of Palestinians resulting from decades of turmoil,
however, eventually strained some villages beyond their ability to
supply traditional hospitality. In some cases commercially operated
coffeehouses, which villagers of all family groups may patronize at
will and in which each person pays for his own food and drink, have re-
placed the guesthouses. Abdu Ilah Lutfiy a states, "No longer,does they
community recognize all outsiders as guests to be provided for at the
expense of those who belong to the [guesthouse]. Outsiders are now
either looked upon as guests of a specific person or as guests of no one
at all."

In some villages outside influence and social change hav,e proceeded
to such a degree that the modernists and the traditionalists form dis-
tinct groups, living in different sections and following, to some extent,
different customs. For the most part, however, the patterns and
constraints of traditional life remain the guide for the residents of
Jordan's villages.

A Modernizing Element: The City

From very ancient times society in the Middle East depended#i'the
interaction .of the tribes and villages with the urban centerp. Cities
were integral to society and culture even in pre-biblical times.; Damas-
cus, for example, has been continuously occupied for at leaf four mil-
lenia. The rygion's highest achievements in cultural, politiCal, economic,
and intellectual life took place in its vibrant cosmopoli,tan centers. The
claims of Arab-Islamic culture to status as one of ,the world's major
civilizations rest largely on products of city populations. In addition,
city dwellers have traditionally been both initiators and transmitters
of social change.'

Except for Jerusalem, however, which the Israelis have held since
1967, no major urban center existed in Jordanian territory ,until the
late 1940s. East Bank towns served as local markets and administrati e
centers rather than centers of high culture; the territory formed the
hinterland of cities outside it. Truncated by external political consider-
ations rather than by internal social or cultural realities, the East
Bank consequently lacks the kind of long-established metropolis that
has for centuries dominated other parts of the Middle East.

Amman, the major city of the East Bank, has 4ncient roots but as a
modern city is scarcely more than a generation old it passed the first
decades of this century as a provincial trading center and garrison on
the margin of the d-sert. In 1943 it had only 30,000 inhabitants. Its
position as capital of the new kingdom impelled it to grow in thirty
years into a booming erenmded metropolitan center. As a result it
lacks both the old quarters characteristic of most Middle Eastern cities
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and an established urban population with a -unified cultural outlook
and an organic hood to the indigenous society of the area. Its people
are a mixture of all the elements of the country; Circassians, Christians,
and Palestinians, rather than Transjordanians, set the tone.

The lesser towns of the East Bank, however, retain.a good deal of the
traditional kin- anti quarter-based social organizatiorl characteristic of
Middle Eastern towns. Each quarter functions relatively independ- ,

entlY, according to egalitarian values similar to those found in
villages. . , 1

In rapidly modernizing or industrializing areas such 4(Am-flan,
''.----'-however, the quasi-paternal relationship of the rich to the =poor has

begun to break down, andthe old egalitarian values have begun to give
way to class distinCtions based on in-come and style of life. Further-
more, the intrusive Western culture that Flothes a good deal of mod-
ernization has introduced radically fdreign ideas and concepts among
the educated that eventually estranged them from the culture of the
mass of the people.

As a result the cultural unity thatIonce could have knit a population
into an organic whole has- givelkoway to confusiop, malaise, and Con-
-flict. In the words of Ishaq Qutub, "The price of ling tradition is paid
without a real understanding of modernization and westernization."

Because of their access to the techniqUes of industry, finance, and
.governinent and in spite of their small numbers, the modernized eler
ments tend to dominate urban society. At the top stands a small
wealthy group of large absen0e landlords, industrialists, leading fi-
nancial figures, and inemb s of the important families dominatingr
these fields. Just below the professionals, army officers, and govern-
ment officials live a somewhat less grand but still comfortable life:
White-collar workers, schoolteachers, and marginal professionals

, struggle to retain a style of life that separates them socially from the :

small shopkeeper and artisans beim them. At the bottom is a large Xs. -=

uncieremploye proletariat.
Poorly ed cated and impoverished migrnts from rural areas gen-

erally inhabit the lowest, strata of urban society. A significant land
shortage, the attractions,of a more exciting and varied city lifet and the'

__--tifilrea-rais-of war have sent a steady stream of villagers toward
Amman, jamming the city and ovaxing its rdburces (see ch. 8).,1t

'has expanded at the prodigiOus rate of over 7 percent annually forlyvo
decades and in the early 1970s had about 500,000 inhabitants (see ch/3).
It is not at all clear, furthermore, that the city will be able to integrate
satisfactorily these uneasy and often unwilling new urbanites.
Research has indicated thai' urban-born persons prove considerably
more upwardly mobile, than the rural-born after coming to Amman.
This tendency has expressed itself in part in the greater upward mi.\
hility of Palestinians, exacerbating td some extent the existing hostility
between them and the Transjordanians.
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Although up-to-date figures were not available in 1973, it was esti-
, mated that urban dwellers would constitute close to 50 percent of the
count0 population by 1975. It was known that urban areas were
growing almost twice as fast as rural areas in the early 1970s. It seems
likely, therefore; that population will continue to grow not only in
Arum_an but also in other budding industrial centers, such as Az Zarqa
and Irbid., One might reasonably expect social trends similar to
Amman's to appear in those and other growing centers as city life, Only

recently implanted, comes to dominates the society of the East Bank.

`,The Refugees: A People Without a Country

Alongside:the other- elements of incoherence and discontinuity in
Jordanian society, the Palestinian refugees persist as a bitter, un-
assimilated mass. Although hundreds of thousands of refugees have
over the years successfully established themselves as independent
private citizens in various parts of the country, a greater number still
enduke a tedious existence in squalid relief camps. Accurate figures on
the size and makeup of the refugee population were unobtainable in
1973; the census does not consider them a separate category, nordo
observers_agree on which categories of persons should be class.fied as
refugees. Nevertheless, estimates placed the total number of refugees
in -both banks in 1965 at approximately 637,000, or about one-thitd of
the population' at that time. Of these, 437,000 were camp residents
holding Unipd Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refu-
gees in the Near East (UNRWA) identity cards (see ch. 6).

The 1967 war produced a new wave of refugees and further complica-
ted the situation. At that time well over 200,000 people fled to the East
Bank,-of whom somewhat less than one-half had reportedly also been
refugees from the 1948 conflict.

_Of the refugees of the 1967 conflict, only ong-third were estimated to
be 1iiing in camps in the early 1970s. The remainder had either been
unable to gain entrance to the camps or had attempted with varying
degrees of success to establish themselves in their new surroundings.
In general,those of higher, social origins and greater resources tended
to exploit thAir money or contacts to move to cities or towns. The tent -
camp ,residents form a distinctly lower class and rural population.

The problems of providing for the material needs of this large and
mainly destitute population, have proved small in comparison with the
problem of integrating them socially and politically into the nation.
For most refugees residence in the East Bank is involuntary and dis-
tasteful. They, as well as other Palestinians, consider themselves a
people apart from the Transjordanians and yearn intensely to return
to the native land of which they claim they have been unjustly de-
prived. Many hold Hussein responsible for their plight, and this bitter-
ness has repeatedly threatened the stability of the government (see
ch. 2; eh. 9).
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For the camp population, life is especially bitter. Largely unem-
ployed, living at a bare subsistence level on international relief, they
have in many cases lest the will, desire, or ability to earn their own
living. Furthermore, an entire generation has grown to adulthood in
the idleness and acrimony of camp life.

The camp populations are consequently a highly volatile element in
an already unstable nation. They feel themselves to have neither a
sympathetic ally in the king nor a political outlet in his country. No
_imp resident, for example, has ever sat in the cabinet or legislature

although the camps formed 25percent of the prg-19617 population. Four
noncamp refugees, on the other hand, served irt parliathent betWeen.
1950 and 1965, antene served in the cabinet.

Political agitation appears to continue unabated among the camp
refugees, and the desperate, disinherited youths of the camps form the
shock troops of the extremist movements (see ch.- 9). Naseer Aruri
states, "Because they are unemployed, they have no stake in the coun-
try's economy. Their rate of liteiacy, however, is by no means low, with
schools ... in each camp. Their exposure to the mass media is rela-
tively high. They are not ignorant, but they are idle. Their propensity
for political violence is likely to continue as long as their grievances are
not redressed."

THE INDIVIDUtL, THE }AMILY, AND THE SEXES

Social life in Jordan centers in the family. The household is composed
of kinsmen, and among the tribes family ties ramify into tribal struc-
ture. The individual's loyalty to his family overrides most other obli
gations. Ascribed status often outweighs personal achievements n
regulating social relationships.-One's honor and dignity are tied to the
good repute of his kin group and especially to that of the group's women.

Sexual segregation is basic to Jordanian social life, and sex is one of
the most important determinants of social status. Men dominate
women in most aspectf'of life. An observer notes that this segregation
lasts even into death; although relatives may often be buried in a com-
mon gr ve, the sexes are never mixed. Although the systematic seclu-
sion of women is not generally practiced, men and women constitute
largel, separate subsocieties, each with its own values, attitudes, and
percep, ions of the other. The character of separation varies; it is strict-
est among the traditional town middle class and most flexible,among
tribestnen. Nevertheless, all groups observe it to some extent, and the
worlds of men and women often intersect only in the home.

Family and Household

Joildanians reckon kinship patrilineally, or through men, and the
household is based on blood ties between men. Ideally, it consists o
man; his wife or wives, his married sons with their wives and childrfi,
his unmarried sons and daughters, and possibly other relatives, such
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as a widowed or divorced mother or sister. At the death of the father
each married son ideally establishes his own household to begin the
cycle again. Because of the centrality Jf family life, it is assumed that
all persons will marry. when they reach the appropriate age: many
divorced and widowed persons remarry and for the same reason. In
most areas adult status is only bestowed on married men and often
,only on fathers.

Although practiced only in a minority of cases, polygyny and the ex-
tended famil household remain important cultural ideals, and house-
holds are rela 'vely large. A survey of thei West Bank village of Baytin
in the early 1 Os found that 64 percent of village households contained

,six or more people. A 1960 survey of Animan found the average house-
hold -size to be 6.5 people. Nevertheless, commentators state that in the
former case most households were essentially nuclear, that is, com-
posed of a Married couple and their unmarried children, although in
many cases additional relatives lived in the home. In the latter case
commentators ascribe the high number in part to the acute housing
shortage (see ch. 6).

Whatever combination of kinsmen composes it, a household may be
viewed as a unit of consumption. Richard Antoun describes it as "a
common purse to which all members contribute. This purse .. . is dis-
bufseCI Solely by the oldest male adult who is the head of the family."
Within the household a 'nuclear family is a unit that eats from the
same common plate.

Traditionally the individual subordinated his personal interests to
those of ,his family and considered himself a member of a group whose
importance outweighed his own. In mid-1972 it was still not common
for persons to live apart from a family group. Grown children ordinar-
ily live with parents or relatives until marriage; for a girl of respectable
family to do otherwise would be unthinkable. Child-rearing practices
train the young to be docile members of a family group rather than
independent individualists.

Symbolic of the subservience of the individual to his family is the
fact that the traditional Arabic sysiem of names always associates the
individual with specific others. Both men and women are known by
their own given name and that of their father until the birth of their
first child, at which time they adopt a new name within their local
community. A man previously called Muhammed ibn Ali, whose wife
gives birth to a son Husayn, would become Abu Husayn (father of
Husayn), and his wife, Umm Husayn (Mother of Husayn). If the first-
born child is a girl, parents use her name until the birth of a son.

Marriage is a family rather than a personal affair. Because the sexes
ordinarily do not mix socially, young men and women have few or no
acquaintances among the i posite sex, although among beduins a
limited courtship is permitte. Parents arrange marriages for their
children, finding a mate through .ither their own social contacts pr a
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professional matchmaker. Among both village andtribal populations
the preferred marriage partner is the child of the fathc 's brother. In
most areas, in fact, a man has a right to forbid his father's brother's
daughter from marrying an outsider if he wishes to exercise his right
to her hand. If the ideal cousin marriage is not possible, marriage
within the partilineal kin group is the next choice. Such endogamous
marriages produce several advantages for all parties: the bridewealth
payments demanded of the bridegroom's kin tend to be smaller; the
family resources are conserved; no danger exists of an unsuitable
match; and the bride need not go as a stranger to her hUsband's house.
For these and other reasons endogamous marriage is very common.

In Islam, marriage is a civil contract rather than a sacrament. COn-

sequently, representaiives of the bride's interests negotiate a marriage
agreement with those of the groom's. Although the future husband and
wife must, according to law, give their consent, they usually take no
part in the arrangements. At times a young man might suggest to his
parents whom he would like to marry; girls usually have no such privi-
leges. The contract establishes the terms of the union and, if they are
broken, outlines appropriate recourse. Special provisions inserted into
the standard contract become binding on both parties to the union.

Islam gives to the husband far greater discretion and leeway than to
the wife. For example, he may take up to four wives at one time, pro-
vided he.can treat them equally; a woman can have only one husband
at a time. A man can divorce his wife by simply repeating "I divorce
thee" three times before witnesses; a woman can instigate divorce only
with difficulty. Any children of the union belong to the husband's
family and stay with him in case of divorce. Although economic factors
make divorce rare, the one-sided nature of the law symbolizes the
woman's subservient position. Men of course exercise authority in the

home. They e ect virginity of their brides, but no such ekpectation
exists for brfd ooms.

Men and Women

The social milieu in which the faMily lives significantly affects the
circumstances of the wife. In towns and villages male social life goes
on outside the home, usually in coffeehouses where friends meet to
chat, where politics is discussed, and where much business is trans-
acted. In the countryside and among the urban poor, however, women
fulfill important economic functions without which the family could

not exist. Some women of poor urban families work outside thJ home,
and countrywomen help in all kinds of work. As a result, women occupy
a position of relative importance and enjoy relative freedom. Although
casual social contact between the sexes of the sort common in the West
is not known, segregation of the sexes is niuch less pronounced than in
traditional towns. Among the traditional urban bourgeois, on the other
hand, women fulfill fewer and less important economic functions.
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Artisan and merchant families earn their living from the skills of the
men, and women make little contribution. Their responsibilities are
often limited to the household.

In.such circumstances it is more likely that women are confined to the
home and their social contacts and interests limited to an exclusively.
feminine sphere. The houses of comfortable town families traditionally
contain _distinct men's and women's areas: the reception room where
the man of the family entertains male guests and the- women's quar-
ters, from which adult males other than relatives and servants are ex-
cluded. Unlike their rural sisters, who move freely in the fields and
villages, urban women walk in the street, discreetly avoiding coffee-
houses, sups, (bazaars), and other public gathering places, as well as
any social contact with men.

Jordanians assume, often explicitly, thatmen and women are dif-
ferent_kinds of creatures. Women are thought to be weaker then men
in mind, body, and spirit, more sensual, less disciplined, and in need of
protection both from their own impulses and from the excesses of
strange men. The honor of the men of a family, which is easily damaged
and nearly irreparable, depends on the conduct of their Women, partic-
ularly of sisters and daughters; consequently womed are expected to
be circumspect, mdest, and decorous and their virtue to be above re-
proach. The slightest implication of unavengeil impropriety, especially
if publicly acknowledged, could irreparably destroy the family's honor.
Female virginity efore marriage and sexual purity afterward are
essential to maint in honor. In case they discover a transgression, the
men are tradition ly bound-to punish the offending woman.

Arab societies enerally value men mqre highly than women, and
both sexes concur in this estimation. In the words of R.Z. Uzayzi and
Joseph Chelhod, men Viis; woman as "a necessary evil.... What man
expects of her is to perpetuate his line, and what he seeks in her is less
the companion of his life than the mother of his children." Their up-
bringing quickly impresses on girls that they are inferior to mei and
must cater to them and upon boys that they are entitled to demand the
care and solicitude of women. The birth of a boy occasions great cele-
bration, whereas that of a girl does not. Failure to produce sons can'an be
grounds for divorcing a wife or taking a second. Barren women, there-
fore, are often desperately eager to bear sons and visit shrines of saints
tdseek fertility (see ch. 4).

Most women, except those of the more sophisticated urban families,
marry in their middle teens. Men are usually up to ten years or more
older than their wives. Government figures show that in 1969 the most
common age for marriage among women is between fifteen and nine-
teen and among men, twenty to twenty-nine. The young bride goes to
the household, village; or neighborhood of the bridegroom's family,
where she may be a stranger and where she lives under the constant
critical surveillance of her mother-in-law. A great deal of familial
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friction centers on the difficult relationship between mother-in-law
and daughter-in-law.

A women only begins to gain status, security, and satisfaction in her
husband's family when she produces boys. Therefore, mothers love and
favor their sons, ordinarily nursing them longer than girls. In later life
the relationship between mother and son often remains Very warm and
intimate, while the father is a more distant figure. Observers suggest
that women, compensate for the emo.tional lacks in their often rather
impersonal marriages and submerged adult lives through their rela-
tionships with their sons, who often remain as adults in or near the
parental household. The wife who enters such a home finds herself in a
distinctly secondary position. Furthermore a own parents are
eager for. her to marry as soon as she reaches puberty to forestall any
mishap to her virginity; she therefore is not encouraged to remain in
her own family home.

Changing Values

Relations within the family and between the sexes have, along with
all other aspects of Jordanian society, begun tolfiow change, especially
among the modern-educated. Modern education often embodies a set of
fam. ilia! and sexual values, attitudes, and customs much different from
tho-se ftaditional in the country. As these ideas have begun to percolate
through the society, new perceptions and, to some extent, new practices
have begun to appear.

Increased opportunities for mobility, both social and physical, have
undermined the old familial ties and the values that subordinated the
individual to his kin group. Especially among the educated young, a
growing individualism has appeared. Many young people prefer to set
up their own household at marriage rather than live with parents, and
the modern-educated often view polygyny with scorn. At the same
time social security, has lessened the dependence of the aged on their
children and Other relatives (see ch. 6).

Among the most marked changes are those concerning women.
Young women, especially in the cities, towns, and more modern vil-
lages, have begun to demand greater freedom and equality than in the
past, although the guidelines of traditional practice still broadly govern
their lives. Women have begun in recent decades to participate more in
activities and interests outside the home. In modern-educated families
relations between the sexes tend to be more egalitarian and western-
ized. Observers note for example that women dressed in Western
clothes walk ,abreast of male companions, unlike the traditionally
dressed woman who customarily follows a few paces behind. Nor do
Western-dressed women carry burdens on their heads, as is the
traditional custom.

Despite masculine opposition, a number of women of respectable
families have taken jobs in the modern sector. Many of these are poor
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women who work out of economic necessity, but a growing number.
come froth financially secure families. Small numbers of women hold
responsible posts.in a number of fields. Nevertheless, most end theit
careers at= marriage; .masculine resistance remains strong even in the
educated, westernized middle class. t

Women enjoy _increased opportunities for education, although facili-
ties for advanced study are limited in many country districts (see eh, 6).
Observers have noted that educated women tend to convey fewer
superstitious folk beliefs to their children and therefore could aid mod -
ernization even if they do not enter the work force. They poinCout,
however; that because few countrywomen attend school, a substantial
reservoir ofthese beliefs remains, especially among the poor, which is
reinstilled in each generation. The gap between the educational oippor-
tunities offered to- men and those available to women often produces
-a tiknificanteultural gap between husband and wife.

City girls who attend school are not as closely chaperoned as for-
Mery, although they rarely go out with friends in the evening. They
also ,tend to.marry later, often after working for several years. Some
observers also have noted a tendency to want fewer children than was
common in the.past, paralleling the desire for greater freedoM f r
women.

Other trends among the modern-oriented include the spread of t e
ideal of the nuclear household and the consequent detachment of t e
individual from the demands of the extended family.. Modern- orient d
parents tend to live a more permissive, child-centered life than th it
tradition-oriented counterparts. Conflict among the generations,
which observers believe to be increasing, plagues families in which the
young are attempting to adopt standards and behavior different from
the time-honored ones of their parents. Urban life, with its greater
emphasis on utility and efficiency, tends to undermine the great re-
spect for the wisdim of age and the rightness of tradition found
throughout the rural and traditional populations of the Arab world
(See ch. 4).
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CHAPTER 6

EDUCATION AND LIVING CONDITIONS

In the areas of educational services and standard of living, the tur-
bulent events of the late 1960s and early 1970s as well as continuing

,tremendous and abnormal social and demographic demands on ex-,
temely limited resources sorely taxed the nation's power to maintain
or improve the lot of the average citizen (see ch. 2; ch. 9; ch. 11). Gov-
ernmental good intentions in these areas contended with an inherently
poor natural endowment; straitened financial circumstances; physical
devastation; the loss of a significant propo?tion of productive indus-
trial, agricultural, and other facilities to the Israelis; and another of
the_rectirrent influxes of destitute and hoineless Palestinian refugees.
In addition, significant price inflation coupled with severe unemploy-
ment eroded the position of many citizens.

Nevertheless, despite the great obstacles the country has faced since
967, which differ mainly in degree from thoie confronting it since
ndependence, significant progress has been made in a number of
reas. Progress is especially evident in education, which has been a

stated priority of the government for a number of years. Especially
at the primary and preparatory levels (the first through the ninth
grades), education has become widely available, although some obsery-
ells have questioned botethe quality of the instruction and the appro-

c untry's economic resources. Recognizing the need to supply training
lateness of the curriculum to the students' life circumstances and

supply
the

n,'ore suited to realistic employment prospects and the country's needs
Old to improve the level of teacher training, the government has an-
nounced its intention to strengthen vocational and technical education
and to provide in-service training for its teachers. In view of the dif-
ficulties it faces, the educational system has apparently achieved
significant success in promoting literacy, especially among the young.

The forces affecting the standard of living and the effects of those
forces on the average Jordanian were more difficult to assess in mid-
1973. Information was extremely scarce and its reliability open to
question. The results of the 1970-71 civil strife were not clear (see
ch. 2; ch. 13). It appeared safe to generalize only that living conditions
varied considerably according to region, type of settlement, social
position, and fortune of war. At the high end of the spectrum, well-
to-do city dwellers appeared to enjoy reasonably balanced diets and
salubrious surroundings as well as other comforts of modern life. In
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cities, hower, basic public services, such as water, sewerage, and
3lectricity, were insufficient to meet the needs of all residents. Poorer
and rural people generally lived in more primitive and less sanitary
circumstances. At the bottom were the poorest of the refugees, many
living as dependents otinternational relief services.

Diet was generally reported to be adequate to support life and
activity, if not good health. No reports of starvation were found, but
nutritional deficiencies of various kinds were reportedly not uncom-
mon. The, diet reflected the agricultural limitations of the country
and therefore was inadequate in a number of nutrients, especially
high-quality protein and certain vitamins. Although epidemic diseases
appeared to be under a degree of control, neither the state of health=
of the average citizen nor the availability of medical facilities was
satisfactory.

The continuing presence of the Palestffifin (see Glossary) refugees
both caused and exacerbated problems in the political and social arenas
(see ch. 2; ch. 5; ch. 9). Their needs overwhelmed resources that would'
have been taxed even without their presence. Although the necessity
to assimilate, employ, and control this displaced population fell most
heavilri oiiihe government, a number of relief organizations, espe-
cially the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine
Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA), defrayed a substantial propor-
tion of the cost of their subsistence, supplying food rations, housing,
and educational, medical, and other services to eligible persons. II

EDUCATION

In 1973, as in previous years, the role of the Jordanian educ tional
system in society at large reflected the severe social dislocation ause
by the Arab-Israeli War of 1948 and exacerbated by subsequent Bevel
opments, particularly the disastrous events of 1967. The necessity to
absorb large numbers of Palestinian refugees, increasing urbaniza-
tion, and the sluggish development of the industrial economy since
1967 have resulted in chronically poor employment prospects for most
graduates; in addition, cultural and other factors have inhibited the
developmenk-9f personnel with skills readily usable in the existing
labor markei2The rapid relative and absolate growth in enrollment
since the 1950s coupled with the loss of important revenue sources
have severely strained the country's ability to provide the resources,
and especially the teaching personnel, necessary to provide mass
education of acceptable quality.

In strictly organizational terms, moreover, the 1967 war exacted a
toll on education. The Israeli occupation of the West Bank (see Glos-
sary) removed from effective control of the Jordanian government a
significant portion of both students and educational resources. In
addition, the share of national income devoted to the educational
establishment has increased.
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Education and Society

Like the nation itself, the educational system resulted from the
amalgamation of the quite different resources of the East Bank (see
Olossary) and the West Bank and the later addition of institutions
designed tb serve the refugee population. In 1921, with the establish-
ment of the Amirate of Transjordan, East Bank edyealiOnal institu-
tions were limited to twenty-five religious sc WOK; whiCh had been
established under Turkish rule and which offered tradition-oriented
education. The three-year primary schools taught reading, writing,
simple arithmetic, and religion; the teaching was in Arabic. Four six-
year elementary schools added to those subjects history, geography,
geometry, science, and the Turkish language.

Educational modernization began under the Amirate of Trans-
jordan. A modern curriculum was established, including seven years
of elementary and four years of secondary schooling. Also, private
schools, primarily run by religious groups, were_organized. By 1930
the total number of schools had risen to sixty -five.

In Palestine, meanwhile, educational development was quite differ-
.

ent. By 1914 a number of foreign missionary groups, including Arne 1-
can,, English, German, French, Italian, and Russian organizatio s,
had established some 500 elementary schools. In addition, three
secondary schools, one of which offered a complete secondary pro-

.
gram, existed in that year. By the end of the British Mandate for
Palestine in 1948, over 250 public elementary schools were function7
ing, along with four complete secondary schools. The Palestinians
traditionally far more westernized and town oriented than the Trans-
jordanians (see Glossary), have for generations enjoyed higher stand-
ards of education and better educational facilitieg.

In 1950 the school systems of both areas came under the control
of the Ministry of Education of the newly formed Hashemite King-
dom of Jordan. In addition, during the same period UNRWA under-
took the education of the children of the Palestinian refugees from
the 1948 Arab-Israeli War.,

The Jordanian government has-for a number of Years attempted to
use the school system to weld the disparate elements of the society
into a cohesive whole. Curriculum and textbook selection has been
centrally controlled for both public and private schools, and the
national goals of increased literacy and identification with the values
of Islam and the monarchy have found expressiofi in school programs.
The schools have not been consciously used for manpower planning,
however, and programs and facilities available have not produced a
body of graduates able either to find appropriate employment or to
meet the country's labor needs.

School enrollments are relatively. high (see fig. 6). In 1970 nearly
90 percent of the nation's six-to-eleven-year-olds were enrolled in the
primary cycle, nearly 65 percent of the twelve-to-fourteen-year-olds
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Source: Adapted from Najati Ell Bukhari, Education in Jordan, Atriman, 1972, p. 19.

Figure 6. School Enrollment, East Bank, Jordan, 1971/72

were in the preparatory cycle, and 35 percent of the fifteen-to-eighteen-
year-olds were in the secondary cycle. Some observers have suggeited,
however, that, particularly in the secondary and subsequent grades,
these high figures represent in mankases a form of hidden unem-
ployment, and in the vast majority of cases graduates of secondary
and higher institutions find few opportunities to work in their fields
of academic specialization. Progress in literacy, however, has been
substantial. By 1970 the government claimed an adult literacy rate of
55 percent, although some observers call this figure too high.

Of secondary students, in.1970 the vast majority were enrolled in-
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academic' programs, the graduates of which suffer the worst .unem-
ployment rate-of-any educational group. Very few, on the other hand,
were. enrolled in the vocational programs, which were unable to meet
the national demand for mid-level technicians and, skillea,Workers.
This situation results from both cultural and organizational /causes.
The number of places jp. vocational schools is inadequati1O-meet
-demand, :in both absolute and relative terms. Furthermore, cultural
values emphasizeithe prestige of the academic diploma ind denigrate
manual work of all kindst (see ch. 5). Neyertheless, observers suggest

:.that- the success of wellttrained technicians in obtaining well-paid
.employment iliaS begun to enhance the "status of these workers. The
government plans to increase appreciably the number of 'places in
vocational schoolS, so that by 1980 this kind of training'should nc-
countt3r30,Percent of the secondary enrollment.

Such plans, however, do not solve the problem-of the large numbers
of educated unemployed, both secondary and university graduates.
In additionito those trained in the liberal arts, persons with university-
level technical training find few opportunities in the economy. Govern-
ment is the largest single employer of educated personnel in Jordan,
and, the country routinely exports educated workers, especially to'the

_neighboring oil- producing countries.
The high enrollment figures result from nearly two decades of rapid

growth in nUmbers of students, teachers, and, schOols (see fig. 7).
The bulk offthe growth has take,n place in the public system, which
enrolled 68 perdent of_the students in 1970. Growth/ in. enrollment has
been especially rapid,:since a 1964 law made education compulsory
through the ninth grade. Growth represents both absolute and relitive
increases in enrollment in each age group.

In addition to the beneficial effect of extending education to more
children, the expandlon of enrollment has had the deleterious effect,
according to some-observers, of causing some erosion of educational
Standards. Although the number of university graduates far exceeds
th4 nation's needs, the number and annual production of trained
teachers fall far. short of present and future requirements. The overall
ratio of students to teachers was thirtyjour to one in 1970; in primary
Schools it was fiirty to one, and in secondary schools, twenty-five to
one. In 1969 only 22 percent of primary and preparatory teachers had
two years of postsecondary training in education; approximately 53
percent had finished secondary only, and 13 percent lacked even this
credential.

7 Along with expanding vocational education, the government intends
to establish new teacher training institutions and 'also has begun an
ambitious program of in-service training for existing teachers who
lack professional training. Before the 1967 war the country had eight
teacher training schools. After the war the government retained con-
trol of three; and UNRWA, of an additional one. The three ent
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cent or more. During those years education claimed a steady 4.5 per-
cent of GNP. With the 1967 war, however, the situation worsened.
.Jordan lost both important facilities and sources of revenue. Never-
theless, in 1970 (and possibly in 1973) the gov,erriment continued to
pay salaries to teachers in the West Bank, even though Israel had
taken control of education there. Even without \ file expenses of the
West Bank, educational outlays were 6.5 percent of the East Bank
GNP., Counting those costs, educational expenses rose toi 8.1 percent
of the East Bank GNP, or close to twice the prewar percentage.

Administration of Education

Education is both financed and administered by the Ministry of
Education. The National Council for Planning Human Resources,
chaired by the prime minister, makes broad policy, which the ministry,
carries Aut. Curriculum, which is uniform throughout the country in
both public and private institutions, is set by the 'Higher CoMmittee
for Curriculum and School Textbooks, which also selects and approves
.all reading materials used in the classroom. Members of this commit-
tee include the minister of education and representatives of the Uni-
versity of Jordan, other higher educational institutions, private

, nonforiign schools, the Curricula and Tetabook Division of the Minis-
try of Education, professional unions, Chambers of commerce, and
industry..

The ten directorates that compose the Ministry of Education have
responsibility for system-wide functions, such as accounting, auditing,
and procurement; preparation of instructional_materials; university
level scholarships; relations with foreign states and instrumentali-
ties; school library standards and procurement; research,.

A/documentation and statistics;) and planning. Under this centralized
overall supervision, day-to-day administration takes place largely at
the level of the educational district. Of the fifteen educational districts,
in 1973 five were located in the East Bank. Functions such as assign-
ment of teachers, selection of principals, local budget planning, local
facilities planning, and local inspection were handled at the local level
under the authority of a district director.

The bulk of educational funds comes from the Ministry of Education,
Which in 1967 contributed 56 percent. The remainder comes from other
ministries (10 percent), localities (5 percent), UNRWA (19 percent),
and private sources (10 percent). Support for the University of Jordan
comes from the Ministry of Finance and from a 1-percent tax on
ports. Government educational expenditures took close to 20 percent
of the government's domestic income in 1970, not counting foreign aid.
The bulk of the funds went for teachers' salaries, as. more than 60
percent of the classrooms in 1960 were rented. Although some of these
rented facilities were poorly equipped for classroom use, their cost was
relatively economical. Despite the high proportion of funds devoted to
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salaries, teachers' incomes are not high. In 1972 the average salary of
a primary teacher was JD425 (for value of the Jordanian -dinar
see Glossary) a year; of a preparatory teacher, JD500 a year; and a
secondary teacher, JD600 a year. Total education exp.enditures in the
country in 1970 equaled the eqaivalent of about US$12 per capita, a
figure thM compared not unfavorably with other countries at a similar

of development.

The Educational Career ,

Unlike previous generations of Jordanians, the youths of the 1970s
find attendance at school a common experience. One in four persons in
the entire country was a student in 1972, and schools' were located
throughout the nation, even in rather isolated spots. School attend-
ance has become nearly as common for girls as for boys, despite tradi-
tional attitudes about the social role Of women (see ch. 5). In 1972
girls constituted 45 percent of primary students, up from 30 percent
in 1958. The government intends to equalize the ratio of the sexes in

-the-nearfuture. Although modernization of the economy and society
was far from complete, education had begun to assume the role of,a
significant vehicle of upward mobility. Consequently, many parents,
even in rural areas, desired education for their children.

The educational ladder consists of four parts: primary, preparatory,
secondary, and postsecondary (see fig. 8). Grades one through nine are
compulsory for all, within the limits of the government's ability to
provide facilities. Entrance from the compulsory cycle to the more
specialized secondary cycles is controlled by state-administered
standardized written examination, as is passage from secondary to
postsecondary programs.

Between the ages of six and seven a child enters.a primary school
whose teachers and pupils belong to his own sex. A minority of the
children entering first grade have previously attended a kindergarten.
Preschool classes, sponsored both by the government and by private
groups, accept children from the age of four.

.\ The primary curriculum stresses basic literacy skills. Subjects
taught include reading and writing in Arabic; religion (Islani for
Muslims and the appropriate religion for non-Muslims);4arithmetic;
civics and history, with emphasis on the history of the Arabs and the
concept of the Arab nation; geography, with emphasis on the Arab
countries; science; music; physical education; and drawing for male
students and embroidery for females. In the fifth grade English is
added to the official curriculum, although many private Schools teach
it earlier, and some offer French in addition. Within the primary
cycle, promotion froni grade to grade is required by law to be essen-
tially automatic. Children may be held back only twice in six years,
after which they proceed to higher grades regardless of the quality
of their work.
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The majority pf the s udents proceed to the preparatory cycle,
which includesIseventit, eighth, and ninth grades. Schools remain
segregated byAex. Dormg these years work on academic subjects
continues, both to ioiprove the skills of terminal students and -to
prepare thosie going on for their secondary studies. In addition, voca-
tional educition begins on a limited basis. Each school is required
to provide at least/ one course in a vocational subject for each grade.
Boys' sch ols may offer agricultural, industrial, or commercial studies,
and girl ischools offer home economics. In general, each school offers
only on of" the/vocational options, and all students must take that
snbj.ec for three periods a week for three years.. To the academic

i .

`cours offered, in the primary grades, the preparatory curriculum
adds eometrY, algebra, and social studies. /

0 completion of the ninth grade, public and private students may
sit or the ublic preparati:W examination, the successful 'Passage of
wh ch is re aired for promotion to the noncompulsory secondary level.
Of those ho to_ ok the examination in 1971, approximately 75 percent
'missed, aid 70 percent of those completing preparatory studies pro -
c `eded to secondary studie. For those who fail and for those who
itoose npt to continue, education ends at the ninth grade. These indi-
iduals /therefore enter the lahor market at about age sixteen with

basic literacy and citizenship skills but without serviceable vocational
training.
ISecoindary education is somewhat selective in enrollment and quite

specialized in purpose. Both academic (general) and vocational careers
of study exist; the former is designed to prepare students for university-
level studies and the latter to train middle-level technical personnel for
the working force. Within the academic curriculum, students further
specialize in scientific or literary studies. By the tenth grade the pro-
portion of female students has dropped to about one-third of the
academic students and students in the commercial track of the voca-
tional schools.. Enrollment in the other vocational tracks appears to
be exclusively male. Because of the specialized nature and relatively
limited number of secondary facilities, however, students are not
necessarily segregated by sex into separate schools.

The number of qualified applicants to secondary vocational insti-
tutions routinely exceeds the number of available places, and selection

. to one of these schools, is considered desirable because it virtually guar-
antees reasonably well-paid employment on graduation. In addition to
agricultural schools and to commercial schools offering secretarial,
accounting, and bookkeeping courses, the system includes industrial
schools offering programs in metalwork, auto mechanics, plumbing
and air conditioning, electrical work; and building trades such as car-
pentry. The program includes both theoretical training and practical
experience in a given trade, and teachers are themselves vocational
schooliaduates, many of whom have additional training or experience
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abroad. Of the four industrial schools existing before the 1967 war, two
remained under government control, as did two of the three agricultural
schools in 1973.

The academic secondary program, which does not prepare students
for specific employpent opportunities, accounts for over 90 percent
of the secondary students. Eighty percent of academic students, or
70 percent of all secondary students, pursue the literary course,
which emphasizes courses in literature, history,.and social sciences.
Female students tend to enroll lspredominantly in the literary program,
whereas males tend to choose the literary and science programs in_
bout equal numbers. The science program pure or theo-

retical science and mathematics rather tha more applied studies,
which would prepare the student for work as a` technician or engineer.

The secondary program culminates in the public secondary educa-
tion examination, which qualifies students for:higher study. A variety
of postsecondary institutions exist, including the University of Jordan,
which enrolled 2,700 in 1972, and donuniversity centers of vocational
and other training, such as teachers colleges, schools of nursing,
social work, and commerce, as well as advanced vocational schools.
At the time of the 1967 war 15 percent of the relevant age group was
enrolled in universities, 90 percent of them abroad.

University graduates, however, except for well-qualified teachers,
medical personnel, and civil and architectural engineers, generally
have little success finding work appropriate to their training. Many
university-trained scientific personnel, for example, are too highly
specialized to be absorbed into the relatively unsophisticated indus-
trial system. Many university-trained Jordanians therefore seek an
outlet for their skills abroad, especially in oil-producing nations such
as Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, where they find,generally higher wages
than those available in Jordan. The number /of Jordanians who rou-
tinely remit a portion -oftheir incomes from i,ibroad is so great that it
has a significant effect on the national foreign exchange position (see
ch: 11).

, \
Although little information on the social origins of students was,

available in 1973, observeis suggested that the majority of university,
and probably of postsecondary, students generally come from the
educated, urban-oriented middle and upper middle classes (see ch. 5)..
Furthermore, graduates tend to gravitate toward urban areas where
they seek a style of life more suited to their training than that of the
rural communities. Observers have noted, in fact, that modern educa-
tion generally tends to be associated with a westernizing trend in
dress, family relations, religious observance, and other aspects of life.

Refugee Education

The presence of large numbers of Palestinian refugees presents a
special and continuing problem to government and society. UNRWA
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has been active for many years in the field of refugee education, sup-
plying 21 percent of the country's primary and preparatory schools
in 1970: In 1972 the UNRWA primary and secondary schools in the
East Bank enrolled approximately 69,000 and 17,500 students, respec-
tively. In addition, UNRWA maintained three vocational scliools in
Jordanian territory, of which one for boys was in the East Bank and
one for each sex was in the West Bank. The East Bank schools enrolled
approximately 750 students in 1972. Sot, secondary and postsecondary
courses Were- available in UNRWA set. ools in such occupations as
upholStery; building trades; automobile and diesel mechanics;
pipe fitting radio and television repair; telephonic communications;
electriCal Work; and metalwork for boys and needle tra es, child
nursing, secretarial work, home economics, and hai sing f6r
girls. In January 1972 two new vocational schools, one for each sex,
opened near Amman. UNRWA placement service figures indicated
that in general approximately half their graduates find work in
Jordan, and the rest,find work primarily in Saudi Arabia and Iraq.

LIVING CONDITIONS

It appears probable, that the turbulent conditions of the la_ te 1960s

and early 1970s had a deleterious effect on the standard of living of
substantial numbers of Jordanians, and it was not clear in mid-1973
whether, the reestablishment of relative stability had permitted
conditions to improve. After a period of relatively stable prices, the
cost of liv.ing begati to climb steeply following the 1967 war and con-
tinued to climb well into1972, although it leveled off somewhat in the
latter part of that year. The cost of food rose especially quickly (see
fig.. 9). Housing and related services were in short supply, especially
in urban a as, as large numbers of people, both refugees and others,
crowded in he cities.

Environmental Health

In mid-1973 housing, water supply, and related facilities were in-

adequate to supply most residents with 'comfortable accommodations.
Although some high- quality housing was available, especially in cities,
the bulk of residential buildings was comparatively primitive. A small
percentage of the population lives the nomadic life of the beduin,
residing in the trlditiOnal black, tents.

Since the 1967 war with Israel the shortage oi housing had become ,
increasingly severe, although it was not possible In 1973 to state the
shortage in numerical terms. Eyen before the refugee crisis, however,
urban housing was not \plentiful; a 1960 survey of Amman, for exam-
ple, disclosed that one-half the population was living one family to
a room. Although some\construction was taking place in the early
1970s, 'government sources stated that a disproportionate share of
new housing was in the 1 xury price class. Amnian has seen a decided
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shift from multifamily tenements to detached houseS. Observers note,
however, that new housing units based on Wes ern Patterns are in
several' respects less suited to climatic conditions and social prac-
tices than are older structures of more traditional design.

Perhaps of even greater importance to health and-comfort than the
houSing shortage is a fact that dominates many aspects of Jordanian
life, the chronic and severe water shortage. The country has few
significant sources of surface water and must depend largely on
groundwater. As a consequence, water supply is insufficient for ade-
quate sanitation, and per capita consumption is quite low; city people
consume thirty-seven quarts per capita daily for all uses; and rural
people, thirteen quarts per capita daily. In comparable Middle Eastern
cities; Damascus and Istanbul, 1972 consumption was 118 quarts per

, capita daily and ninety-eight quarts per capita daily, respectively.
Urban areas tend to have access to piped water, as do refugee camps,
although in the camps service may be only through a public tap. A
1966 survey of Amman indicated that 82 percent of the houses had
inside water taps.

Within the piped water systems, however, both quality and supply
are said to be unreliable. Water frequently is contaminated at the
source or may become polluted in the system or in the rooftop storage
tanks used -by many householders to regularize flow. it also appears
that a nurnber 'of illegal hookups exist; in Amman over 40 percent of
the water in the municipal system may be unaccounted for annually
because of illegal hookups, leakage, faulty meters, and overflow. A
further problem is the irregularity of supply. Especially during the
summer, water is piped to the various sectors of the city on a periodic
basis in order to divide an inadequate supply.

The water shortage seriously complicates sanitation and waste
disposal. A sewage treatment plant and sanitary and storm sewers
were completed in Amman in 1969, but by 1972 only 1,500 houses had

been hooked onto the system, although its capacity was 300,000 people.

As a result, cesspools are in common use there and throughout the
country, in both urban and rural areas. In many places the septic
capacity of the ground has been severely overtaxed by close placement

of many cesspools, and both groundwater and the ground have become
contaminated. Because of the extreme scarcity of wells and streams,
however, people commonly use contaminated water supplies and use
streams for a number of conflicting purposes, such as drinking, wash-
ing, waste disposal, irrigation, and watering of animals. The shortage
of moisture is such that in some areas untreated sewage is used for
irrigation, even of vegetables for human consumption.

Environmental conditions create other health and sanitation prob-
lems. Twice each year, in spring and fall, a scorching wind from the
desert, khamsin, sweeps over the country carrying quantities of sand,
dust, and dirt into populated areas, which generally have no greenbelt
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or other windbreak protection against it. At such times, respiratory
and eye problemswhich are common throughout the year because of
the extremely hot, dusty, dry conditionsbecome particularly
widespread. At other times of the year, flash floods resulting from
rain falling on parched ground unable to absorb it sweep over in-
habited area contaminating wells and other water supplies. Further=
more, the Village and tribal custom of living in close proximity to
domestic animals, which often occupy the lower portions of houses
to provide heat during the winter, encourages the spread of disease.

A number of diseases related to poor,sanitation and climatic con-
ditions are common. Enteric diseases such as typhoid, paratyphoid,
salmonella, hepatitis, and dysentery, both amoebic and baeillary, are
endemic. Intestinal parasites =such as roundworm, whipworrn, and
hookWorm are common, as is the pork tapeworm among Christians,
the only pork-eating group. Eye diseases are extremely widespread,
especially in desert areas and after the windstorms. A 1967 survey
found trachoma among 75 percent of the persons surveyed; 50 percent
of those in Amman suffered from it as did 90 percent of those in the
province of Al Karak. Conjunctivitis is epidemic in the wake of a wind-
storm and is widespread at other times as well. Ophthalmia is widely
found among children.

The extremely dusty conditions may also be responsible in part for
the prevalence of respiratory diseases, of which tuberculosis is one
of the more common,'and of skin infections. Insect-borne diseases,
such as typhus, encephalitis, sandfly fever, leishmaniasis, and re-
lapsing fever, have been reported, although malaria appears to be
under control, because of World Health Organization projects. Of other
vector-borne diseases, schistosomiasis, which depends on fresh water,
has not traditionally been common in Jorda since the completion of
the East Ghor Canal, however, observers ave note an increasing-
incidence. Bejel, or nonvenereal syphilis, a acute in ammation of
the skin and mucous membrane, is reportedly wi d in the south-
elt ,desert, where 50 percent of some tribes are said to be afflicted.
Observers have suggested that the customary method of eating with the
hands from common bowls probably facilitates the spread of this
infection.

Diet

The diet of most of the people is not seriously deficient in calories
and proteins; the average adult consumes from 2,300 to 2,800 calories
daily, of which close to 50 percent may come from bread. 41 1962 a
study of low-income workers found that many infants and small chil-
dren suffer from lack of vitamins such as vitamin A and vitamin B
complex, especially riboflavin. Malnutritibit is most severe among
infants and occasionally results inbeye diseases and general growth
retardation-. This is especially true among refugees. Nevertheless,
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starvation is rare. Basic food rations provided to the refugee popula-

tion by -UNRWA contain 1,500 calories per day in summer and 1,600

calories per day in winter. The refugee diet is nutritionally equivalent

to thatnf most citizens, and supplementary feeding and milk distribu-

tion programs benefit children and pregnant women.
The diet of the nomads has little variety, consisting mainly of

camel's milk and dried dates and supplemented with boiled wheat

or rice. On spetial occasions a beduin feast may include trays of boiled

mutton,.rice, and pine nuts. These foods are often taken with leben

(semisolid curdled milk), which is rolled into_ balls of edible size.
Wild succulent plants and roasted locusti are also eaten;

Villagers subsist on a diet of bread, leben, olives and olive oil, cheese,

onions, sand seasonal fruits. Bread made from wheat is eaten with all-

mealS. A villager's breakfast often consists of bread dipped first into
olive oil and -then into a dish of powdered wild thyme. LentilS and

chick-peas are dried for storage, then cooked before eating. Lentil soup

is one of the feW hot meals served in village homes. In some villages,

especially_ in the irrigated regions, additional vegetables may include

tomatoes, beans, okra, squash, and eggplant. Clarified butter, called

samin, is kept in jars and used throughout the year. It is eaten with

bread Or used for frying. Meats scarce, and beef is seldom consumed

because cattle are considered too useful as work animals to slaughter.

Tea is the popular beverage among the majority of Jordanians.
Town and-City dwellers have a more varied diet and consume more

fruits, vegetables, and meats than the rest of the population; Popular

dishes include rolled grape leaves filled with rice and ground meat, or

small, tender squaeh stuffed with the rice and meat filling. A com-
monly served side dish known as humans consists of crushed chick-

peas, mixed with sesame seed oil.
The people show a marked preference for lamb, mutton, and goat

meat; Beef is scarce, and pork, because of the Muslim religiouS pro-

scription, is eaten only by the Christian community. Camel-meat is

-consumed by the beduins but in decreasing quantities. During the

mid=1960s annual meat consumption was estimated at about twelve

4eo lnds per person.

Medical Facilities

Medical facilities are inadequate throughout most of the country

(see fig. 10). Among the twenty-six hospital facilities in 1971, there

were general institutions as well as institutions specializing in tuber-

culosis treatment; maternal and pediatric care; infectious and con-

tagious diseases; leprosy; and eye, ear, and nose ailments. Other
specialized medical units include a mental health clinic, public health

laboratories, and radiology centers. Many hospitals and clinics are

operated by religious and charitable organizations and by UNRWA._

Tle introduction of modern medicine and" the growth of health/
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Figure 10. Health Care, Jordan and Some Developed Countries, 1970

services have'freed the country from the large-scale epidemics that
once afflicted it. During the late 1960s a national public health organi-
zation engaged in programs of increasing scope and effectiveness.
Private medical care was also available. There was, however, a great
shortage of medical personnel and facilities, particularly in the rural
areas.

A shortage of doctors has aggravated the nation's poor Wealth con-
ditions. All professional medical personnel are foreign trained and
generally prefer to practice in the urban centers rather than in' the
small towns and villages, where medical aid is critically needed. The
opening, of the medical faculty of the University of Jordan ih 1972
promised an increased supply of physicians.

Welfare and Refugee Services

Public welfare in Jordanian society has been traditionally provided
by the family and religious institutions. The-religious duties of every
Muslim include the obligation to, aid all needy family members and
other poor individuals. The government, however, has replaced alms-
givingo,the zakat, with a modern social welfare tax. Funds obtained
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through this tax system are distributed to the poor and are used for
the maintenance of mosqu, and for the salaries of religious teachers
anck prayer leaders.

The consitution contains various welfare provisions and states that
the-welt-being of all Jordanians is one of the government's major aims.
Legislation has been enacted condemning child labor, permitting
foster parenthood, and providing for workmen's compensation and
vacation benefits. On the national level the Ministry of .Labor and
Social Affairs has responsibility for community development, family
welfare and protection, youth leadership development, and rehabilita-
tion of the handicapped. In addition, approximately 140 philanthropic
organizations provided a variety of services.

Since 1948 UNRWA has conducted large-scale welfare projects,
which include- food and crothing distribution; the establishment of
housing facilities; and the oOration_of health, sanitation, education,
and rehabilitation programs. Eligible foi UNRWA services are refu-
gees of the 1948 conflict, their children, and their grandchildren.
The- extremely low reported death rate among holders, of UNRWA
cards has led observers to the conclusion that a black market exists for
these documents. -Other international organizations, such as t!..e

Lutheran World Federation, the International Red Cross, and the
World Council of Churches, aid the refugees either directly or through
UNRWA. The Jordanian government has also provided aid for the
refugees, whose numbers increased after the June 1967 conflict (see
'Ch. 3).
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CHAPTER 7

MASS-COMMUNICATIONS
AND THE ARTS

In mid -1973 communications media and cultural activities were
either controlled or closely monitored by the government. The
government-owned radio and television and an official daily news-
paper -were utilized to foster national solidarity; to instill various con-
cepts of modernity among the rural population; and to solicit public
support for official policies, particularly foreign policies, both in
Jordan and in other Arab countries. Cultural policies were designed
to stimulate creativity in literature, drama, and the visual arts; to
fester natiVe crafts and folklore; and to stimulate inter*, both
domestic and foreign, in the country's archaeological and architectural
relics.

Nearly constant warfare since the 1940s and related massive demo-
graphic, economic, and political dislocations have relegated contempo-
rary artistic and intellectual endeavors to a secondary place. In the
early 1960s an indigenous cultural movement, sponsored by the
Ministry of Culture and Information, was beginning to make headway.
Interrupted by the Arab-Israeli War of June 1967, the movement
began to gather strength near the end of that decade, finding expres-
sion mostly in literature and painting, featuring themes drawn from
the Palestinian resistance movements and Arab nationalism. In 1973
artistic life was still loosely organized; writers and visual artists had
relatively _little social influence and little formal contact with each
other.

Radio was the best developed technically of the communications
media and was available to virtually every segment of the population.
Battery-powered sets were widely used in the rural regions that lacked
*electricity. Television, started only in 1968, was fast becoming the
most popular of the media, its growth limited only by the cost of sets.
In 1973 television facilities were undergoing extensive modernization
to improve reception in some areas and to enhance Jordan's potential-
ity in -a cooperative area-wide effort to coordinate Arab television
programs. TeleVised courses helped to upgrade science and language
teaching in secondary schools, and televised newscasts were pre-
ferred by educated urban audiences to radio news.

The press appealed to a relatively limited, mostly urban "adership.
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Developed largely by Palestinians (see Glossary) who had come to
Fast Bank (see Glossary) after 1948, the press was an important forum
Of PalesIinian opposition to government policies during the 1950s and
1960s. It has since diminished greatly in scope and was limited by a
stringent press code and by close government surveillance.

Despite its wide range, government-sponsored information was
of limited effectiveness. Palestinians, for examplt, who account for
perhaps 40 percent of the population of the East Bank, were wary of
information transmitted by the government-owned media and of in-
formation available in the private press, which they considered to be
largely under government influence. The Palestinians relied mostly
on radio, television, and press reports from other Arab countries and
consulted the domestic media primarily to evaluate the current gov-
ernment position on major issues and to obtain local news.

THE COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA- -

The Press

Press activity during the Amirate of Transjordan (1921-46) was
Minimal. In the presence of a traditionalist, mostly nomadic, and
largely illiterate population, there was little official or private
interest in forming public opinion. Because of the country's lafe.start
as a political entity, the stage was not yet set for a-:.party press. Two
weekly newspapers, Al Urdun and Al Nusr, were nevertheless pub
fished in Amman, catering to a handful of educated readers.

The development of a national press began after the annexation of a
portion of Palestine, including most of the city of Jerusalem, at the
end of the, Arab-Israeli War of 1948 and the subsequent, large-scale
entry of Palestinian Arabs. Bringing with them the tradition of a
well-developed press, the Palestinians stimulated the establishment
of newspapers and set the tone for a polemicalqirredentist journalism
that became dominant in the Jordanian press after 1948 for the next
decade. li

Jordan's first dailies, Filostin and Al Wm, appeared in Jerusalem
in 1949. Originally published in Jaffa (later renamed Yafo), both
newspapers enjoyed high prestige before their publishers were forced
to flee that city when it became part of the newly created state of
Israel. The 1950s ushered in an era of vigorous journalism reflecting
the growing opposition of the Jerusalem newspapers to the govern-
ment's relatively cautious position on the Palestine question. After
some outspoken critics of the government were elected to the National
Assembly in April 1950, criticism directed against official policies
was also forthcoming from Amman newspapers, including Al Urdun,
which had become a daily in 1948.

Weeklies and periodicals appeared in the capital, supported by
parties and interest groups representing a wide range of political
views or started as commercial vent res; many of these were short
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lived because of financial difficulties or the lack of interest of their
sponsors.? Jerusalem, however,. remained the center of press activity.
New publications appeared during the late 1950s and early 1960s, in-
eluding two Arabic-language dailies, Al Jihad and Al Manar, the latter
supported by the consery live Muslim Brotherhood; two English-

, language dailies, the Jerusalem Star and the Jerusalem Times; and
most of the weeklies that survived into the 1970s.

Freedom of the press was governed by the constitutional provision
of free speech= "within the limits of the law" and by speCific codes
defining -those limit's. According tc the press code of 1955, still in
force in mid-1973, newspapers are required to be licensed by the Min-
=istry of Culture and Information, which is also empowered to Confis-
cate publications for attacking religion or national dignity, disturbing
public order, or offending public morality. Moreover, newspapers were
forbidden -to print, news about military operations or about the king
unless such newsetiginated with the government.

In criticizing the government, newspapers were usually careful to
observe the legal limitations of press freedom and were receptive to
official guidelines indicating the limits of official tolerance of press
criticism directed against certain subjects. Ih the exigent and sensitive
issues of foreign relations, notably the Israeli question and relations
with other Arab countries, the press was opposed to the government's
position. Refraining from overt criticism, the press expresseii its
opposition by not commenting or reporting on these issues at all. The

. newspapers' policy of passive resistance became a major source of
embarrassment to the government'during the early and mid-1960s;

Jordan came under increasing attack by the media of countries repre-
senting radical Arab ,nationalism and demanding a more militant
posture against Israel. These foreign, attacks were denied through
the government-owned radio, but the private press steadfastly re-
fused to espouse and to support the government's position. During
the crisis that followed an Israeli reprisal attack on a Jordanian
village in November 1966, the Jordanian press joined newspapers of
other Arab countries in bitterly censuring the government and the
army.

Unable to make itself heard through the domestic press, the govern-

ment drafted a new press code, promulgated by executive order in
March 1967, that strengthened official controls over the private
newspapers. Under the law all newspapers had to apply for new
licenses. Specifically, the law, provided for the merger of the four
Arabic-language dailies in.Jerusalem and called for one daily each in
Amman and in Jerusalefn. The government was authorized to assign
senior editors to each newspaper and to own shares in the companies
that published them. Thus, a new daily, Al Dustur, was published
in Amman by the editorial personnel of Filastin and Al Manar. Be-
cause of the war with Israel in June 1967, plans for the other daily in
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Jerusalem did not materialize. In 1968, however, the editor of AIDIfaa
started a new daily by the same name in Amman. The venerable Al
Urdun, which had been appearing only irregularly and had a much
lower circulation than the other dailies, was not required to amity for
a new license.

In the struggle for political control between the government and
the Palestinian guerrillas, known as the fedayeen, in 1970, the strin-
gent official controls over the press proved largely ineffective. As the
guerrilla organizations established increasing influence over the
country's internal affairs, newspapers began to print more and more
of the guerrillas' news and commentary, partly expressing their own
long-restrained sympathies, partly deferring to the guerrillas' growing
power. The guerrillas independently published a number of militantly
antigovernment magazines, pamphlets, and the daily Al Fatah. In
June 1970, at which time the armed conflict between the government
and the guerrillas was expanding dangerously, both Amman dailies,

Duster and Al Difaa, featured a strongly worded guerrilla anti-
government communiqué. Both newspapers were closed down but
wereallowed to reopen two weeks later to break the near monopoly
of Al Fatah which, in the absence of competition, had increased its
sales spectacularly. After governmental control was generally re-
stored late in September 1970, the fedayeen press disappeared, and
the publishing license of .41 Difan, which had been the most vocal in
supporting the guerrilla movement, was canceled. Convinced more
than ever of the need for a newspaper_ that represented its point of
view, the government in 1971 launched Al Rai, the country's first
official daily.

A less spirited and less diversified press emerged after the 1970-71
civil war, reflecting the weakening of political opposition and the
wearying of the fourth estate, which resulted from futile efforts to
influence the government (see ch. 9). There was no prepublication
censorship, but in order to avoid government interference, news-
papers refrained from criticizing the pronounced features, of official
policies, especially those that concerned foreign relations. The Pales-
tine question was still of major interest to the press, but its treatment
in most newspapers was more compatible with the government's view
than in the past.

Various public officials also showed growing sensitivity to'press
criticism, and in 1973 a bill was introduced in the National Assembly
calling for prepublication censorship, removing the publishers' re-
course to the courts. The proposed legislation, however, met with gov-
ernment 6pposition and as of late 1973 had not been passed.

In response to these threats to freedom of the press, newspapers
appeared to be less inclined to take up politically divisive issues,
focusing instead on the problems of economic development and social
reconstruction, Many leading journalists, moreover, became discour-
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aged with the diminishing influence of Jordanian newspapers and
moved to other countries, many of them to Kuwait and Lebanon.

In mid-1973 three dailies were published in Amman. The government-
sponsored Al Rai, which had an estimated circulation of about 8,000,

supported,official policies although it was at times mildly critical of
official administrative measures and bureaucratic practices. The min-
ister of culture and information was a member of the newspaper's
board of directors, 'and many of its editors were recruited from the
various ministries. Al Dustur, a semi-independent daily with a
circulation oT about 12,000, was more in demand than its government-
sponsored counterpart. Staffed by trained journalists, the news-
paper often dealt with economic and social problems of public
concern, such as the water shortage and high prices; such social
issues were usually avoided by Al Rai. On questions of foreign policy,
Al Dustur generally upheld the government's viewpoint although it
Was guardedly pessimistic on the Arab-Israeli question. ,The third-
and oldest daily, Al Urdun, lost much of its readership to its two

,competitors and in 1973 had a circulation of about 1,000;' it has Con-

sequently faced financial difficulties and depended mostly on radio
monitoring for' its news. Despite its generally progovernment stand,
the newspaper often candidly criticized some aspects of government
policy, but because of its long tradition there is greater official toler-
ance for such candor than in the case of other newspapers.

In addition, there were seven fairly important weekly newspapers.
Al Sabah was the most popular because it regularly featured news
from Israeli-occupied territories. Al Osbu featured political and
social commentary; Al Hawadith specialized in tabloid-style presenta-
tion of popular topics[Al: three newspapers were published by Pales-
tinians. Amman Al Masa was the only evening newspaper. Al Liwa,
temporarily banned from December 1971 until June 1973, supported
the Muslim Brotherhood; Al Suhufi was published under private
auspices. Al Aqsa, with a circulation of 20,000, was distributed free
by the army to the Jordanian military. All other weeklies had low
circulations ranging from 500 to 4,000 and were heavily dependent on
commercial advertisements for financial survival.

Few periodicals were published; those that were, catered to intellec-
tual interests and were published by the various ministries. Al Afkar,
a publication of the Ministry of Culture and Information, featured
literary and cultural articles. Tammiya, published by the same min-
istry, reported on economic deyelopment. The Ministry of Education
published Risalat al Muallin, a monthly magazine for teachers. Al
Majalleh and Al Askariyah were technical-military magazines spon-
sored by the army. Al Shabab was an organ of the government's
Jordan Youth Organization.

Radio
Broadcasting from Jordan began during the Arab-Israeli War of
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1948 from studios in Jerusalem's old city; British -built transmitters
were located in Ram Allah, about nine miles north of 'Jerusalem.
The Jerusalem studios were taken over by Israel after 1948, but
Jordan continued to use the Ram Allah 'transmitting facilities. The
signals from that facility, however, were aot effectively received in
Amman, and another transmitter was built near the capital in 1956.
This transmitter and another that was added later provided the new
technical base of operations for the government-owned and -operated
Hashemite Jordan Broadcasting Service, founded in 1959. The Ram
Allah facilities came under Israeli control after June 1967.

In mid-1973 the Hashemite Jordan Broadcasting Service used two
mediu-mwme transmitters ranging in powe,r from twenty.to 100 kilo-
watts and five shortwave transmitters ranging from five to 100 kilo-
watts. The Arabic-language domestic service broadcast about nineteen
hours a day, and an English-language program was on the air four
hours a day. The Arabic:language program was typically broadcast
from 3:30 A.M. to. 11:00 P.M., featuring music, drama, cultural pro-
grams, Quranic readings, and religious services. There were about
twelve newscasts during the broadcasting day, in addition to editorial
comment, official speeches and interviews, ,agricultural information,
and special programs for members of the armed forces and for resi-
dents of the West Bank (see ,Glossary). Western music, political,
programs, commentary, and news were featured on the English,
language program, broadcast from 5:00 A.M. to, 6:00 A.M., 11:00
A.M. to 1:00 P.M., and 4:30 P.M. to 5:30 P.M.

The international progtlam broadcast over ten hours weekly. Daily
half-hour programs were broadcast to the Middle,East in French and
Hebrew and to Latin America in Arabic and Spanish.

Radio communication facilities have been undergoing constant
expansion and improvement. During the early 1970s modernization of
broadcasting equipment was mainly aimed at improving Jordan's
radio broadcasts to other Arab countries. A new radio station was in
the process of construction near Amman in 1972, utilizing two 1,200 -
kilowatt mediumwave transmitters; a 1,500-kilowatt mediumwave
trhnsinitter was being built in early 1973.

The number of licensed radio receivers totaled about 1 million in
early 1972 and the estimated audience, 1.5 million. Most receivers
were in urban areas, but transistor sets have become increasingly
popular throughout the country, including the beduin camps. Audience
reaction to the different types of programs varies widely. Educated
groups including Palestinian refugees were generally wary of
government-controlled news broadcasts, except those concerning local
events and economic conditions. Rural residents tended to be un-
interested in national and international affairs, but they appreciated
agricultural information and market news. In general the effect of
information programs in the rural areas tended to be limited. Many
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rura Jordanians were unable to understand.either literary Arabic or
the extern terms that have been incorporated into the Arabic lan-
guage-to discuss technical and political topics (see ch. 5). As a source
of entertainment, on the other hand, the radio is popular with most
Jordanians. Educated urban listeners enjoy broadcasts of Western
popular and classical music; Arabic music, Quranic reading, and
religious chants are preferred in the countryside.

Television

Television was introduced -in 1968 under government sponsorship.
In early 1973 programs were telecast from the central studio in Amman
over two channels for an average of six hours daily. Reception of
domestic Programs has been inadequate in some parts of the Conntry,
especially- in the south. According to press reports in 'late 1972, Al

Aqaba and its vicinity were dominated by Israeli television signals
because of poor reception of domestfc programs. Telecasts from Egypt,
Syria, and Lebanon were received in some,localities.

Government plans in 1972 called for the expansion and moderniza-
tion -of television facilities. Several new relay stations were under
construction in the provinces. A relay transmitter located in Irbid was
to -be replaced by a new, high-powered facility that would improve
reception throughout the area, particularly near the borders of Syria,
and Lebanon. Foreign experts were invited to design a modern subsys-
'tem that would connect the Al Aqaba relay transmitter by microwave
links to. the central studio in Amman. The government has also used
its earth satellite ground station, inaugurated in early 1972, to re-
ceive and relay television programs from other countries; the first ex-
change of programs (with Moroccd) took place in November of that
year. Programs have also been relayed from Malta, Cyprus; and Italy.
The use of satellite ground stations to exchange television programs
received further attention at the Arab World Conference on Tele-
communication via Satellite Relay held in Amman in September 1972.

There were an estimated 60,000 television sets in 1972. Programs
included Arabic-language features and videotaped films from the
United States, Great Britain, and the Federal Republic of Germany
(West Germany). Educational programs were introduced with British
assistance. Under the sponsorship of the British Council, Jordanian
personnel were trained in Great Britain in the production ofsecondary
school programs in science and English. In 1968 the first televised
courses in physics, mathematics, and English were offered three
times a week in forty secondary Schools.

Films

In 1972 there were thirty-five film theaters with a total seating
capacity of about 15,900. Films are a popular form of recreation
with educated urban groups; however, they have only gradually
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gained acceptance with villagers and beduins. According to the latest
official statistics available in 1973, fewer than 2 million people attended
film performances in 1971 compared to almost 5 million in 1968.
This decline apparently was related to the rising popularity of televi-
sion and the increased price of film theatetlickets.,

The government, produces a few films for tourist infrmation, but
otherWisq the country has no facilities for film production. Almost
half of the films shown are imported from the United States. The
rest come mostly from Arab countries, Italy, Great Britain, and
France. In 1971 the majority

in
Jordanians who attended motion

pictures saw films produced in non-Arab countries. American films'
were the most popular, followed by those made in Italy and France.

Films from communist countries were rarely shown except during
an annual weeklonglestival sponsored by the embas and the cul-
tural center of the Soviet Union. The government, t ro h its Film
Censorship Board, screens foreign films and bans those that may.
offend Muslim religious sensibilities and those that contain scenes
and dialogues considered discrediting to the Arabs.

i Foreign Information

Foreign broadcasts are the most popular source of information
from other countries. Broadcasts in Arabic are received from various
Western networks. The British Broadcasting Corporation broadcast
seventy hours weekly; the French Office de Radiodiffusionl'elevision
Frangaise, over twelve hours weekly; and the West German network,
twenty-eight hours weekly. The Voice of America broadcast six hours
daily in Arabic from mediumwave transmitters in Rhodes. .

.
According to information available in mia -1973, communist coun-

tries in 1972 broadcast a weekly total of 248hodrsin Arabic to the
Middle East. Of this total, the East European countries broadcast
143 hours; the Soviet Union, sixty-seven hours; Cuba, sixteen hours;
the People's Republic of China (PRC), fourteen hours; and other com-
munist countries of Asia, seven hours.

Many Jordanians also listened to broadcasts from other Arab coun-
tries, including Egypt's Voice of the Arabs program, Libya's broad-
casts to the Gaza Strip and other Israeli-occupied areas, and
Arabic-language programs from Cyprus, Iran, and Israel.

Foreign information, mostly of a cultural nature, was available to
urban, educated Jordanians, through foreign missions. The United
States Information Service (USIS) had a 5,000-volume library, motion
picture shows, and English-language courses. USIS also offere a,.
program of seminars on timely topics, published one Arabic- and e
English-language magazine, and operated p film lending progra .

Other informational and cultural programs under Western auspices
included those of the British Council and the West German Goethe
Institute. There are also Spanish and Turkish cultural centers. Infor-
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mation from the Soviet Union was disseminated by the Soviet Cul-
tural Center, which was opened in 1971.

Informal Channels

Informal communication, still important in the present day, is
carried on chiefly in the local coffeehouses, the market, and beduin
camps. The traveling merchant is usually the ource of news from
the tity. In the villages the contents of newspapers are passed on by
literate residents to those who cannot read. In the coffeehouses men

' discuss politics or listen to the radio, particularly in the event of a
political crisis or a government.speech. Women exchang6 news and
rumors in the home, at the marketplace, or at the village well.

The landlord and members of ,the u ma (see Glossary) are tradi-
tional opinion lelders although/ their/ fluedee has somewhat de
dined in the cities.. The imam, howder, has remained a respected
source of information and a source of communication between the
ruling elite and the tradition-oriented masses. The imam, moreover,
plays an important role in familiarizing the people with official ob-
jectives by relating these, objectives to the themes of religious ser-
mons. Because sermons are subject to prior official approval, the
government has control over this type of information. t

. BookPublishing and Libraries

Domestic publishing activities are limited. In 1970; 114 new titles
were published, mostly in the social' sciences, the natural sciences,
and the arts. Marty, books are imported, mainly from Egypt, Lebanon,
and Syria. The principal distributor of domestic and foreign books
and periodicals is the Jordanian Press and Publishing Company, a
semiofficial agency.

The government sponsors the general public libraries and the col-
lections maintained by the various ministries and government organi-
zations. A few learned societies and egucational institutions have
specialized libraries; the best known is the 30,000-volume library of the
Jordanian Archaeological Museum. The largest collection, over 100,000
volumes, is that of the University of Jordan Library. The combined
holdings of the country's six public libraries total about 45,000 volumes;
there are also nineteen specialized libraries with some 52,000 volumes.

Research Facilities

Museums and specialized libraries are the main research facilities
available to the public and to visiting scholars for the study of archae-
ology, local history, and Islamic culture. The Islamic Museum in
Amman has manuscripts and specialized collections valuable to stu-
dents of Islam.

Learned societies and research institutes include the Department
of Agricultural and Scientific Research and Extension, founded in
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1958 in Amman. The institution engages in agricultural investiga-
tions,. data gathering, and extension work. The Royal Scientific
Society, founded in 1970, has research projects in education, engineer-
ing, economics, and managerial sciences. Library science.is fostered
by the Jordan Library Association, which was founded in 1963.

THE ARTS .

Role of Governthent

The Ministry of Culture and Information is the principal agency
involved in the implementation of cultural policies The Department
of Arts and Culture under this ministry operates through six divisionS,,
each representing a field of artistic endeavor. The Division of Folk-

, lore, dedicated to the revival of -traditional crafts, fosters research
projects and arranges folklore festivals. The Division of Dramatic.
Arts has a training program for actors, subsidizes playwrights, and
sponsors the production of plays. The Division of Painting and Sculp-
ture offers scholarships to talented painters and sculptors
and arranges exhibitions. The Division of Music sponsors a music
teaching institute, the country's only public facility for the training
of musicians.

The ministry also sponsors the Jordanian Folklore Dancers, dedi-
cated to the revival of traditional dances, and arranges folklore festi-
yals in Jordan and in other Arab countries. The Ministry of Tourism
and Antiquities is responsible for the preservation of the country's
archaeological and architectural relics and for disseminating material
on)the country's cultural accomplishments to tourists and visiting
scholars.

Literature
4

Jordanians share with other Arabslt rich heritage of poetry, speech,
and formal prose and esteem literature above all other creative forms.
Classical literature, especially poetry, remains a source of intellectual
enjoyment for many Jordanians, but modern adaptations of classical
Arab forms and Western literary models have gained acceptance
especially with educated urban groups. Palestine was in the main-
stream of the Arab literary movement and was an important center
of literary development. Traditional forms of oral literature sin',
vived in the relative isolation and predominantly rural society of
Transjordan, but there was little formal literary activity.
Poetry

Among the oldest and most dynamic types of Arabic poetry is folk
verse, an oral literature that continues to flourish. Sagas and 4..cited
verse, sometimes accompanied by traditional musical instruments,
have wide appeal and strong emotional impact, especially in the rural
regions. Preservation of this material is officially encouraged, and
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much of it has been taped by scholars. Much of this early poetry
shows beduin influences in its praise of the beduin ideals of courage,
independence, and simplicity. ..

N

Nimr al Adwan was an exponent of traditional poetry during the
1930s and 1940s. A poet of beduin origin, he recited tradif °nal' ponins
at festivals and in the tents of tribal shaykhsAsee Gloss y). Mustafa

,Wahbi al Tal (may be translitered as el Tell), once priv to secretary
to the amir, became known for his work in rendering beduin and gypsy
love songs into- literary Arabic. Although eventually an outspoken -

critic of the atnir and his administration, Tal was nevertheless liked
:by Amir Abdullah an admiredby his countrymen.

In classical Arab _literature the poem was written according fo
rigid rules including the use, throughout,a poem, of a single rhyme
sound and one of several traditional meters. Poems written in this
tradition' excelled in structural beauty and power of description
but lacked specific themes or meaning. The classical style prevailed
until approximately the first quarter of the twentieth century, when
Arab poets, mainly in Syria and Iraq, sought to express contemporary
themes related to the political and social issues affecting the Arab
world.

The reform of classical poetry began with the introduction of the-
matic unity and relaxation of some of the clagical rules of rhyme
and rhythm and culminated after World War H in the rise of a tom-
pletely modern style of free verse and innovative imagery. Strongly
imbued with national feelings, the new poetry recalled events of the
Arab-Islamic past and the struggle against foreign domination.
Nationalist verse was already an important literary form before World
War II in Palestine, being directed against both British rule and
Zionism. Among the most popular nationalist poets of the period was
the late Ibrahim Tuqan of Nabulus. He influenced his sister Fawda
Tuqan, who later became oneof the country's ontstanding poets.

The modern trend in poetry has found ready acceptance among
Jordanian educated groups. It has been encouraged, moreover; by
prominent Lebanese literary magazines, including Shur and AI Adcutb,
each.of which is read extensively and is contributed to by a small
circle of Jordanian intellectuals. The most popular poets with this
circle were Jabra Ibrahim Jabra, a Palestinian who left Jerusalem for
Iraq in 1948, and Tewfiq Sayegh, who emigrated to Lebanon at the
same time.

Nationalist sentiments of modern Arab poetry were given added
impetus by the Arab-Israeli conflict, the Palestine guerrilla resist-.

ance, and the plight of refugees from Palestine. Among the country's
most popular contemporary poets is Fawda Tuqan, daughter of an
intellectual but conservative Muslim family. Known mainly for her
lyrical, nationalist verse about Palestine, she also was one of the
first women in the Arab world to write and publish romantic love
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poetry. After the Arab-Israeli War of 1948, while still in her teens,
she first gained recognition for a eulogy she composed in memory of
her brother. Since the war of 1967 she has composed many poems
with a resistance theme, such as "Forever Palestine," which expresses
sorrow but also faith that a new life will emerge from the suffering.

Kamal Nasir, a native of Jaffa, who has resided in Jordan since
1968, composes revolutionary poems about the determination of refu-
gees to return to their homeland. One of the first Jordanians to gain
recognition in the modernist Arab literary movement was- Salma al
Jayussi, daughter of the Palestinian nationalist Subhi al Kahadra.
Her poetry deals with the Arab-Israeli conflict and with problems of
Arab identity. Co:nparable to her works are the poems of Thurayya
Malha, residing in Lebanon, who is also a short story writer. ,

An outstanding young, less widely known Jordanian modernist poet
is Fayez Suyyagh. His deep knowledge of traditional Arab poetry
enriches the power of his modern verse. Blending lyricism and realism,
he often draws upon Arab mythology to convey a contemporary poetic
vision of struggle, suffering, and social ideals. His powerful imagery
conveys the spirit of the deseit in both a literal and symbolic sense,
and many of his lyric works are written in the purest form of tradi-
tional Arab love songs. Abdul Rahim Umar, a modernist poet and
literary critic, suggests contemporary messages through symbolic or
allegorical use of ancient myths and familiar religious stories. Among
the other contemPOrary Jordanian poets is Abdul Munim Rifai, minis-
ter of foreign affairs in 1968, who is credited with writing the Jorda-
nian national anthem.
Prose

Modern prose writing in the form of novels and short stories was
introduced relatively recently as a result of Western literary influ-
ences .that'reached the country mainly through Egypt and Lebanon.
The short story has been especially favored by young writers and is
frequently published in literary magazines.

Issa Nauri was among the first post-World Wars II novelists. A
refugee who has resided in Jordan since the 1948 war, Nauri writes
about his homeland and countrymen. His published fiction includes
several short story collections and a recently completed novel on
Israel, revised during the course of its writing to incorporate events
relating to the 1967 war.

One of the country's most popular writers is Ibrahim Abu Naab,
novelist, poet, journalist, and political and social columnist. He is,
most widely known for his serialized fiction in the press, but his short
stories and poems have also appeared in local periodicals and in the
Lebanese literary magazine AI A dad).

Aniong the leading women writers in the Arab world until her pre-
mature death was Samira Azzam, also known throughout Jordan for
her radio programs on various aspects of Arab culture. Characterized
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by conventional pick with a deep sense of social commitment, her
stories focus upon the glories and hardships of her native Palestine.

Among the most promising and talented young modernist writers
is Jamal Abu Hamdan, a lawyer by profession. His fiction explores
themes of the individual's integrity and worth, of human communi-
cation, and of the quest of his people for identity in both an individual
and a communal sense. In addition to fiction, Abu Hamdan has written
a play, The Locusts, and has shown an increasing interest in writing
for the theater.

In 1968 two Jordanian novelists shared first prize in a fiction con-
test sponsored by Shiir magazine -of Beirut. One of the novels, Al
Kaabus(The Nightmare) by Ameen Shunnar, is a lyrical and symbolic
work reflecting the impact of the 1967 war. In addition to his prize-
winning novel, Shunnar's writings include newspaper articles and
columns on political and social isuses and two published Collections
of- poetry. The second prize-winning novel, Anta Munthu al Yaum
(You as From Today) by Tayseer Sboul, was written after the 1967
war in a poetical style that confronts the present on an artistic rather
than on a journalistic plane.
Biopaphy, History, and Literary Studies

A contributor to the field of political biography was the country's
first ruler, King Abdullah, 'whose Memoirs were translated into Eng-
lish. In addition to hig unpublished poetry, the king also wrote Political

' Reminiscences and a work entitled Who Am I, which was intended to
stimulate the national and religious zeal of Jordanian students. Abdul-

ifs grandson, King Hussein, also wrote an autobiography, Uneasy
'the Head.

Another historian, Sleiman Moussa, who has held numerous posi-
tions in the Jordanian government, wrote A Modern History of Jordan
and a work on T.E. Lawrenct.-from an Arab viewpoint. This latter
book, completed in the early 1960s, was subseqtiently published in an
English edition by Oxford University Press. Aref el Aref, who also held
many government posts under the British mandate as well as since
1950, has produced 'voluminous historical icings in artle and
book form.

in literary analysis Issa Boullata, the elder brother of Jordan's
modernist painter, is best known for Romanticism in Arab Literature,
which has rece6ved little attention in Jordan but claimed substantial
r,ecognition in Lebanon a a university textbook. He also translated
into Arabic two books on major American poets and contributed artir
des on contemporary Arabic literation to the government-sponsored
literary magazine.

Theater

Although dramatic expression finds primitive precedent in Middle
Eastern mimicry, passion plays, and shadow plays, theater is not an
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indigenous Arab art.lt was introduced as an imitation of the European
theater in the mid-nineteenth century and has since combined foreign
influence with elements and themes drawn from the native culture.

During the British mandate amateur Palestinian troupes performed
in Jerusalem, but they preferred translations- and adaptations or--
European plays to the works of native playwrights,, such as Nasril
Jauzi, and Jainil Bahri. Visiting gyptian theatrical troupes supple-
merited local theater perforniances

The 4rab-Israeli War of 1948 stim lated the theatrical performances
of politeal plays and sketches sue as The Tragedy of Palestine.
These performances, however, had li ited appeal because of the lack,
of theatrical tradition among the pr dominantly rural East Bank
population and the preference of 'due ted Jordanians for English-
language plays.

During the 195 Western diplomatic personnel and other foreigners
residing in Jerugalem and AmnAn organized amateur theatrical
groups and patronized their performances. Among the oldest and most
representative of these groups was the Jerusalem Players, whose
initial Membership included only a few native Jordanians. By the early
1960s, however, the Jerusalem Players consisted primarily of Arabs._
Despite a predominantly Arab composition, the group continued to
present only English-language .performances consequently limiting
audiences to-the English-speaking Arabs and to the foreign community
of the area.

A talented and promising contributor to theater until his suicide'
in the Enid -1960s was Samir Farah, a Christian'Arab from Jerusalem,
who was*trained in drama, cinema, and television in the United States,
London, and Beirut. Perhaps the first Jordanian to dedicate his life
to the theater in a fully professional sense, Farah organized a student
theatrical group in Beirut that often performed in Ram Allah, Jeru-
salem, and Amman. .,

Since the mid-1960s the Division of Dramatic Arts of the Ministry
of Culture and Information has supported an Amman theatrical group.
Each year it performs Arabic translations of works by Anton Chekhov,
Oscar Wilde, George Bernard Shaw, Eugene Ionesco, and other well-
known Western playwrights. The Amman group, has attracted enthu-
siastic viewers from outside the capital, but admis"sion costs restrict .
popular attendance. .

Radio has brought the theater to a wide audience and provided
channels for presenting works by aspiOng native playwrights. Serial
plays, dealing with social problems and current events, delivered in
a modified form of the classical language, are popular radio enter-
tainment. Television also serves as a major vehicle for theatrical
productions.

Painting
Despite the Sunni Islamic tradition against depicting animals or
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the human. form in art, representao.onal painting was never entirely
absent in what is now Jordan. Soon after the founding of Islam, a
form of ,secular court art emerged, the earliest known examples of
.which are found in east Jordan. The finely designed murals depicting
dancers, musicians, royalty, hunting scenes, and other human and
animal forms decorate the walls of Qusar Amrah, a small desert
castle about forty miles east of Amman, probably built about A.D. 715.

The most characteristic forms of Islamic art over the centuries,
however, were ornamental designs derived from geometric and floral
figures and from the Arabic script. A frieze from the eighth century
Jordanian palace at Al Mushatta (presented as a gift to the German
emperor just before World War I and still in the Berlin Mut,eum) is
AO example of this geometric ornamentation.

Calligraphy has been highly esteemed by Muslims from the earliest
times. Arabic inscriptions adorn manuscripts, buildings, and art
objects. Although no longer preeminent in Islamic art, calligraphy
is still practiced by many contemporary Jordanian artists. Calligraphy
has also inspired modern Arab abstract art,, such as the painting of
Kamal Boullata.

Modern painting developed after World War II, largely under the
influence of European schools. By the 1960s several promising artists
had adopted an original style employing representational and abstract
elements to portray, themes that reflect a strong attachment to their
cultural-heritage.

Among the first artists to stimulate interest in painting was George
Aleef, a Wiaite Russian artist who resided in Amman and instructed
aspiring young painters. Ismail Shammout, a refugee after the 1948
war, is noted throughout the Middle East for his stark, realistic,
portrayals of the refugees' plight. His works have been exhibited
throughout the Middle East, as well as ;,, the United States,. the Soviet
Union, and Eastern Europe. Mohanna -Durra of Amman, a former
direar of the Division of Painting and Sculpture of the Ministry of
Culture and Information, is popular for his paintings of daily life of
the region.

Art shows and exhibitions gradually gained popularity during the
late 1960s, but the interest was confined to urban educated groups.
The Ministry of Culture and Information encourages winters and
sculptors through its Division of Painti u pture by offering
scholarships to gifted artist, to stu y abroad and by organizing local
exhibitions.

Music

Music performed in Jordan during the early 1970s included tradi-
tional Arable st contemporary compositions treating Arabic
themes in Western musical modes, and Western classical and popular
music. Arab folk music has been nopularNed through radio and
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television and through government-sponsored folk festivals.
Jordanians have retained their attachment to traditional Arab

music. Many stil! prefer the five-note scale to Western musical forms.
Traditional music, moreover, is closely interwoven with poetry;
in the villages, poets and musicians improvise songs at local celebra-
tions and holidays. Unlike Western music, most of which is composed
according to fairly explicit formal rules, Arabic music is based on a
modal framework within which the performer is free to improvise. In
the absence of a system of musical notation, the musician or singer
learns his art by ear and transmits it through his performance.

The performance itself represents an interplay between the singer
and the instrumentalists in which the latter render an embellished ver-
sion of a basic melody. Because vocal elements tend to be ascendant
over instrumental components, Arab ensembles accompany singer's
rather than perform solely instrumental works. The most commonly
used instruments in classical Arabic music include the oud, a plucked
stringed instrument with nine to eleven strings; the kemancha, a
bowed instrument comparable to the violin; the . -sun, another
plucked stringed instrument: and the nay, which re ibles a flute.

The tukht, a popular modern variant of the traditional instrumental
ensemble, includes traditional instruments as well as a few Western
ones. Each radio station has its own tukht, which may accompany
singers or interpret native classical works.

Folk music includes traditional songs, some passed down by bluin
tribes, as well as popular contemporary compositions based on Arab
folklore. Stimulated by well-known vocalists such as Lebanon's Fairuz,
contemporary folk music has gained increasing popularity in Jordan.
In the 1960s the Ministry of Culture and Information sponsored folk
festival performances in Jordan and engaged, Lebanese folk singers
and dancers to train local performers. Native folk music and dance
festivals were held in Ram Allah and Jericho in the mid-1960s but have
not been held since the 1967 war.

Aniong the country's leading composers of folk music are,Tawfiq
Nimri and Jamil it Aas, both of whom began their careers as radio
station employees and singers. Female vocalists, including Samira
Tawfiq, Souas Hashem, and a singer known as Salwa, are also known
outside Jordan.

Western classical music and works composed by native musicians in
Western musical style appeal to a limited urban audience. Western
classical music received greater emphasis during the mid-1960s when
the Ministr, of Culture and Information sponsored a symphony
orchestra that performed briefly before the 1967 war. The war caused
the cancellation of the country's first art festival in July 1967, sched-
uled to include performances by the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic
Orchestra and the London Festival Ballet at the Roman Theater in
Jarash.
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An award recipient in international piano competitions, Ibrahim
Sus, has performed Western classical music and his own works not
only in the Arab world, but in London, Paris, and Italy. His com-
positions, reminiscent of Igor Stravinsky in their modern character
and style, include a work entitled "1948." Yusef Khashu, classical
musician and composer, assisted in the organizing and training ,of the
ministry-sponsored symphony orchestra in the mid-1960s. Among
those modern Arab composers who have sought to incorporate native
melodies and themeaAnto music of a Western classical style, Khashu
won acclaim for a work described as Jordan's first symphony, whose
theme is the 1967 war.

Facilities for musical education are limited. The Ministry of Cul-
ture and Information sponsors a musical education program, and pri-
vate lessons are available in Amman.

Handicrafts

Handicrafts, traditionally predominant over other art forms, still
constitute a major form of native artistic expression. Embroidered
articles incorporate designs native to individual villages, and religious
articles of olivewood, silver, and mother-of-pearl combine the heritage
of Palestine with a contemporary response to tourism.

The weaving of silk, linen, and other fibers became a highly devel-
oped art in Palestine during Greek and Roman domination. In modern
Jordan beduin carpets reveal the native culture; primitive designs,
handed down from generation to generation, have become associated
with particular:tribes. Woven on rustic handlooms using wool, goat,
or camel hair, beduin carpets are used for floor coverings, sacks,
blankets, and camel saddlebags. Mass production methods are now
being employed in weaving and in the making of tapestries, but the
rich shades characteristic of handmade tapestries have not been
successfully reproduced.

Embroi` ery designs derive from traditional native dresses, whose
patterns ometimes date back to early Muslim textiles of the seventh
and eigh centuries or to Coptic tapestries of,,the fourth and fifth
centuries Patterns are often associated with specific villages and
thus ide tify one's place of residence. Embroidered products portray
religious motifs, flowers, leaves, and mosaic patterns. The influence
of European medieval culture and of contemporary Holy Land tourism
upon Jordanian folk art is illustrated by two other embroidered prod-

' ucts, crusaders' capes and jackets. Originally of a southern European
design, the capes were introduced to the area by the Crusaders and
subsequently modified with embroidery patterns by native villagers.

Pottery making in Jordan dates back to the Neolithic population
of about 5000 B.C., and by 2100 to 1500 B.C. Palestinian craftsmen
were using the potter's wheel. Around 300 B.C., the Nabataeans were
producing open pottery bowls, decorated with delicate painted designs
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and characterized by a porcelain-like fineness extremely difficult to
achieve on a potter's wheel. The craft was revived as a tourist and a
small export industry after World War I with the establishment of
Jerusalem's Palestine Pottery Factory in 1919.

Metalwork originated with gold jewelry from 1600 B.O. The principal
product of contemporary Jordanian metalv,7)rkers is handmade silver
jewelry. Centered at Jerusalem, this important domestic craft pro-
duces such traditional ornamental designs as the ancient diamond-
shaped Semitic symbol, the olive leaf, and the Jerusalem Cross.

Having originated in the Middle East in prehistoric times, the art
of glassblowing has been practiced for centuries in the town of Hebron,
now under Israeli occupation. Hebron glass appears An the windows
of Jerusalem's Al Aqsa, Mosque, in the '-'itIdOWS of,the Dome of the
Rock, and in chandeliers and decorative glass item`s in a number of
pudic buildings throughout the country. /

Centered in the Bethlehem region, also under Israeli occupation,
inlaid mother-of-pearl work constituted one,' of the principal craft
industYies of pre-1967 Jordan. The craft may/have been introduced by
caravans transporting precious materials./
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SECTION II. POLITICAL

CHAPTER 8

THE GOVERNMENTAL SYSTEM
In late 1973 the government, under the firm command and leader-

ship of King Hussein, continued to hold in uneasy equilibrium the two
distinct elements of the population, the Transjordanians (see Glos-
sary) and the Palestinians (see Glossary) The situation was compli-
cated by the fact that the West Bank (see Glossary) remained under
Israeli occupation (see ch. 2). The residents of the West Bank were
Jordanian citizens in name only, inasmuch as they were subject to
neither the protection nor the demands of the Jordanian government.
Within the Israeli-occupied Territory local government, the courts,
the police, and related governmental activities were under the de
facto control of Israel: No attempt has been made to describe the
system of government or other activities in the occupied territory
(see fig. 1).

The Constitution of 1952 provides for aNbicameral parliament to
which in theory significant power is delegated, bbt the constitution
reserves to the king broad and almost :Inn mited power over all branches
of government. Since assuming full monarchical control in 1953,
Hussein has on several occasions invoked royal powers that t suspend
the rights and freedoms of the citizenry. In 1957, for example, after
the discovery of a planned coup d'etat by forces that soug t \to over-
throw the monarchy, the king suspended the constitution;. is anded
all political parties; and expelled from the government may ales-
tinians, Arab nationalists, and advocates of a republic.

The king's ability to rule is based not so much on the constitution,
which is of marginal significance to most Jordanians, as on the con-
tinuing allegiance to him of the beduins and the beduin-dominated
armed forces (see ch. 9). The beduins continue to revere and support
Hussein as a direct descendant of the Prophet Muhammad, and with
the support of the beduins Hussein has weathered several coup (and
assassination) attempts as well as defeat in the Arab-Israeli War of
1967, and he emerged victorious from the civil war of 1970 and 1971
between Palestinian guerrillas and the army (see ch. 2; ch. 4; ch. 13).

THE CONSTITUTION

Jordan's constitution was promulgated in January 1952 during
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the brief reign of King Talal ,(iee ch. 2). The constitution declares
Jordan a hereditary monarchy and reserves ultimate control over
the executive, legislative, and judicial branches of government to the
king (see fig. 11). Nevertheless, the constitution recognizes the prin-
ciple of cabinet responsibilitly to the parliament, and the House of
Representatives is empowe4d to force the resignation of the cabinet
by an absolute majority vote of no-confidence. Moreover, a two-thirds
majority of both houses (the Senate and the House) possesses the
power to override a veto by the king.

The constitution also declares the people to be the source of all
power and defines in detail the civil and religious rights of the citizens.
In so doing the constitution implies separate sources of legitimacy
one in the sovereign, the other -tin the people.

The constitution is divided into nine chapters. Chapter I describes
the kingdom and specifies its government. The kingdom of Jordan is
an independent, indivisible sovereign state forming part of the Arab
nation (see ch. 2; ch. 9). Islam is the state religion, and Arabic is
the official language.

Chapter IL specifies in detail the rights and duties of the Jordanian
citizen. Citizenship, is defined ity law, and personal freedoms are safe*
guarded. Citizens are assured freedom from forced labor or loans, and
no citizen may be discriminated against for reasons of race, religion,
or language. Arrest, imprisonment, exile, forced residence, and the
expropriation of property may be imposed only under due process of
law. Freedom of opinion and press and the right of peaceful assembly
are ensured within the limits of the law, which permits censorship
in periods of martial law or when-a state of national emergency exists.
The right of petition is guaranteed, and citizens are free to form
political parties and associations provided their objectives are lawful.
The constitution further states that elementary education is com-
pulsory and free in government schools. Every Jordanian is declared
eligible for appointment to public posts, subject only to the candidate's
merit and qualifications. The constitution declares work to be the right
of every citizen, outlines various principles of labor legislation, and
directs the government to promote work and to protect labor.

Chapter III, titled "Authorities," outlines the powers of the state.
The people are declared the source of all authority. Article 25 vests
legislative power in the king and the bicameral National Assembly.
The king and his ministers are granted executive authority, and judi-
cial powers are given to courts. Chapters and VI elaborate the
powers of the-three branches.

The remaining chapters deal with finances, general provisions, and
the enforcement of laws and appeals. Chapter VIII contains four
important articles: the procedure for interpreting the constitutionality
of laws (Article 123), the definition of the Defense Law (Article 124),
an emergency clause enabling suspension of constitutional law by the
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king (Article 125); and the procedure for amending the constitution
(Article 126).

Amendment of the constitution requires the affirmative vote of
two-thirds of the members of each house and the approval of the king.
An amendment to the constitution relating to the rights of the king
and his heirs cannot be adopted during a period of regency.

Although the goverqmont has sought the conscientious implementa-
tion of the constitution in both letter and spirit, constitutional guar-
antees have been suspended during various periods of crisis involving
either the continuing Arab-Israeli conflict or the internal conflict
between the Transjordanians and the Palestinians. The king's alter-
natives in periods of emergency have been to dissolve, the House of
Representatives; to invoke emergency powers under the Defense Law;
or, in the extreme, to declare martial law and assume full decree
powers. The last two of these measures legally. suspend the citizens'
rights And freedoms.

In general, constitutionalism remains less important to the average
Jordanian than the personality of his leader's or the traditional concept
of law based on Islam (see ch. 4). The constitution, the parliamentary
form of government, and tho, state itself are comparatively recent
creations. They have still to pove themselves necessary and desirable
to many of the 'population wh se known lineages predate the national
boundaries by hundreds of ye rs. The spirit of nationalism and respect
for the central government h ve risen with the increase in urbaniza-
tion and education, but they c mpete with the ideologies of regionalism
and supranationalism whit , representing different interests and
objectives, often clash with the monarchy, especialkwith respect to
the handling of the Palesti e problem. Under such cdilditions it is dif-
ficult for the government to create public confidence in constitutional
procedures as the key to political viability for itself or to social better-
ment for the nation (see ch. 9).

STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF
NATIONAL GOVERNMENT

The King

Executive power is vested in the king and the cabinet. The monarch
appoints the prime minister and appoints or dismisses members of the
cabinet at the recommendation of the prime minister. The king also'
appoints the members of the Senate, designates its president, and is
empowered to dissolve the House of Representatives. The king signs
and promulgates laws and holds veto power that can only be overriden
by a two-thirds vote of each house. He may issue royal decrees (iradah)
bitt only with the consent of the prime minister and four members
of the cabinet. The king appoints and may dismiss all judges by decree,
approves amendments to the constitution, declares war, and corn-
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mands the armed forces. Cabinet decisions, court judgments, and the
,,

national currency are issued in his name, and he is immune from all
liability for his acts.

Because of the critical importance of the monarchical institution,
the constitution makes careful provision for royal succession. Basically, -
the throne "devolves by inheritance in the dynasty of King Abdullah
Ibn al Hussein in direct line through his male heirs," but exceptions to
the procedure of primogeniture are possible (see ch. 2). Succession
flows from the eldest son but, should a reigning king die without a
direct male heir, the deceased king's eldest brother would have first
claim, folk ,ved by the claim of the eldest son of the eldest brother.
Should th re be no suitable direct heir, the National Assembly would
select a new king "from among the descendants of the founder of the
Arab Revolt, the late King Hussein Ibn Ali" (see. ch. 2). The constitu-

\ tion also states that a successor to the throne must "be sane, a Muslim,
\the son of Muslim parents, and born of a lawful wife."

..,

A reigning monarch may alter the succession, however, by means
of a royal decree. In 1965 Hussein used this method to exclude from
the liti of succession his two sons by his Muslim, but English, second
wife (Princess Muna) (see'ch. 9). He also issued a royal decree that
excluded from succession his next younger brother, Muhammad, and
designated \aecond brother, Hasan, alp crown prince and heir apparent.
In 1972 Hussein married an Arab, MI slim woman; even if she should
bear' a son, a clarifying royal decree would be necessary for him to
supersede Hassan as crown prince.

The constitution also includes explicit instructions for the designa-
tion of a regent, or a regency council, to rule during a king's minority.
There are also provisions for the delegation of authority and respon-
sibility should the king be incapacitated or absent from the kingdom
for more than four months. In all instances the Council of Ministers
is empowered to make the necessary appointments in the absence of
an operative royal decree.

The Council of Ministers

The Council of Ministers, consisting of the prime minister and his
ministers, conducts all affairs of state, both internal and external.
Although me members serve at the pleasure of the king, the Council
of Ministers is collectively responsible to the House of Representatives
for matters of general policy. Every new cabinet is required to present
its program to the House for approval by the affirmative vote of two-
thirds of the deputies. If the House votes no-confidence, the Council
of Ministers must resign. . i

Ministers are allowed to present their points of vie,.vn either house
and, should they be members of one of the legislative chambers, they
may also vote in that body. Ministers are not allowed to have any
interest in a commercial company or to take part in any financial
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act of trade. The House of Representatives has the power to impea h
ministers and may also impeach its o n members. The prime ministe
and four other ministers (two of w m mustl be the ministers of in-
terior and justice) must approve a r yal decree before it can bezome
law.

Each member of the cabinet head and is responsible for the func-
tioning of his ministry. In 1973 the functioning ministries were interior;
defense; justice; reconstruction and development; foreign affairs;
agriculture; health; interior for municipal and rural affairs; culture
and information; communication; education; auwaf (Islamic charitable
foundations), Islamic affairs,and holy places; tourism and antiquities;
labor and social affairs; national economy; public works; finance;
transport; and occupied territory affairs.

The Legislature

Legislative power is vested in the king and the bicameral National
Assembly. The size of the Senate cannot be more than half that of the
House of Representatives (sometimes cited as the Chamber of Depu-
ties.). In 1973 there were thirty senators and sixty representatives
(deputies). Senators are appointed by the king for renewable terms
of four years; they are chosen from present and past ministers, ambas-
sadors; judges, generals, veteran politicians, religious authorities, or
other notables. They must be over forty years of age and, according to
the constitution, must "enjoy the confidence and trust of the people for
their services to the nation and country."

.

The members of the House are elected to four-year terms by direct
male suffrage. On April 1, 1973, the cabinet decided, upon the recom-
mendation of the king, to amend the electoral law to give women
the right to vote and to sit in the House of Representatives. The elec-
toral law of 1960 requires the minoritiesChristians, Circassians,
and beduins to be accorded representation in the National Assembly.
Candidates must be over thirty years of age and have Jordanian
citizenship. Individuals representing foreign interests or having tnate-
Hal interests in any government contract are excluded.

The prime minister submits legislative proposals to the House of
Representatives, which can accept, amend, or reject a proposal. If
accepted or amended, the proposed legislation is forwarded to the
Senate. If accepted by both houses, the proposal is sent to the king
for confirmation and promulgation. If one of the two chambers twice
rejects a bill that has been 'accepted by the other, a joint session of
both chambers is called to discuss the disputed clauses; two-thirds
of the members present at the joint meeting may adopt the bill. If
the biii is rejected, it cannot be resubmitted during the same session.

The joint session f, 4 two houses provides another opportunity for
the manifestation of the king's latent power. The thirty members of
the Senate, constituting one-third of the maximum of ninety votes,
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are appointed by the king and serve at his pleasure. With the help of
only one vote from the House, they can block any legislation that the
king dislikes but which he does not wish to veto, Conversely, the
senators plus, one more than half of the House members can pass
legislation that the king wants.

Every proposal passed by the Senate and House must be submitted
to the king for approval. The king may veto a bill and return it within
six monthsto the legislature, where a two-thirds majority of each of
the legislative chambers voting separately is required to override the
veto. When the legislature is not in session, the king may rule tempo-
rarily by emergency decree. Such decrees must be enacted in the
normal manner at the next session, or they are repealed automati-
cally. Laws become effective thirty days after their publication in
the Official Gazette.

In contrast to the generally harmonious atmosphere pervading the
sessions of the appointed "elitist" Senate, political views expressed
in the elected and therefore more representative House range from
pan-Arabism and socialism to the provincialism and quasi-feudalism
of landholders and tribal shaykhs (see Glossary). Anti-Zionist Pales-
tinian representatives also constitute a strong pressure group (see

ch. 9).
National Assembly members enjoy immunity from arrest when the

chambers are in session. Freedom of speech in the legislature is guar-
anteed, and no member may be condemned for opinions expressed
during meetings or relieved of his position except by a majority action
of the chamber to which he belongs. The legislature convenes annually
on October 1 and remains in session for four months. The king may
convene, adjourn, prorogue, or dissolve the House of Representatives
by royal decree. A general election must follow the dissolution of the
lower chamber. If an election has not been concluded at the end of four,
months, the full constitutional powers of the House are automatically
restored.

In practice, therefore, the king constitutes a strong check upon-the
representative lower house, which in turn can pose only limited
restraint upon him. His right of dissolution, his decree power during
eight months of the year, and his indirect veto through the appointed
upper house insulate him from legislation contrary to his approval.
Nevertheless, the lower house does, by the letter of the constitution,
represent an authority potentially as powerful as his ownthat of
the people..

The Judiciary/

The legal system of Jordan has two basic sources: Islamic law, or
the sharia (see Glossary), and those laws of European origin stem ing
from the period of the British Mandate for Palestine (1922-48) see
ch. 2; ch: 4). The laws of the mandate period were the source for he
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ranstitty..ion and the enabling legislation for the civil court system.
In 1973 the civil and religious jurisdictions were separate and generally
noncompetitive.

The origins of Jordanian law correspond to two concepts of lawthe
revealed order of Islam and laws formulated by men. Rather than
place these concepts in opposition, the framers of the constitution
separated their jurisdictions. In 1973 a Muslim Jordanian,was subject
to religious law in matters of personal status and to civil law in all
other matters. Both Islamic and constitutional law may be inter-
preted, the former by religious authorities and the latter by special
legal organs.

The constitution and the Court Establishment Law of 1951 grant
judicil power to an independent court system subject to the law itself
and to the king's power of dismissal and appointment. Three categories
of courts are outlined in the constitution: regular civil courts, religious
courts, and special courts. The civil court system has jurisdiction in
all civil and criminal cases not expressly reserved to the jurisdiction
of religious or special courts. The three categories are mutually exclu-
sive and function harmoniously in administering various types of law
to various segments of the population.

The civil court system consists of a four-tiered regular court system
and three extraordinary bodies. The system includes magistrate
courts, courts of first instance, courts of appeal, and the Court of
Cassation (Appeals). The three special organs are the High Court of
Justice, which hears habeas corpus and mandamus petitions and issues
injunctions involving public servants charged with acting illegally in
performance of state functions; the Supreme Council (or High Coun-
cil), which interprets the constitution at the request of the prime
minister or of either chamber of the National Assembly; and the
Special Council (Diwan Khass), which, judges the constitutionality of
laws at the request of the prime minister.

The religious courts are divided into sharia, or Islamic courts, and
councils of religious communities for adherents of non-Muslim faiths.
Their functions are similar. Each religious court system handles
matters of personal status and communal endowment among its be-
lievers. For the sharia courts this includes the application of inter-
preted Quranic law and the settlement of blood money in cases of
manslaughter. Greek Orthodox, Roman Catholic, Armenian Catholic,
and Greek Catholic communities have religious councils to serve their
needs (see ch. 4).

The special courts include the three special civil courts, tribal courts
that administer tribal law to the beduin, and the Land Settlement
Court (see ch. 13). Trials are public except where closed proceedings
are requested in the interest of public morals. Judgments are issued in
the name of the king, and amnesty and pardon rights also rest with
the king.
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ELECTORAL SYSTEM

The elected pobiLions in the central government are the sixty
deputies in the House of Representatives. According to the laws in
force in late 1973, representation was semiproportional on religious
and ethnic grounds in that a fixed number of seats were reserved for
Christian, beduin, and Circassian minorities (see ch. 5).

The electoral law of June 1960 extended suffrage to all males, includ-
ing Palestinian refugees who adopt Jordanian citizenship. Voters.must
be at least twenty years of age, in possession of full civil rights, and
registered within their voting precinct.

Jordan is divided into seventeen electoral districts, of which three
are beduin zones and fourteen are districts in the usual sense. For the
purpose of filling the three beduin seats, all of Jordan is divided into
northern, middle, and southern zones, in each of which specified tribes
may elect one beduin representative. Seats in the other fourteen
districts are apportioned according to population and ethnoreligious
factors. Animan, for example, being the most heavily populated dis-
trict has eight seats, two of which are reserved for Christians; the
other six are for Muslims, one of whom must be a Circassian. Jeru-
salem, the second largest city, had five seats in the 1967 elections.
Of the fourteen regular districts, seven were on the West Bank.

Accoiding to the legislation that was still in effect in late 1973,
half of the regular House membership came from the- seven regular
districts on the West Bank and half from the seven districts on the
East Bank (see Glossary). This ratio was maintained in 1973 through
the legally questionable tactic of having the sitting members of the
House act as an electordcollege to fill the West Bank seats.

Candidates for election to the House must be at least thirty years
old, have no record of convictions for proscribed offenses, possess full
civil rights, hold no interests of profit connected \with government
contracts, and have no blood ties with the monarch within a pro-
scribed degree of relationship. Candidates wishing

i
to place them-

selves in nomination must submit a declaration of intention to the
appropriate governor and deposit JD75 (for value of the Jordanian
dinarsee Glossary).

The conduct of elections is marked by several interesting features.
The Ministry of Interior draws up the final list of candidates for each
district and posts it for public challenge. Voters are registered by
precinct. On election day the voter has his name checked off the
registration list and is given a ballot for each electoral list. He retires
to "an isolated place," where he marks names on the list he is support-
ing. He then places his ballot in the box and discards the unused lists.
Winners are decided by majority or plurality. If there is a tie between
two or more candidates for a plurality, the final decision is made by a
lottery carried out in their presence. Repetition of an election is not
permitted.
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Jordanian elections have a reputation for honesty as far as the
mechanics of voting and counting are concerned. Disptitei; over the
validity of an election are infrequent. Political parties are banned, L.nd
candidates therefore run as independents. The Ministry of Interior
has the power to qualify or disqualify candidates in its role as deter-
miner of the lists. Manipulation of elections, therefore, tends to occur
at the -nominating level rather than at. the balloting level. Street
disturbances caused by opposition groups thileatened to disrupt
Jerusalem on Easter 1967; however, five candidates were declared
winners of uncontested elections.

CIVIL SERVICE AND PERSONNEL

The government recognizes the need for a capable civil service and
has taken steps to modernize and upgrade the system. Recruitment
aims at the educated youth. Selection is by competitive examination
but, as the number who qualify in this manner exceeds the number
required by the state, political and social criteria are a factor in deter-
mining who is accepted. Training is carried out at a school of public
administration in Amman. Until 1967 there was also a school near
Jerusalem but, because it was in Israeli-occupied Territory the school

as not since been available to the Jordanians.
The civil service serves the king, who is a constant in the political

an governmental structure, rather than the parliamentary govern-
men which is changeable. Policy is determined at cabinet level and
imm ately below, well within the range of appointed positions.
Promoti n at lower levels is more formal, but political factors are
operative hrOughout the system. Partly for this reason but partly
also becaus their general attitude echoes the British tradition of
public servic civil servants enjoy public confidence and esteem.
Recruits appe r to be drawn to it for honorable motives, not for
personal gain a public expense. Civil servants are not unionized.

In the aftermaths of the abortive coup of 1957 and the civil war of
1970 and 1971,, a large but unknown number of civil servants were
forced to resign'. Most if not all of those, forced out were former Pales-
tinians, reflecting the fact that the civil service was heavily Pales-
tinian because of their generally higher level of education in
comparison with the beduins, who formed the majority in the armed
forces.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Local governmentregional, municipal, and villageis under
the supervision and control of the Ministry of Interior for Municipal
and Rural Affairs. The kingdom is divided into eight provinces (gover-
norates), three of whichAl Khalil, Al Quds, and Nabulusare in
the Israeli-occupied Territory (see fig. 1).

The provincial governors are appointed, transferred, and dismissed
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by the king either on his own initiative or, on the recommendatiOn of
the Ministry of Interior. According to observers, the most important
attribute or qualification of a governor tends to be his proven loyalty
to the throne. The powers and responsibilities of a governor and his
civil service assistants are more extensive and more meaningful to the
pi'blie than those of an elected mayor and town council. A governor,
for example, has the power to declare null and void the election of a
mayor whom the governor does not want.

Nevertheless, the bisic administrative unit is the village or town
"and its elected council and mayor. Although most social and welfare

measures are instituted and controlled by central government minis-
tries, the town council does h e various responsibilities for markets,
law and order, sanitation, anu r 1 functions. To execute its duties,
the town council has limited, apparently adequate, powers of
taxation.
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CHAPTER 9

POLITICAL DYNAMICS
In mid-1973 King Hussein I, supported by his beduin-dominated

army, remained the central policymaker and executive authority in
A Jordan. To a large extent he personally conducted the foreign relations

and defense of the 'Tarn and maintained tight control over key minis-
tries, such as information, justice, and interior, that dealt with internal
security matters (see ch. 13). Crown Prince Hasan, the king's younger
brother, had become increasingly responsible for economic and
administrative matters.

Hussein's palace staff was predominantly Transjordinian (see
Glossary) and, although the cabinet in July 1973 included nine Pales-
tinians (see Glossary), the ministries of foreign affairs, defense, justice,
and interior were headed by individuals of Transjordanian background.
Since the autumn of 1971, Hussein has also appointed more of his loyal
supporters to the Senate. With the exception of the Jordanian National
Union, the sole authorized political organization, political parties were
not legal, although they continued to function clandestinely, particu-
larly after the 1967 war. Elections to the National Assembly, half of
whose members represent the West Bank, were held in April 1967 but,
because of the Israeli, oecupatiotrof the West Bank, no subsequent
elections had taken place by late 19'73.

During the late 1960s various Palestinian guerrilla groups, such as
Al Fatah, the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP),
and the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), increasingly used
Jordan as a staging area for terrorist attacks against Israel. By mid-

, 1970 these guerrilla organizations had taken on the characteristics of
a state within a state, and at least some of the organizations openly
attempted to overthrow the monarchy (see ch. 2). In the aftermath of
the ensuing civil war (1970-71) during which the Jordan army effec-
tively crushed the guerrilla movement in Jordan, the government
ousted a number of Palestinian radicals from key positions within the

guer-
rillas to reestablish their positions in Jordan, the intelligence service

civil ser, .ze, and it reinforced the senior officer corps of the army with

of the Ministry of Interior maintained tight surveillance over individ-

did not allow fedayeen (see Glossary) propagandaiagencies to operate
uals suspected 'belonging to the guerrilla movement. The government

individuals of beduin background (see c' 13).
In conformity with Hussein's stated licy never to allow the guer-
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within the country, and roadblocks and spot checks were numerous,
particularly between the Syrian border and Amman. Although only a
few of the guerrillas captured during the civil war were executed, sev-
eral hundred of them who belonged to radical o. gani?ations remained
in detention until their release, under a general amnesty, on
September 18, 1973.

Between September 1971 and mid-1973 Hussejn had taken a series of
bold steps to reassert his authority. In addition to strict law-and-order
legislation and the filling of key positions in the administration with
Transjordanians, he had also created the Jordanian National Union, a
pseudo-political party to bring the people into closer participation with
the government; established an intertribal council to maintain control
over tribal affairs; formulated an imaginative economic development
program, including the regional development of the Jordan River va'tley;
and formulated a plan for a federation to be called the United Arab
Kingdom that would accord semiautonomy to the Palestinians on the
West Bank (see ch. 10; ch. 11).

POLITICAL SETTING

Two Peoplesthe Transjordanians and the Palestinians

As a result of the Arab-Israeli War of 1948 and the annexation of the
West Bank in 1950, Jordan acquired 400,000 West Bank Palestinians
and 460,000 Palestinian refugees. Whereas the Transjordanians were
largely tribal and kinship oriented and traditional in outlook, the Pal-
estinians were generally better educated and politically more sophisti-
cated. In Ppestine they had engaged in agricultural and commercial
occupations, had developed a commercial middle class, and many of
them had acquired administrative expertise as employees of the Pales-
tine Civil Service. The Palestinians had produced a highly politicized
element within their ranks and, whereas ,the Transjordanians gave
their allegiance to the Hashemite monarchy, the Palestinians opposed
monarchical absolutism and wished to gain access to political power by
democratic means.

After 1950 the Palestinians began to move to the East Bank and to
assume positions in the government and its bureaucracy. They brought
with them their expectations fJr equality and proportional- ,participa-
tion in the governmental process. In response to thin pressure4he gov-
ernment adopted in 1952 a more progressive constitutionwhich
accorded the legislature some checks over the executive.

Through the years, however, the Palestinians' interests clashed with
and threatened those of the monarchy. The Palestinians opposed
conservative character of the monarchy and its pro-Western policies.
They distrusted Jordan's military and economic dependence first upon
the British and then upon the United Statesthe country they con-
sidered Israel's major ally. They identified with the nationalist and
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socialist policies of the regimes in Egypt and Syria and distrusted the
government's handling of the Israeli problem. They never lost their
attachment to their old homeland, Palestine, and their paramount ob-
ictive was the creation of a political atmosphere conducive to the
restoration of that homeland.

The nationalistic Palestinians also felt their aspirations frustrated
by the monarchical power structure. They accused the government of
blocking their full and effective participation in the political process by
barring them from influential positions of authority in the cabinet,
Senate, armed forces, and administrative' apparatus; by not allowing
them a proportionate voice in the National Assembly; and by banning

.., political parties (see ch. 2).
The tension between the govet4ment and the nationalist Palestinians

created by this atmosphere led to the development and growth, partic-
ularly after June 1967, of the Palestinian guerrilla movement. At first
Hussein sought to accommodate and compromise with the estimated
15,000 commandos operating from the East Bank, mainly because the
preponderant Palestinian population of approximately 900,000 favored
such accommodation. The king felt his throne threatened when the
various guerrillh groups began increasingly to disregard Jordanian
laws and to enforce their own policies, particularly in Amman and in
the northern towns where they enjoyed' particular popularity. The
guerrillas literally became a state within a state. They set up road-
blocks, levied taxes upon the population, and appeared armed and
uniformed in the main cities, often clashing with the Jordanian police
and army. Thus during the mid-1967 to mid-1971 period the central
political issue revolved around the battle for political power between
the guerrillas and the monarchy (see Political Events: 1970-73, this ch.).

King Hussein

Since his accession to the throne in 1953, Hussein has weathered var-
ious abortive coups and assassination attempts, two Arab-Israeli wars,
and the 1970-71 civil war (see ch. 2). He has emerged as the central
power figure in Jordan and has been able to assert and maintain his
authority in a society where the personality of the ruler has over-
shadowed governmental institutions. Hussein has been supported
throughout his reign by the original Transjordanian population, partic-
ularly by the beduin tribes, who revere him as a descendant of the
Prophet Muhammad and as a ruler imbued with those qualities of
leadershipcourage, independence, valor, and honestymost valued
by them. The beduins, fo, ming a prominent segment within the army,
have helped Hussein through a number of his crises and have thereby
served as a strong stabilizing force within the country.

To counter a persistent Palestinian threat to his throne, Hussein has
made use of various political means at his disposal. He has maintained
tight cnntro! over Jo/ dan's key and nonelebtive institutions, such as the
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cabinet, Senate, army, and civil service, by filling many of their main
posts with individuals of Transjordanian background who have proved
their loyalty to the throne. This practice was facilitated when, as a
result of his dissolution of political parties in 1957, the king was no
longer compelled to appoint the leaders of the most popular parties to
the government.

Furthermore, the king, has been able to check the adoption of unfa-
vorable legislation by the National Assembly, the country's only popu-
larly elected body, through the use of his constitutional power to
legislate by decree during the eight-month parliamentary recess;
through his access to an indirect legislative veto made possible by the
generally concurring votes of his thirty-member appointed Senate; and
ultimately through his power to dissolve the National Assembly. As a
result the king has preempted the power of the National Assembly,
and its deputies, representing equally the East Bank and the West
Bank, have in practice been able to wield little influence in the
government.

During the more severe periods of crisis Hussein has either invoked
emergency powers under the defense law or declared martial law and
assumed full decree powers (see ch. 8). Crisis situations have usually
erupted in Jordan at the end of periods during which Hussein has at-
tempted to make concessions to his main opponents, who have usually
taken advantage of the royal concessions by attempting to overthrow
Hussein and to assume power.

In the twenty years between April 1950 and September 1970, Jordan
had thirty-eight cabinets. The longest lasting of these cabinets re-
mained in office for twenty-two months, and the shortest for five days.
The majority of the ministers were supporters of the monarchy and
thus shared more or less the same. political outlook; yet the cabinets
were frequently changed. According to foreign observers, the changes
were made to give credence to the myth that the cabinet was the policy-
making organ that had to be dismisSed for unpopular policies or for
ineffective administration.

The king usually chose his ministers from one of the following
groups: members of the royal family, the palace staff, and former army
officers; representatives of the old East Bank tribes and clans, such as
the Fayiz and Majali families; and scions of traditional and aristo-
cratic Palestinian families who were known for their Hashemite
sympathies, for example, the Nashashibi, Tuon, Dajani, Khatib, and
Rifai families. Members of these Palestinian families had, under the
British mandate, been enemies of Haj Amin al Husseini, the former
mufti of Jetusalem, and many members had served in the Palestine
Civil Service.

In the overwhelming majority of the thirty-eight cabinets, Transjor-
danians outnumbered I alestinians by at least two ministers, despite,
the fact that until the 1967 war the Palestinians formed two-thirds of
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Jordan's population. This practice resulted primarily from the fact
that East Bank ministers had proved to be more loyal to the king than
those from the West Bank, who were always subject to the accusation
of selling out on Palestinian interests. In accordance 'with a precedent
set by King Abdullah during the mandatory period, almost every
Jordanian cabinet included one Circassian and one Christian.

Political !Mere* Groups
The Military

The Jordan Arab Army, known as the Arab Legion before July 1956,
was. formed in 1923 by F.G. Peake, a British officer, mainly for the
purpose of pacifying the rebellious beduins (see ch. 13). With the an-
nexation of the West Bank in 1950, Palestinians entered the armed
forces, particularly the lower ranks and the technical branches. Until
the ouster of Lieutenant General Sir John Bagot Glubb, better known
as Glubb Pasha, in 1956, the Pr my remained the exclusive instrument
of the monarchy. In 1956 Hussein, bowing to nationalist pressures,
dismissed Glubb, whc had not carried out the king's request for more
promotions and training of Jordanian officers as part of the plan to
jordanize the army. With Glubb's departure the army became em-
broiled in nationalist politics and ceased for a time to serve as the
backbone and supporter of the monarchy (see ch. 2).

In 1957 a small group of nationalist officers challenged the monarchy
in a coup attempt staged by Ali Abu Nuwar, the chief of staff, in co-
operation with Prime Minister Suleiman Nabuisi (see ch. 2). Loyalist
army units, composed mostly of beduin officers and men, enabled
Hussein to crush this coup attempt, and Hussein subsequently rein-
forced his beduin units and appointed to sensitive command positions
officers related to the royal house or those beduins or Circassians
whose loyalty had been proved.

After the 1957 crisis the army emerged as the main support of the
monarchy and succeeded during the 1970-71 civil war in thoroughly
defeating the Palestinian guerrilla forces in Jordan. After the civil war
the government further strengthened beduin dominance within the
senior echelons of the army (see ch. 13). In 1973 Habia al Majali re-
mained the commander in chief of the armed forces, and a cousin of the
king was the chief of staff.
Guerrilla Organizations

Although guerrilla organizations such as the Palestine Liberation
Organization (PLO) and Al Fatah began to develop in the early 1960s,
the overwhelming defeat suffered by the Arab states in the June 1967
war brought to the various guerrilla groups the support and impetus
they needed. In the aftermath of the war the guerrillas became a sym-
bol of self-respect for the Palestinians and for many other Jordanians
who became disillusioned with the failure of the Arab nations to defeat
Israel.
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The guerrilla groups consequently drew much of their manpower
from the refugees who, after having lived in a state of misery much of
their lives, felt themselves to be surrounded by a world largely hostile
and indifferent to their cause. These people were fatalistic on the one
hand, yet desperately eager for an effective political and military
organization on the other.

Although the various guerrilla organizations differed in ideology and
tactics, they all agreed on one objectivedeaructior, vf the state of
Israel. They furthermore opposed Hussein's pro-Western foreign
policy, particularly his ties with the United States, which they felt had
tacitly approved and even encouraged Israel's expansion beyond the
borders of the 1947 United Nations (UN) partition plan. Al Fatah and
the PLO, the two largest groups, have generally avoided specific ideol-
ogies such as socialism versus capitalism, and prior to the 1970-71
civil war they had not demanded the overthrow of the monarchy. The
more radical groups, such as the Popular Front for the Liberation of
Palestine (PFLP) and the Popular Democratic Front for the Liberation
of Palestine (PDF or PDFLP), have advocated the revolutionary and
socialLt programs of Marxist-Leninism, however, and have on this
basis demanded the overthrow of the conservative Arab regimes, such
as the Jordanian monarchy.

Because of their nonideological stance and pledge not to interfere in
the domestic affairs of other Arab nations, Al Fatah and PLO have
been financed by several Arab governments, ranging from Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait, and Alai Dhabi to Libya, Syria, and Egypt. The more
doctrinaire and radical groups, such as the PFLP, PDF, and Al Saiqah,
have usually remained dependent upon one country, such as Syria or
Iraq, for their financial support. The People's Republic of China (PRC),
the Soviet Union, and various Eastern European communist govern-
ments reportedly have also provided a few of these groups with mili-
tary equipment (see table 3).

The leaders of the guerrilla groups claim to have studied the insur-
gency strategies of Mao Tse-tung, Ernesto (Che) Guevara, Ho Chi Minh,
and the Zionist revolutionaries who fought the British during the man-
datory period. They have rejected any compromise political settle-
ments, such as the UN Security Council resolution of November 1967,
and they considered the battle with Israel to be one of protracted
struggle that might last for generations (see ch. 10).

The internal structure of most guerrilla organizations is similar to
that of Al Fatah. Regional Al Fatah committees, which include politi-
cal information and military bureaus, exist in every Palestinian com-
munity of any size outside the territories occupied by Israel -Nand, since
1971, also outside Jordan. Smaller cells exist within the universities,
refugee camps, or places of work and keep in close contact with the ap-
propriate regional committee. The regional committees constitute the
central committee of Al Fatah, which is topped by its executive branch.
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The PLO and its military arm, the Palestine Liberation Army (PLA),
coordinate the activities of the various guerrilla groups.'The PLO's
Central Committee represents Al Fatah, the PFLP, Al Saiqah, and the
PDF. In the early 1970s the PLO maintained offices in all Arab coun-
tries as well as in many others, such as the PRC, France,,the United
States, Yugoslavia, and Switzerland.

After its ouster from Jordan in July 1971 Lhe guerrilla movement,
badly fragmented and divided over ideology and tactics, settled in
Lebanon and Syria. In response to actual or threatened massive Israeli
reprisals those countries have also tried to prevent the guerrillas from
carrying on their armed attacks against Israel (see ch. 10).

POLITICAL EVENTS: 1970-73

When as a consequence of the Arab-Israeli War of 1967 the Pales-
tinian guerrilla movement in Jordan grew in popularity and strength,
it soon threatened to undermine Hussein's authority. Whereas the only
objective of a few of the guerrilla groups, such as Al Fatah and the
PLO, was the liberation of former Palestine, other more radical groups,

such as the PFLP and the PDF, also insisted upon the ouster of Hussein
and upon the liberation of Jordan from what they considered to be a
conservative and anachronistic regime. Furthermore, the more radical
guerrillas opposed any plans for a negotiated compromise settlement
with Israel and took it upon themselves to carry on the armed battle
against Israel, using Jordanian soil as their main base of operations.

The threat to his authority and the heavy Israeli reprisals against
Jordanian territory that followed such guerrilla attacks on Israel be-
came a matter of grave concern to Hussein. As a result of tension be-
tween Hussein, whose loyal beduin army sought to eliminate the guer-
rilla raids, and the Palestinian guerrilla movement, sporadic outbursts
of fighting occurred during the first half of 1970. In June 1970 an Arab
mediation committee found it necessary to intervene in order to put a
halt to two weeks of serious fighting between the two sides.

On June 28, 1970, Hussein designated Abdul Munim Mai to head a

cabinet of "reconciliation," which included more opposition elements
than any other government since that of Nabulsi in 1957 (see ch. 2).
Although the composition of the cabinet maintained a traditional bal-
ance between the East Bank and the West Bank, it included a majority

of guerrilla sympathizers, particularly in the key portfolios of foreign
affairs, interior, and defense. The king's action did not reflect a new
domestic policy but rather indicated Hussein's desire for the support
of a nationalist cabinet for any peace negotiations that might have re-
sulted from the projected peace mission by Gunnar Jarring on behalf

of the UN (see ch. 10).
On July 10, 1970, an agreement conciliatory to the guerrillas was

signed between Rifai and Yasir Arafat, head of Al Fatah and chairman
of the Central Committee of the PLO, which at the time claimed to
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represent all of the most influential guerrilla groups. According to the
provisions of the agreement, the government allowed the commandos
freedom of movement within Jordan, agreed to refrain from anti-
guerrilla action, and expressed its support for= the guerrillas in the
battle against Israel. In return the commandos pledged to remove
their bases from Amman and other major cities, to withdraw their
army units from Amman, and to respect law and order within Jor-
danian cities.

Small-scale clashes continued throughout the summer of 1970,
however, and by early September the guerrilla groups were in control
of several strategic positions in Jordan, including the oil refinery near
Az Zarqa. The guerrillas were also at this time calling for a general
strike among the Jordanian population and were organizing a civil
disobedience campaign.

The internal situation in Jordan became explosive when, as part of a
guerrilla campaign to undermine the Jarring peace.talks to which the
United Arab Republic (UAR), Israel, and Jordan had agreed, the radi-
cal PFLP on Septdmber 6, 1970, hijacked three commercial airliners
belonging to British, Swisg, and American companies and subsequently
destroyed the aircraft after releasing the 400 hostages.

Hussein, encouraged by his army, decided to curb the guerrillas. On
September 16, 1970, the king proclaimed martial law and appointed
Brigadier Mohammad Daoud to head a cabinet that was composed en-
tirely of army officers. At the same time the king appointed Field
Marshal Habis al Majali, a fiercely proroyalist beduin, commander in
chief of the armed forces and also military governor of Jordan. Majali
was given full powers to implement the martial law regulations and to
quell the guerrillas. On the same day Arafat became supreme com-
mander of the PLA, the regular military force of the Palestinian na-
tional movement. The new government immediately ordered the
guerrillas to lay down their arms and to evacuate the cities.

During a civil war that lasted ten days, Syria sent tanks to aid the
guerrillas, and Iraq kept its 12,000-man force stationed near Az Zarqa.
The United States dispatched its Sixth Fleet to the eastern Mediter-
ranean, and Israel undertook "precautionary military deployments"
to aid Hussein, if necessary, against the guerrilla forces (see ch. 13).
Under attack from the Jordanian army and in response to outside pres-
sures, the Syrian forces began to withdraw on September 23 and 24;
the Iraqi forces on September 17 and 18 had begun to withdraw from
Jordan. On September 25 the guerrillas found themselves in a defen-
sive position throughout Jordan and agreed to a cease-lire, which, at
the urging of ten Arab heads-of-state was signed by Hussein and
Arafat in Cairo on September 27, 1970.

The agreement called for rapid withdrawal' f the guerrilla forces
from Jordanian cities and towns to positions "ap ropriate" for contin-
uing the battle with Israel and for the release of prisoners by both
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sides; the agreement also provided for a supreme supervisory com-
mittee to implement the provisions of the agreement. Tunisian Premier
Bahai Ladgham was designated to head this committee.

On October 13 in Ammad, Hussein and Arafat signed a further,
agreement, similar to the one signed in Cairo. Under its terms the
guerrillas were to recognize the king's sovereignty and authority, to
withdraw their armed forces from towns and villages, and to refrain
from carrying arms in inhabited areas. In return the government
agreed to grant amnesty to the guerrillas for incidents that had oc-
curred during the civil war.

With the end of the civil war, which had caused great destruction and
several thousand casualties, Hussein on September 26 appointed
Ahmad Tuon to head a new half-military, half-civilian cabinet to re-
place the previous all-military cabinet of Daoud. Army officers con-
tinued to head the key defense and interior ministries, however, and
Field Marshal Majali retained his special powers as military governor
until October 16.

In spite of the September and October agreements fighting continued,
particularly in Amman, Irbid, and Jarash, where guerrilla forces had
their main bases. On October 28 Hussein appointed Wasfi al Tal as his
new prime minister and defense minister to head a cabinet of fifteen
civilian and two military members. The cabinet also included seven
Palestinians. Tal, known to be a staunch opponent of the guerrilla
movement, was directed by Hussein. to comply with the cease-fire
agreements; furthermore, according to Hussein's written directive, the
government's policy was to be based upon "the restoration of confidence
between the Jordanian authorities and the Palestinian resistance
movement, cooperation with the Arab States, the strengthening of
national unity, striking with an iron hand at all persons spreading de-
structive rumors, paying special attention to the armed forces and the
freeing of the Arab lands occupied by Israel in the war of June 1967."
The closing months of 1970, as well as the first six months of 1971,
were marked by a series of broken agreements and by continued battles
between the guerrilla forces and the Jordanian army, which was at-
tempting to establish its authority throughout the country and to oust
the guerrillas from the populated areas.

As a result of continued and persistent pressure by the army, the
fedayeen withdrew from Amman in April 1971. At that time Al Fatah,
feeling its existence threatened, abandoned its earlier posture of nonin-
volvement in the internal affairs of an Arab state and issued a state-
ment demanding the overthrow of the Jordanian "puppet separatist
authority", and in a subsequent statement of early May it called for
"national rule" in Jordan. Against this background of threats t6
authority, Hussein decided to oust the remaining guerrilla forces from
Jordan.

In response to rumors that the PLO was planning to form a
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government-in-exile, Hussein in early June directed Tal to "deal con-
clusively and without hesitation with the plotters who want to establish
a separate Palestinian state and destroy the unity of the Jordanian and
Palestinian people." On July 13 the Jordanian army undertook a strong
offensive against guerrilla bases in the area between Jarash and
Ajlunthe guerrillas' last stronghold. Tal announced at that time that
the Cairo and Amman agreements, which had regulated relations be-
tween the guerrillas and the Jordanian governments, were no longer
operative or binding.

On July 19, 1971, the government announced in Amman that the re-
mainder of the bases in northern Jordan had been destroyed and that
2,300 of the 2,500 Palestinian guerrillas had been arrested. A few days
later many of the captured Palestinians were released either to leave
for other Arab countries or to return to a peaceful life in Jordan. On
September 1g, 1973, King Huisein granted a general amnesty to the
several hundred 7 errillas who had been imprisoned in Jordan since
the 1970-71 civil War or since their capture in early 1973 (see ch. 13).

Thus by July 1971 the army had virtually eliminated the guerrilla
forces from th country. As a consequence of its defeat the guerrilla
movement becam wen more fragmented, and a few thousand fedayeen
established headquarters in Syria and Lebanon, where they remained
dependent upon the goodwill of those governments. Hussein became
virtually isolated from the rest of the Ar,,,J world, which accused him
of harsh treatment of the Palestinian guerrilla, 4ild denounced him for
his responsibility for the deaths of many civilian Palestinians, who
were caught in the cross fire (see ch. 10).

After his victory over the guerrillas, Hussein succeeded in reestab-
lishing his authority throughout the country, particularly through the
formulation and implementation of confident and aggressive policies
in domestic and internationalaffairs. One such activity was the forma-
tion on September 7, 1971, of the Jordanian National Union, which was
open to all the people of Jordan (see Political Setting, this ch.I. Hussein
also arranged for the formulation of a far-ranging economic develop-
ment plan and of a plan for a federation to be called the United Arab
Kingdom that would accord the Palestinians of the West Bank a good

measure of autonomy (see ch. 10; ch. 11). To strengthen his control over
the beduin tribes throughout Jordan, Hussein also announced in

August 1971 the formation of a tribal council to be responsible for
tribal, affairs. This council was composed of shaykhs and notables
appointed by the king and was until April 1973 headed by Crown Prince
Hasan.

On November 28. 1971, members of the Black September terrorist
group seeking to avenge the deaths of fellow resistance fighters assas-
sinated Prime Minister Tal in Cairo. On November 29 the king desig-
nated Ahmad Lawzi as the new prime minister and minister of defense.
Ministers of the previous government retained their posts, with the ex-
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ception of,a reshuffle in the leadership of the ministries of finance and
transport. On December 15, 1971, members of the Black September
group again struck out against Hussein in an unsuccessful attempt
on the life of Zaid Rifai, Jordanian ambassador to Great Britain.

On November 27, 1972, in an interview with the Beirut newspaper
Al Nahar, Hussein revealed that the Palestinian guerrilla movement,
in complicity with Libya's Colonel Muammar Qadhafi, had engaged in
a plot to overthrow the monarchy and the government. The projected
coup was to have been led by an acting commander of an armored unit
who had links,Nvith the guerrilla movement. .

On March 4, 1973, the government announced death sentences for
seventeen Black September guerrillas charged with plotting to kidnap
the prin?e minister and other cabinet ministers and to hold, them hos-
tage in exchange for the release of a few hundred g-arrillas captured
during the civii,war. On March 14, 1973, Hussein commuted the death
sentences to life imprisonment "for humanitarian reasons" and in re-
sponse to outside pressures; the king later released the prisoners, in-
cludingtheir leader Muhammad Daud Auda (also known as Abu Daud),
under the genera' .mnesty on September 18, 1973.

After a partial rearrangement of the cabinet in late 1971 and another
on August 21, 1972, Hussein on May 26, 1973, appointed Zaid Rifai
prime minister after the resignation, for reasons of health, of Ahmad
Lawzi. Rifai, the king's closest political adviser, was reputed to hold
antiguerrilla views. Rifai's nineteen -man cabinet included nine Pales-
tinians, but Rifai retained the ministries of defense and foreign affairs,
and other key ministries such as interior were held by men of East
Bank origin.

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION

In 1973 popular participation in the political process was with minor
exceptions limited ,either to membership in the Jordanian National
Union, which by definition was a creature of the king, or to some clan-
destine activity in one of the illegal political parties. Elections for the
members of the lower house of the National Assembly are scheduled
at four-year intervals, but the election that would usually have been
held in 1971 was indefinitely postponed, and in late 1973 there were
no public plans for a new election.

Political parties have been banned since 1957. The Ministry of Interior
makes up the lists of candidates in each elector al district and possesses
the power to disqualify candidates (see ch. 8). It sometimes occurs that
there is but one candidatv for a seat, in which event that candidate may
be installed without the at.' ual casting of ballots. In 1963 twenty-one
of the sixty seats were claim-el by uncontested candidates, and there
were exactly seventy-eight candid. 1s for the remaining thirty-nine
seats.

During the election of 1967 seven of the sixty seats were claimed by
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uncontested candidates. During that election the government relaxed
its ban on political parties somewhat by allowing candidates from the
Muslin, Brotherhood to stand Lr five of the seven single candidate
contests T leader of the Muslim Brotherhood, Haj Amin al Husseini,
a former mu of Jerusalem, had for a long time been considered an
enemy by the ing because of Husseini's alleged involvement in the
assassin, o King AbdUllah, but Husseini had won the king's favor
by public. ,,i)pong the PLO a few months before the election.

The Jordanian National Union

In September 1971 Hussein announce I the establishment of the Jor-
danian National Union to serve as the nation's sole authorized political
organization, representing at least in theoryboth banks of the
Jordan. The union was not a political party in the traditional sense but
would, according to the king, serve "as a melting pot for 'Al? iotianian
people." With the exception of Communists, Marxists, and "other , dvo-
cates of imported ideologies," all citizens were eligible for mernb,.rship
within the union, which would "provide constructive opposition 2-r in
within its own ranks."

According to the draft charter of the union, Jordan was an "indivisi-
ble part of the Arab nation." The provisions of the charter favored a
continuation of the struggle to retrieve territories seized by Israel
during the 1967 war and opposed any separation or division of the East
and West banks of Jordan; advocated peaceful solutions to interna
tional problems; encouraged cooperation with other Arab states; and
promised all citizens freedom of opinion and expressiori "within the
framework of democratic practices."

On November 25, 1971, the Constituent Congress of the union elected
Hussein as its president and Crown Prince Hasan as its vice president.
Hussein then appointed a provisional executive committee of thirty-
six members, and on August 30, 1972, elections were held for 240 mem-
bers of the 360-member Jordanian National Congress, intended to
represent the various sections of the population. The guerrilla move-
ment rajected the union as "an attempt to deviate from the path of
the Arab nation."

Banned Political Parties

Before Transjordan's union with the West Bank, King Abdullah
liscouraged the formation of independent political parties and cre-
ated his own parties from above. Independence (Istiqlal) was the most
significant independent party at that period, although the Communist
Party and the Baath Party (Arab Socialist Resurrection Party) also
had a measure of supp t. As a result of the 1948 Arab-Israeli War, the
existing parties in Tr nsjordan and Palestine either were completely
transformed or disapp axed altogether.

After the union in 1950 political parties attained more significance
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in Jordan's political life. The new Constitution of 1952 accorded the
people the right to form political parties; it furthermore recognized
cabinet responsibility to the legislature and thus laid the groundwork
for the emergence of representative government and for a me-alingful
electoral process.

Even during this period, however, party development suffered from
restrictive governmental laws and also from the people's inexperience
in partisan politics. According to a 1953 law governing the establish-
ment of political parties, a party had to be licensed`by the Ministry of
Interior, and the ministry would grant a license only if it were per-
suaded that the party's tenets did not foster internal dissension or

-appose Arab unity. In practice, only the conservative and moderate
groups received licenses to opet ate. Furthermore, additional laws
issued in_ 1954 gave the cabinet the authority to dissolve existing
parties and Co withhold licenses from new ones.

The several parties that emerged between 1950 and 1957 were ideo-
logical and sectarian, appealing to limited regions and social classes.
Most were centered on the West Bank and appealed to the displaced
Palestinian Arabs. Four kinds of parties developed:. the unionist, or
pan-Arab, parties, such as the Arab Revival, Baath, Liberal, Natiobal
Socialist, and Arab Nationalist parties; the status quo parties, such 'as
the National Bloc, the Constitutional Bloc, and the Nation (Ummah);
the Marxist parties, represented by the Communist and National Front;
and the religiopolitical parties, such as the Muslim Brotherhood and
the Islamic Liberation Movement. These parties, with the exception of
the fourth grot.,, were anticolonialist and advocated the emancipation
of Jordan from what they described as British d,,,.. nation. Some
parties supported the monarchy, but many others ' ored republi-
canism. At first only the Communist Party supported violent and
forceful change.

As a result of the 1956 electionthe only free national election ever
held in Jordanthe National Socialist Party of Nabulsi won the largest
number of seats (twelve) in the National Assembly. On October 29, 1956,
Nabulsi formed a liberal coalition cabinet of seven National Socialists,
one Baathist, one Communist, and two independent nationalists. In
response to the new cabinet's demands and in the t ',ermath of the
Anglo-French invasion of Egypt, Hussein abrogated Jordan's long-
standing treaty of alliance with Great Britain on February 13, 1957.

The king resisted, however, when the Nabulsi government next
pressed for the rejection of the Eisenhower Doctr:ne, for an economic
union with Syria, and for the dismissal of pro-Western government
officials. On April 10,1957, Hussein dismissed Nabulsi after an abortive
coup by a group of Baathist and pro-Egypt officers who were alleged to
have staged the plan in cooperation with Nabulsi and All Abu Nuwar,
the army chief of staff (see ch. 2). With the support of his beduin artily
and traditional authorities, the king furthermore suspended the
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constitution, dissolved all political parties, and removed a number of
Palestinian Arab nationalists and liberals from the government.

The parties have continued to function in secrecy, however, and in
1973 their ideologies remained influential among various se .tions of
the population. Moral and financial support from the sur ounding
Arab states has helped the parties survive the ban. Most of t inter-
nationalist groups, including the Baathists, Communists, and Arab
Nationalists, have branches that t..peak for them through local organs
in Beirut, Damascus, and Cairo. Radio propaganda from the Arab
Republic of Egypt and from Syria was obviously untouched by the ban
and remained a powerful influence upon Jordanian public opinion in
1973 (see ch. 7). Broadcasts reflecting the views of the outlawed parties
easily reach Jordan and cannot be successfully countered.

Government response to il',7a1 party activity has taken three forms:
arrest and prosecution of p .rty leaders under the 1957 ban; curfews
and similar ad hoc legal measures in times of unrest; and police or
military action to repress drastic breaches of the peace. In the absence
of public disturbances, application of the 1957 ruling has been selec-
tive, aiming at key party leaders and potential conspiracies rather than
at the rank-and-file membership.

Tne ban on political party activity weakened not only the parties
but also the legislature, which was deprived of the service that parties
render in aggregating disciplined support for or against proposed legis-
lation. The lower house ceased to represent a center from which influ-
ence could he wielded to modify government policies. Hence the overall
attractiveness of conventional party activity diminished, the reason
for interparty competition ceased, and the penchant for unconven-
tional activities against the government, such as guerrilla tactics,
increased.

Because of their clandestine nature, details of the structure, internal
dynamics, and political alliances of the various parties were virtually
nonexistent in 1973 for the period between 1957 and mid-1973. The
various parties' programs and objectives were not belie% ed to have
changed in essence since their dissolution in 1957, however.

The National Socialist Party:founded in 1950, emerged as the domi-
nant political organization in the elections of 1956. Basically an anti-
British and Arab nationalist movement, it denounced the Baghdad
Pact and the Anglo-Jordanian agreement of 19-18 in favor of coopera-
tion with Egypt and Syria. Originally it had advocated union with
Iraq. On the subject of internal reforms its socialism was moderate
but clearly implied a reduction of monarchical prerogatives and East
Bank influence in the government and an expanded role for the West
Bank in determining policy. The National Socialists were still func-
tioning in 1973, but not as a formal party.

The Arab Constitutional Party, founded in 1956 to represent the
urban elite, typified the parochialism that characterizes Jordan's polit-
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Ie-il spectrum. Based in Amman and a few of the larger cities, the party
ned popular support, relying instead on the prestige of its leaders,

n.vst of whom were ultraconservative landowners. Its program was
secular and moderate rather than reactionary. As the only party to
advocate both the monarchy and the independence of Jordan, it bene-
fited from the king's approval and won the second largest number of
seats in the 1956 legislature.

The Arab NationAst Party originated in Syria and Lebanon and
was established in Jordan on the eve of the elections of 1956 by some
graduates of the American University of Beirut. Sponsored by the
former mufti of Jerusalem, the Arab Nationalists centered their
foreign policy program on the recovery of Palestine and the liquidation
of the British presence in Jordan. Intensely pan-Arab, they recognized
Syrian primacy in the drive for Arab unification. Internally they em-
phasized social justice instead of socialism but were staunchly anti-
Hashemite. The Arab Nationalists were active in demonstrations
against the Baghdad Pact in 1955 and campaigned in opposition to the
monarchy in 1956. In 1973 they were reported to be administratively
centered in Beirut.

The Muslim Brotherhood and a subsidiary called the Islamic Libera-
tion Movement constituted the reactionary wing of the political spec-
trum, differing from the other conservative parties by being religious
rather than secular. Founded in Egypt in 1929 and established in Jeru-
salem in 1946, the Muslim Brotherhood is an international movement
based on a return to the social and political order of early Islam. The
party appeared in Jordan in the 1956 elections, in which it won four
seats, and has since then had continuous representation in the National
Assembly.

An especially durable force in Middle East politics is the Arab Baath
Party, the oldest and ideologically the most doctrinaire of the Arab
socialist mcvements. The indigenous Jordanian Baathists trace their
origins to the Socialist Resurrection Party of 1949, two branches of
which were founded in Palestine and Transjordan independently of the
larger Syrian Baath movement. With the union of West and East
banks in 1950, the two branches me ...ed and associated themselves
with the Syrian party. The Baath program is imbued with missionary
fervor, declaring that all Arabs constitute a single nation having the
right to exist as one state and the mission to regenerate and reform
human existence. It advocates revolutionary ,means toward imple-
menting this renaissance. Its conception of state administration is
socialistic, involving land reform, nationalization of key industries
and natural resources such as oii, redistribution of capital, and only
limited free enterprise. Politics, information, and education are to
be so guided as to produce a secular and authoritarian state culture
based on the party's three watchwordsfreedom, unity, and socialism.

To the left of the Baath Party is a small but active Communist Party
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concentrated among former residents of the West, Bank and identify-
itself with their twin political touchstones, anti-Zionism and opposi-
tion to the Hashemite monarchy. Alternatively ignored and repressed
by stitissive Jordanian governments between 1949 and 1953, the Com-
munists worked within a front organization, the National Socialist
Front (also called the National Democratic Front), to elect candidates
running as nominal independents in- 1954. Unsuccessful in that
attempt, they allied themselves with the pan-Arab and pan-Islamic
opponents of the Baghdad Pact in 1955 and reappeared in the elections
of 1956 as the National Front. They elected three candidates and be-
came. the third party, with the Baathists, in the National Socialist
coalition government. ____

After the 1957 ban the Communist Party continued to operate under-
ground in cooperation with Communists in other states, expressing
itself mainly through the Lebanese party organ Al A khbar. Two former
members were elected to the legislature as nominal independents in
1961. In October 1968 the party published a manifesto in a Beirut news-
paper denouncing governmental suppression of national movements
as detrimental to the national interest and calling for a government
of national unity as essential to the task of placing the whole country
on a combat footing.

Government enforcement of the ban has been strict in the case of
known leftist parties. Official amnesties were granted to fifty Baath
Party and Communist Party prisoners in April 1964 and to 1,700 pris-
oners in political prisons in April 1965; but in April 1966, 100 individ-
uals were arrested for alleged membership in the Baath, Communist,
and Arab Nationalist parties, and in August of the same year three
men received sentences of five years at hard labor for having been
found guilty of holding offices in the Communist Party.

On April 19, 1968, the leaders of five of the proscribed parties an-
nounced the formation of a national front. The Communists, Baathists,
National Socialists, a party called the Independent Socialists, and
the Muslim Brotherhood reportedly issued a "charter for transition"
stressing the need for national unity during the period of Israeli occu-
pation of the West Bank. Calling for the repeal of laws restricting
civil liberties in general and the ban on political parties in parLoular,
it also urged strengthening of the armed forces through the acceptance
of arms from any country willing to supply them.
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CHAPTER 10

FOREIGN RELATIONS
In 1973 the government's overall foreign policy objectives were the

preservation of the monarchy; the maintenance of the political inde-
pendence of the state; the recovery of the West Bank (see Glossary),
which was occupied by the Israelis in the June 1967 war; and the con-
tinuation of extensive foreign economic and military aid. The govern-
ment was prepared to coordinate its political and military policies with
other Arab states but was not willing to be pulled into a new war with
Israel unless the development of Arab military superiority indicated a
good chance for victory. Jordan supported the United Nations (UN)
Security Council Resolution 242 of November 22, 1967, which called
upon Israel to withuraw from the territories occupied during the 1967
war in return for the recognition by the Arab states of Isrliel's right
to exist within secure and recognized borders. Jordan continued to rely
upon the West, particularly upon the United States, for military and
economic assistance. At the same time it sought diplomatic support
from all channels and was slowly expanding its trade and cultural
relations with the Soviet Union and with other East European states.

King Hussein I was the chief formulator of foreign policy and fre-
quently was the chief negotiator and representative. The most impor-
tant and prestigious diplomatic posts were staffed by men whose
personal, and frequently family, loyalty to Hussein had been repeat-
edly demonstrated.

Although Hussein has publicly espoused Arab unity, his govern-
ment's relations with most Arab states have been notable for acrimony,
tension, and frequent ruptures of diplo natic relations. In late 1973,
however, Hussein had apparently reestablished good working relations
with two important neighbors, the Arab Republic of Egypt and Syria.
There were indications that the seeming rapprochement had been
strongly supportedif not in fact engineeredby King Faisal of
Saudi Arabia, who for some years had been a backer of Hussein's
monarchy.

THE FOREIGN MINISTRY AND THE FOREIGN SERVICE

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which is largely modeled on the
British system, includes six major divisions: political (further divided
into sections focused on particular regions or countries); protocol;
legal and treaties; international organizations; communications and
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reference; and consular. The Consular Di% ision deals with documents
and authentications other than indi% idual passports, which are han-
dled by the separate Passport Department. The Administration and
Finance Department supports the tninistr% and foreign service.

At the top of the structure is the minister of foreign affairs, selected
by the prime minister, appointed by the king and, with the rest of the
cabinet, approved by a cote of confidence in the House of Representa-
tives (see ch. 8). In late 1973 Prime Minister Zaid Rifai continued to
hold the foreign ministr% portfolio himself. lie was formerly senior
political adviser to Hussein and Jordanian ambassador in London.

Next after the minister of foreign affairs is the minister of state for
foreign affairs. The office of minister of state, used for a number of
other functional areas besides foreign affairs, is a survival from Brit-
ish practice. In the foreign ministry this appointed official makes de-
cisions on routine matters of an operational nature, screening incoming
requirements to determine those on which he can take action and those
requiring the personal attention of the minister. The third ranking
official in the ministry is the permanent under secretary, who super-
% ises the internal administration of the system and provides long-
term executive continuity.

The career employees who man the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
the foreign service are classified, under the country's civil service,
in ten grades. Personnel are further classed as administrative or politi-
cal staff. New administrative staff officials enter at the lowest grade
and usually remain in administration and at the ministry, with little
service abroad. Political officers enter at an advanced grade and, after
a year or two, are usually promoted to a rank associated with the posi-
tion of third secretary in an embass% . Political officers constitute most
of the officers serving abroad. Their total number in 1973 was about
200.

Recruiting for foreign seri. ice officers is accomplished by the minis-
try through public notice. All applicants must he citizens of Jordan.
Each applicant must be a uni% ersity graduate; must be able to speak,
read, and write either English or French with fluency; and must pass
written and oral examinations.

A selected applicant works in tee ministry for one to two years be-
fore being sent on his first tour of foreign service. The approximate
pattern for service thereafter is alternately four years out of the coun-
try and two %ears back with the ministry, although these periods often
vary in length. In 1973 Jordan had diplomatic relations with about
forty-five countries and maintained representation in about thirty,
some stations having multiple accreditation.

RELATIONS IN THE MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA

The Arab States

Relations with other Aral) states are of particular importance to
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Jordan both in short-range tactics and in long-range strategy in foreign
affairs. Because of a deep-seated, although not quantifiable, sense of
pan-Arabism and because a high percentage of the Palestinians, who
form nearly half of the East Bank population and almost all of the
West Bank population, are sympathetic to the forms of government in
effect in some other Arab states, foreign relations have unusually
strong internal implications, and in practice external and internal
affairs are almost always interacting.

Jordan (then Transjordan) became one of the charter members of the
League of Arab States, or Arab League, at its formation in 1945. From
the outset, however, King Abdullah did not hesitate to follow courses
of action that diverged from those of the Arab League (see ch. 2). As
a result Jordan from time to time found itself politically isolated from
some of its Arab neighbors, especially Egypt, Syria, and Iraq. These
same characteristics of independence and recurring periods of political
isolation in tlie Arab world have continued throughout Jordan's history
under both Abdullah and Hussein, the monarchy being able to survive
largely because of the special relationship with Great Britain until
early 1957 and after that because of extensive United States aid.

A rapprochement among all Arab states was attained at the Cairo
Conference of January 1964 but, between Jordan on the one hand and
the United Arab Republic (UAR) and Syria on the other, broke down in
polemical disarray by late 1966. Jordan nevertheless entered the war of
1967 against Israel along with the UAR, Syria, and Iraq. Although
the Arab forces were defeated with heavy losses, relations betwee^
President Gamal Abdul Nasser of the UAR and Hussein became e
dial during and after this shared experience, and both benefited corn
the recurring financial subsidies paid by Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and
Libya after the Khartoum Conference of September 1, 1967. Jor-
dan's relationship with Syria was not greatly improved after the war
but continued erratically, on and off, for the next four years.

The next major stage in Jordanian inter-Arab relations came about
in the conflict between the government and the Palestine Liberation
Organization (PLO) and its loosely associated guerrilla bands between
1967 and 1970 (see ch. 2; ch. 9). During the 1970-71 civil war the guer-
rillas were defeated and driven from Jordan, and Hussein's govern-
ment emerged securely in controlbut again generally isolated in the
Arab world. Syria broke relations with Jordan in July 1971 after the
defeat of the guerrillas; Libya and Kuwait had terminated their sub-
sidies in the fall of 1970, and Libya had severed diplomatic ties.

Relations with Egypt became tenuous, especially after an Egyptian
court released the Palestinian terrorists who had assassinated the
Jordanian prime minister, Wasfi al Tal, in Cairo on November 28, 1971.
Egypt broke connections with Jordadin April 1972 because of Hussein's
independent announcement the previous month of his proposed United
Arab Kingdom, intended to include the Jordanian East Bank and the
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old West Bank territories under a federal monarchy (see ch. 9). Nothing
concrete came of this proposal, since it obviously required but did not
have Israeli concurrence, but it evoked almost total opposition through-
out the Arab world. The opposition of the remnants of the PLO was,
as expected, categorical and polemical. A counterproposal in Septem-
ber 1972 by Preside it Anwar al Sadat of Egypt for a Palestinian
government-in-exile was rejected by Jordan. Hussein and his ministers
officially disclaimed on a number of occasions any Jordanian intent to
make a separate settlement with Israel, but in late 1971 and most of
1972 the word most frequently applied to Jordan's posture in the Arab
world was isolation.

This description was by no means applicable to Jordan's relations
with all Arab states, however. From 1964 onward Jordan had grad-
ually improved its connections with Saudi Arabia, a landmark
development being the amicable and definitive delimitation of
Jordanian-Saudi Arabian boundaries signed at Amman in August
1965 (see ch. 3). Saudi Arabia did not terminate its subsidies to Jordan
in 1970, and King Faisal worked actively to restore and improve
Jordan's relations not only with Egypt and Syria but also with the
Palestinian guerrilla movement. Saudi Arabian army units of about
brigade strength had entered Jordan at the time of the 1967 war. Al-
though they did not arrive in time to become engaged, they remained
in southern Jordan and were still there in late 1973 as a token of King
Faisal's support of Hussein.

During 1972, although Jordan did not withdraw the plan for the
United Arab Kingdom, the government sought to mend its fences
among the estranged Arab neighbors. By the end of the year Egyptian
spokesmen had g'ven hints that a resumption of relations with Jordan
might be in the offing, and trade with Jordan had been resumed by
Egypt, Syria, and Iraq. Observers assigned much of the credit for the
breakup of Jordan's isolation to the quiet diplomacy of King Faisal
working behind the scenes. By early 1973 it appeared that Jordan had
returned to the mainstream of Arab political interchange, although
not all problems had been removed.

The secretary general of the Arab League visited Amman in June
1973; at about the same time the new Jordanian prime minister, Zaid
Rifai, visited Damascus for talks that would not have been possible
two years earlier. As the Jordanian restoration in Arab councils moved
ahead, much interest was aroused in Arab capitals by indications of
United States intentions to undertake new steps toward solution of the
chronic Middle Eastern question. In particular, it was noted with some
apprehension by the Arab press that in their joint communiqué of
June 26 President Richard M. Nixon and General Secretary Leonid
Brezhnev of the Soviet Union affirmed the need for a Middle Eastern
settlement that "should take into due account the legitimate interests
of the Palestinian peoples."
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Late in June 1973 President Habib Bourguiba of Tunisia entered the
situation in a speech in which he proposed negotiations between Israel
and the Palestinians; he followed this up on July 6 with a statement
to the Lebanese press that Hussein should disestablish his govern-
ment to make way for a Palestinian state. Hussein and his government
took umbrage at this and, after verifying that Bourguiba had made the
statement and stood by it, Jordan-severed relations with Tunisia on
July 17, 1973.

Earlier Jordanian relations with Tunisia had been good, but they
had become strained in the aftermath of the Jordanian civil war with
the guerrillas. Elsewhere in North Africa Hussein has always had
cordial relations with his fellow beleaguered monarch, King Hasan of
Morocco. The Algerian government remained ideologically far removed
from Jordan, and relations were suspended but not broken in late 1970.
The Libyan revolutionary regime of Colonel Muammar Qadhafi not
only cut off financial aid and diplomatic relations with Jordan in Sept
tem ber 1970 but also, as of late 1973, maintained a posture of unremit-
ting hostility toward Hussein and his government.

The rapprochement in the central Middle East, however, continued
during the summer and early fall of 1973. The Syrian defense minister
visited Amman and was cordially welcomed; an envoy from Egypt also
visited Amman for intensive discussions; and definite cleavages were
revealed between Egypt and the Palestinian guerrilla leaders, report-

/ly because of the latter's insistence on abolition of the Jordanian
onarchy. At the same time the Arab League secretary general pub-

licly proposed the convening of a new Arab summit conference to
establi.sh unified Arab goals and actions and to consider the new initia-
tives toward a Middle Eastern peace settlement that seemed to be

under formation by the UN and the great powers.
As a further indication of a new phase of diplomatic developments,

United Nations Secretary General Kurt Waldheim visited a number of
Middle Eastern countries, including Israel, in early Septenber 1973
to inform himself at first hand as to the current situation. He visited
Jordan and met with Hussein and government officials as the last stop
on his trip before calling at the Fourth Conference of Nonaligned Na-
tions, held at Algiers on September 5 to 9, 1973. At this conference,
attended by some seventy-six participating countries, Jordan was
represented by a delegation headed by a former prime minister, Abdul

Munim Rifai.
Immediately after conclusion of the international conclave in Algiers

it was announced that Hussein, Sadat of Egypt, and President Hafiz
al Asad of Syria would meet in Cairo commencing September 10. Simul-
taneously, but separately, a conference of Arab foreign ministers
opened in Cairo under the aegis of the Arab League.

After two days of talks among the three leaders, it was announced
that diplomatic relations between Egypt and Jordan had been resumed,
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with Abdul Munim Rifai as the new Jordanian ambassador at Cairo.
The formal resumption of Jordanian-Syrian relations followed in
October 1973. Jordanian Prime Minister Zaid Rifai described the
talks as highly successful. Details were not immediately revealed, but
Jordanian sources stated that the three countries had agreed to take
a common stand on Middle Eastern political issues at the UN in regard
to any new Middle Eastern proposals. Observers commented that this
kind of common stand by the three Arab states, if firmly implemented,
would initiate a new stage in Middle Eastern affairs. Many previous
and similar efforts at unity had failed, however.

Other possibilities, not spelled out, included the reactivation of the
Arab Eastern Front Command against Israel, which was disestab-
lished during the Jordanian civil war. Analysts believed, however,
that Jordan would seek operational control of all Arab forces stationed.
in Jordan, though possibly allowing for an overall central At'ab
command in Cairo. Press observations widely hypothesized that the
time of individual Arab initiatives was past and that both Egypt and
Jordan might now withdraw their separate proposals for a Palestinian
government or federated entity.

Commentators also raised the possibility of a reconciliation between
Jordan and the Palestinian guerrillas, and on September 18 Hussein
granted amnesty to guerrilla leader Muhammad Daud Auda (also
known as Abu Daud), and other political prisoners in Jordan (see ch.
13). Yasir Arafat and Al Fatah, however, consistently rejected recon-
ciliation and continued to call for the overthrow of Hussein and the
monarchy. The al -eady shattered power position of the guerrilla move-
ments had been further damaged by the three-power agreement in
Cairo. Syria promptly closed down a guerrilla radio station for broad-
casting against the agreement; the rapprochement was also seen as a
rebuff to Libyan hostility toward Jordan.

In late September 1973, therefore, Jordan's position among its Arab
neighbors had apparently been dramatically strengthened. Whether
this would prove to be a long-term condition or simply a new Jorda-
nian high point in the cycle of up-and-down Arab relations could not be
stated with certainty. Behind the Jordanian-Egyptian-Syrian rap-
prochement of September 1973, however, many observers again
pointed out the encouragement and influence of King Faisal of Saudi
Arabia, who was assuming an increasingly significant role.

Other Muslim States

Jordan's relations with the non-Arab but Muslim states in the Mid-
dle East and elsewhere continued to be satisfactory or better in 1973.
Close and cordial connections prevailed particularly between Jordan
and Iran, an atmosphere of amity having long been maintained
between the two monarchs. Relations with Pakistan and Turkey
were also close; technical and military aid missions have been peri-
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odically exchanged with Pakistan since about 1958.
Jordan has supported pan-Islamic movements and conferences, such

as the Islamic summit held in Rabat, Morocco, in September 1969 at
the urging of the Iranian, Moroccan, and Saudi Arabian monarchs.
Specific political developments of note, however, have not resulted
from these activities, and Jordanian foreign policy is not made or car-
ried out in an avowed Islamic context, although its principles would
be held to be compatible with Islam.

Israel

Jordan's relations with Israel between 1948 and 1973 were marked by
three wars: the war of 1948 by which the state of Israel was established
and through which Jordan acquired the West Bank; the Suez clash of
1956; and the Arab-Israeli War of 1967 by which Jordan lost the West
Bank, including Jerusalem. The intervening periods remained tense
and potentially explosive as a result of border attacks and counter-
attacks, incidents of terrorism, and shrill counteraccusations of egres-
sion that were often filed by either side as formal protests with the
UN Security Council.

In 1973 Jordan as well as the other Arab states continued to refuse
either to recognize or to engage publicly in direct negotiation with
Israel. Until June 5, 1967, Israeli-Jordanian relations were conducted
within the framework of the General Armistice Agreement, reached
under the aegis of the UN in April 1949. These relations were limited
to participation in the joint Israeli-Jordanian Armistice Commission.
Soon after the cessation of hostilities in June 1967, Israel denounced
the General Armistice Agreement as being inimical to the establish-
ment of peace. The Israeli government maintained that only direct
contacts could bring about meaningful negotiations between Israel
and the Arab states.

In the aftermath of the June 1967 war battles between Israel and
Jordan continued, consisting primarily of, attacks by Jordan-based
guerrillas upon Israeli terr!tory and of ensuing Israeli retaliatory at-
tacks, such as those launched upon Palestinian guerrilla bases in
Karameh on September 15, 1968, and in As Salt on March 26, 1969.

On January 1, 1970, during an Israeli reprisal raid upon guerrilla bases
in Irbid, the East Ghor Canal, irrigating the east Jordan valley, was
badly damaged. At the end of July 1970 Jordan, Israel, and the UAR
agreed to a cease-fire under UN auspices. The cease-fire agreement
helped trigger the 1970-71 Jordanian civil war between guerrilla
groups and government forces (see ch. 2).

Throughout the post-1967-war period, Hussein has publicly denied
that he would enter into a unilateral peace agreement with Israel and
insisted that he would only accept a general settlement agreed to by
the other Arab states involved in the conflict. Although he publicly
and frequently rejected reports "...at he had had direct negotiations
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with Israel, rumors of secret meetings between Hussein and Israeli
leaders, allegedly held since September 1968, appeared with some
frequency in the world press.

Hussein has consistently supported the implementation of the UN.
Security Council Resolution 242 of November 967. In an April 19694/
speech before the.,Natjmal Press Club in W, hington Hussein, who
stated that he was also speaking on behalf of President Nasser, pro-
posed a six-point peace plan. The plan called for an "end of all bellig-
erency; respect for anti acknowledgment of the sovereignty, territorial
integrity, and political independence of all States in the area; recog-
nition of the rights of all to live in peace within secure and recognized
boundaries; ... guarantees for all of freedom of navigation through
the Gulf of Aqaba and the Suez Canal; guarantees of the territorial in-
violability of all States in the area through whatever measures are
necessary, including the establishment of demilitarized zones; and a
just settlement of the refugee problem." In return the Arab states
asked for an Israeli withdrawal from all territories occupied during the
1967 war and for Israel's implementation of all other provisions of
the Security Council resolution, which stressed that acquisition of
territory by force of war was inadmissible. The king proposed in March
1972 that Israel and Jordan share the administration of Jerusalem as
an "open" city under a general peace agreement.

Also in March 1972 the king publicly announced his proposal for the
establishment of a federated kingdom wherein the Palestinians of the
West Bank would be accorded semiautonomy. The proposed United
Arab Kingdom would be composed of a federation of two politically
equal states, the East and West banks of Jordan. The new state would
be established only upon withdrawal from the occupied territories
by Israel and with the consent of the residents of the West Bank who,
according to Hussein, would at the appropriate time be free to choose
either to enter into a federation with Jordan or to establish a sepa-
rate state. The king also extended an invitation to other areas under
Israeli control, primarily Gaza, to join the proposed federation.

Under the Hussein plan Amman would serve as the capital of the
federation and also as the capital of the Region of Jordan, and Jeru-
salem would be the capital of the Region of Palestine. A people's coun-
cil, elected by direct secret ballot, would constitute the legislative
organ of each region. A governor general, elected I.), the people's coun-
cil of each region, would serve as the executive authority of the region
and would be assisted by a regional council of ministers. The king as
head of state, together with his Council of Ministers, would hold the
central executive authority of the kingdom, however, and would be
responsible for "matters relating to the kingdom as a sovereign inter-
national entity ensuring the safety of the union, its stability and
development." The National Assembly and the king would together
constitute the central legislative authority of the new state.
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The king has consistently condemned any Palestinian guerrilla at-
tack:, against innocent targets, such as world passenger aircraft or
unarmed civilians. He denounced as a horrible crime the Black Sep-
tember group's massacre of the eleven-member Israeli Olympkc teak
in Munich in September 1972, and termed the murder by the Popular
Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) of twenty passengers
in the lounge of Tel Aviv's Lod Airport on May 30, 1972, a "sick crime
committed by sick people and planned by sick minds."

Israeli-Jordanian relations in 1973 continued to be marked by un-
certainty, although tensions between the two countries had eased
since the defeat of the guerrillas in Jordan in 1970 and 1971. Beneath
their twenty-five-year antagonism, Israel and Jordan shared funda-
mental interests in resolving the refugee problem; in ensuring their
mutual security; and in developing, on a cooperative basis, the entire
region, including its water and mineral resources (see ch. 11).

ti THE UNITED KINGDOM, THE UNITED STATES, AND
THE WEST

Since independence in 1948 Jordan followed generally a pro-
Western foreign policy, supporting the United States and the West
in the UN and wherever else possible in the international arena. Al-
though Jordan joined none of the Western alliances such as the Central
Treaty Organization (CENTO), it nevertheless maintained its pro-
Western orientation and continued to receive froni the West an essen-
tial allocation of budgetary, economic, and military aid (see ch. 11;

ch. 13).
Even after independence in 1948 Jordan had remained in a special

treaty relationship with the United Kingdom until March 13, 1957,
when the agreement was terminated. The United Kingdom during this
period continued to provide financial subsidies and other aid, as it
had with varying degrees of direct and indirect control since the forma-
tion of the Amirate of Transjordan under British sponsorship in 1922.
The historical connection between Jordan and the United Kingdom has

been particularly close (see ch. 2; ch. 11). In 1973 the United
Kingdom continued to be a source of development loans and military
purchases.

Diplomatic relations between Jordan and the United States were
first established in 1949, and United States assistance, on a relatively
small scale, began in 1951 under what was popularly known as the
Point Four program. In the decade after 1957 the United'States be-
came the principal source of foreign aid and support, in effect replacing
the United Kingdom in this role but with very different methods and
without treaty engagements. By mid-1967 development Jordan had
progressed to such a level that United States budgetary and military
aid was being terminated.

After the 1967 war the United States disapproved of the Israeli
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annexation of East Jerusalem (the "old city"), seized during the war,
and by late 197:3 did not recognize this status. United Statesyolicy in
this regard was, in fact, simply a continuation of its adher6nce to the
UN General Assembly resolution of November 29, 1441 pursuant to

hich Jerusalem was to have been internationalized. In late 1973 United
States policy had not changed from support of the 1947 resolution.

The United States also supported Security ..ncil Resolution 242
of November 22, 1967, in which principles for the settlement of the
1967 war 'ere laid down. This resolution, in brief, declared the inad-
missibility of the acquisition of te.ritory by war: called upon Israel to
withdraw from "territories of recent ,flirt "; stated that all bellig-

, erency in the area should cease anc .ne independence within "se-
cure and recognized boundaries" of all states in the area should be
acknowledged; affirmed the necessity for freedom of navigation in
international waterways in the area and for a "just settlement of the
refugee problem", and requested the secretary general to name a spe-
cial representative (Gunnar Jarring of Sweden was later designated)
to maintain contacts with the states concerned in order to promote
the purposes of the resolution.

Because Jordan had accepted Resolution 242 and, in fact, had made
it the basis of Jordanian poky for settlement of the 1967 war, United
States advocacy of the resolution was greatly useful to Jordan and
strengthened relations between the two countries.

United States-Jordanian ielations, however, have not been entirely
unmarkid by differences. In late 1969, as it became clear that a politi-
cal settlement of the 1967 war could 1.Jt be quickly engineered by the
great powers, Hussein became openly critical of United States policy,
and during the next year Jordan actively considered (but in the end
rejected) acceptance of military aid from the Soviet Union.

Anti-U..ited States demonstrations by Palestinians in Amman in
'd-April 1970 prompted the United States to cancel a scheduled visit
a United States assistant secretary of state. Hussein, annoyed at

the implication (it- inability to provide adequate security for the visitor,
required the transfer of the incumbent United States ambassador. On
July 26, 1970, however, Hussein accepted the proposals made the pre-
% ious month by the United States secretary of state for a cease-fire
and reevaluation in the Middle East. Hussein's accept lie occasioned
fore anti-United States demonstrations by Palestinians lit Amman.

:'ubstantial United States budgetary and military aid were reinsti-
tu ,;! in 1970 after the Jordanian defeat of the Palestinian guerrillas
(see ch. 13). Hussein maintained his close alignment with the United
States, and feports in July 1973 indicated that United States budgetary
aid during the ensuing fiscal year would equal about US$65 million,
an increase of some US$15 million over the previous year. In August
1973 the United State, government announced that its economic and
military aid to Jordan during the 1952-72 period totaled US$887 mil-
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lion and stated that the aid had been instrumental in maintaining a
moderate government in Jordan.

In mid-1973, consequently, United States-Jordanian relations were
extremely close. Among the Palestinians in Jordan, however, anti-
United States sentiment t.untinued and was exacerbated by the United
States veto of July 25, 1973, on grounds of imbalance, of a Security
Council draft resolution deploring Israel's failure to relinquish the
Arab territories ')ccupied in 1967. The effect within Jordan of this,
veto was offset to some extent by the participation by the United States
in a unanimous Security Council resolution of August 15, 1973, con-
demning Israel for air piracy; the Israeli air force on August 10 had in-
tercepted an Arab airliner within Lebanese air space and had forced it
to land in Israel.

With other Western states, Jordanian relations in 1173 were good to
excellent and without serious standing problems. Ties ith the Federal
Republic of Germany (West Germany), a source of devqlopment and
technical assistance, were strengthened after 1970 when they were
resumed after a five-year severance in which Jordan had joined a num-
ber of other Arab states in protesting West Germany's recognition
of Israel in 1965. The West German foreign minister paid a success-
ful official visit to Jordan in May 1973 and expressed hopes for even
closer relations in, the future.

THE SOVIET UNION AND OTHER COMMUNIST STATES

Jordan established diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union in

August 1963. In the wake of the 1967 war, Hu.;sein made his first visit
to Moscow in recognition of the Soviet Union's support of the Arab
countries vis-a-vis Israel and also as a signal to the West, particularly
to the United States, to increase its overall support of the Arab nations
in their attempt:to recover the territories lost in the 1967 war. During
Hussein's visit Jordan and the Soviet Union signed an agreement for
cultural and scientific cooperation that paved the way Nr further such
agreements, as well as for agreements of cooperation in the scientific,
technical, and trade fields. These expanded contacts also led to Soviet
economic assistance for various Jordanian development projects. Com-
munism remains inimical to the Jordanian monarchy, however, and
Hussein has thus far rejected pressures to become a Soviet military
client and has refused any Soviet offers of military assistance.

After the 1967 war Jordan also expanded its diplomatic and commer-
cial contacts with other communist states of Eastern Europe. In No-
vember 1968 Jordan and Romania sigried three agreements providing
for coope %ation in the economic, trade, technical, and oil exploration
fields. In 1969 and 1970 Jordan also improved diplomatic and com-
mercial relations with the German Democratic Republic (East Ger-
many), Yugoslavia, and Czechoslovakia. ,

In January 1969 Jordan concluded a 60,000-ton phosphate agreement
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with the People's Republic of China RC). In September 1970, how-_
ever, the PRC denounced the Jordanian government for its aggressive
battle with the Palestinian guerrilla forces and referred to the monar-
chy as a reactionary force in Middle Eastern affairs. In late 1973 Jordan
continued to cultivate good relations with the Republic of China
(Natic.'alist China).

THE UNITED NATIONS AND WORLD ORGANIZATIONS

Jordan was granted admission to the United Nations (UN) in Decem-
ber 1955, after previous applications for membership, dating from 1947,
had been vetoed by the Soviet Union. Before its admission, however,
Jordan had participated in the activities of various specialized agencies
of the UN, including the International Monetary Fund, the Interna-
tional Bank ,for Reconstruction and Development, the Food and Agri-
culture Org.lr uion, the World Health Organization, and the United
Nations Edu_a.ional, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).
The United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refuge(
in the Near East (UNRWA), of which Jordan is a mer,ber, has been a
key source of aid to the Palestinian Arab refugees.

Jordan's relations with the UN have been cooperative in spite of the
UN role in the creation of Israel and the vicissitudes of Arab-Israeli
relations since 1948. Jordan has on several occasions asked for UN
condemnation of aggressive acts taken against it. Before the 1967 war
the \Security Council had at times supported Jordan, for 'xample by
condemning the British-French-Israeli action in Suez in 1956 and by
condemning Israel for a transborder raid of November 1966.

On June 26, 1967, in the wake of the Arab-Israeli War of 19674-1us-
sein personally presented the Arab case before an emergency meeting
of the General Assembly. After extensive debate on the subject the
Security Council on November 22, 1967, adopted a British resolution
outlining the basic terms for an Arab-Israeli peace settlement. At the
same time the Security Council designated the Gunnar Jarring mission
to explore means for ending the Middle Eastern deadlock. A war of
attrition continued between the two sides until July 1970, when Jordan,
the UAR, and Israel accepted a cease-fire agreement based upon the
provisions of the 1967 Security Cotincil resolution and Gunnar Jarring,
the UN special envoy to the Middle East, reactivated his peace mission.
Nevertheless, as of late 1973 a general peace agreement had not been
reached.

Since the 1967 war the Security Council and the General Assen bly
have adopted several resolutions that supported the Arab posi.ion
versus Israel, particularly on the issue of Israel's gradual de facto
annexation of the occupied territories in the West Bank, including
East Jerusalem. For example, in July 1967 the General Assembly
adop' two resolutions declaring the unilateral reunification of Jeru-
salem by Israel to be invalid. In_April 1968 the Security Council con-
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demned Israel for its reprisal raid against glierrilla bases in Karameh.
On September 25, 1971, the Security Council adopted a resolution that
urgently called upon Israel to "rescind all previous measures and ac-
tions" in Jerusalem and not to take further steps that would "purport
to change the status of the city or which would prejudice the rights of
the inhabitants and the interests of the international community or a
just and lasting peace." On December 8, 1972, the General Assembly
adopted a resolution calling upon member states to refrain from giving
Israel any aid that w ould help it to consolidate control in the occupied
territories. On July 25, 1973, the United States vetoed a Security Coun-
cil resolution, supported bti the thirteen other council members, that in
part "strongly deplored Israel's occupation of The territories occupied
as a result of the 1967 con flicrand encouraged t:,e special IiN envoy to
conti.ue his peace mission.
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SECTION III. ECONOMIC

CHAPTER 11

CHARACTER AND STRUCTURE
Of THE ECONOMY

The economy of Jordan remained in 1973 a basically agricultural one
that depended for its viability upon unpredictable rainfall and unpre-
dictable budget and balance-of-payments support from abroad. In the
years before 1967 per capita income had an average annual growth rate
of 5 percent or more in spite of a high rate, of population increase. This
high rate of income growth reflected high levels of foreign support and
public and private investment and a growing efficiency of infrastruc-
ture and logistics.

Nevertheless, Jordan had consistently lived beyond its income as
emb -'died in its gross national product (GNP). It was able to do this
through the willingness-of the United Kirgdom, the United States, and
various Arab petroleum exporting countrl:ts to finance the country's
supplementary requirements, in large part by means of grants-in-aid.
Throughout the period a major policy objective of the government was
to minimize dependence on foreign assistance-as far as the govern-
ment's current operations were concerned, and from 1954 to 1966 it
made steady progress in this respect

This favorable trend was interrupt& by the Arab-Israeli War of 1967
and the civil disturbances that followed it. In 1973 the ecooamy was
still recovering from the sequence of events set in motion by the war.
From the viewpoint of the economy, the most important of these events
were the closing of the Suez Canal, the civil war of 1970 and 1971, and
the closure of the Syrian border between July 1971 and December 1972
(see ch-. 2), These events not only interrupted the momentum of the
earlier decade of ec, nomic development. they also left the economy
'truncated and the rhythm of .its development distorted both by the loss
of the West Bank and by the influx of several ,scores of thousands of
new Palestinian (see Glossary; refugees (see ch. 3).

For practical purposes the results, in short-term, planning and in
wadministrative and financial terms, :ncluded the writing off of the

West Bank,-a-dimihution of Vie country's and the government's re-
sources, and a breakdov, n of economic and social development strategy.
They also meant an aggravation and indefinite extension _of the
country's alrea,ly hem y dependence on support from abroad'
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In 1973 the government introduced a Three Year Program (1973-'5)
of economic and social development. The new program was designed to
increase the level of domestic and perhaps also external investment
and to I elp recapture the earlier trend of economic progress. But it was
not foreseen that the country would be able in the immediate future to
forego the assistance it had been receiving from abroad. This was es-
pecially the case in regard to investment, without which economic
development would be exceedingly difficult, if not impossible.

RESOURCES

In natural resources Jordan in 1973 had one of the least well endowed
economies in the Middle East. Most of its resources consisted of 1 mil-
lion to 1.5 million acres of cultivable land, chiefly in the Jordan valley,
of which an estimated 150,000 to 160,000 acres were either irrigated or
suited for irrigation. In the Jordan valley proper (north of the Dead
Sea) the combination of water and climate created agricultural con-
qitions that placed Jordan in an advantageous position in compa. Jon
with its neighbors in regard to the growing of fruits and vegetables for
export. Elsewhere in the country the rainfall, and hence the supply of
water for agriculture, was exceedingly unpredictable, making the bulk
of the country's agriculture precariousin terms both of employment
and of outputand placing the economy under the constant threat of
having to import large portions of its staple foodstuffs. In some consid=
erable part, agricultural output was susceptible to improvement, both
in quality and in quantity, by the introduction of improved inputs
better seeds, more fertilizers, and better methods; but in the short run
this required a sizable expansion in the a% 71able credit facilities and in
the long run, the development of a more literate peasantry (see ch. 12).

The economy had little else to show in the way of natural resources.
As of late 1973 it had no petroleum, and no metallic minerals in com-
mercial quantities. Deposits of high-quality phosphates provided a
helpful source of exports but were not available in sufficient quantities
at low enough prices to finance a sizable industrial development.

Industry for the most part consisted of small artisanal firms. Ac-
cording to the go% ernment's 1967 industrial census, 90 percent of man-
ufacturing establishments employed fewer than ten people each,
accounted fur less than 40 percent of total employment in manufactur-
ing, and produCed about 20 percent of the manufacturing sector's total.
contribution to the gross domestic product (GDP). This tendency was
accentuated by the influx of refugees from the West Bank after the
1967 war.

Before the 1967 war tourism had traditionally been a mainstay of the
economy, and its growth had been expected to quadruple between 1964
and 1970. To a large extent the size and dependability of this sector
was undermined by the loss of the West Bank. Although the East Bank
contarned a number of important historical and architectural monu-
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ments dating from antiquity and the medieval period, these sites do
not approach in tourist Y clue the attraction of the religious monuments
of the West Bank, particularly those in and around Jerusalem (see
ch. 4). Nevertheless, the government proposedto give priKity to the
development of the transportation, housing, and other logistics neces-
sary to make the most of the tourist attraction of the East Bank monu-
ments and potential resort areas. Included in these efforts would be
development of Al Aqaba as a major tourist resort.

4
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS: 1967-73

The major economic fact of the 1967 war was that it deprived the
country of the West Bank. Although little of the country's basic large -
scale industry w located there, well over one-third of the best agri-
cultural land N.va Overall, the loss of the West Bank was estimated to
represent a loss some 35 to 40 percent of the domestic output. The
West Bank not only had been a major source of supply to the East
Bank but also had constituted a major part of the market for East Bank
production, and its loss called for a major shift in marketing strategy.
With rspect to the budget and the balance of payments, the loss of the
West Bank was a severe blow that only escaped being catastrophic
through prompt and large-scale budgetary assistance from Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait, Libya and, in 1970, when Kuwait and Libya
terminated their aid, the United States (see ch. 10).

In the international perspective, one of the most important results
of the 1967 war was the closing of the Suez Canal. For Jordan this
meant a rerouting of phosphate exports destined for countries in the
eastern Mediterranean from the canal to overland routes by way of
Syria and Lebanon. This involved a fundamental reorientation of
export transportation facilities, an increase in costs, and a constraint
on the increase of exports because of the limited capacity of the land
routes. It also meant a reappraisal of the development of Al Aqaba as
a major export - import_ terminus in the absence of the canal.

In 1968,1%9, and 1970 various guerrilla organizations used the upper
reaches of the Jordan valley as a staging area for terrorist attacks
against Israel; the Israelis in turn directed many of their reprisal
attacks against this region. Also, many of the battles between ,the
guerrillas and the Jordanian military in 1970 and 1971 were fought in
this region (see ch. 13). These activities inhibited the use of the irri-
gated areas of the northern part of the Jordan %alley. and forced the re-
location of some farmers to other parts of the country. After the ch. ll
war the Syrian border was in greater or lesser degree closed to
Jordanian exports and imports for almost eighteen months This re-
sulted in a sharp decline in economic activities based on exports to the
Mediterranean and on raw materials from Western Europe and the
Americas. Increased emphasis was placed on the export of phosphates
to South Asia and the Far East and on resumption of the efforts to
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develop and intensify the use of the port facilities at Al Aqaba.
B 1973 much of the economic impact of the 191;7 war had been ab-

sorbed. The West Bank had for short-term planning purposes been
ritten ,mff and the inflow of refugees reduced and in some fashion

accommodated. The 1971 crop y ear w as a bountiful one, ow ing to abun-
dant and timely rainfall. w hich restored agricultural incomes simul-
taneously with the go% ernment's establishment of control over the
guerrillas The y ear 1972 brought a complete relaxation of the Syrian
border closure and resumption of free mo% ement of exports and im-,
ports through Sy ria and Lebanon. The result w as a sustained impetus
to trade and commerce., both internal and external, and to increased
confidence on the part of the private sector in construction and other
forms of investment.

By 1973, moreover, the ad hoc impro% ism ion of economic policy that
had been necessary through the period of the ci% it disturbances and the
series of international monetary crises had git en w ay to a re% ersion to
forward planning and programming for development. At the start of
the new }car the go% ernment introduced a new three-year economic
and social development program.

Th.) program had the support of the members of the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and De% elopment (OECD)mainl- North
.1merica, Japan, and the countries of the European Econoplic Com-
munity (EEC, known as the Common Market )and of the interna-
tional financial institutions. The go% ernment hoped to be able to enlist
the acti% L. participation of the domestic private sector in the program.
Othet things being equal, fur OIL short term at least, the country hoped
to be able to resume its efforts to achieve a greater measure of eco-
nomic independence through de% elopment of its own limited resources.

ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT

The go% ern ment's relation to the economy appears basically to have
been one of laissez-faire. This attitude is, how ()ter. unavoidably quali-
fied on the one hand by the got ern ment's desire fer economic de% clop-
ment and on the other hand by the comparatite poverty of the private
sector; the smallness of the market, the shortage of water; and the
heat} in% estments required to pros ide effective irrigation, transport,
and power.

The central got ernment owns or exercises effective control over the
transport, communications, and electric potter systems and the petro-
leum refinery. The got ernment also controls the country's large-scale
4300 employees or more mining and manufacturing industries, such as
phosphates, cement, paper and paperboard, and the tourist sector. It
furthermore participates in most of the other important manufacturing
enterprises. It appears nut to inter% ene directly in the small-scale
iartisan) manufacturing sector. nor has it competed with the private
sector as a landlord in the agricultural sector, where its active inter-
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vention has in the main been limited to overseeing the use of irrigation
water and attempting to assure an improvement in the amount and
quality of inputs, such as irrigation, seeds, credit, and extension
services (see ch. 12).

Although there exists some government intervention in the pricing
and marketing systems, the intervention appears neither to be unduly
burdensome nor to reflect a pervasive desire to invade the private
sector in the fiel,:s of domestic trade and marketing. In the foreign
trade area the government maintains exchange control and export-
import licensing mechanisms, but thee also seem not to have been a
major hindrance. In recent years the government has made increasing
efforts to provide incentives to both domestic and foreign private capi-
tal to participa.e actively in the country's economic development, es-
pecially in the form of joint domestic-foreign ventures that would bring
expertise to the country and provide built-in markets abroad for the
ventures' exports. Apparently at no time has the government legally
required local majority financial control of joint domestic-foreign
industrial undertakings.

The government has played an active role in trying to assure that
agriculture and industry should have the basic physical and adminis-
trative economic infrastructure they required. The basis of the effort
in the pre-1967 period was a growing emphasis on planning in order to
establish the priorities for utilization of the economy's limited avail-
able financial resources. This over a period of more than a decade
meant improvement in transport (including the port of Al Aqaba),
power, communication, and irrigation facilities. It included industrial
plants too large to be undertaken by the private sector alone and
research, extension, and credit facilities, as well as the upgrading of
training services for both the agricultural and the industrial sectors.
In the administrative realm, the effort involved attempts to establish
an attractive investment climate and to provide a legislative and ad-
ministrative framework that would benefit the production and mar-
keting of the economy's output. That much of this effort has not been
more effective can be attributed to the difficulties that have battered
the economy in't.ecent years and the persistent shortage of administra-
tive expertise and skilled labor where they were most needed (see
ch. 6).

Although there are apparently no dependable price indexes, prices
are understood to have held fairIN steady befol t the 1967 war. Since
then, according to a cost-of-living index instituted in 1967 for Amman,
prices had increased from 100 in 1967 to a twelve-month average of
about 130 in 1972.

As the government in 1973 launched its three -s ear development pro-
gram, it faced at arra3, of serious and potential!} long-term problems.
Perhaps the most serious was the sery high rate of population growth
(3,3 percent per year), this growth rate served not only to create or
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aggravate all sorts of resource and financial shortages but also to do
so on a compound basis that tended to render them increasingly costly
and frustrating w ith the passage of time. The eberse of the popula-
tion growth was the shortage of basic resources arable land, rain-
fall and watt r for irrigation, petroleum, and metals. In nearly the
same category were included the precarious state of literacy and
the shortage of technical and administrative expertise and skilled,'
manpower.

Somewhat less urgent probably were the greatly increased level of
military costs brought on by the 1967 war, the various expense., created
by the Palestinian refugees, and the high level of unemployment (an
estimated 15 percent or more) in 1970 (see ch. 3). Also troublesome was
the shortage of efficient and dependable export outlets to overseas
markets, as well as the small size of the market and the marketing
difficulties within the country. Exacerbating all the economic prob-
lems was the per asive political instability that currently embraced
the whole of the Arab world and the year-to-year unpredictability of
the level of foreign budget support, without which in the short run the
economy could scarcely survive, much less develop efficiently, and
which was becoming increasingly costly (see Public Finance, this ch.).

NATIONAL INCOME

Data dealing with the GDP refer to the whole of prewar Jordan,
including both the West Bank and the East Bank. It is understood
that these data as they were annually updated by the government
after 1966 were not aril% tiki at by summing separately calculated par-
tial data for the two regions. Rather, the 1966 data for the whole coun-
try have apparently since then been updated by applying to the 1966
data for both banks the annual sectoral changes observed in the East
Bank alone, adjusted for such clearly identifiable and easily calcula-
ble differences between the two banks as were obsen ed. It is assumed
that annual GDP and GNP es..tnates for the East Bank represent
some 60 percent of the officiev presented global data. Because this
assumption entails a potentially sizable margin of error arti because
of the unsophisticated methods used in the official collecting and proc-
essing of the data, :he national income data should be viewed as
possible orders of magnitude rather than as precise measures of the
economic dimensions under discussion. With some qualifications, the
same obserAation may probably be made concerning other economic
data except perhaps those collected and issued by the Central Bank
of Jordan.

Between the sears 1961 and 1971 the GDP (at factor cost) increased
from around JD111 million for value of the Jordanian dinarsee
Glossary ) to a preiiminary estimate of about JD202 million, or at an
average annual rate of about 6.2 percent compounded (see table 4).
'I he growth over th" period was not regular, 1,owe%er, even allowing
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or the effect of rainfall fl cations on agricultural output The period
was divided 1)y the impact of the 1967 war. During the prewar years
the GDP had grown at an average rate of about 8 percent a year,
whereas in the postwar years 1967 to 1971 the average rate of growth
apparently declined to around 5 percent a year. The growth rate in 1972

as about 7.1 percent. With. the organization of the country's economic
efforts embodied in the economic development program of 1973 to 1975,
there is reason to suppose that, if political stability can be maintained

.in the Middle East, the rate of economic growth will increase somewhat.
The GNP, which differs from the GDP by the amount of the net _n-

come from abroad (profits, interest, dividends, and migrant worker
remittances). was estimated in 1972 at around JD230 million (factor
cost). Per capita GNP in the East Bank in 1971 amounted to around
JD75, equivalent to about US$210 at the prevailing exchange rate.
This compared with estimates equivalent to about US$220 in 1961,
US$230 in 1966, and US$240 in 1972. In all cases it should be observed
that the per capita income is an average that does not indicate the very
sizable range of differences in individual incomes that underlie it.

The sum of domestic consumption (private and public) and gross
investment (pri% ate and public) exceeded the GNP during the 1966-71
period by annual amounts ranging from JD25 million to JD62 million.
Inasmuch as this in effect was borrowing against future domestic
resources, it could have represented a substantial lien against con-
sumption and (or) development capacity in the future. Fortunately
for Jordan, much of the deficit was financed either by foreign grants
or by soft (concessional-term) loans.

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

Development planning dates back to the establishment of the Jordan
Development Board in 1952. In 1955 the International Bank for Recon-
struction and Development (IBRD. also known as the World Bank)
mounted a major survey mission that presented an extensive and in-
tensive analysis of the econer-_: and draft Al proposals for a ten-year
development program. In 1961 the Jordan Development Board
published a five -s ear plan (1963-67) for economic development. This
program called for outlays over the period of JD127 million, including
JD59 million from abroad. The sectors having the top priorities under
this plan were agriculture, mining, communications, and industry.

In 1966 that program was replaced by a new one that was intended
to carry the plannip'g period forward to 1970 and to reshape its empha-
sis. The new program proposed total outlays of JD275 million. It was
expected that around JD130 million would be provided by the private
sector and most of the balance by grants and loans from abroad. Major
goals of the new program were reduction of the trade balance deficit
(and thus dependence on foreign budget support), increase in per capita
income, and reduction in the le% el of unem,,l(*ment. The program
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aimed to increase the GNP from JD138 million in 1963 to JD191 million
in 1970 (at constant, or substantiallS, constant, prices). In the frame-
Work of the plan, work was started on the lary Khalid irrigation and
hydroelectric darn on the Yarmuk River anrthe smaller Az Zarqa
River project and on thegridlinking the existing distribution networks
in the East and West banks. .

The program was predicated on political stability, and practically
within, a year2f its passage the 1967 war rendered it inoperative. In
the aftermath of the war_ ong-range or medium-range planning had
to give way to ad hoc decisionmaking responding to the needs of the
moment and the immediate ;future.

In 1971, however, with, the government's reestablishment of its
authority throughout the east Bank, interest in forward planning was
renewed, for the time being for the East Bank alone. Ne planning

ationaPPlanning Counticunder The tutela e of the

vkr`,
legislation was passed tha took account of the changed econo is reali-
ties; and the N

' prime' minister, replaced the Jordan i0evelopment Board. The new
legfilAtion gave the National Planning Council a wide range of respon-
sibility, in collaboration with the Ministry of Finance and the Central
Bank, for* all aspects of social and economic planning. This included
the right to contract\loans in ifs own name both at home and abroad.
It thus became on of the government's major development agencies.

Economic Sectirit; , which under the chairmanship of the prime minis-
The.new plannin legislation also created the policy-leveb Council of

minis-
ter had as Its function the supervision an* review of all matters affect-
ing the economic, financial, and Monetary situation of the country.

In 1972 the National Planning Council prepared the 197375 eco-
nomic development plan that went into effect in January. 1973. Its
objectives, which were limited to the East Bank, were to increase em-
ployment and manpower training; to increase output while maintain-
nig ptice stability; to provide optimum distribution of public services
among the country's several regions and social groups; and to reduce
the trade deficit and the need for foreign budgetary and balanct-of-
payMents support. .

The program proposed/ a total outlay of JD179rmilliion over the
period. About 64 percent of tile total outlay would be devoted to eco-
nomic, and about 36 percent of the total to social, development (see
table 5). The public sector was expected to contribute JD100 million,
or 56 percent of the total outlay, and the private sector J079 million,
or.44 percent of the total. The public sector contribution would be
financed from the central government's budget (10 pin t), from
domestic government borrowing (48 perdent), and from foret g -ants
and loans (42 percent). The private sector was expected to finance its
contribution out of private saving and by foreign dire& investment
and loans,. The top priorities of the program by economic sector were
transportation; housing and government buildings; agriculture

.. ,

4
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(ifieluding irhgation); mining and industry; and municipal and village
aff airs: hb program was expected to raise the- level of the_GDPAat____
factor cost) at an average annual rate of 8 percent (compounded) in
constant prices over the three-year period, or at about the average
rate of increase in the pre-1967 period.

PUBLIC FINANCE

The public sector in Jordan comprises the central government, the
National Planning Council, the Jordan River Corporation, and the
!veal government units; the National Planning Council and the Jordan
River Corporation serve as the government's major development agen-
cies. Although the local units have some small financial resources of
their own (how much is exceedingly difficult to determine) and al-
though the National Planning Council is empowered 'to borrow both at
home and abroad, the fact seems to be that as of late 1973 the central
government had provided the bulk of the financing for the public sect )r.

The central features of the government's public finance history have
been the large measure of foreign financing for its current budget that
the government has enjoyed and the fact that up to the outbreak of
the 1967 war very considerable progress had beet' made in reducing
the extent of such aid. That effort, however, like everything else, was
seriously disrupted by the war and its aftermath. On the one hand,
expenditures increased rapidly as a fuliction of the increased military
needs and the influx of Palestinians: On the other hand, revenues de-
clined as la result of the loss of the West Bank as part of the tax base
and because of the persistence of hostilities and civil disturbance. Be-
tween 1966 and 1967 both receipts and expenditures of the public sector
jumped to new levels and thereafter, despite sizable year-to-year fluc-
tuations, maintained an upward trend (see table 6).

Receipts

Receipts are divided between domestic revenues on the one hand
and foreign grants (for budget suppbrt) and loans (for specific devel-
opment projects) on the other. In the immediate postwar years the
level of foreign grants was raised substantially. Thereafter, Libya
suspended and Kuwait froze their respective contributions to the
government's budget support. In partial compensation the government
renewed its efforts to increase domestic revenues, and the United
States picked up a good part of the reduction in the support that had
been provided by the Arab countries. These efforts were accompanied
by determination on the part of the government to develop its export-
and import-substituting industries, the port of Al 'Aqaba, and the/
tourist business in order to reverse the deterioration in the balance
of payments.

Domestic revenues, although they declined in relation to total re-
ceipts over the 1966-72 period as a whole, showed a healthy recovery
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aft _)r the sudden drop in 1967 that resulted_from_the loss-of the West
114k. -The growth derived from increases in tax rates, in the tax base,
and in economic activity in 1971 and 1972 and from improved collection
procedures. In 1972 customs duties were the largest domestic revenue
source (though declining), followed by excise taxes (rising), interest
and profits from government participation in the economy (mainly
the Central Bank), and taxes on income. Income ,taxes were both per-
sonal and corporate. The personal tax was progressive. Corporate in-
come was taxed, as such, at a moderate flat rate; it was not also taxed
as a part of personal income. Income from agriculture and stock-
.raising, except for that from irrigated land, was not Subject to taxation.

Expenditures

Expenditures ,are divided between recurring (current) operating
expenditures and expenditures for development. In no year have the
government's own domestic revenues been sufficient to cover its cur-
rent expenditures. Foreign assistance was required, therefore, not only
for the whole of the development budget but for a sizable proportion
of current expenditures as well. Among the current budgeted expendi-
tures, the largest item throughout the 1966-72 period was for defense
and public security, reaching 70 percent of total current expenditures
in 1969 and declining thereafter to an estimated 63 percent in 1972.

The government's development expenditures underwent an abrupt
increase from 1966 to 1967 that reflected the multiple emergency prob-
lems created for the government by the Israeli occupation of the West
Bank and the massive injection of foreign assistance with which the
wealthy Arab countries responded. After remaining virtually un-
changed from 1967 to 1969. development expenditures declined some-
what in 1970 and 1971 with the difficult financial and political
conditi9ns that prevailed in those years. In 1972 they apparently picked
up when' the level of foreign assistance increased and, other things
being equal, they may probably be expected to increase somewhat
further as the 1973-75 development program unfolds.

The projected budget for 1973 calls for special mention because of
the large increase it shows in both revenues and expenditures com-
pared with earlier years. This is mainly because the foreign grants
item on the receipts side includes some JD47 million corresponding to
Kuwait's foreign grants that had been frozen since 1970. If this item
were excluded or reduced, the budget would be more in line with the
changes shown in preceding years and would show some,reduction in
both the government's current and its development expenditures. .

In 1973 a municipal development program was apparently being
undertaken to stimulate local investment and to reduce the rising
rate of unemployment in the local units and the consequent migration
to the cities. The program emphasized the construction of local roads;
municipal street, water, and sewerage systems, and housing, schools,
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andgovernment buildings. The estimated cost of the program amounted
to around JD14 million, and its timing was designed to coincide with
the larger, countrywide three-year development program.

Public Debt
.

The rapid increase in public sector expenditures in 1967 and subse-
quently was not completely offset by the increase in domestic revenues
and in grants and loans from abroad. The consequence was a budget-.
ary deficit in all years after 1967, and the public debt, both domestic
and foreign, increased substantially.

According to the Central Bank, the disbursed external debt of the
central government outstanding at the end of 1972 totaled the equiva-
lenfof about US$170 million. In addition, there apparently. was a con-
tracted but undisbursed external debt of around the equivalent of
US$60 million, making a total contracted external debt of abodt the
equivalent of US$230 million, at the end of 1972. The largest creditors,
in order, were the Federal Republid of Germany (West Germany),.the
United Kingdom, Kuwait, the International Development Association
(IDA, an affiliate of the World Bank), and the United States Agency
for International Development (AID). The government also had in-
ternal indebtedness, most of it in treasury bills, totaling an estimayd
US$85 billion to US$100 million at the end of 1972.,

BANKING, MONEY SUPPLY, AND PRICES

The banking system in 1972 comprised the Central Bank, nine com-
er ial banks, arid five specialized credit institutions. The money

at apital market was limited mainly to government bills and bonds
an to discounted trade bills held by the banking system, in addition
to modest amounts of the securities of some of the major industrial
corporations held outside the banking system and the corporations
themselves. Long-term (three-year) government bonds were ,intro-
duced for the first time in 1971 and 1972 under repurchase agreements
by the Central Bank; most-of them were taken up by the commercial
banks. Outside the banking system a good deal of small-scale credit
was extended by the traditional moneylenders (shopkeepers, landlords,
and merchants) at extortionate rates of interest. Interest rates paid
by the banks ranged up to 6 percent, and the rates they charged were
from 4 percent to 9 percent. The central bank discount rate has been
5 percent.

Banking System

The Central Bank of Jordan was established in 1964 and given more
precise definition in 1971; it is government owned and pays 80 percent
of its profits into the treasury. It issues the currency, administers
the exchange reserves, and acts as the government's fiscal agent. In
collaboration with the Economic Security Committee it helps chart
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and implement the government's monetary policies. The Central Bank
supervises the commercial banks and acts* to control the money supply.
At.the end of the 1972 it had assets totaling about JD110.5 million.

At the end of 1971 the commercial banks included four Jordanian-
banks, three Arab banks, mid two banks vitii headquarters in London..
All West Bank branches had been closed in 1967, and data on the com-
mercial banking system in the early 1970s referred only to the East
Bank. At the end of 1972 the Jordanian banks accounted for almost two-
thirds of commercial bank assets. Assets totaled JD95.5 million, in-
cluding credit to the private sector of about JD40 million and credit
to the public sector of JD16 million;, private sector deposits totakd
some JD61 million'. Most of the outstanding loans were for trade and
commerce (42 percent), construction (20 percent), and industry (9
percent). .

The specialized credit institutions included the Industrial DeVelop-
ment Bank, the,Agricultural Credit Corporation, the Municipalities
and Villages Loan Fund, the Housing Corporation, and the Jordan
Cooperative Organization (see ch. 12). The Agricultural Credit Corpo-
ration and the Industrial Development Bank. extended medium- and
long-term credit for agricultural and private sector industrial develop-
ment. The Municipalities and Villages Loan Fund provided credit to
the public sector, mostly for rural water and power projects, and the
Housing COrporation provided credit for residential construction in
both-the prWate and the public sectors. At the end of 1972 the five
specialized institutions taken together had total assets of JD20.6 mil-
lion, outstanding loans of JD16.2 million, loans from the government
of JD1.8 million, and loans 'from foreign institutions of JD3.7 million.
The bulk of their outstanding loamy were for agricultural credit,, mu-
nicipal and village loans, and industry.

Currency
\.

The currency unit is the Jordanian dinar, which was created in 1950
to replace the Palestinian pound; it is divided into 1,000 fils. Jordan
was a member of the sterling area, and the dinar was established at
par with the pound sterling, or at a dollar rate of US$2.89 per JD1.
In 1953 Jordan joined the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and

. agreed with the IMF on a par value of 2.48828 grams of fine gold, equal
to US$2.80.

When the British pound was devalued in 1967 the dinar did not fol-
low suit; it stayed with the dollar in the dollar devaluation of 1971.
It did not, however, follow the dollar in its second devaluation, on
February 12, 1973, and the exchange Tate between them thereupon
changed from US$2.80 perJDI to US$3.11.perJD1.

At the end of 1972 the dinar was not convertible, and no minimum
reserves of gold and foreign exchange were required to be held against
the note issue. Notes were issued in denominations of JD10, JD5, JD1,
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overall Amman indek, after declining to 99.7 in 1968, rose to about 115
in 1970, to 120 at the end of 1971, to 133 at the end of 1972, and to about-
140 in April 1973. It should be noted, however, that the rapid increases
in the later years reflect not only the expansion in the domestic money
supply but also increases in the prices of internationally traded com-
modities and increases in import prices resulting from Jordan's devalu-
ation of the dinar in fiscal 1971/72 and from the floating of various
Currencies after 1971.

As presented in the Amman index, food prices rose faster in the post:
1967 period than other price, followed by housing and clothing. Prices
apparently rose somewhat less rapidly in all chtegories in Az Zarza
than in Amman.

TRADE AND BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

Structure of T ade

By the 1960s the larger towns and citi had experienced substantial
growth, and a new urban economy was eveloping (see ch. 3). Among
other things, this introduced new wants to the countryside, influenced
the traditional rural and nomadic patt ns of trade, and resulted in a
general monetization of the economy. Nevertheless, because of the
structure, size, and early stage of growth of the economy, -per capita
incomes were low, and effective demand was limited, precluding for
the most part the domestic development of large production units and
markets.

The 1967 war dealt a 'litter blow to trade, disrupting the usual pat-
tern of commodity exchanges within the country and introducing
political and economic uncertainties that distorted the external mar-
keting process. Although the new cease-fire line along the Jordan River
was not completely closedrto interbank commodity trade, traffic was
frequently interrupted:-BWre the war and the closure of the Suez
Canal, roughly half of Jordan's imports went to the West Bank terri-
tory after entering the country through Al Aqaba. By the end of 1967,
largely because of payments difficulties, imports to the West Bank had.
virtually ceased. The movement of fresh agricultural produce from
the West Bank to the East Bank for local consumption or export was re-
sumed; this and other exports to the East Bank were abetted by the
Israeli decision.to allow the Jordanian dinar to continue to circulate
freely as legal tender in the occupied territory and to accumulate there.

As elsewhere in the Middle East, most farming in Jordan ig on a
small scale, and the majority of the farmers deal with middlemen in
disposing of their produce. Lack of adequate on-farm transportation
services and storage facilities results in waste and financial loss, and
absence of standardization and grading for products detracts from
their sales value. The existence of many middlemen between the pro-
ducer and the consumer or exporter is the result partly of the farmer's
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overall Amman indek, after declining to 99.7 in 1968, rose to about 115
in 1970, to 120 at the end of 1971, to 133 at the end of 1972, and to about
140 in April 1973. It should be noted, however, that the rapid increases
in the later years reflect not only the expansion in the domestic money
supply but also increases in the price's of internationally traded com-
modities and increases in import prices resulting from Jordan's devalu-
ation of the dinar in fiscal 1971/72 and from the floating of various
Currencies after 1971.

As presented in the Amman index, food prices rose faster in the posts
1967 period than other prices, followed by housing and clothing. Prices
apparently rose somewhat less rapidly in all categories in Az Zarza
than in Amman.

TRADE AND BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

Structure of T ade

By the 1960s the larger towns and citi had experienced substantial
growth, and a new urban economy was eveloping (see ch. 3). Among
other things, this introduced new wants to the countryside, influenced
the traditional rural and nomadic patt ns of trade, and resulted in a
general monetization of the economy. Nevertheless, because of the
structure", size, and early stage of growth of the economy, -per capita
incomes were low, and effective demand was liniited, precluding for
the most part the domestic development of large production units and
markets.

The 1967 war dealt a ')fitter blow to trade, disrupting the usual pat-
tern of commodity exchanges within the country and introducing
political and economic uncertainties that distorted the external-mar-
keting process. Although the new cease-fire line along the Jordan River
was not completely closedvto interbank commodity trade, traffic was
frequently interrupte.. . 41re the war and the closure of the Suez
Canal, roughly half of Jordan's imports went to the West Bank terri-
tory after entering the country through Al Aqaba. By the end of 1967,
largely because of payments difficulties, imports to the West Bank had
virtually ceased. The movement of fresh agricultural produce from
the West Bank to the East Bank for local consumptionor export was re-
sumed; this and other exports to the East Bank were abetted by the
Israeli decision.to allow the Jordanian dinar to continue to circulate
freely as legal tender in the occupied territory and to accumulate there.

As elsewhere in the Middle East, most farming in Jordan is on a
small scale, and the majority of the farmers deal with middlemen in
disposing of their produce. Lack of adequate on-farm transportation
services and storage facilities results in waste and financial loss, and
absence of standardization and grading for products detracts .from
their sales value. The existence of many middlemen between the pro-
ducer and the consumer or exporter is the result partly of the farmer's
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lack of knowledge of alternatives and partly of the small amounts
that he produces.

Cereals, the country's most important farm product, often reach the
market through peddlers who proceed through the country at harvest-
time with a variety of goods_ needed by the villagers. The peddlers
,buy whatever cereals the farmers have to sell and in turn sell the prod-
uce to wholesalers. Large producers and landlords often sell directly
to the flour mills.

Vegetables, grapes, olives, melons, and watermelons, because they
frequently earn foreign exchange, tend to be marketed with somewhat
more sophistication and assistance from the public sector than the;
grains. Livestock is sold locally, at weekly markets, or at local and
regional fairs. Phosphates and cement are marketed with a good deal
of sophistication and 'Official assistance and supervision. Price sup-
ports (at all levels of marketing) are not standard practice, but they
are resorted to if conditions of weather or barriers to markets appear
to the government to call for them.

In the towns and cities the special feature of the trading structure is
the suq (bazaar). Practically all buying is carried out on the basis of
bargaining; frequently, more time is spent in bargaining than the
margin of advantage to be gained is worth. This, however, is the
accepted way of doing business, and it brings more than purely eco-
nomic satisfaction to the parties involved. A good bargainer may even
gain focial prestige, and a refusal to bargain may be taken as an insult.
In some of the Western-style retail establishinents in Amman and
other large towns, fixed prices are posted. They are usually aimed
at the tourist trade and are moderately high by local standards.

Wholesalers tend, if possible, to be importers as well. Jf so, they
ordinarily require substantial capital, ordinarily paying 25 percent
upon order to open an import letter of credit and the remainder upon
arrival of goods. Importers also usually try to protect themselves
against competition by obtaining exclusive agency contracts for partic-
ular lines of goods. As a result of large capital requirements and ex-
clusive agency contracts, the wholesaling of imports is concentrated
in a few large establishments whose profits tend to be high.

Most retail stores in the cities are small specialized establishments
selling one or only a few products. Outside of Amman, where a few
large department stores and modern food markets have been built, the
specialty store maintains its traditional importance and in most places
is the only kind of store in existence. In some of the smaller towns
and villages there may be only a few shops carrying a limited range of
goods that are sold or bartered for local produce.

Aside from wholesalers and retailers, the trade sector includes
commission, agents, who represent foreign producers, selling to both
wholesalers and retailers. These agents are eithenfordanians engaged
part time in this work or non-Jordanians who have a territorial
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franchise that includes Jordan. Chambers of commerce, with which
most commercial establishments of any size are affiliated, are active in
Amman and the other large cities and towns; The chambers of com-
merce are organized nationally into the Federation of Chambers of

'Commerce. Their powers, organization, and operational procedures
are regulated by law.

In most parts of the commercial structure credit was still a bottleneck
in 1973, thOugh probably less so than previously. Increasing num-
bers of small farmers were turning to the Agricultural Credit;Corpo-
ration and the agricultural credit cooperatives for growing portions of
their credit needs. Nevertheless, much recourse was still had to- the
'traditional, very high cost moneylenders, especially for emergency
purposes, with the result that the small farmer tended to become
mired in debt. For the large farmer, the domestic and foreign trade
wholesaler-retailer, and the industrialist there existed the commer-
cial banks and special credit institutions. The governm,ent, advised
by the international agencies, was movin to improve the lot of the
small farmer as well as that of the small rader, but the logistics of
the problem in highly traditional areas, n t so long since monetized
and plagued by unemployment or undere ployment, were not easily_
to be resolved.

Foreign Trade

Because Jordan's known natural resources are so meager as to be
inadequate, imports are exceptionally important as a means of eking
out the existing inadequacies. By the same token, the development of
exports with which to pay for those imports must, unless new re-
sources' are discovered, consist largely of services, such: as tourism,
attractive investment opportunities for foreign capital, and the export
of trained personnel. This poses to the government the difficult prob-
lems of providing social stability and superior services in the case of
tourism and investment and superior qualities of education and train-
ing in the case of emigrating personnel. In large measure such pro-
vision is not wholly under the control of the government, and the
government has not recently been able to assure it in sufficient meas-
ure to inspire great confidence. As in most other respects, this con-
dition is largely a resdlt of the 1967 war.

Exports increased from around JD8.8 million in 1966 to JD12.2 mil-
lion in 1968, declined to abodt JD8.8 million in 1971 and rose to an
estimated JD12.6 million in 1972 (see table 7). In that year nearly 32
percent of exports were accounted for by fruits, nuts, and vegetables;
about 28 percent by phosphates; 15 percent by cement; and some 3 per-
cent by wet cell batteries.

Major changes in the direction of Jordan's exports between 1966 and
1972 resulted from repercussions of the closure of the Suez Canal and
the country's western and, at times, nohern borders, together with
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the increase, in cement production. In 1972 the Arab countries as a
group took some 73 percent of exports, compared with around 64 Per-
cent in 1966 (see table 8). India took around 11 percent in 1972, and
Japan about.5 percent.

From around JD68 million in 1966 imports declined to JD55 million
in 1967, and thereafter increased to JD95 million in 1972. In 1972 con-
sumer goods accounted for almost half of the total, and foodstuffs for
about half of he consumer goods. Raw materials were about 20 per-
cent of the total, machinery and transport equipment around 8
percent, and ,other forms of equipment about 10 percent. Between
1967 and 1972 there were no shifts among the origins ofjordari's major
imports that were not readily explicable by the loss of access to Beirut
and the eastern Mediterranean.

Bala\nce of Payments

Between 11966 and 1972 the trade balance was consistently unfavor-
able (see table 9). Services decilined sharply after 1967, as a fuhction
mainly of reduced tourist receipts and remittances from abroad ,(a
large but unknown percentage of the remittances went to Wist,Bank
residents and hence after 1967 Were not an input in the gast Bank
economy). Goods and services together showed a deterioiating trend
between 1966 and 1972. Although foreign budgetary support (unre-
quited transfers) and capital inflows went a long way to redress that
trend, the suspension of Libyan and 'Kuwait aid in fiscal 1970/71 and
the *large increase in projected imports in 1972 kept the current
account substantially in the red for the 1966-72 period as a whole.
The capital account (that is, loans and direct investment as *distin-
guished from grants) remained on balance consistently favorable
throughout the period, however.

The outcome was that net foreign assets, which had been growing
steadily in t11( years before the 1967 war, continued to do so in 1967
and 1968 becae of the large transfers from abroad in those years.
During the next \three years, however, gold and exchange holdings
declined sharply, b\Ut in 1972 they again turned upward.

According to the IMF, net foreign assets, which had stood at4D31
million in 1960, JD56 million in 1965, and JD65 million in 1966, in-
deased to JD105 million in 1968, declined thereafter to JD91 million
in 1971, and at the end of July 1973 totaled JD117 million. It is to be
expected, however, that the purchasing power of a unit of foreign
assets varied somewhat between 1960 and 1973 as a result of changes,
in international prices and of the net effect on the exchange holdings
of the shifts in exchange rates among foreign cjyrencies that took place
over t! e period.
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Table 9. Sum mart' Balance of Payments ofJordan, Selected Years, 1966-72

(in*lions of Jordanian dinars)'

1966 1967 \ 1971' 1972'

/
CURRENT TRANSACTIONS:

Merchandise (net): ,. . .
Exports, f.o.b.a 10.4 11.3 11.5 17.0
Imports, c.i.f.' -67.3 -542 -762 -94.8

Trade balance -56.9 -42.9 1 -64.7 -77.8
Services:

Oil transit dues 1.4 1.1 3.4 2.1
Travel (net) 6.1 1.5 -4.6 -5.0
Investment income (net) . .3\\\ .,.o 3,6 4.8 3.3
Remittances from Jordanians

abrpad
.

,

10.6 6.6 5.0 '7.4
Government, n.i.e.s (net) -0.3 2.7 -1.5 -5.9
Other services (net)' % 0.4 -0.4 -1.7 4.1

Total (net) 21.4 15.1 5.4 6.0
Goods and services ,
Unrequited transfers:

Private (fitt) '

-35.5

2.7

-27.8

2.4

-59.3

1.1

-71.8

22
Government (net) 31.4 51.6 35.5 66.0

Total (nk) 34.1 54.0 36.6 6$.2
Current Aeon< ht -1.4 .26.2 -22 7. - ----

3 6- .

CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS:
.._ ,

Private (net) 0.0 0.0 '-1.3 -0.4
Government (net)7 - 4.9 2,0 8.9 9.0

Total (net)
-

4.9 2.0 7.6 8.6

Sum of current plus capital transactions .... 3.5 28.2 -15.1 5.0
Net additions to foreign assets' -8.6 -33.2 11.8 -6.7
Net errors and omissions 5.1 5.0 3.3 1.7

'For 1.alue of the Jordanian dinar -see Glossar
'Preliminar) estimates
'Free on board Includes rev( poets. as u ell as domestic exports
'Cost. insurance. and freight
'Not included eliewhere
'Includes transportation met>
'Includes special drawing rights of Jt)o 9 million in 1971 and JDO 9 million in 1972
'Minus sisal equals increase .

SourCe. Adapted from Jordan, Central Bank of Jordan, Monthly Statistical Bulletin,
Amman, December 1972 and February 1973, table 14.
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CHAPTER/12

AGRICULTURE AND INDUSTRY
In- 1973 Jordan remained a basically agricultural country. Agri-

culture (including livestock, forestry, and fishing) contributed some-
what less than 20 percent of the gross domestic product (GDP),
depending on year-to-year weather conditions; accounted fOr around
one-third of the working force; and provided a livelihood for upwards
orthree-quarters of the population. It also provided about two-fifths
of the country's exports, as well as the raw materials for a good part

- of the country's manufacturing and handicraft industries. In spite of
the proportion of the country's economic resources devoted to aari-
culture, the country was dependent on imported foodstuffs to main-
tain itself.

Industry, if defined to include only mining and manufacturing, con-
tributed some 10 to 11 percent to the GDP in the early 1970s. If power
and water were added, the contribution would rise to an estimated
12.5 percent; and if the definition were further expanded to include
construction, the estimated contribution would be on the order of 16
to 18 percent. At this level the impact of industry on the economy
would closely have approximated that of agriculture in theearly 1970s,
however, the percentage of the working force absorbed by industry
in the early 1970s was estimated at some 9 to 9.5 percent. Industry,
including minerals, contributed about 50 percent of total exports in
1971.

Agriculture and industry were concentrated in the northwest corner
of .the country. Both had had readjustment problems resulting from
the Arab-Israeli War of Juire 1967, and both had suffered seriodsly as
a consequence of the civil strife of 1970 and 1971 (see ch. 2; ch. 9). By
early 1973, however, this dislocation in the East Bank (see Glossary)
appeared to have been repaired or to be in tie process of being re-
paired. The problems of both sectors had nearly, narrowed down to the
by-no-means easy problem Of making the most of limited resources
against the pressures of a rapidly rising population.

AGRICULTURE

Structure

The agricultural sector was in the main a subsistence agriculture,
based on a large number of villages that vary appreciably in size and

00208
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organization, The villages are surrounded by agricultural and (or)
pastoral land depending upon the quality of the land and the local
landholding pattern. The farm families live in the villages and journey
daily to the plot or plots they either own or work on a tenant basis.

According to an agricultural census in 1965, the great majority of the
farms (upwards of 90 percent) were owner operated, but in the early
1970s it scenic(' likely that there was also an appreciable element of
tenancy. Most of the farm units were small, and the greater part of the
cultivable area was dry-farmed, In addition to the cultivated area,
large areas of range were used by roving herds of sheep and goats, as
rainfall permitted.

Perhaps the major fact of life in the agricultural picture at the start
of the 1970s w is that, given the existing water situation, all avail-
able usable land was in use; there was no more land. Production could
be increased by increasing the productivity of the available land either
through increased irrigation and better use of available water or by the
substitution of improved production inputs and methods for the exist-
ing ones. The attempts to convert marginal areas of potentially arable
land from range use to crop use had not been successful.

In tlic early 1970s an estimated 8 to 10 percent of the cultivable area
was partially o. fully irrigated. Under the inspiration and guidance of
the international collaborators in Jordan's economic development,
irrigation formed a major component of the continuing development
program. An important by-product of the irrigation program as it
affected the Jordan valley was more equitable distribution of the in-
creasingly usable land in the valley.

-Most of the progress that had taken place in the agricultural sector
through the early 1970s was mainly related to irrigated crops, espe-
cially fruit and other tree crops. Improvement in the livestock and
forestry sectors had reportedly been marginal, and in the fiSheries
sector extremely so. Even the field crop sector had shown compara-
tively little progress, for a number of reasons. Field crops were mainly
rain fed, and rainfall was not only scantt best but exceedingly un-
predictable both in total quantity from one year to the next (statisti-
cally, two years in every ten are drought years) and in timing in any
given car: Compounding this basic situation was the fact that in the
years after independence marginally cultivable areas were taken from
postural uses and incorporated into the cropped areas. To a large ex-
tent, these marginal areas did not provide a net gain to the cropping
area. In Addition, they 'represented a serious reduction of the best of
the pasturelands, and they resulted in a large increase in annual ero-
sion of very limited topsoils (see ch. 3). It is probable that no benefits
accrued to the agricultural sector or the country froM this misalloca
tion of scarce agricultural resources.

The primitive nature of production practices contribute(Vo the in-
efficient use of both new and old cropland. An important malpractice
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in view of the almost universal shortage of water and its seasonal con-
centration under flood conditions was the_generalized persistence in
plowing across rather than with the contours of the land as called
for to restrain flood season runoff and preserve moisture in the dry
season. The generally continued use of the shallow stick-type plow was
partly a function of tradition and partly the result of inadequate agri-
cultural credit. 3imilar observations apply to planting, weeding, and
threshing methods. The use of improved seeds and fertilizers, although
they have shown some increase, in the early 1970s was still low in corn-.
parison with their.use in many other underdeveloped countries. TheSe
problems be expected to show improvement as the government's
extension set ices improve.

Tractors pose a potential threat. The use of them increased rapidly
in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Given the shallow soils in most farm-
ing regions\ the rapid rainy season runoff, and the inherited ways of
plowing, corinued increase in the use of tractors raises dangers of
floods and loslk of the already minimal topsoil. This situation is perhaps
most serious in,those marginally cultivable areas where good pasture -
land -has been plowed into poor cropland. These areas and fallow land
in the proper cropland areas should apparently be placed under forage
crops on either a permanent or a rotational basis.

As Jordan headed into its Three Year Program (1973-75), one prob-
lem was prominent in the array of difficulties confronting its agri-
cultural sector. As in many other underdeveloped countries with
rapidly groWing populations, this problem was how to bring about im-
provements in agricultural, production techniques that would result in
an increase in the productivity of the staple food grain areas sufficient

to eliminate the debilitating importation of foodstuffs and permit
the progressive allocation of marginal wheatlands to more productive
purposes.

Role of the Goveinment

The government's relationship to the agricultural sector is advisory,
implementary, and in some instances regulatory. Most of the land
owned by the government has not been of high quality, except where
the extension of irrigation has placed a premium on erstwhile non-
cultivable land; as a consequence, the government has not in a major
fashion been in competition with the private production sector.

Neither, in general, has the government tended to become involved
in price and production controls. The major use of such controls has
been to assure the availability of wheat seed at reasonable prices for
the coming planting season and to fix the price of domestically pro=
duced tobacco in conjunction with the country's cigarette industry.
Strict.production controls, however, are in effect in the Jordan valley
in connection with the planting of new citrus crops because of the high
demands of these crops for short-supply summer irrigation water.

0
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In 1968 the government !established the Agricultural Marketing
Organization, in which it had a limited participation, in an effort to
dilute the pressure on producers exerted by the commission merchants
Who controlled the coutry's agricultural marketing. This effort was
apparently not successfuI, and in 1971 that organization was replaced
by the wholly governnient-owned National Marketing Board. The
board was assigned respqnsibility for the promotion of agricultural
production and marketing seemingly with the assistance of support
prices and in direct competition with the commission agents' monopoly.

In the early 1970s, however, the government's chief role in relation
to agriculture was to proide, with assistance from foreign govern-
ments and international agencies, the basic infrastructure for the
sector. This included the physical infrastructure, such as irrigation,
highway, and storage facilities. It also included the tokploration, experi-
mentation, tasting, credit, and administrative services needed to help
keep the agricultural sector abreast of developments abroad and, after
those developments were adjusted as necessary to local conditionsi
bringing them to the attention of and making them available to the
farming community. A major limitation on the potential benefits of
these functions has been--the inadequately coordinated plethora of
overlapping and sometimes competing jurisdictions set up within the
governmental administration. This situation has of course been aggra-
vated by the particular conditions created by the 1967 war and its
aftermath. -

More directly, the government aids the farmer by relieving him of
payments of taxes on agriCultural income. It affords the farmer duty-
free imports of farm inptits, such as fertilizers, herbicides, and agri-
cultural machinery. Irrigation water on the East Ghor Canal,
moreover, is sold to farmers below cost, and they are provided with
agricultural loans at reasonable rates

Agriculatrill Credit

In the early 1970s the agricultural sector had three main sources
of credit. The mos( important was the credit traditionally obtained
from landlords, shopkeepers, and the private commission merchants
who did business in all kinds of crop needs and marketed all .kinds of
produce. The commission merchants provided larger q antities of
short-term credit to'farmers than any other source. They rovided the
farmer necessary inputs on credit and undertook to mar et his crop
for him on commission in the wholesale markets. On bot types of
transaction they have charged high rates of interea, leaving the
farmer little to invest in his farm even if he desired to do so. But the
commission agent was available*.when needed, and until recently the
farmer often has had no effective alternat:e means of marketing the
cash crop portion of his production.

In'an effort to shield the farmer from the commission merchants
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and other moneylenders, the government has sponsored a multifaceted
cooperative movement. The most effective branch ce this movement
has been credit and saving cooperative societies, of wh.th there appar-,
.ently were more than 200 in the early 1970s. All were members of the
Jordan Cooperative Organization, part of whose ownership was held by
the government. The societies borrowed from the organization at
6.percent ,and lent to their farmer members at 8 percent. They also
accepted savings from their members and made some efforts at provid-

,
ing_ other than-purely credit services. Their loans were for short-term
seasonal crop purposes and showed sizable annual increases in out-
standing totals after 1969.

The major source of medium-term (five to ten years) farm improve-
ment credit in the early 1970s was the Agricultural Credit Corporation
(ACC). With support from the government, the International Develop-
ment Association (IDA), and other foreign and international agencies,
the ACC made loans for such varied purposes as land reclamation,
water supply improvement, orchard development, farm mechaniza-
tion, and poultry farming. For such purposes It charged 6 percent.
It also made some loans for short-term seasonal purposes, and for
these it charged around 8.5 percent. Many loans were secured by a lien
on the salary of a relative.

Land Tenure

Land tenure and agrarian reform have apparently presented less of
a problem in Jordan than in many other underdeveloped countries.
This has been true in part because of the process of official verification
and settlement of land titles that was embarked on in the mandated
territory in the 1920s and 1930s and that in respect to the East Bank
was approaching a conclusion at the end of the 1960s. Under this legis-
lation, land titles had to be certified with a central registry and were
not legally transferred until the transfer had been incorporated into
the registry.

The types of land tenure in Jordan have resembled those in various
Muslim countries that in thisNspect act according tp the precepts of
sharia (see Glossary) law. The several types of tenurl! were systema-
tizedby the °Atom an Land Code of 1858 into »tulk, ntiri, waqf yultruk,
nitvitt, and »tudatewara.

Mtdk was land held in absolute ownership, including both surface
and 4soil rights. In Jordan mulk tenure included all areas inside
munici al or urban limits. Scarcely any agricultural land fell in this
categor, but the category included housing site in the villages. Dis-
posal of milk land was governed by sharia law (seesh. 8).

Miri w s land to which a hereditary right Of possession and usufruct
was gran ed by the state, although ownership continued to reside in
the state. Technically the land was under lease by the state for pur-
poses of cultivation; it was transferable for such purposes, but it
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carried no subsoil rights which, /along with the land's ownership,
apparently remained in the possession of the state. Unlike mu/k land,
disposal of in iri land was governed by the civil code.

Muff was land of which the use and usufruct had irrevocably, per.:
petually, and inalienably been transferred to some religious or chari-
table organization. On its passage to the organization, however, the ,

land might -temporarily be used by members of the donor's family or
by other specified individuals.

Matruk (literally, left, abandoned) land was separated from miri
land and left for the general use of the public, mainly for roads and
highways, threshing floors, common pasture, woodlots, and other simi=
lar purposes. Such lands were restricted to the purposes for which
they were designated.

Mu.at (literally, remote) land lay more than one-half hour by foot
or 1"2 miles from the nearest village or town. About 60 percent of land
in Jordan was Wald, but there was none in the Jordan valley.

Abidaiewara (literally, rotated, circulated) lands were those that
had belonged to Sultan Abdul Hamid II at the time of the seizure of
power by the Young Turks in 1908 and were thereupon taken over as
state lands (see ch. 2). They had for the most part formerly been miri
lands but had been transferred by their holders to the crown for pro,
tection from beduin attacks, the holders becoming tenants of thecrown.

Before the land registration legislation of the 1920s and 1930s, two
systems of working land in the villages prevailed. Under the mushaa
system the land in the village was held and worked in common, the
holdings of the individual villagers being repr4,erlted by shares and
the part of the land that ari individual worked changing about every
two or more yeari. Uri-der the mafruz system of lan.dholdirtg, which
was practiced on hilly areas and areas planted to vines, olives, and
trees, the villagersOpartitioned the land permanently among them-
selves, subject to sales and changes resulting from boundary disputes.

After the land settlement legislation, individual land titles in the
villages were progressively established, affording more security in
this respect than is the case in many underdeveloped countries. In
the Jordan valley a noticeable feature of land tenure has,been the prev-
alence of joint ownership. Inasmuch as an effect of joint pwnership
was to reduce the incenti% e to invest in improvements to the land and
its handling, legislation to break up such holdings has been in effect
since the mid-1950s.

Water rights have been registered and asiiigned with the same care
as landrights. Because there was a long history of more irrigable land
than water available to irrigate it, the allocation of such water as was
available had tended to be sanctioned by custom. Although efforts
have been made to match the water to the land by legislation, in prac-
tice the two often continued to be separate, and some landholders had
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more water than they needed. In that case they were permitted to sell
the surplus. .

In 1965 the government's agricultural census, which included both
the East Bank and the West Bank (see Glossary), estimated the num-
ber of landholdings in the country at approximately 93,500 and their
aggregate acreage at some 1.24 million acres. As presented by the
census, about 36.4 percent of the total holdings enumerated contained
less than 2.5 acres each (average 1.25 acres) and aggregated some 3.4
percent of the total area. An additional 35 percent of total holdings,
each containing 12.5 acres or less, accounted for 1.6.4 percent of the
cultivable area.'Thus 71 percent of the total number of holdings repre-
sented less than 20 percent of the cultivable area. The next 24 percent
of total holdings (12.5 to fifty acres each) accounted for almost 40 per-
cent of total cultivable acreage. At the upper end of the size scale, the
top 5 percent of total holdings (fifty acres each and above) contained
slightly more than 40 percent of total acreage. About half of this acre-
age, or 20 percent of the total acreage, was accounted for by the top 1
percent of all holdings.

Land Use

Estimates of the amount of land in all of Jordan that is usable for
agricultural purposes vary considerably, and with the data available
it is not practicable to reconcile these differences. It may prO6ably
be presumed that in large part they reflect differing estimates of the
amount of cropland lying fallow in any given year and the amount of
marginal land included as permanent Ksture. And of course the dif-
ferences in the estimates depend on whether the West Bank is in-
cluded. In one important respect the estimates are in full agreement:
more than 80 percent of the country's area at the start of 1973 was not
suitable for cultivation.

It seems likely that in the early 1970s there were in the East Bank
and the West Bank together some 3 million acres of agriculturally
usable land that was eithei. already accessible or potentially accessi-
ble to adequate water. This aggregate area did not include land under
forest or land used for seasonal pasturage. '

Some 60 percent of the total agriculturally usable area was esti-,
mated to lie in the East Bank. Of this area an estimated 60 to 70 per-
cent (roughly 1 million acres) was under crops (including tree crops);
the remaining 30 to 40 percent was being held fallow, was not effi-
ciently usable without irrigation, or consisted of nonproductive ,mar-
ginal cropping areas that should be allowed to go back to pasture. In
addition to the agriculturally usable land in the East Bank, there were
an estimated 150,000 to 250,000 acres under forest and a very sizable
but indeterminate area that was used as winter (rain! season) range
by nomadic or seminomadic herds of sheep, goats, and camels.
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Irrigation

In the early 1970s water remained the limiting factor in the devel-
opment of agriculture in Jordan. By the same token, the expansion
of irrigation facilities to enable extension of the usable area, as well as
increased intensiveness of cultivation, was generally considered to be
the country's major immediate agricultural problem.

Estimates'of the total irrigated area at the start of the 1970s
amounted to 60,000 to 75,000 acres of a total estimated area under cul-
tivation, including tree crops, of around 1 million acres in the East,
Bank. Various estimates have suggested that a total of 150,000 to
160,000 acres in the East Bank is irrigable, including much of the cul-
tivable portion of the Jordan valley, its side wadis, and some of the
southern wadis (see ch. 3). The total irrigable area of the Jordan valley
was estimated at around 120,000 acres. An estimated 75,000 acres of
that area lay in the East. Bank, of which some 40,000 to 45,000 acres
were irrigated.

With the advice and assistance of the United Kingdom, the United
States, and the specialized agencies of the United Nations (UN), espe--...
cially the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refu-
gees in the Near East (UNRWA), the United Nations Development
Program (UNDP), the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), and
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD,
also known as the World Bank), the government, practically since its
inception, has placed particular emphasis on a carefully designed
large-kale project for the expansion and improvement of irrigation
facilities for the Jordan valley 'and its side wadis to bring irrigation
to an estimated 135,00Q acres. Impetus was given to this development,
by the program of the Israelis to utilize the waters of Lake Tiberias
(Sea of Galilee) to meet their pwn irrigation needs.

The first stage of this project was the East Ghor Canal, which was
begun in 1958 and completed in 1969. Starting from an underground
diversion of the Yarmuk River, the canal paralleled the Jordan River
for some foro-eight miles. It serviced upwards of 4,000 farms with an
Aggregate area of almost 34,000 acres.

The second and major stage of the project, which had the general
name of Yarmuk Project, was to include construction of the Khalid
ibn al Walid Dam-tn the Yarmuk River:and the Magariii Dam on-the
Az Zarqa River; a dotibling of the capacity of the East Ghor Canal;
a new thirty-seven-mile canal paralleling the existing one; and a sys-
tem of canals in the river valley floodplain. In additionthe project
called for extension of the East Choi. Canal, together with its associ-
ated lateral irrigation canals; for land improvements and flood pro-
tection; and for pumping stations to lift water to areas above the level
of the canals. As a consequence of the Israeli occupation of the Golan
Heights in 1967, construction on the Khalid ibn al Walid Dam was
suspended, but work oniti; Magarin Dam was proceeding at mid-j973.
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In the meantime, water impoundment dams were built on a number
of side wadis north of the Dead Sea to provide flood control and runoff
catchment; to help reclaim erosion areas; and to supply additional
water to stabilize dry-weather flow in both the irrigation and drainage
systems. South of the Dead Sea a dam on the Wadi al Hasa provided
flood control and water impoundment, and a dam on the Wadi al Maw-
jib enabled diversion of its waters in flood Season into the 'Wadi al
Hasa impoundment area to augment the capacity of that system.
These facilities were expected to afford irrigation to 15,000 to 20,000
acres.

As the Jordan valley irrigation system progressed, it was planned
that many of the existing landholdings there should be reduced to
smaller but still economic sizes not to exceed fifty acres nor to be less,
than eight acres. Land acquisitions by the government were to be pay-
able over ten years; and many land sales to tenants or small farmers
were made on credit.

Simultaneously, groundwater studies under UN auspices had indi-
cated the existence of extensive aquifers in the upland areas that could
be tapped for groundwater irrigation purposes. Although these aqui-
fers would have to be used with great care, especially for reasons of
salinity, they provided a means of bringing limited areas of permanent
cultivation to the outlying desert and of furthering the settlement,of
nomadic and seminomadic groups.

In mid-1973 the government was planning to expand the irrigated
area of the Jordan valley by about 20,000 acres. The proposed project
would also establish thirty-eight villages and resettle approximately
137,000 people. The cost of the project was estimated at JD32 million
(for value of theJordanian dinarsee Glossary). I

Production

In 1971 around 980,000 acres were estimated by the government to be
under cultivation in the East Bank. About 824,000 acres (81 percent)
were under field crops, 66,000 acres (7 percent) under vegetables, 'and
90,000 acres (9 percent) in fruit and olive trees. The most/important
crops in terms of acreage planted were wheat (603,000 acres), barley
(130,000 acres), and lentils (51,000 acres). Wheat, the basic staple food
in the rural areas, accounted for more than 73 percent, of total area

kunr field crops, mainly in the uplands, under dry farmjng conditions.
Whelt_outpuLnever very good compared with that ol?tained in other
wheat-producing countries of the area, has varied e,normously from
year to year, depending primarily on the quantity and timing of the
rainfall (see table 10). During the 1961-65 period wheat yields averaged
about ten bushels per acre. The yield declined to around 3.3 bushels per
acre in 1966, rose to about 14.5 bushels per acre in 1969, fell to about
3.5 in 1970, and was estimated at around thirteen bushels per acre in
1971. It is to be presumed that yields will improve as better seeds'are
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Table 10. Agricultural Production in Jordan. Selected Years, 1961-72'

( in thousands of metric tons)

f)
Average
1961-0

PHA, 1967 19s8 190 197O, 1971' ' 1972'

Field Crops: '
Wheat ' 179.7 101.2 239.7 116.2 159.3 55.5 168.2 190
Barley 1 62.6 22.8 77.7 24.1 42.5_ 5.2 26.2 , 30'

1

Tobacco 1 2 1.6 2.1 -2.1- 2.0 1.2 1.1 n.a.1

Others 40.5 25.4 56.1 19.8 31.3 11.4 31.9 n.a.
Total 284.0 151.0 375.6 162 2 235.1 73.3 227.4 n.a.

Vegetables:
Tomatoes 202.9 179.0 259.7 152.9 150.1 137.4 147.6 n:a.
Others 261.0 2.-.1M 282.2 85.6 69.1 70.2 92.9 n.a;

Total 463.9 411.2 541.9 238.5 219.2 207.6 240..5 n.a.
Fruits: \ ,

.

Olives 72.1 32.7 64.0 36.3 23.9 3.0 18.5 30
0 Grapes 74.4 61 9 71.6 19.3 14.2 6.4 18.6 n.a.

Citrus 32.1 48.9 61.4 37.3 24.3 48.9 24.0 n.a.
Watermelons 146.6 47.7 118.4 822 53.2 22.8 28.1. n.a.
Others 53.4 54.3 64.8 20.1 27.7 22.5 14.5 n.a.

Total 378.6 245.5 380.2 195.2 143.3 103.6 103.7 n.a.

n a -not as ailahle
'Pertains to the East Hank unit
'Preliminary,

Source: Adapted from Jordan, Central Bank of Jprdan, Eighth Annual Report, 1971,
Amman, 1972, p. 7; and U.S. Department of Agriculture, Indices of Agricultural
Production in Africa and the Near East. 1962-71 (ERS Foreign 265.), Washing-
ton, 1972, p. 46.

introduced, together with more and hater fertilizers, forage crops,
and cultivating methods designed to avoid erosion, to preserve soil
moisture, and progressively to eliminate most of the pasturelands
that have been brought undet wheat.

l
Preliminary estimates of wheat productio9 in the East Bank in 1972

totaled around 190,000 tons, and the 1972 barley and olive crops also
promised substantial increases over the corresponding output in 1971:
The forecast for agriculture in 1973, however, was unfavorable, as a
reSult_of an extremely severe frost in the Jordan valley.
-

The most important of the 'Vegetables cultivated in the early 1970s
were tomatoes (about one-third of the area in vegetables), melons and'
watermelons, and eggplants. The area under tomatoes and other vege-
tables has expanded rapidly as the area under irription has expanded.
Jordan has a lead time of a number of weeks for early vegetables and
fruits in relation to its neighbors. But as its competitors catch up with
new varieties and methods, better inputs, including new plant types'
and stocks, will have to be incorporated in the cultivation process in
order to maintain the built-in advantages afforded by the Jordan
valley.
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Efforts in this direction, as well as a tendency to increase the produc- -

tion of high-value fruit and other tree crops, were in large measure
casulaties of the international and civil strife of 1967, 1970, and 1971,
Which tended to force the farmers out of the Jordan valley and mini-
mized the incentives to medium- and long-term investment there.
By 1972 these deterrents appeared to have abated, and a major element
in the agricultural sector of the Three. Year Pro'gram will be the reacti-
vation an, intensification of the use of new plants, seeds; and other_
improved inputs,.

Animal Husbandry

Animal husbandry approaches one-third of the value of output of the
agricultural sector in years when climatic conditions are propitious.
Livestock serves multiple purposes, such as sources of clothing, meat,
dairy products, draft services, natural fertilizer, and raw materials for
hapdicrafts. Most farms have a few animals on a subsistence, and pos-
sibly also on a petty cash, basis. Mainly, however, the livestock sector
on the East Bank is a nomadic or seminomadic way of life, as the
beduins move their flocks of sheep and goats over the country's range-
land in their traditional amargely uncontrolled seasonal search for
,forage. In this pursuit they depend on the natural growth in the spring,
on fodder and cereal by-products in the summer, and on a combination
of both in the fall and winter. The size-of the flocks tends to be a ba-
rometer of nature's bounty from year to year, and numbers, rather
than quality and condition of the animals, tend to be the measure of
livestock wealth:

As in other nomadic areas there is a growing effort on the part of
the government to establiskpermanegt settlements for the nomadic
herdsmen. One such settlement is located in th6 Qaal Jafr depression
northeast of Maan, where important experiinents are being carried
Out with pumped groundwater for the concomitant drainage problems
to avert excessive salinity and for desirable strains of livestock breeds
and forage culture. At the same time efforts will be made in irrigated
areas and areas watered by wells to improve both the breedblg and the
feeding of meat and dairy animals. The Three Year Program proposes
to expend upward of JD3 million for these purposes, including poultry .
and eggs, over the plan period.

The livestock population in the East Bank in 1967, officially enu-
merated, approximated 788,000 sheep, 377,000 goats, 40,700 cattle,
and 10,700 camels. By 1971 the sheep, goat, and cattle numbers had
declined to 690.600, 361,300, and 34,300, respectively, while ,camels
appeared to have increased to an unexpected 17,300. FAO estimated
poultry numbers at 2 million chickens in the 1970-71 period compared
with 2,6 million in the 1966-67 period; turkeys were estimated at 22,000
in 1970.
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Fo'rests and Forest Products

Protective reproduction of the forest resources was for practical
purposes an abandoned economic preoccupation in Jordan. Cutting
over the woodlands for fuel and lumber, unrequited by any persistent
replacement policy and aggravated by the permanent destruction
caused by u___y_e_herds of goats, by the 1960s had destroyed practically
_all-,;of-thicountry's forest cover. This was somewhat less true in the
East-Bank than in the West Bank.

In the early 1970s it was estimated that around 300,000 acres in the
East Bank should be set aside for reforestation in order to reduce the
erosion caused b; _flood runoffs, to preserve the available soil moisture,
and to reestablish the capacity of the annual rainfall to maintain an
adequate water level in the subsurface aquifers. About JD1.5 million
were earmarked for this purpose in the Three Year Program.

Official estimates of seedlings planted (including replantings) in the
East Bank from 1967 through 1971 totaled approximately 9 million.
Firewood harvested in 1971, as estimated (probably_ on the low side)
by the same official sources, amounted to :5,000 tons;_charcoal totaled
4,600 tons, and wood (presumably for lumber), 3,640 cubic meters.

Fisheries
Fishing is not yet a developed activity. According to the official sta-

tistics, the East Bank catch in the Gulf of Aqaba and in the Jordan and
_Yarmurivers in 1971 amounted to about 150 tons.

INDUSTRY

Before 1950 there was practically no manufacturing industry in
the East Bank except for artisans and producers of handicrafts. By the
start of the 1970s there were more than 6,000 mining and manufactur-
ing enterprises located in the East Bank, and although most of them
continued to be in the artisan category, there were a number that were
not. It was estimated that 90 percent -or more of the industries em-
ployed fewer than five workers each and in the aggregate accounted
for somewhat more than half of the total industrial employment. )3y
contrast, the fifteen or so firms employing more than 100 workers
per firm accounted for almost 25 percent of total employment engaged
in industry. Most of the larger firms were located in the Irbid-Amman-
Az Zarqa areas. Practically all the economically critical and strategic
industries belonging to pre-1967 Jordan were located there and con-
sequently dirl not have to be replaced as a result of the Israeli occupa-
tion of ;,;w West Bank.

The commercial intercourse that prevailed between the East and
West banks in the pre-1967 period was resumed by the prompt reopen-
ing of the Jordan River bridges after the war. But ii, was at best only
a partial restoration and one that was bound to be increasingly atten-
uated with the passage of time under the prevailing circumstances.
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First, the reopening of the bridges was attended by the institution of
tariff duties between the Israeli-occupied Territory (see Glossary)
and the East Bank. Second, West Bank laborers were increasingly
attracted by the Israelis into Israel proper. Third, the Israelis insti-
tuted other incentives to the expansion of commercial intercourse
between Israel and the West Bank at the expense of that existing be-
tween the two banks in the pre-1967 period.

In the earl'Y 1970s the general orientation in favor of private enter-
prise that characterized the government's relation to the economy as a
whole applied to industry. Basically, the government's policy has been
one of laissez- faire, especially as it affects the small-scale industry
sector. Among the larger production units a good deal of mixed enter
prise exists; and in the power, refinery, and c'mmunication fields,
monopoliesprivate or publicare customary:

The mixed enterprise and monopoly sector in large part _reflects a
pragmatic situation resulting from the limited dimension of the mar-
ket and the limited financial resources of the private sector; it also
reflects instances in which the gove ment has intervened to avoid the
bankruptcy of privately owned en erprises. At the end of 1971 the
government held an equity positio in more than twenty-five indus-
trial, marketing, tourism, transpor , power, and financing firms that
had an aggregate authorized capital of JD34.7 million. The govern-
ment's participation varied from 3 to 86 percent and averaged about
25 percent overall. This group of firms included all the country's major
industrial operations.

Industrial activities that the government would like to see furthered
are ,provided with incentives in the form of feasibility studies, pref-
erential tax and tariff thatmentr;' and financial participation. The
government does not appear to entertain a policy bias either against
foreign,. private sector equity participation in industrial activities or
against foreign private sector ownership of a given industrial
enterprise.

As a control mechanism the government has maintained a licensing
requirement for all but the smallest industrial enterprises. In order
to get as much benefit as possible from large-scale production tech-
niques, the government has limited the number of production units in
any given large-scale industry. After enough units have been estab-
lished to assure an element of competition, additional capacity has
been obtained by enlarging existing units rather than by increasing the
number of units. Information available in 1973 suggested that this
restriction was to be relaxed.

In 1972 and 1973, legislation covering industrial development financ-
ing and industrial development incentives was revised to take account
of the revised status of the Israeli-occupied Territory vis-:1-vis Jor-
dan and of the need for greater participation in industry by the private
sector, both foreign and domestic. In 1972 the Industrial Development
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Bank Law of 1965 was updated. Its objectives were defined as encour-
agement, incentive, and assistance to large- and small-scale industrial
projects, employment, industrial ,states, and the stock market. Its re-
sources were rendered somewhat more flexible than previously, and
its resources were defined to give the bank a preferred claim on the
real and intangible property of its borrowers, including real estate.

In 1972 the Encouragement of Investment Law of 1967 was also up-
dated to provide greater incentives to the private sector to invest in
approved economic projects. These were projects with priority status
in the sectors Of industry, tourism, housing, and land reclamation that
were expected to be incorporated in the Three Year Program. The proj-
ects were designed to 'provide an added annual gross value of not less
than 20 percent of cost and to contribute to the balance of payments
by way of export.expansion, import substitution, or the attraction of
Arab or foreign investment. Projects meeting the various criteria in-
cluded in the law would be wholly or partially exempted from customs
duties and other charges on imports. Income from such projetts would
be exempted from income and welfare taxes for specified periods.
Transfers of interest, profits, and salaries of foreigners were granted
privileged status. Exemptions and privileges accorded by the law were
guaranteed protection against contrary provisions that might be in-
cludectin subsequent legislation.

In 1972 the comprehensive Industrial Development Corporation
Law was submitted to the National Assembly for passage in 1973.
The objectives of this legislation were to improve and coordinate the
government's own perforinance in industry and to bring a greater
degree of coherence to the government's relationship with the indus-
trial sector. The corporation was to achieve these objectives by becom-
ing the government's operational agent in the industrial sphere. It
would manage the government's own industrial projects (the manage-
ment of some parts of which had been farmed out under management
contracts); it would become the repository of the government's partici-
pation in other industrial projects; and it would locate areas where
industrialization should be introduced, modernized, or expanded. In
the pursuance of its duties the corporation was empowered to purchase
the control of existing private industries, to establish new government-
owned or mixed indu` tries, and to sell to the private sector government-
owned industries, o government participation in privately owned
industries, The con ration was also empowered to engage in the
marketing of the products of any industrial project the government
owned or controlled. It was additionally empowered to employ foreign
personnel as might be required.

Mining and Quarrying

Mining and quarrying in the early 1970s apparently contributed
some JD5 million to 3D6 million to the GDP (at factor cost) and em-
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ployed somewhat in excess of 3,000 workers. Of these, around 1,200
were employed by the Jordan Phosphate. Mine Company.

The Jordan Phosphate Mine Company, which is 64 percent govern-
ment owned, is the country'S largest single industrial employer. It has
mines and processing plants at Ar Rusayfah near Amman and at Al
Hasa (see eh. 3). Proven reserves apparently total 270 million to 300
million tons, with the possibility that they may turn out to be very
much larger. . ---

Traditionally,._ phosphates were mostly shipped south by railroad,
transshipped, trucked to Al Aqaba, and shipped from there via the
Suez Canal to markets in Lebanon, Turkey, Yugoslavia, and Eastern
Europe. Since the closure of the Suez Canal in 1967, exports to the
Mediterranean area from Ar Rusayfah have been sent to Beirut for
shipment to Turkey and Yugoslavia, and Al Aqaba has been used for
exports to new markets in Pakistan, India, and East Asia. Closure of
the borders with Iraq and Syria by those countries in 1971 cut off ex-
ports to the Mediterranean markets. Exports declined from. a high of

Ltdi1.2 million tons in 11%8 to 640,000 tons in 1971 a 709,000 tons in 1972.
Modernization of the processing plants at t Ines, as part of the

Three Year Program, was expected to raise thAikimpany's capacity to
a level of 3 million tons or better. It was hoped that with the reopen-
ing of the Syrian border phosphate exports might approach 1.5 million
tons in 1973 and even higher levels in 1974 and 1975.

Apart from phosphates, Jordan had little in the way of known and
assured mineral resources. Recent discoveries of kaolin have opened
possibilities for enlarged production and exports of ceramics. Some
likely deposits of copper ore have apparently been found in the Wadi
al Arabah region, and the government hopes these will prove to be
about 150 million tons of ore with a 1-percent pure copper content
or better. There have also been some hopeful signs of manganese and of
high-grade iron ore, but by 1973 none of the findings of metallic min-
erals had reached commercial proportions.

The same was true of petroleum. There was every reason to expecit
should be in Jordan, but in late 1973 it had not been discovered. Therd
had been a series of arrangements with various concessionaires that
gave them considerable freedom of action. One agreement signed in
1972 with a Canadian concern was expected to extend for twenty-five
years and to involve outlays by the company of up to 20 million Cana-
dian dollars. The concession was subsequently revoked, however, and
at mid-1973 a new concessionaire was being sought.

Meanwhile the country obtains its petroleum needs from the Trans-
Arabian Pipeline Company (Tapline), which ci osses Jordan on its way
to Sidon, Lebanon. The crude petroleum is refined in the government's
refinery near Az Zarqa, the capacity of which was raised from 7,000
barrels a day to 15,000 barrels a day in 1970. Certain aspects of
the plant were scheduled for further expansion in 1973, and a new
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lubricants plant was under consideration:

Manufacturing

It is difficult in Jordan to distinguish between manufacturing, on
the one hand, and handicrafts, artisanry, and certain service trades,
on the other; one distinction is that handicrafts and artisanry tend to
be carried on by small units. In the early 1970s it was estimated that
of the nearly 6,000 manufacturing enterprises located in the East
Bank, more than 5,000 averaged slightly fewer than two workers per
enterprise. The next category, about 500 firms employing five to
twenty-four workers each, averaged slightly fewer than nine workers
per enterprise. The seventy-five largest firms, employing twenty-
five or more workers each, averaged eighty-seven workers per firm
and aggregated more than 30 percent of all workers employed in manu-
facturing and artisanry. Among these were included the phosphate
company, a refinery, 'power plants, and companies producing cement,
potash, pharmaceuticals, basic metal products, paper products, and
tobacco products.

In aggregate employment terms food processing (presumably includ-
ing beverages) was the leading branch of the manufacturing sector,
and after it came ale fabricating of metal products and the fabricating
of wearing apparel. These were followed by the manufacture of
cement, clay products, furniture and fixtures, and shoes. In terms of
value in 1971 food, processing (including beverages) was also the lead-
ing branch of manufacturing (see table 11).

Despite the difficulties that had intervened between 1967 and 1971,
available mining and manufacturing data for- that period suggest,
on balance, a resumption of the rising production trends that preceded
the war (see table 12). The decline in the output of phosphates, iron
(reinforcing rods),,cigarettes, and wet cell batteries reflects the closure
of the Syrian border after the domestic disturbances of 1970 and 1971.
The data for 1973 are expected to show an, increase in produCtion fol-
lowing the reopening of the border on December 1, 19

Under the Three Year Program the government arm ked some
JD5.5 million of its funds for the development of five majo rujects
in the manufacturing sector. The largest was a proposed pla to con-
vert rejected low-grade phosphate ores to phosphoric acid; this was
viewed as the first stage in the development of an expanded fertilizer
project. Because the conversion project would cost JD30 million to
JD40 million and would mainly be dependent on foreigo financing, it
was being reviewed in the context of changing international prices.

The same situation applied to a proposed expansion of the Arab
Potash Company, which would obtain its raw materials from the high
quality potash extractable from the Dead Sea brine. The expanded
project would have a capacity of 1 million tons of high potassium con-
tent output for export and would cost JD30 million or more. The over-
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Table 1 i. Contribution of Mining and Manufacturing to the Gross
Domestic Product in Jordan at Factor Cost, 1967-71

(in millions of Jordanian dinars)*

Industry 1967 196.5 1969 1979 Pill
.

Mining and quarrying 2.70 3.14 3.28 2:45 2.70
Food manufacturing 2.82 2.70 2.86 2.81 285
Beverages 0.30 0 43 : 0.49 0.40 0.50
Tobacco 0.97 0.89 0.95 0.65 0.92
Textiles 1.10 0.93 0.82 0.80 0.87
Clothing and footwear 1.21 1.50 1.86 1.71 1.75
Wood and cork 0.03 0.06 0.08 0.07 0.07
Furniture and fixtures 1.20 1.11 1.34 1.30 1.41
Paper and paper, products ... 0.14 0.11 0.12 i 0.11 0.13
Printing and publishing 0.55 0.66 0:49 / 0.47 0.55
Leather and leather products 0:06 0.25 0.21 .0.21 0.22
Rubber and rubber products 0.05 0.05 0.08 I 0.07 0.08
Chemicals and chernical

. products 0.86 1.04 1.18' 0.93 - 1.00
Petroleum refinery 2.05 , 2.36 2.45 1.80 1.95
Norimetalic mineral pmducts 1.47 2.70 3.16 2.89 2.90
Basic metal products 1.11 127 2.37 1.97 2.00
Nonelectrical machinery 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02
Electrical machinery 0.16 0.19 0,32 0.20 0.22
Transport equipment- 0.28 028 0.70 0.65 0.66
Miscellaneous 0.43 0.37 0.34 0.26 0.20

TOTAL 17.50 20.05 2.3.12 19.77 21.00

'For alue of the Jordanian dinar-see Glossary

Source: Adapted from Jordan, Ministry of National Economy, Investment Conditions
and Opportunities in Jordan, Amman, 1972, pp. 95:196.

supply of potash on world markets in the early 1970s made further
pursuit of this project questionable under cutrent conditions. On the
other hand, the implementation of smaller projects for the production
of ceramics, sheet gliss, and paperboard was being actively promoted
within the limits of available foreign financing.

As of mid-1973 only limited success had been achieved in the proc-
essing of domestic raw materials, such as the important tomato crop
and local hides and skins. A major probleni was the absence of an ef-
fective quality control of raw materials. As a result, the tanning and
leather industries, for example, continued to rely to a large extent
on imported raw materials.

Construction

The construction sector includes railway, highway, airport, and port
construction and maintenance; the construction and maintenance of
irrigation and power dams and associated distribution systems; and
residential, commercial, and governmental (including educational
and tourist) construction. To the extent that construction involves
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major infrastructure works, s timing tends to, depend on foreign
financing and to fluctuate with the availability \of foreign financing
for such major project;.

Im1966, the last full year before the 1967 war, construction contrib-,
utedan estimated JD9.3 million, or 6.2 percent, to the GDP. Since then,
and allowing for the special conditions that led to decreases, in con-
struction in 1967 and subsequent years, the annual contribution to the
GDP has apparently averaged around 5 to 5.5 percent a year.

The Three Year Program calls for construction outlays by the gov-
ernment over the duration of the plan on the order of JD80 million. The
largest item, totaling an estimated JD25 million, would be for trans-
port, including road, rail, and air, and for the development of the port
of Al Aqaba. The next largest allocation would be for irrigation (around
JD14 million to JD15 million), followed closely by municipal and village
affairs (around J613 million), and at a considerable distance by com-
munication, mining and manufacturing, and power (upwards of JD5
million each).

The Three Year Program foresees the private sector coming forw'ard
with construction outlays approaching the same magnitude as those
of the government. The largest of the anticipated private sector out-
lays would be for housing (JD31 million),+ mining and manufacturing
(JD20 million), electric power (JD8 million), and tourism (JD5 million).

Although nonmetallic minerals for construction purposes were avail-
able in generally satisfactory quantities ,and qualities, metallic mate-
rials and most lumber products had to be imported. A modern plywood
factory, to be dependent on imported lumber, has been proposed as
part of the development program for Al Aqaba.

Energy

With neither coal deposits nor any known deposits of petroleum,
the East Bank's only indigenous sources of energy are two potential
hydroelectric projects. The first is a small (five megawatts) site on
the Az Zarqa River, to be developed 'as part of the >irrigation project
being carried out there. The other, with a hydroelectric potential of
about forty-six megaWatts, is located on the Yarmuk River, but its
development was halted by the 1967 war.

In mid-1973 the main source of electricity production continued to
be petroleuni piped from the Tapline to the refinery at Az Zarqa and
then delivered to other parts of the country by tank trucks. Electricity
is generated for both public and private purposes, but its supply has
not been planned or organized. Apart from two regional concession
areas in the northwest, it is based on small, isolated units. In 1967
the Jordan Electricity Authority (JEA) was established with the ex-
pectation that initially it would bring coordination to bear on the exist-

. ing power situation and that ultimately it would come to exercise
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autonomous control over power planning and implementation for the
wholecountry.

Total installed capacity at the start of 1973 was about ninety mega-
watts. In the north public electricity was provided by two companies:
the Jordan Electric Power Company (JEPCO) in,the Amman -Az Zarqa
area with about thirty-six megawatts of available capacity and the
Irbid District pectricity Company (IDECO) in the Irbid area wit
less thal five jnegawatts of capacity. Both companies are private,
with monopoly privileges in their respective ccricession areas. In die
south electricity is provided .by isolated enterprises, the largest pub-
lic one being that of the Al Aqaba Port Authority with a peak demand
of three megawatts. The Jordan Phosphate Mine Company at Al Hasa
provides its own electricity for that complex with a load of, around five
megawatts. Since 1971 the refinery at Az Zarqa has also provided its
own requirements, which have been approximately five megawatts.

In addition to the public power productiOn in the Amman area, there
was private capacity aggregating about the same megawatts as
JEPCO. The private capacity included the production of the Jordan
Cement Company (fourteen megawatts) a few miles out of Amman
and that of a number of smaller plants maintained for standby pur-
poses. There were also some 200 pumping stations in the Jordan valley
with a total capacity of around 1.5 megawatts.

By the end of 1973 JEPCO expected to add three six-megawatt diesel
units to its Amman system, and by the end of 1974 IDECO expected to
'complete a new 4iesel station with three 2.8-megawatt units. Power is
transmitted in both systems at thirty-three and 6.6 kilovolts and is
distributed at 220/380 volts.

In May 1973 the IDA and the Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Devel-
opment each extended a long-term loan of US$10.2 million to the
Jordanian government to meet the estimated foreign exchange cost of
a new steam-electric power project. The project, which will be located
at Az Zarqa, will have a capacity of seventy-eight megawatts, includ-
ing a twelve-megawatt gas-turbine; will cost a total of about US$25
million; and is scheduled to be completed in 1977. It will belong to JEA,
which will supervise its construction and which is expected simultane-
ously to expand its existing distribution and transmission network as
required by the new facilities.

The project will represent the first step in a shift from diesel to
steam-electric generation and a step toward physical and administra-
tive centralization and coordination of the national power supply. This
will involve the main productive concentration at Az Zarqa rather than
at Amman and in time will involve a power grid including Irbid and
the Jordan valley. In the meantime the new project is expected to meet
the country's chief power requirements up to 1977 or 1978.
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SECTION IV. NATIONAL SECURITY

CHAPTER 13

NATIONAL DEFENSE AND INTERNAL
ti

SECURITY
The Jordanian armed forces in mid-1973 were estimated to have-

reached a total strength of nearly 70,000. The army, with about 65,000
men and: five di;isions, was by far the principal comPonent. The air
force of some 4,000 had doubled in size since 1971; atthough semi-
autonomous, it vvas under the commander in chief of the armed forces,
who was also army commander, at General Headquarters in Amman.
The naval element consisted of a coastal patrol force of some 250 offi-.
cers and men at Al Aqaba and was part of the army.

During the Arab-Israeli War of 1967, the Jordanian air force was
destroyed by the initial Israeli air attacks of June 5. During the next
three days the army as a whole was severely defeated,-and Israel occit-
pied the territory west of the Jordan River seized and held by Jordan in
the Arab-Israeli War of 144.8 (see fig. 1). Personnel and equipment
losses in the 1967 war were extensive, and the first concern of King
Hussein I and his government after the cease-fire was the rebuilding
and reequipping of the armed,forces. This was accomplished rapidly
through financial grants from oil-rich Arab states and the resurhption
in 1970 of major United States budgetary and military assistance.
By 1973 the size, state of equipment, and capability of the Jordanian
forces substantially exceeded those of June 1967. These conditions,
however, were dependent upon the continuance of foreign aid.

Hussein is, constitutionally and in fact, the supreme commander
of all forces and has always maintained a close personal connection
with them. Jordan has sometimes been called a praetorian state. the
continuance of the Hashemite monarchy is widely described by ana-
lysts as depending upon the continuing loyalty of the Combat forces
of the army. On many occasions these forces have been called upon to
reestablish public order and as of late 1973 had never failed to do so.
Their overall missions are internal security and national defense.

The most severe test of the army in its internal security role occurred
in the 1970-71 civil war with the Palestinian (see Glossary) guer-
rillasa confrontation that had been developing since the 1967 war.
The guerrillas had almost succeeded in establishing a "state within a
state" in Jordan and had defied the king and his government. In the
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civil war, over about nine mont14 time, the guerrillas were eliminated
as an organized force within Jor,n by the regular army.

To the Transjordanian(see Glossary) veterans of the old Arab Legion
-and the British era, many of whom were of tribal background, the
Palestinian guerrillas had always been repugnant because a their
methods and their hostility to the Hashemite throne (see ch. 5). After
the civil war the Transjordanian elite reinforced their domination of
the key command positions in the armed forces, and their domination
continued in 1973. The professional and traditional loyalty of the
majority of the armed forces has thus far precluded a revolutionary
political-military overthrow of the kind carried out by some other
Middle Eastern armies since World War II. Nevertheless, attempts
have been made on a number of occasions; Hussein has escaped assas-
sination many-times.

In 1973, the national police, called the Public Security Force, num-
bered about 7,500. The police were subordinate to the Ministry of In-
teriors but they can be assimilated under the Ministry of Defense in
war and, operationally controlled by the royally appointed military
governor general in periods of martial law. During the fifteen years
before 1967, crimes of a nonpolitical nature showed some increase but
no distinct trend. The new influx of indigent refugees in 1967 greatly
increased the density of urban population, especially in Amman, and
was accompanied by a corresponding increase in such crimes as lar-
ceny and narcotics offenses.

In 1973, as throughout the earlier history of the country, the princi-
pal threat to internal security was not from crime but from political
and ideological causes. Partisan political party activity in Jordan was
forbidden, and the remnant, clandestine, and closely watched Com-
munist Party was not considered dangerous. Opposition to the
Hashemite monarchy and its Transjordanian supporters, ,however,
was by na means dead in a population composed of a majority of Pales-
tinians 'inclined toward the doctrines and promises of radical Arab
nationalism. Future problems of stability and security were believed
by analysts likely to occur in this context (see ch. 9; ch. 2).

ARMED FORCES IN THE NATIONAL LIFE

Missions and Roles of the Armed Forces

The constitution, as amended, states that "the duties of the Army
shall be restricted to the defense of the realm and its safety" and spe-
cifies that recruitment and organization of the army and the rights
and duties of its members shall be defined by law. By interpretation
the word army, and the legitimation attached to it, includes air and
naval forces also. A separate but parallel specification, however, is
made for police and gendarmerie forces. Provision is made for the
declaration of a state of emergency by, decision of the Council of Min-
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isters promulgated by royal decree when required to "ensure the de-
fense of the realm." In this situation ordinary laws are suspended,
and the Defense Law comes into force. Under martial law, which is
proclaimed in the same manner as the state of emergency, the king
rules by decree.

The Jordanian armed forces, thus constitutionally established and
legitimized, have the usual and primary mission of defending the coun-
try against armed attack. In particular, this mission is oriented against
Israel, but it is not and has not been exclusively soas shown by the
requirement to defeat a Syrian invasion of September 1970 (see ch. 2).
Jordanian forces also have the mission of maintaining internal secu-
rity when the requirement exceeds police capabilities. This mission, in
fact,---preceded that of defense against attack from external sources,
and the operational engagement of Jordanian army units has more
oftetoccgred in this role than against outside enemies.

The Jordanian civil war of September 1970 to July 1971 was, in a
sense, an internal security matter in which the regular forceslinally
defeated and cleared Jordan of Palestinian guerrillas, or fedayeen.
The continuance of the existing form of government, however, was at
stake in this case, and the degree of external- assistance and sponsor-
ship received by the guerrillas gave this conflict characteristics of
an external attackas well as an internal insurgency.

King Hussein as Supreme Commander

Constitutionally, the position of the king in relation to'the .armed
forces is extremely clear. Under Article 32 "the king is the Supreme
Commander of the Army, Naval and Air Forces." The words supreme
commander have a similar connotation here to commander in chief
as applied the president of the United States. The Arabic expression
translated as commander in chief is applied in Jordan to the command-
ing general of the Armed Forces General Command, the senior officer
of the uniformed services. In further establishment of the royal powers
and prerogatives, the constitution states that "the king declares war,
concludes peace, and signs treaties."

Throughout, the great majority of officers and troops have remained
disciplined and loyal to the king and his government. Prime ministers
and cabinets have frequently changed, but Hussein, armed with exten-
sive constitutional powers as king, has remained as the dominant focus
of the country's leadership, not only symbolically but operationally.
He is cloSely identified with the functioning of all 1iranches of govern-
ment but particularly with the armed forces and the development of
their capability to perform their missions.

Impact on the National Life

Forces as large and expensive as those of Jordan are highly visible
and influential in so small a country. Among the various social,
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economic, and political institutions affecting the national life, with the
exception of the monarchy itself and possibly Islam, none has been
more pervasive in its presence and power than the armed forces. This
condition began with the 'formation of the first units early in the na-
tional life of the country and developed as the country developed. Soon
after becoming king in 1953, Hussein remarked to the British com4-
mander ofJordanian forces, Lieutenant General Sir John Bagot Glubb,
better kbown as Glubb Pasha, "Everywhere I go in Jordan I find the
Arab Legion doing everything." Years later, after the Arab Legion had
become expanded and highly organized, a foreign observer's remark
intended as an exaggerated jest nevertheless epitomized the impression
often gained by visitors: "Jordan is really an army with a country at-
tached to it."

When the Amirate of Transjordan was formed after World War I,
the small scattered police elements left over from Ottoman days =were
inadequate to maintain order and establish central government control
(see ch. 2). The police were expanded, and a miniature army with bal-
anced elements of infantry, cavalry, and artillery was created in 1920
and 1921. In 1923 the police, numbering about 300, and the, military
force of about 1,000 were combined under Arab Legion Headquarters.
The force was originally called the Arab Army (Allaysh Al Arabi).as
a perpetuation of the force led by the Hashemites in World War I
against the Turks, and this title was officially retained in Arabic. In
English, however, the name was, and remained until 1956, the Arab
Legion. In common parlance it was simply al jaysh or, even among the
Arabs, the legion.

Initially, public reaction to the forces was indifferent or hostile,
and recruiting was difficult. As time passed, however, the new forcei
developed rapidly in organization, discipline, and training; tribal up-
risibgs and raidings were suppressed, and crime diminished; civic as-
sistance actions were often performed by military and police units; and
the Arab Legion became a proud and respected regular, professional
force noted not only for firmness and effectiveness but also for dis-
cipline and justice in dealing with the civil population.

Recruiting became easy, not the least inducement being the economic
advantages of the pay scales in the enlisted grades. These were gener-
ous by comparison with the conscript scales of most other Middle East-
ern armies. The legion was officered, trained, and paid for by Great
Britain, hit the troopers were all Arabs. British officers with the
legion were mostly, like Glubb,'detached from the British service and
engaged as contract employees of the Trabsjordanian government;
some, however, were attached, or seconded, from the British service.
One of the legion's most effective units and possibly its best known
was the camel-mounted Desert Patrol organized by Glubb in 1930 (see
ch. 2).

From the start the primary mission of the Arab Legion was, the
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establishment of the anthority of the central government and the
\ maintenance of internal security. Under the early agreements between
) Transjordan and Great Bri ain, defense of the borders against external

attack was a British respo ibility. To this end, a British Royal Air
Force (RAF) squadron with n armored car unit attached was sta-
tioned in Jordan and drive o t a Wahabi tribal invasion from Saudi
Arabia in 1924. In 1926 Great Biltain organized the Transjordan Fron-
tier Force (TJFF) for the border, defense role. This British-officered
force of about 1,000 men, recruited throughout the Middle East, was
part of the British Imperial Forces. The TJFF had supplementary
police duties in Palestine as well as the border defense miss ion in
Transjordan and was under the command of the British high commis-
sioner for Palestine, rather than Amir Abdullah (later, King Abdullah
Ibn al Hussein) of Transjordan. It was not part of the Arab Legion,
although aconfusion to this effect May be found in some references.
After Transjordan became an independent kingdom, many TJFF per-
sonnel were gradually absorbed into the Arab Legion, and the TJFF
itself was disestablished.

By 1938 the Arab Legion (including police) numbered no more than
1,800 men, and by 1942 only about 1,400, The Arab Legion had been
expanded to 8,000 by the end of World War H but quickly declined
in the postwar economy measures to 6,000 by the' time the. British
gave up the mandate for Palestine on May 14, 1948. Of this number;
about 4,500 were combat troops available for employment in Palestine,
and these were promptly committed in the Arab-Israeli War of 1948
that then ensued. As another consequence of the British withdrawal,
it became necessary for the Arab Legion for the first time to provide
its own technical service support, these services having previously
been provided by the British. Reserves of personnel, ammunition,
and supplies were also lacking for, as Glubb has written, "In its
twenty-eight years of life, it had never been contemplated that the
Arab'Legion would fight an independent war."

During ,the 1948 war the Arab Legion was quickly expanded to
10,000. Afterward, faced with the task of guarding the border with
Israel, the strong possibility of renewed hostilities, and the general
requirements of an independent nation, a major expansion was under -
taken --still underwritten by British assistance and subsidies. The
Jordanian forces,in substantial numbers and complexity of organiza-
tion, are thus a post-World War II development.

By 1956 the legion's numbers were some 25,000. After Hussein's dis-
missal of Glubb on March 1, 1956,The name Arab Legion was changed
to the Jordan. Arab Army; the national police, numbering about 6,000,
were then separated and placed under a director of public security
subordinate to the minister of interior. As the population increased
and the economy grew, assisted from 1957 onward by extensive United
States and lesser British aid, the total forces grew in numbers and
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complexity (see table 13).
In a small country without major resources, where the origin:1l popu-

lation of less than 500,000 was twice within Lwenty years suddenly
exnanded by hundreds of thousands of destitute refugees, the high
national expenditures for the armed forces have always been a matter
of concern to and :odic criticism by some civilian political leaders,
head of other ministries, and foreign aid donors. The pay of the
troops, however, the employment that the military service provides,
and the contracts and support services generated by the force estab-
lishment are a substantial factor in the economy.

Table 13. Jordanian Military Force Levels and Expenditures, 1967-72

Year

Approximate Force Strengths. Military Expenditures'

Arm!. Navy Air Force Total Amount, Percent of GNP,

1967-' 48,000 250. 1,750 50,0004 N
69.6 12.1

1968 53,000 250 1350 55,000 98.5 17.8
1969 53,000 250 . 2,000 55,250 109.0 16.7
1970 58,000 250 2,000 60,250 92.6 14.9
1971 58,000 250 2,000 60,250 95.6 14.4
1972 65,000 250 4,000 69,250 112.0 13.8

'All data are estimated approximations, those for 1972 are the most tentati 'e
'In millions of current VS/
'Gross national product Difftring GNP data mat be found, based upon different methods of calculation The pm,

pose here is to show the trend. based on one source
Imediately after the June I91i7 war, effect e strength was probabh not more than 32,000 but was quickly

restored

Source: Adapted from,Jordanifonthly Statistical Bulletin, Amman, IX, No. 2, February
1973, tables 29 and 31; Stattstwal, Yearbook, 197t, XXII, Amman, 1972, p. 185;
and The Military Baltunce: 1972-1973, London, 1972, p. 32.

Public services by the forces have included such major items as
bridge and road construction and disaster relief, organized campaigns
against locust infestation, and innumerable lesseractions, such as
well and cistern repair and desert rescue. The army has conducted
literacy training for many recruits and has-provided a four-year h6me
and-Weational school for selected -156ys who, with family consent, vol-
unteer at age_tivirtetiron condition ref serving at least one enlistment
after completion of the school. Technical skills learned in the military
service have to some extent reverted to and benefited the society at
large although, with a force largely composed of long-term profes-
sionals, this factor may be overrated, as J. C. Hurewitz has pointed
out.

The ability and willing ; of the Jordanian regular forces to main-,
tali or restore public order whenever called upon to do so has been
the mainstay of the Hashemite monarchy to such ar extent that some
experienced observers have estimated the overthrow of the govern-
ment to be impossible without massive external intervention or se
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version of a majority of the combat units of the Jordanian forces. Such
subversion had not occurred by late 1973, although a number of sub-
versive plots attempting to involve the army or air force had' been
unsuccessfully attempted.

After the war of 1948 the population of Jordan became predomi-
nantly Palestinian, a condition further augmented after the war of
1967. Between Transjordanians and Palestinians there were and con-
tinued to be in 1973 certain differences in cultural and political out-
look (see ch. 5; ch. 9). Among Transjordanians themselves, those from
the central and southern regions below Amman often were differenti-
ated from those of the area north of Amman, who were oriented more
to the town and village life of southern Syria and sometimes made
common cause with the Palestinians.

In 1969 and early 1970 concessions to the Palestinian guerrillas at
the height of their power resulted in the retirement, transfer, or down-
grading of a number of Transjordanian officers who opposed the,Pales-
tinians' methods and politics. This attempt to reorient the senior
military command ended when the guerrillas went down to defeat in
the 1970-71 Jordanian civil war. The military forces, although they con-

' tain many men of Palestinian or northern Jordanian origin, did not
-split along East Bank-West Bank lines; and in 1973 most of the impor-
tant command and senior staff positions continued to be held by those
of Transjordanian and beduin background.

Manpower, Recruitment, and Mobilization

Because of changes and dislocations incident to the 1967 war with
a.4 and the subsequent 1970-71 civil war, the population has experi-

%me, d much turbulence, and reliable statistics were not available.
The population of the East Bank in 1973 was estimated by experienced
analysts at about 1.84 million. This was a predominantly young popu-
lation, an estimated 65 percent being below the age of twenty-four
years. Of these, about 54 percent were males. The relatively large size
of the Jordanian military establishment compared to this population
made the armed forces a major vocational group in the national soci-
ety, second only to agriculture. The good pay scales of the military
services and an overall national unemployment rate of at least 8 per-
cent (and probably considerably more) indicated that availability of
manpower was,not likely to becono a problem in the mid-1970s (see
ch. 3).

After an Israeli raid on a border village in 1966, the government
promulgated an emergency conscription act under which physically
fit males from eighteen to forty years of age would be drafted for train-
ing and service with regular units for periods of up to two years. The
same law provided the loophole of a fixed fee payment in lieu of serv-
ice, as well as 9ther exemption provisions. This act was not intended
to create a conscript army and, in fact, did not do so. Military units
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-kept their original character; recruiting continued to be more than
.adequate; and in 1971 conscription ceased, and the iaw became inopera-
tive. The forces again became fully voluntary and continued to be so
in late 1973.

No organized reserve structure is maintained. Discharged veterans,-
if physically fit, continue to be subject to recall up to age forty and
would be mobilized through the principal bases at Amman, Az Zarqa,
and Al Mafraq. Main reliance, howeVer, continued to be placed upon
existing forces, bqth because of the rapidity of action and short-dis-
tances involved in the likely forms of engagement and because of the
ease of recruiting full-time regialaii up to the limit of budget capa-
bilities. In case of extended periods of engagement, a mobilization
process would be implemented to expand support services and provide
combat replacements. -

The manpower available for military service compares favorably in
health and literacy with that of the developing countries of the region.
An adult literacy rate of 55 percent has been claimed'by government
sources; other analysts have given 45 percentstill a comparatively
favorable figure. Standards of recruitment developed in the old Arab
Legion continued to be maintained, including screening to exclude
subversive activists and those of doubtful:loyalty. The all-volunteer
system made selection, on whatever bases, easier and more adaptable
for government purposes than if the, conscript system had been em-
ployed (see ch. 6).

The Jordanian soldier is typically tough and capable of endurance,
especially under circumstances with which he is familiar. Transjor-
danians of beduin origin or tribal background have a particular affin-
ity for and pride in military service. A shortage of well-qualified
technicians continued to be the main personnel procurement problem,
but it had become progressively less severe since the mid-1950s. Pales-
tinians tended to be more numerous in the air force and in the techni-
cal services of the army, whereas Transjordanian Muslims
predominated in the combat arms of infantry and armor.

Military Expenditures and Foreign Aid

The disasters of the 1967 war included, in ad ition to casualties and
prisoner losses, other personnel losses cause by the confusion and
disorganization of the short but intense perin( of combat. Equipment
losses of major items, such as tanks, artillery, rmored personnel car-
riers, and wheeled vehicles, were extensive. A 'ntensive program of
reorganization and reequipping was promptly be n, made possible by
the grants from the Khartoum Agreement donors, several of the Arab
shaykhdoms of the Persian Gulf, and the resumption of United States
military aid and budget support (see ch. 2).

Military expenditures between 1967 and 1973 varied from about 45
percent to about 50 percent of total annual government outlays, al-
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though in 1968 military expenditures may have been as high as 56 per-
cent. Of these amounts, personnel and personnel-related costs formed
the largest single, recurring item, accounting for nearly 50 percent of
military expenditures.

In relation to the country's size, resources, and state of developthent
at any given time since the state was formed, the maintenance of armed
forces as large as those of Jordan was possible only with extensive
foreign aid. The record of foreign military ai51 may be described as
having, occurred in three periods: British, United States, and the p st-
1967 period of Arab and United States aid. Tys broad categorization of
principal donors refers to military aid only; other forms of economic
aid come from a wide rP of Western and Arab sources (see, ch. 11).

After the esiablishn,..m. of diplomatic relations between Jordan and
the Soviet Union in 1963, offers of military aid were made by the Soviet
Union on a number of occasions. Such.6ffers, as of mid-1973, were never
accepted by Jordan, although the government seriously considered
accepting than at several intervals during the politically troubled
years 1967 through 1970.

British aid and assistance were by direct, controlled subsidies in
conformity with a special treaty relationship to Great Britain not
terminated until March 1957 (see ch. 2). During the last years of the
British subsidy, the annual payment for the Arab Legion was the
equivalent of about US$33.6 million. This system had the advan-
tage, for Jordanian planning and purchasing officers, of predict-
ability because it involved a known and recurring commitment
on the part of Great Britain. This subsidy, however, was carefully
budgeted in advance of each fiscal year, and Jordanian civil and
military officials had little or no control over disbursements and alloca-
tions thereafter.

After 1957 a British presence was retained; at Hussein's invitation,
a reinforced British brigade and an RAF squadron contributed signifi-
cantly to the preservation of political stability and internal security
during mid-1958 and must be counted as military aid in the most direct
form. British aid, no longer under a treaty arrangement, in time be-
came relatively minor, taking the form of development loans and some
continuing military sales.

From 1957 to 1967 the United States became the principal source
not only of military aid but of economic aid and direct budgetary
support. The first United States grant, in 1957, was of an emer-
gency nature after the termination of the British subsidy and the
failure of the short-lived Arab Solidarity Agreement. This grant
brought into Jordan for the first time, although in modest numbers,
major items 9f United States equipment, including tanks, artillery,
and recoilless rifles. Jordan was also taken under the United States
Military Assistance Program (MAP) for certain training assist-
ance and spare parts supply.
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From 1958 onward the United States prOvided direct budgetary
assistance to'Jordan, over and above the MAP and economic and
developmental assistance, of about US$40 million annually. The
financial grants, like the MAP grants, differed from the old
arrangement with the British in two important ways. They were
not made under long-term treaty commitments and hence were not
firmly assured, but their disposition was almost entirely in Jor-
danian handsthere were few conditions, or strings, attached.
The budget subsidy was not designated for military or any other
specific purpose. It was noted, however, that in the years 1959 to
1963 the sum of the United States budget subsici and MAP grants
virtually equaled the annual Jordanian military budget. The
United States budget subsidy was progressively reduced after 1963
and terminated in 1967, although a small residual was paid in 1968.

Jordan made a large-scale purchase of ground force equipment
from the United States in 1965 and of air force equipment (F-104
aircraft and support gear) in early 1967. The economic situation of
Jordan had by then improved considerably and, in addition, some
funds for military purposes had become available through the United
Arab Command formed in January 1964 (see ch. 2). The disasters
of the war tempozarily wiped out the economy and military
logistics. Massive assistance was, however, soon forthcoming
from the oil-rich Arab states at the Khartoum Conference of Sep-
tember 1967. Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Libya undertook to pro-
vide annual subsidies, paid qua%cterly, to both Jordan and the
United Arab Republic (UAR). These schedules were adhered to,
and Saudi Arabia and some of tIl shaykhdoms made additional
grants. It was intended that these \rn ney grants be used to restore
the Jordanian defense establishment \and economy. During the
years 1968, 1969, and 1970 Jordan received from Arab sources the
equivalent of US$105.3 million, US$105.15 million, and US$92.6
million, respectively.

Libya and Kuwait, disapproving of Jordan's handling of the
Palestinian guerrilla problem, cut off their subsidies in late 1970 and
by mid-1973 had not resumed them. Cash grants from Arab sources
in 1971, therefore, fell to US$49 million, representing mainly the Saudi
Arabian subsidy. The United States then reentered with budgetary and
MAP aid (economic development aid was never terminated). During
calendar years 1971 and 1972 United States direct budgetary aid in
effect made up the difference caused by the Libyan and Kuwaiti
termination.

MAP shipments were resumed to Jordan in 1968 but under resid-
ual commitments or new purchases. A new program of military aid
under MAP was laid out by the United States in 1971 on a three-
year planning basis totaling about US$120 million. The last stage
of this plan, somewhat modified in form, was scheduled for com-
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pletion in United States fiscal year 1974. During the same year direct
budget support was scheduled for continuance, at a somewhat higher
level than in the two preceding years.

In addition to military aid and direct budget support, Jordan con-
tinued to be in receipt of technical assistance and development loans
from al variety of sources, particularly the United States Agency for
Internatiotral Development (AID), Saudi Arabia, the Federal Republic
of Germany (West Germany), and Great Britain. As these measures
gradually benefit the economy and stability of the country, it is ex-
pected that they will also produce indirect benefits for the armed
forces, for example, in the country's infrastricture and in the health
and literacy of manpower.

ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION

The Ministry of Defense

The primary functions of the Ministry of Defense are administra-
tive and logistical. The military budget is assembled from army
and air force recommendations, usually made through a careful
process of priority selections and compromises among items that are
necessary and those that are desirable, within guidelines furnished
by the king or prime minister as to resources likely to be available.
Principal line items of the budget and the amounts allocated to them
are often referred to individually as votes, a liritish usage to which
Jordanian finance officers became accustomed by their training under
British budget and accounting procedtires.

After the military budget is completed, the ministry defends it as
necessary within the cabinet and parliament. After it is approved, the
ministry maintains an overall review of expenditures and administra-
tive supervision of accounts. It also performs certain functions in
contracting for construction, allocating real estate, and procuring
indigenous supplies, such as rations, clothing, and building materials.

The ministry does not participate in the operational control and
direction of the armed forces. Although in theory the commander in
chief of the armed services answers to the minister of defense, in
practice the minister has not usually issued operational or policy
directives to the commanding general unless these have the sanction
of the prime minister or, more important, the king.

At various times since 1948 the prime minister has chosen to hold
the defense portfolio himself. Usually this has been a characteristic
of strong prime ministers who, for reasons of the time, have desired to
strengthen and simplify their relationship with the armed forces
command. In mid-1973 Prime Minister Zaid Rifai was following this
course.

The Commander in Chief and General Staff

General Headquarters of the Jordanian armed forces are located
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at Amman. This installation is sometimes referred to in the press
as thk Armed Forces General Command; however, the simpler designa-
tion of General Headquarters is an accurate translation of Qiadat
al Am, the usual usage employed. The older expression Qiadat al Jaysh
(Army Headquarters) is often heard, or simply Qiadat.

`,The commander in chief in 1973 continued to be Field Marshal Habis
al' Majali, cousin of the pro-Western Prime Minister Hazza al Majali
who was assassinated in August 1960 (see ch. 2). Majali, the only
J4rdanian officer below the king ever to hold the rank of field marshal,
was promoted to this grade in the mid-1960s. Except for an interval

the years 1967 to 1970, he has been commander in* chief since
May 1957. Majali was recalled to duty by Hussein in mid-
gleptember 1970 to direct the war then launched against the Pales-
Mnian guerrillas and to act again, as he had often done in the past, as

ilitary governor general under martial law. Majali's seniority, experi-
Ace, and overall prestige have all been factors contributing to his
virtual autonomy from the Ministry of Defense.

In late 1973 the chief of staff was Major General Sharif Zaid bin
Shakir, who was appointed on March 4, 1972. He was distinguished
for his performance as an armor commander in the 1967 war, against
the Syrians in 1970, and against the guerrillas in 1970 and 1971. As
chief of staff Shakir plays a key role in the daily conduct of all affairs
at General Headquarters.

The Jordanian General Staff itself continued to be organized basi-
cally in the British form persisting from Arab Legion days, with some
later modifications frOm Jordanian experience and United States'
influence. The principal staff officers after the chief of staff were
the director of operations and the director of military intelligence,
supported by a number of what in United States parlance would be
:Called special staff sections, such as the adjutant general, quarter-
master general, surgeon general, finance officer, signals officer, and
others. In 1973 the new Directorate of General Intelligence was estab-
lished under Major General Muhammad Rasul al Kilani. Although the
director was presumed to be answerable to the commander in.chief,,
the relationship of the directorate to the rest of the staff was not
clearly known. The principal routine duties of the General Staff in-
volve the administration and operations of the Jordan Arab Army.
The commander of the semiautonomous Royal Jordanian Air Force
is subordinate to the commander in chief and the chief of staff, derives
some logistic support from the army, and carries out a degree of policy
coordination with the principal officers of the General Headquarters
staff. For regular operations and administration, however, the air
force has its 6wn staff.

The Army and Navy

The major formations organized within the overall army strength
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of about 65,000 consisted of five divisions: two armored, one mech-
anized, and two infantry. The combat force is thus distinctly armor
heavy. These divisions are smaller than those of the United States.
Army, however, since they do not include as much organic logistic
and administrative support. Higher echelon logistic functions are
perforined by central base facilities and separate units serving more
than one division. The ratio of combat to support strength is there-
fore highly favorable.

The command channel from division headquarters is directly upWard
to General Headquarters and downward through the pyramid of sub-
ordinate divisional units. From top to bottom, the governing organiza-
tional form is triangu.: the division normally has three brigades,
each brigade has three battalions, and soon. In adopting the triangular
principle, the Jordanians shifted to basic United States practice.
Within specific units, however, traces of British usage remain. British
forms of organizatio din particular endure strongly in administrative,
maintenance, and of er technical units.

In addition to did ional units, separate combat elements included =
a special forces brig de and at least twenty battalions of field artillery
and air defense ar illery from which fire support attachments or
allocations are mad to the divisions. The main base areas for the army
are the complexes t Amman and Az Zarqa, and there are lesser in-
stallations in the ea of Irbid-Al Mafraq and at Maan, Al Aqaba, and
elsewhere.

Principal items of armored equipment are procured from the United
States and the United Kingdom and include medium and heavy tanks,
armored cars, Saracen armored personnel carriers, numerous self-
propelled antiaircraft guns, and self-propelled howitzers. Artillery
equipment includes 8-inch howitzers and 155-mm guns, numerous
155-mm and 105-mm howitzers, and a reserve of older British twenty-
five-pounders. Infantry weapons were increasingly of United States
types; for example, the M-16 rifle was being assimilated. in 1973.
Some protection against low-flying aircraft was provided in tactical
units and for static point defense by the dual automatic 40-mm guns
on M-42 mounts, but main reliance for air defense was placed upon
the Royal Jordanian Air Force.

Equipment and weapons of British origin were not limited to ob-
solescent items left over from the late Glubb era. Quartermaster
items of individual clothing and personal gear, for example, con-
tinued to be mainly of British origin or style. As a rough generaliza-
tion, however, it was estimated that in 1973 the Jordanian army was
equipped and organized about 70 percent along United States lines,
the balance being British.

Junior officer procurement for the army and air force is provided
by the Jordanian Military Academy located at Ar Rusayfah, near Az
Zarqa. Applicants, carefully screened for loyalty, are expected to be
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secondary school graduates. The course is usually of two years' dura-
tion (although classes may be graduated early) and follows a program
closer to that of the British Royal Military' Academy than to that of
the United States. Upon graduation, cadets are commissioned as
second lieutenants. Direct commissioning from the enlisted ranks is
also possible and n t infrequently occurs.

Advanced offict training is provided by the Jordanian Staff College
located southwest of Amman and by allocations at the United States
Army Command and General Staff College at Fort Leavenworth, the
British Artily Staff College at Camberley, and lower level branch
schools in both the United States and Great Britain. The course at
the Jordan ian Staff College is about one year in duration and is
modeled closely after Camberley, although the influence of Fort
Leavenworth had increased markedly by 1973.

The naval element of the Jordanian armed forces is a force of about
250 men, based at Al Aqaba. It has about ten small craft used for coast
guard, customs, and harbor security functions. This small, stabilized
force is, in fact, part of the army but is tabulated separately to account
for the function.

The Air Force

During 1971 and 1972 the small Royal Jordanian Air Force under-
went an expansion in strength of 100 percentfrom about 2,000 to
about 4,000in order to handle new acquisitions.. Increasingly,
because of its growing capability and power potential since being re-
built after the destruction of 1967, the air force was becoming an
important factor in military calculations and Jordanian policy. Its
missions are air defense, tactical bombardment, close support of
ground units, and transport. Some degree of capability exists under
each of these headings, but none was yet sufficiently developed to
make full use of conipment on hand or on order. The air force com-
mander in 1973 was Brigadier Abud Salim Hasan.

Air force headquarters are near Amman, at an area locally called
Marka, where the main airstrip and some facilities are jointly used
with the civil international airport. The second major, all-weather,
all-capacity airfield is at Al Mafraq and is exclusively an air force
installation. Other airfields of lesser size are at Maan, Al Aqaba,
and elsewhere, including a number of emergency strips in the desert.
The modern air force formations included one fighter-interceptor
squadron, two fighter-bomber ground attack squadrons, one transport
squadron, and one helicopter squadron. In addition, a number of
older miscellaneous aircraft were on hand for training and as reserves.
In 1973 a number of F-5E fighters were to be supplied by the United
States, and observerS anticipated that these high-performance, short-
range aircraft would he formed into another interceptor squadron
with a primary air defense role.
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Air force personnel are carefully selected and contain a la ger
percentage of Palestinians than the armor and infantry units of e
army. The air force has no separate academy but secures its ne
officers by transfer from the army or by direct commissioning. Pilot
training is accomplished in the United States and Great Britain by
arrangement with those countries, who also make available technical
training for nonrated officer and noncommissioned officer positions.

-...

Uniforms, Ranks, and Insignia

Army uniforms are of brown wool and, for both officers and enlisted
men in field and garrison duty, are similar to those of the British
army. Lighter weight khaki uniforms of des. ert tan are worn in sum-
mer. Senior officers and all who have graduated from the staff college
wear red lapel patches and red hatbands. In the field, branch and serv-
ice are indicated by the color of the beret: brown for infantry, black
for armor, blue for artillery, \and maroon for engineers. Except in
combat or field exercises, bothl officers and enlisted men frequently
wear the red-and-white-check,eied Arab headcloth called the kafiya,
held in place by a two-looped black cord called the aigal. The head-
cloth is also frequently called a skmaag.

Air force uniforms are of ' RAF blue" and, in fact, are about the
same as those of the RAF. The kafiya is almost never worn by air
force personnel.

The rank structure of the Jordanian army is like that of the United
States and British armies, although there are fewer enlisted grades.
Insignia of rank are worn on shoulder straps by officers; chevrons
are worn, with the point down, by enlisted men on upper right and left
sleeves. On each shoulder, at the outer limit of the strap, all wear a
gold-colored metallic arc spelling out in Arabic "The Arab Army."
Many units have authorized shoulder patches, or flashes, but these
are not worn during periods of combat or internal stress.

The system of officer insignia is based on combinations of seven-
pointed stars (soinetimes called pips), crowns, crossed sabers, and
wreaths (see table 14). Although there are minor differences in design
of these insignia, the system itself is the same as that of the British
army. In the army the basic color of the metal of insignia and buttons
is gold; in the air force, silver. Air force ranks and insignia are the
same as those of the army; rated personnel wear wings and other
rating badges somewhat similar in design ix ....se of the British RAF.

Pay and Allowances and Awards

The pay and allowances of the JOrdanian services, particularly
in enlisted ranks, have always been among the highest in the Middle
East and North Africa. Longevity pay and servant allowances (for
lieutenant colonels and higher officers) are paid to officers, and cost-
of-living allowances and family allowances are provided for enlisted
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Table 14. Jordanian Military Ranks and Insign;a, 1973

Rank Arabic Designation Insignia'

Supreme Commander. Al Malik (the king).... Crossed sabers within a wreath
and one crown

Field Marshal Mushir Crossed sabers within a wreath
General Fariq Awal Crossed sabers, one star, and .one

crown
Lieutenant General ... Fariq Crossed sabers and one crown
Major General Amir Liwa Crossed sabers and one star
Brigadier' Zaim* Crown and three stars
Colonel Aqid Crown and two stars
Lieutenant Colonel.... Muqaddam Crown and one star
Major Raid Crown
Captain Rais Three stars
First Lieutenant Mulazim Awal Two stars
Second Lieutenant . ... Mulazim Thani One star
Cadet - Murashah White bar
Warrant Officer Wakil Crown enveloped by wreath
Staff Sergeant Naqib Crown and three chevrons
Sergeant Naib Three chevrons
Corporal Arif Two chevrons
Private First Class.... Jundi Awal One chevron
Private Jundi . . .

. ..

This rank is translated as brigadier, not brigadier general, but may b regarded as either depending u n whether
British or United States customs. respectIely. are being followed

men to augment the base pay. Other types of allowances are also paid
for special qualifications, for example, to men with flight ratings,
doctors, and registered engineers.

The constitution gives the king power to confer decorations, honors,
and awards, and a regularized system of decorations has long been in
effect. Ribbons representing awarded medals and campaign services
are worn over the left breast pocket of army, air force, and police uni-
forms in the same manner as in the United States armed services.

On September 18, 1972, a new medal, the Hashemite Order of Grace
(Al Nanda Al Hashemi Al Naamat) was established by royal decree
as the highest award for valor in "acts of heroism" by members of
the military and police force. Older awards, in descending order of
precedence, are: the Order of Military Gallantry (Al Nanda Agdam),
the Order of the Renaissance (Al Nanda 1 Baath), and the Star of
'Jordan (Al Kawkab al Urdani). Service edals for World War H,
Palestine, and subsequent campaigns and fo twenty years' honorable
service are also awarded.

Military Justice

The constitution provides for the establishment of military justice,
and the Military Criminal Law promulgated on August 16, 1952,
is applicable to all personnel subject to military authority. The corn-
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mander in chief of the armed forces,or his designate has authority
to bring individuals subject to this law to trial by court-martial for
violations of it. Sentences by the military tribunal are not effective
unless signed by the commander in chief or chief of staff.

An individual found guilty under the Military Criminal Law may be
sentenced to execution, life imprisonment, five years' confinement,
dishonorable discharge, withholding of pay for three months, three
months' imprisonment, loss of rank, loss of promotion, or reprimand.
The king must approve all executions and is the source of all pardons.

When martial law or the defense law of emergencies is in effect,
its provisions are enforced by the military governor general designated
by the king. Members of the military services, however, remain subject
to the normal provisions of the military justice system and to any
special laws -that may be passed for these contingencies.

THE PUBLIC SECURITY FORCE

The Public Security Force constitutes the national police of Jordan
and is charged with the standard police functions of law enforcement
and security. The police are directed and administered by the Ministry
of Interior but are directly responsible to the military governor general
during martial law periods. In time of war the police are taken under
the Ministry of Defenseand armed forces command.

In 1973 the-Public Security Force totaled about 7,500 men, an in-
crease of only about 1,500 since 1960. The-force is commanded by the
director general of public security, usually a major general detached
from the army, who reports to the minister of interior. Headquarters,
supply bases, and the police academy for officer cadets and policemen
are at Amman. The countrywide system is divided into districts
correspondirig to the administrative divisions of the country. In each
of these a chief of police is in command, and central forces, subdis-
tricts, and smaller posts are allotted according to the size and popula-
tion of the district.

Broadly, the police and their areas of attention may be classed as
metropolitan (Amman), rural (small towns and villages), and desert
(east of the Hejaz Railway). In Amman the police are fully motorized,
have good communications, and are organized for traffic duty, public
assistance, and crime prevention and investigation much on the
European pattern. In the rural areas some police elements employ
horses, and in the desert districts the old system of camel-mounted
desert patrols survivessupplemented by improved communications
and vehicles.

Police ranks and insignia are the same as those of the army, although
the job titles are necessarily different. Pay scales are about the same
as those of the army but differ somewhat in the specialized allowances.
The basic metal color of police insignia is silver rather than gold.
Police -uniforms in metropolitan areas ar dark blue in winter, light
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tan in summer. A distinctive sun helmet topped with a short metal
spike is sometimes worn by city police. The rural police wear an
olive drab uniform lighter in shade than the army brown but other-
wise similar. The desert police retain their traditional Arab garb.
The poliFevre armed with some light automatic weapons, rifles,
revolvers, Ad nightsticks and have available some special items of
crowd and riot control equipment.

In the late 1950s the police did not usually fare as well as the army
and air force in fiscal allocations, but in the- early 1960v increased
allocations and attention were given to the Public Security Force.
Normal police functions have usually been effectively performed.
Standards of education for entrance are higher than for the army,
and a higher proportion of Palestinians is found in the police than
in the army. Government policy has usually been to encourage a

\Palestinian character in the police forces (except in the desert).
The police have on the whole been respected by the population.

Municipal police are not the principal means of control of the major
riots that have periodically occurred in Jordan because their capability
in such cases is quickly exceeded. Combat forces of the army and
beduins of the desert :police are employed in these extreme
circumstances.

INTERNAL SECURITY

Crime, Prosek titian, and Penal System

The rate of ordinary, or nonpolitical, crime before the 1967 war was
considered low in relation to the total population. With the increase
in urban density after that war, the new influx of indigent refugees,
and the stresses of the 1970-71 civil war, crime showed some increase
in a subdued but restless population that had become two-thirds
Palestinian in composition and included many who did not,prefer the
Hashemite monarchy and rule by the Transjordanian civil and mili-
tary elite.

Most of the reported crime occurs in Amman and other urban areas/
Between 1968 and 1972 there did not appear to be a distinct trend in
the amount of reported crime. Narcotics offenses and crimes against
property, such as larceny and housebreaking, appeared to be increas-
ing faster than crimes against the individual, such as murder, rape,
and aggravated assault. The pervasive presence, almost omnipresence,
of the military and police forces throughout the country was main-
tained principally to keep order and guard against political crimes of
subversion and incitation but also had a dampening effect on ordinary
crime, and this category in 1973 was still not regarded as high in view
of prevailing circumstances.

Statistics of the number of crimes committed and the number of
individuals convicted, however, are not highly reliable indicators of
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the absolute amount of crime. Crimes cc(mmitted in remote areas are
often. not investigated or prosecuted because they are settled privately
rather than reported to civil authorities:Should they be reported and
prosecuted, the prison penalty is often minimized if the families
involved agree on a financial settlement. !

Procedures and prosecution, like the code of criminal law, resemble
the French system..Persons suspected are taken to the nearest police
station for interrogation. Usually a warrant is required for arrest;
the warrant must be issued by a magistrate and must state specific
charges. The police magistrate first informs the accused of the charges
and questions him and any available witnesses to determine if there is
a prima facie case against the accused, who has a right to counsel
at this preliminary *investigation. If the magistrate finds evidence
of guilt, the case is transmitted for further investigation to the local
public prosecutor. This official is attached to every magistrate's
court and every court of first instance.

The public prosecutor, upon concluding that public action against the
accused is necessary, institutes a trial by issuing an indictment (formal
accusation) to the appropriate court. The magistrate courts handle
only petty criminal offenses. The courts of first instance try minor
c minal cases before one judge and major felonies before three judges;
cases may be appealed to the higher courts (see ch. 8). Trials are
open except in specified cases. The defendant is presumed innocent
until; proved guilty and has the right to counselto be provided
free if he is unable to pay. He also has rights of cross-examination
and is protected against self-incrimination. The role of the judge is
paramount; there is no jury system.

The \prison system is administered by the Prison Section of the
Public Security Directorate. As of 1973 there were about twenty-five
prisons and jails in use. All except the Amman Central Prison are
under the management of the district police commanders and are
sometimes referred to as police jails. In addition to the Amman prison,
there are other area prisons. The smaller district jails are located
in or near the district or subdistrict police headquarters. Generally,
convicted offenders with more than a year to serve are transferred to
Amman Central Prison, those with three months to one year are sent
to area prisons, and those sentenced to three months or less are kept
in the district jails. Prison staff personnel are part of the Public
Security Force.

Subversion and Political Security

The chief threat to internal security has been from political crimes
or acts involving attempts to overthrow or discredit the monarchy
and its government. The methods used include the whole spectrum of
subversion techniques, including conspiracy, assassination, incitation
to riot, organized armed insurgency, general terrorism, and aircraft
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hijacking (see ch. 2; ch. 9). The Main sources of these attempts have
been individuals and groups associated with the broad motivations of
radical Arab rationalism and its ideologies, the specific Palestinian )
cause against Israel, and specific hostilities toward the Hashemites
and their principal supporters.

The Communist Party of Jordan has always been illegal and, like all
political parties in 1973, continued to be outlawed. Its leaders were
identified as Fuad Nasir (secretary general) and Fahmi
and its total membership was estimate( h fewer than 500. The
party attempts from time to time to pubis ewspaper called Al
Jamairir. but the organization is closely watcheu by security agencies.
Otherwise it is ignored by the government and scorned by the Pales-
tinian guerrillas, because it has never taken any decisive action. In
late 1971 the party reportedly split between adherents of the Soviet
Union and adb to the People's Republic of China (PRC). It was
not considered a t threat.

The most SE, tous danger to the regime occurred in the Palestinian
guerrilla insurgency of 1970 and 1971. After this effort was defeated,
visible organizations of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO)
such as Al Fatah were driven out of Jordan, but observers believed that
clandestine agents remained and that the Palestinian hostility to the
Hashemites had not abated. On August 24, 1973, an Al Fatah spokes-
man was quoted in the press as demanding the abolition of Hussein's
monarchy.

Many assassinations and attempted ones have occurred since 1951
when King Abdullah was killed, including the murders of Prime Minis-
ter Hazza al Majali on August 29, 1960, and of Prime Minister Wasfi
al Tal on November 28, 1971 (see ch. 9). Hussein by late 1973 had
survived at least seven attempted assassinations. All past evidence
has shown, however, that assassinations in themselves are politically
ineffective and that the government system cannot be internally
overthrown without subverting, manipulating, or neutralizing a major
part of the combat forces. A number of attempts to subvert the mili-
tary from within have been made, and after each known or suspeciTed
plot a purge of officersnot usually in large numbershas occurred.

In early November 1972 an acting conimander of a Jordanian
armored unit was identified as possessing JD20,000 (for value of the
Jordanian dinarsee Glossary) from Palestinian guerrilla sources
to finance a coup d'etat. Some 300 army and civilian personnel were
arrested. The` discovery of the plot reportedly caused an air force
officer who was involved in it to fly over the royal palace on Novem-
ber 6, 1972, and attempt to kill the king by rocket fire. The pilot failed
and was killed in the crash of the aircraft immediately thereafter.
Hussein was hospitalized from November 18 through 20, but on
November 27, 1972, returned to his ' ities; in an interview with the
Lebanese press he confirmed teat an attempt had been made to over-
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throw his government.
At about the same time the Iraqi press stated that a new organi-

zation, the Jordanian Revolutionary People's Party, was being formed
to oppose Hussein on behalf of the Jordanian and Palestinian people.
Its effectiveness was not at once known, but it was added to the list
of clandestine' groups against whiCh the security agencies of the
military and police forces constantly operate. Another late addition
was the Revolutionary Popular Front for the Liberation of Palerstine,
identified in November 1972 as a breakaway group from the Popular
Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) of Georgo Habbash

,:h. 9).
On February 15, 1973, the Ministry of Interior announced the arrest

of an armed Palestinian group attempting to enter the country from
Syria with the objectives of assassinating Hussein and overthrowing
the government or creating as much disruption as possible. Their
leader; Muhammad Daud Auda (also known as Abu Daud,, then
made a widely publicized confession on television and in the press
describing in detail the inner workings and methods of Al Fatah.
On September 18, 1973, Abu Daud and a large number of Palestinian
fedayeei were granted amnesty by the king and were released from
prison (see ch. 9).

The prihcipal threat to internal security, then, was adjudged to
be still from political-subversive sources, principally from the Pales-
tinian guerrilla movements. The capability of the security agencies
against this threat was seen by observers as extensive, however, and
the effectiveness of the subversives had not been impressive.
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GLOSSARY
dinar Monetary unit of Jordan, abbreviated JD and divided into

1,000 fits. In 1950 par value, was established with the IMF (q. v.)
at US$2.80 equal JD1;.as a /result of the February 1973 devaluation
of the United States dolliar, the value in mid-1973 was US$3.11
equal JD1. ,

fedayeen (sing., fedayee)/Arab commandos or guerrillas.
fellahin (sing., fellah)Pasant or agricultural worker.
IBRDInternational Bank for Reconstruction and Development;

also known as the Wo/rld Bank.
IDAInternational 15evelopment Asociation. An affiliate of IBRD

and a part of the World Bank Group. Became operational in 1960.
imamPrayer leader of an Islamic congregation.
IMFInternational Monetary Fund.
Israeli-occupied TerritoryWest Bank (q.v.).
JDJordanian dinar (q.v.).
East BankThat portion of Jordan east of the Jordan River, the

Dead Sea, and the series of wadis from the Dead Sea to the Gulf of
Aqaba. Roughly the former Amirate of Transjordan (see fig. 1).

PalestinianNarrowl:,, a cit;zen of the British mandated territory of
Palestine (1922-48 . Generally, a Muslim or Christian native or
descendant of a native of the region between the Egyptian Sinai
and Lebanon and west of the Jordan River-Dead Sea-Al Aqaba line
who identifies himself primarily as other than an Israeli.

shariaBody of Islamic law. Courts applying this law known as
sharia courts.

sharif (Arabic pt., ash rai)An individual who claims to be and is
accepted as a descendant of the Prophet Muhammad through his
daughter Fatima.

shaykhTribal chief. Frequently seen in English as sheikh or sheik.
SunnaThe "example" provided by the Prophet Muhammad's acts

and sayings as recalled and recorded by his closest followers, who
were known as the Companions. The Sunna is accepted by Sunni
Muslims as the model of correct behavior.

SunniThe larger branch of Islam known for its adherence to the
Sunna (q.v.). Almost all Muslims in Jordan are Sunni.

Tapline (Trans-Arabian Pipeline)A 1,068-mile, thirty-inch diameter
pipeline completed in 1950 to transport petroleum from the Aramco
(Arabian American Oil Company) oil fields in Saudi Arabia to the
shipping facilities of the Mediterranean port of Sidon, Lebanon,
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crossing Jordan and Syria on the at . Att.-eight-inch diameter pipe-
line connects Tapline ttith the Jordanian refinert at Az Zarqa
and supplies Jordan's requirements of crude petroleum.

TransjordanianNar?owly, a citizen of the Amiratt (Princedom)
of Transjordan (1922-16). Generallt , a Muslim or Christian _native
of the region east of tilt Jordar Ricer -head Sea-Al Aqaba line and
within the approximate boundaries of the content portrt state of
Jordan, that is, of the East Bank (q

ulama ( Arabic sing., ahm)Collective term for recognt a mic
scholars.

UNRWA United Nations elief and Works Agency for Palestine
Refugees in the Near East.

West Pank That portion of Jordan west of the Jordan River and
the Dead Sea. Area was seized by Israel in the 1967 war and in
late 197:1 remained Israeli-occupied Territort (see fig. 1).
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October 1973
Razzaz, Mu nif al. 151
refugees (see also United Nations Relief

and Works Agenc for Palestine Refugees
in the Near East) 3, 8, 36, 38, 74, 82, 85-
86. 144. 178. 180. citizenship, 24: educa-
tion, 104-105: health care, 108-1094 111:
population. 42.55, 56, 58

religion ix, 61-67. 132: politics and, 67
religious courts (see also sharia): 68, 71,132,

138
religious schools 95
remittances from abroad' 3. 104, 196,200
research: 121-122
revenge. 80.89
Revolutionary Popular Front for the Lib-

eration of Palestine: 241
Rifai, Abdul Munim 124. 149, 165, 166
Rifai, Samir. 27, 30. 32. 33
Rifai, Zaid. 155. 164. 166.231
rivers: 47
roads and highways. x. 32, 50, 51. 53
Roman Catholic Church' 68.71, 138
Romania: 171
Royal Jordanian Air Force 232. 233
Royal Jordanian Airline' 54
Rwala tribe' 79

Sa )at, Anwar al 161, 165
Bani 19

Saladin. 12-13
Salifiti, Fah mi: 240
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Salwa: 128
Samaritans: 71, 75
sanitation and environmental health. ix, 4,

94, 105, 107 -108, 184
satellite ground station: 119
Saudi Arabia: vii, 22, 148; aid from, x, 29,

37, 230, 231; boundary, 43; emigration to,
60, relations with, 5, 27, 32, 50,164, 225

savings: 205
Sayegh, Tewfiq: 123
Sboul, Tayseer: 1'25
settlement patterns. 54, 55, 56. migrations,

79
Seven-Year Program for Economic De-

velopment: 53
sex segregation: 67, 100, 103
Shahabi, Ahmed: 151
Shakir, Shari! Zaid bin: 232
Sham mout, Ismail: 127
sharia: 12, 14, 64, 66, 137; land tenure, 205
Shiat Ali: 64
Shiite Islam: ix, 12, 64, 65, 71
shrines and holy places: 61,68 -70, 71
Shukairy, Ahmad: 34
Shunnar, Ameen: 12.5
Sirhan tribe: 79
size. ix
social structure: 79- 85,100
social welfare: 110-111, 184
soils: 49
Soviet Union: vii, 22, 121, 171, 172: arms

aid offers, 29, 33, 170. 229

Stern group: 22
students abroad: 104
Suez Canal: 16F 177, 194
Sunni Islam: ix, 12, 62.75
Sus, Ibrahim: 129
Suyyagh, Fayez: 124,

Syria: 6, 43, 50, 148, 154, 161, 163, 166. Arab
mat ional ism-22-23. 31. 32-U9, history
10-11, 18. 19; hostilities, v, 23, 213, 36. 39,
152, 177, trade, 164

Syrian Orthodox Church 71

Tal, Mustafa Wahbi al. 123
Tal, Wasfi al: 33, 34, 40, 153. 154, 163, 240
Talal, Prince (King of Jordan): 2.5
Talhouni, Bahjat al: 32, 34
Tarabin tribe: 78
Tawfig, Samira. 128
taxes: 110 -111. 188; local, 141
teacher training: 97, 99
television: 113, 119, 126
terra rossa: 50
theater 125-1"6
Three-Year z . °gram 176, 179. 203, 219.

agriculture, 211, 212; industry, 215, 216
Tiberias, Lake: 33, 45, 47, 208
tobacco: 203, 210, 217
tourism: 1, 3, 36, 56, 129, 176. 184, 193
trade (see also exports; imports): domestic,

60, 182, 184, 192-194; foreign, 177-178,
179, 194-196

Trans-Arabian Pipeline (Tapline): 54, 215
Transjordan: See Amirate of Transjordan;

Hashemite Kingdom of Transjordan
Transjordan Frontier Force: 20
Transjordanians (see also beduins): 143,

144; in armed forces, 222, 227, 228
transliteration methods: vii
transportation: x, 51,182, 219; development

program, 184, 185
treaties and agreements: 6, 22, 23, 27, 28,

40, 50, 157; borders, 42, 43; canal, 32
tribal society: 77-81
Tunisia: vi, 6,165
Tugan, Ahmad: 39, 153
Tugan, Fawda: 123
Tugan, Ibrahim: 123
Tamil, Queen Alia: 33
Tugan, Suleiman: 31
Turkey: 22, 27, 166
Turkish language: 95
Turkish rule: 7, 13-14',16, 17, 18, 65, 205

Umar, Abdul Rahim: 124
unemployment and underemployment: 4,

42, 59, 180, 227; education and, 94, 96
uniforms, military: 235, 238
United Arab Command: 34, 230
United Arab Kingdom: 144, 154, 163, 168
United Arab Republic (UAR): 30, 32, 33,

35, 36, 37, 163, 167; border, 31
United Kingdom: See Great Britain
United Nations: 172, 208; membership,

x, 22, 27. 172; 1947 War and S, 23, 43
United Nations Development Progam

208

United Nations Emergency Force: 35
United Nations Relief and Works Agency

for Palestine Refugees in the Near East
(UNRWA): x, 24, 56, 85, 94, 172, 208;
education, 95, 97, 99, 104-105; health care,
109, Ill

United Nations Security Council: 1971

Resolution, 173; 1973 War and, vi, Resolu-
tion 242 of 1967, 37, 168,170

United Nations Special Committee on
Palestine: 23

United Nations Truce Supervision Organi-
zation-Palestine. 23

United States. vii, 22, 152, 173, aid from, x,

1
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5, 24, 37, 169-171, 186: military aid, 30, 31
32. 22.5, 228, 229, 230-231, 233, 234, 235.
trade. 198, 199

United States Agency for Interm..ional
Development (AID). 189, 231

United States Information Service (USIS).
120

United States Military Assistance Pro-
gram (YAP): 2?9, 230

University of Jordan 99, 101, .04, 110.
library. 121

urban areas 4, 54, 55, 83-85, 91, 109, hous-
ing, 105, 106: sanitation, 107

Uzayzi, R. Z.: 89

villages and rural areas: 55, 107, 109; ad-
ministration, 81-83, 140, 141, agriculture,
202; development, 219; police, 237: radio,
118-119

vocational and technical education: 60, 93,
97, 103. 105, 226

Wadi at Arabah: 46
Wadi al Hasa: 47. 49, 209
Wadi at Mawjib: 209
Waldheim, Kurt: 165
Way/ land: 206
water supply (see also irrigation; Jordan

River; rainfall). ix, 4. 107, 108, 182,206
weapons. 233
West Barr. (see also Israeli-occupied Terri-

tory): 8, 23, 24, 36, 50, 51; administrati',e

278

divisions. 44; education in, 94, 99, 105;
holy places. 68, 177; population, 41, 55,
57, 58

West Germany 34, 120, 171; aid, 37, 189,
231

wheat: 203. 209, 210
windstorms: 48-49, 107-108
women. education, `..`1, 100, 103, 104, 105,

employment, 59. 90-91, religion and, 62,
67, status, 86, 88-89, 90, 91, 121; suffrage,
136. writers, 123-124

Women's Federation of Jordan. 57
Woodhead Commission: 21
World Bank ( IBRD): 172, 181, 208
World Council of Churches: 1 1 1
World Health Organization: 108, 172
World War I: 7, 16, 17
World Zionist Organization: 15, 18, 19,21

Yahya, Razzaq: 150
Yamani, Ahmad al: 150
Yamani people, 76
Yarmuk River: 45, 47, 54; dam. 208, 219
Yemen: 22, 23
Yom Kippur War. See Arab. Israeli War of

October 1973
Yugoslavia: 171, 198, 199

Zarqa affair. 29
Zeeyza airport: 54
Zein, Princess: 33
Zionism. 7, 8, 14, 15,17, 18, 21, ?2
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550-65
550-98
550-44
550-59
550-73

550-66
550-20
550-168
550-61
550-83

550-166
550-96
550-159
550-77
550-60

550-63
550-26
550-67

550-91
550-90

550-152
550 -22

550-158
550-54
550-155

550-52
550-150
550-28
550-167
550-29

550-153
550-87
550-78
550-82
550-164

550-151
550-165
550-21
550-154
550-39

550-68
550-31
550-25
550-69

Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria
Angola
Argentina

Bolivia
Brazil
Bulgaria
Burma
Burundi

Cameroon
Ceylon
Chad
Chile
China, People's Rep. of

China, Rep. or
Colombia
Congo, Democratic Rep. of

(Zaire)
Congo, People's Rep. of
Costa Rica

Cuba
Cyprus
Czechoslovakia
Dominican Republic
East Germany

Ecuador
El Salvador
Ethiopia
Finland
Germany

Ghana
Greece
Guatemala
Guyana
Haiti

Honduras
Hungary
India
Indian Ocean Territories
Indonesia

Iran
Iraq
Israel
Ivor!, Coast

550-30

550-34
550-56
550-50
550-81
550-41

550-58
550-24
550;38
550-85
550-163

550-45
550-161
550-79
550-76
550-49

350 -64

550-35
550-88
550-157
550-94

550-48
350 -46

550-156
550-92

550-42

550-72
550-162
550-160
550-84
550-51

550-70
550-86
530 -93

550-95
550-27

550-47
550-62
550-53
550-89
5.)0-80

550-71
550-43

Japan

Jordan
Kenya
Khmer Republic (Cambodia)
Korea, North
Korea. Republic of

Laos
Lebanon
Liberia
Libya
Malagasy Republic

Malaysia
Mauritania
Mexico
Mongolia
Morocco

Mozambique
Nepal. Bhutan and Sikkim
Nicaragua
Nigeria
Oceania

Pakistan
Panama
Paraguay
Pt loheral States of the

krabian Peninsula
Pere

Philippines
Poland
Romania
Rwanda
Saudi Arabia

Senegal
Somalia
South Africa, Republic of
Soviet Union
Sudan, Democratic Republic of

Syria
Tanzania
Thailand
Tunisia
Turkey

Uganda
United Arab Republic (Egypt)
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550-97
550-71
550-57
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Uruguay 550-55
'Venezuela 550-99
Vietnam, North 550-75

\

Vietnam, South
Yugoslavia
Zambia
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